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1.2. THE STRUCT(TRE OF TIIE ATMO'SPHERE
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Figurè 1.4: The ionospheric layers based on the vertical distribution of electron concentratior,

for night and day as well as solar maxima and minirna, whete the different regions of the

ionosphere are labelled as D, E, F1, and F2 [after Richm,ontl,19B7].

Z0 km. The rate of ion--pair production by cosmic rays increases exponentially witìr penetration

into the atmosphere, reaching a maximum at around 10-15 km. T'he production is larger at

lrigh latitudes than in the tropics, and is also modulated by solar activity [see e.g. Brasseur t4

Nicolet,1973]. High solar activity removes galactic cosmic rays due to the intense solar wind.

The meridiolal gradient is due to cosmic rays following the magnetic fleld lines as they approaclt

the earth, penetrating near the poles; this is particularly true for less energetic pa,rticles. The

rate of pair production has been p:rrameterized as a fÏnction of la,titude, altiturìe, and solar

activity IH eaps, 1978].

Figure 1.5 shows the mid-latitude day and night ionization producl,ion rates during quiet so-

lar conditions, between an altitude of 60 and 100 krn. Ionization due to Jrigh energy particles ancl

galactic X-rays only beco,mes impoltant in the absence of sola,I irradiation [see, e.g. Thomas,

1974; Vamqtola and Gorney,1983]. A notable fe¿rture of the D region is the shar¡r increase in

electron density obsel'ved between 80 and ll0 km. This rnay be clue to the change in rate of

the dissociative reconrbination fReid,19?0], or to the height clistribulions of the electron-ion
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Figure 1.5: The ionization rates as produced by the different sources in the D and lower E
regions for (a) day and (ó) night, for quiet solar conditions [after l'homas,lg74)

production rates due to the ioniza,tion of 02 and NO fChakrabarty et at.,7g7B].

There are several reasons why the D region is the most complex region of the ionosphere.

Firstly, the presence of a large number of neutral speciesr2 is conducive to complex reaction

paths between primary and product ions. Secondly, the pressure is stiil adequate for three-

body reactions to be of significance. Thirdly, there are rneta,l ions present ancl lastly, significant

amounts of negative ions are attainable. Figures 1.6 and 1.7 exhibit sorne of the principal

positive and negative ion chemistry effects in the D region as they are currently understood. It

is beyond the scope of this thesis to pursue the r:hemistry of the ionosphere in any great depth,

and tlrere are numerous books rvhich cover the area in detail [see, e.g. McÙwan antl, Phillips,

I975; Brasseur and Solomon,1986].

One aspect worth mentioning is l;he strong dependence of the ion chemistry on temperature"

rvhich in turn is dependent on the ciynamics of the mesosphere. 'Ihis irnportance can best be

seen in the anorltalclus absorption of radio waves during rvinter, known as the winter anomal¡,.

Normally, the absorption of radio waves is expected to vary systematically rvith respect to

rnean solar zenith a,ngle, a fact observed in summer. However, during winter abnormally high

absorption is observed, and this is directly attributable to increased electron concentration.

l\4odelling studies, as well as the Buropean winter anomaly campaign lg|Sl7\,have suggested

that the winter anomaly is predominantly due to large sporaclic injections of nitric oxide from

Lvc
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1.3. AT:MOSPHERIC DYNAMICS
13

of a partìcular mass of ftuid, we will follow the Eulerian which allows the equation pararneters

to be related by a set of partial diflerential eqrtations' such that the independent coordinates

are trre comrron t,a¡z;and ¿. Another mathenraticar formalisrn which er-Lables trre description

of the zonally averaged structure of the atmosphere by d.istinguishing between eddies and the

nrean meLidionallT circulation has been introduced lry And'rews and MclntEre [1978]' Callecl

tlte Lagrar'tg'ian, mean at.teraging, it c.omputes horizontal avelages following the path of a wave

trajectory in both longitude and latitude. Although physicallv iilterpretable and mathematicallv

elegant it is limited to scelarios where wave amplitudes are large lMclnfgre, 1980]' We u'ill only

examine the basic equations, for there ate many books dealing with fluid dynamics and it woulcl

selve no purpose to deal with detailed derivations here [see e.g' Batchelor,1967i Pedlosky'1979;

And,rews et al',1987].

We start with tlre momentum equation (or the equation of motion),

t'*=pr,+æ, (1'1)

lvhere the totai bime derivative is

L*u.v
0t --'

(1.2)

and is deflned as the total time rate of change of a fluid property follorving tÌre motion of a

fluid element. p is the density, u; is the vectot fluid velocily, F; are the coordinates of the

external forcing per unit volume and o;¡ is the stress tensor' The equation of nlotion' in its

most fundamental fbrrn, is a relation equatìng the rate of change of momentum and the sum of

all forces acting on a volume of fluid'

The second equatiorL is the conl;inuity cquation which simply states that for a particular

volume of fluid, the rate of change of density rvithin that volume is equal to minus the mass

divergence;

d

dt

17wind flow along the longitude contours

Ø+ov.u=o
d,t

(1.3)
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where V is the common gradient operator

0aauU+t_6n+lt*

Finally we have the energy equation

L. 
dT I rl,npdj- 

r*=Q , (r.4)

wlrere Co is the specific heat of air at constant pressure, ? is the ternper.ature an¿ e is the net,

heating rate per unit mass. The f,rst two terms describe the expansion cooling, or adiabatic:

processes within a compressible fluid, while Q encompasses processes that produce nett heating
or cooling of a volume of fluid (external forcing). In the upper atrnosphere, the heati'g is

provided by the absorption of u-v radiation, while the cooling is by infrare¿ emissjon by ozone,

carbon dioxide and water vapour.

An important equation in fluid dynamics is the Nauierstokes equation, which is true for.

a viscous compressible Newtonianls f id. Although grtrvity u,ave theory often rec¡uires a com-

pressible theory, an assumption of incompressibility is often rnade for the atmosphere, ancl as

can be seen from the continuity equation (equation 1.3), the velocity divergence V.t¿ is ther
zero' The Navier-stokes equation for a rota,ting planet is usua,lly given in the follorvi'g form,

du j_ u
dt = oro * ;r"o- VIþ - 2(Q. u) t s - un¿(u¿-u,) (1.b)

where the individual terms are;

-IVO = pressure gladient force

f,y2u = kinematic viscosity frictional folce

, = I : kinematic viscosity coefficient

ytþ : gr.avitational tidal term

2{l.u : Coriolis force

g : effective gravity

uni(L; -- a) : ion drag

V

18r r
v tscosrfy p : constant, i.e. Iinear rerationship between viscous force ancl velocity gradient
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and thermal conduction are includecl in the sohLtion of the equations of motion [see e.g. Hool¡e

ancl Jones,lg86; Ilocking et a/., 1991]. These solutions are knor,r'n as uiscos'ity uaues. Although

these types of waves al.e not comnronplace and exist under speciflc conditions, they might

explain some observations of the middle atmosphere and will be discussed further in chapter 5).

The followi¡g is a brief discussion on the main rvave motions that are supported, and are

evident everywhere throughout the Barth's atmosphere. Onty the important attributes wiil be

discussed, and no detailed wave solutions will be presented.

Internal gravity waves

The atmosphere contains a spectrum of rvaves. Of these, the highest frequency ones are the

acoustic or sound waves, ranging above, through, and below the human audible lange' These

waves are longitudinal, compression waves in which the individual particle motion is parallel to

the clirection of propagation arLd where the gravitational forcing of the Barth plays no role [see

e.g. Houghfon, 1g86]. S/aves in which the oscillal;ions bave periods of afew minutes and more

and whose motions are almost transverse to their line of propagation ale known as gravity waves

(the oscillation is actually elliptical witir a small compressional component). These waves aI'ise

clue to the buoyancy nature of the atmosphele. A parcel of air displaced from its equilibrium

position will attempt to return to its origirLal position - the oscillation resulting from gravity

and buoyancy acting on the a,ir parcel. For free unrestt'icted vertical oscillations the frequeucy

is the well klorvl Brult-Väisälá frecluency. Since the buoyancy force is the restoring force on

tlrese waves, they are also sometimes known as buoyancy uaues. I{ines [1960]' initially propose<l

that the existence of gravity waves in the middlc atmosphere explained wavelike features which

were evid.ent in meteor wincl profiles in the mesosphere and which were previously attributecl

to turbulence [see figure 1.8].

The atmosphere can sustai¡ gravity waves wil;h intrinsic periods (with respect to the mean

motion of the atmosphere) which can not lre greater in value than the inertial (x l2hrlsin?)

or smaller than the BnLnt-Väisälä2(). Since the atmosphere has no rtpper boundary, gravity

20x Srnin in the mesosphere and l0rnin in the troposphere
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80
too 50 0 50

wlND SPEED (m/¡)
Figure 1.8: An initially ptzzhng result of a rnesospheric wincl proflle obtained by photographs
of meteor trails which was later easily explained when gravìty waves were finally understood
lafter Liller and Whip2tte,Ig54].

waves propagate vertically as well as horizontally, unLike the ocean where similar waves exist

but in rvhich the propagation is mainly in the horizontal. Vertically propagatilg waves in the

atmosphere can also become trapped and form standing waves between temllerature inversions.

Atmospheric gravity waves are also commonly referred to as internal uaues, with their phase

being a function of height. Gravitv waves carì possess any combination of ho¡izontal and vertical

wavelengths, provided that they satisfy the fbllowing dispersion relationship [see e.g. Gossartl

and Hooke,7975]

5 roo

F
(9

Iro

nf=¡f; N2 -u2
,2-fz

,
wq

lcz + 12,

i
4E

o-AU-lV

I
¡ (1.7)

(1.8)

(1.e)

( 1.10)

(1.11)

2
/)

where

kî

w

¡¡z = t (¿T * s
T \rlz ' Ce

4tr
.f ãffisrn 0,

where rn is the vertical wavenurnber, k¿ the horizonl,al rvavenumber, 1[ the Rrunt-Väisälä

frequency, c"' the intrinsic frequency, / the Coriolis or inertial frequency, H o the clensity scale-

height, C" the speed of sound, ? l;he backgroun<l temperature, g the glavita,tional acceleration.

C, the atmospheric specifrc heat at constant pressure, d the la,titude, ø 1;he ground-based wave
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frecluelcy (as measured from a fixed position on t]re ground' not including the effocts of mean

atmospheric motio'), and Û a'd 7 are the mean background q'ir'd ve.tors' When one includes

tlre polarization relatioils fsee e.g. vincer¿t and Eckerma,rln' 1990], they, together with the

,dispersion relationshiP are sufficient to describe the physical na'tute of gravity waves'

I' the middle atmosphere the last term in equation 1.7 is negligible, and 1/o is onlv important

intlrecasewheletheverticalwavelengtlrislargertl.Len=40krrr.Tlrus,theonlyimportant

term in ecluation 1.7 is the flrst, where / and N are the boundary ümits on c';' the intrinsic wave

frequency. we do note, however, that the density scale-heighl is important when considering

secondordereffectslikestokes'diffusionlwalterschei'clØHockirlg,1991]'Thereis'howevet'

one constlaint on the lower limit of the vertical wavelength' Sm¿r'll vertical wavelength waves can

be,,smothered"byeddydifiusionandthemotionstendtobecorneintermediateb<:tweenquasi-

linear gravity waves a,ncl isotropic turbulence, and belong to a region of scales defrned either

as saturated gravity-wave flelds or as buoyanc¡' subrange turbulence lÛines' 196'I; Weinstocle'

1978a; Sitl'i and, Dalau'dier, 1989]'

Gravity waves can transport energy and momtlntutn upward into the atmosplLere fsee e'g'

Hines,1960],becausethernostimpor:tantSoulcesarelleal'tlreground.AnimportarLbpropertyof

gravity waves is that l,he group velocity and energy propagal;iott are or1;hogonal to l;he direction

o{ phase propagation. 'Ihe direction of the energY propagation also depends ort the period'

small period gravity waves propagating energy almost verticallY' and long perìod waves almost

horizoutallY

FoI many years, l;he rnean state of the mesosphete, as rneasured experimetttallv' coulcl

not be adequately modelled. Experiments showed that it departs signif'cantiy from radia-

tive equilibrium2l. This departure is now ctirectll', attributed to the effect of gravitv waves in

the mesosphere. As the density of the atmosphere dec'eases u'ith height' the arn¡rlitude of a'

ind,ividual gravity wave ilcreases until it brealis and dissipattrs' At this point the wave mo-

mentum and energy are transferred. to the back¡ltouncl llow le'g' Booker and' Bretlrcrton' 19671'

That gravity-wave dissipation 1¡¿flr: a large contribution to the state of the mesosphere wa's

2lthe net incoming solar energY llux is balanced lry the net outgoing long wave euergy flux
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Figure 1.9: Plots of the zonal rvinds (a) modelled without incorporating the effects clue to gravity
rvave drag [after Brasseur and Solonr,on,1986], (b) the observed winds lalter Murgatroyd,,1969],
(c) nrodelled, but including the effects of gravity-wave drag lal'ter Rin,d et a\.,1988].

winter mesospheric hemispheres, where the florv from the sllmnler hernisphere is rtpwards anrl

conversely dolvnwards for the rvinter hemisphere [see e.g. Dunkerton, 1978; Barnett and Corney,

1985]. Gravity waves are also often associated rvith the forma,tion of turbulence and this point

will be further discussed in the following chapter.

It now seems evident that gravil;y waves pervade the wholer atmosphere, and are produced

by many dilferent sources, generated eithel at the lìarth's sur:face or within the atmosphere.

Orography can be a soulce of gravit¡' waves, as ail'flow over topogt'aphic features like mountains

can produce progressive waves [see e.g. Hinesr lg68b]. It has also been shown by Eclcermann

[1990], that strong gravity-wave motions occulred throughoul; the troposphere as cold fronts

moved across southern Australia. Other sources include cyclones, jet streams, wind sheat,

v

í'r

0
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convectìon, turbulence, volcanic eruptions, nuclear explosiors, plus auroral sourc.es like Joule

heating, and Lorentz forcing22 rvhich are confined principally to the high-latitudes [see e.g.

Gaurilou and Sh.ued, I9B2 Fritts, 1989; 1?ees, 19Bg].

Atmospheric tides

Atmospheric tides are essentially internal gravity waves but influenced by the Earth's sphericity

and rotation. Moreovet, their periods and origins are known mole precisely and completelv

than those for internal gravity waves. The firsl; tides that were observed by man were ocear

tides whose causes were correctly attributed to the Moon and Sun, even though gravity was

not yet understood. It was Newton, rvho correctly inferred that gravitational tides existed in

the atrnosphere, althougli he surmised that they would be of such low amplitude as to be

undetectable.

T'ides are the response of the a,tmosphere to some type of forcing. This forcing can be due to

the lurar and solar gravitational fìelds. or to solar insolation. 'Iides are classifled according to

their propagation with respect to the Earth's surface; we thus h.ave migrating and nonmigrating

iides. Nonmigrating ti<les ale due to local topoglaphy and geoglapliically fixed heating sources,

and unlike migrating tides do not follorv a predictable cycle. 'Ihey are of no relevance to this

thesis and hence will not be considered further. Migrating tides are due to the gravitational

attraction of the a,tmosphele by the lnoon and the sun, as well as solar heating of the atmosphere

[see e.g. Lindzen,7974; Groues, 1976]. Herein we will consider tides due to solar heating onl¡,,

since tlley ale by far the dornina,nt tides. For a, rliscussion of lunar and solar gravitational forci¡g

see e.g. Ctltapman and Lindzen [1970].

The absorption of UV by stra,tospheric ozone and tropospheric water vapour heats the lower

atmosphere" Since the solar heating, due to the splierical natule of EartlL, is diflerential, the

atmosphere is continually in a state of thermodynamic irnbalance. Solar tides attempt to return

the Earth to a state of therrnodynamic equiliblium. To keep a fixed phase relationship wìtlr

their driving force, they must thelelbre propagate westwar<[.

22 a force on charged particles due to electric and magrretic frelds
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The fu'damcltal period of a ti<le in the Barth's atmosphere is 24 hours, and oscillations

with this periocl are known as.the d,iurnaltid.es. In arldition there are two harmonics at periods

of 12, (semi-d,iurnøl), and 8 (tcr-ctiurnal) hours. It would serve little purpose to go through the

classical tidal theory of Laplace here, since there are a number of works dealing with the subject

[see e.g. chapman at¿d" Lind,zen,l970; L'ind,zen,l974; Iiato,1980], and we will deal rather with

the main points qualitativelY.

Classical tidal theory due to Laplace a,ttempts to predict the behaviour of l;l-Le tides, as-

suming, to a first approximation, that the Earth is a srnooth sphere, and the atmosphere a

non-viscous, hydrostatic, uniform temperature ga's. Consideration of the momentum? mass'

and energy ecluations, and assuming tidal motiotts to be but a small perturbation of a basic

state, leads to the linealization and analytical solution of the tidal equations. These solutions

yield a set of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, (for any particular latitude and longitude), and

allorv tid,es to be d.escribed in terms of modes a,nd equivalent depths. Modes describe the hor-

izo.tal structure while, ecluivalent depths f x the vertical structure. Thus each tidal mode has

a unique vertical wavelength based on the eigenvalues of the atmosphere for that particular

mode, rvhich can be calculated from

/n2 r \-å'À"x2r (ä- d 0'r2)

rvhere À, is the vertical wavelength, N is the Brunt-Väisälä frtlquencv, I gravitational acceler-

ation, a,nð. IIo the density scale heiglLt. Modes which are excited ovel'a vertical l:egion which

has a depth equal to or greater than their vertical wavelengths rvill self-interfere resulting in

only weak excitation. Since the d.iurnal tide has a, vertical wavelength of about 25 km, while

the semidiurnal is about 200 km, the semi-diurnal tide often has a much larger anrplitude than

the diurnal even though it is not the primrlrv mocle. This explains x'hy the semidiurnal tide

r.^easured experimentally can be as strong if lot stronger than the diurnal, even though it is

not the primary mode of forcing. In addition, it should be noted that the forcing function is

not sinusoidal with a24h'- period, but rather has l¡ourier components'

Winds due to ti¿es in the atrnosphere can be resolved into a zona,l and a meridional flow,

23
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rvith a phase difference between them which results because the wind vector ro1,¿ltes with re-

spect to time. In the Northern hemìsphere the rneridiorLal rvind vector generally la,gs the zonal

resulting in a clockwise rotation of the wind vector. Clonversely, in the Southern hemisphere

the meridional wind vector generally leads the zonal resulting in an anticlockwise rotation of

the wind vector.

Since tides ca,n propagate vertically they transport energy and momentum inl,o the atmo-

sphere, thus having an influence on its dynamics and temJrerature. It has been f'ound, for

example' that the amplitude of mesospheric tidal temperature variations can exceed 10 R lAn,-

drews et a|.,1987]. It should also be noted that below 100 hm, tidal motions can be calculated

quite accurately by using classical tidal equations, provided that a knowledge of the solar ther-

mal forcing and the surrounding atrnosphere is known. Above 100 km, however, effects due to

viscosity, ion drag and thermal conduction must be inclucled [see e.g. Richntond,,19Z1]. For a

review of tida't motions below B0 krn see e.g. tr'orbes a'nd" Groues [1gg0], above B0 krn see e.g.

Fort¡es [1990]"

Planetary waves

Planetary waves' also known as Rossby u)ar)es) are large scale rvaves whose u,a,velength is cornpa,-

rable to the dimensions of the trarth. Planetary waves arise due to the existence of the variation

of the Coriolis force with latitude23, and are amotion which conser.ves absolute vorticity. T'he.y

propagate in a westward direction relative to the air stream, so that their motion rnay t¡erefore

be either eastward or westward relative to the ground. Their phase velocit.y increases with

wavelength and thus they are highty clispersive. Planetary waves can be eithe' forced or free

normal modes of the a,tmosphere and are usually classified by their wave rLurnSer, which is

defined as the number of complete cycles arountl the globe for a given latilucle.

Forced planetarv waves' with periods of between 5 and 30 days ancl vertical rlisplacement

amplitudes of between 2 and 10 krn, have been observed in the northern hernisphere up to
heights of 110 km [see e.g. Brown €t John,1g79], altrro'gh d'ring sunìnrer, they are precluded

24

23 also known as the B-eflect
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mode (16-day wave). Figure 1.12 illustrates the meridional structure and time evolution of a

(1,4) wave at 100 mb over April 1981 lfrom Hirooka I Hirotø, 1989]. One can clearly see the

almost antisymmetric structure with three nodes between the trvo poles during the first half of

the month. The kink near the equator was attributed by the authors to be mainly due to the

error resulting from the small amplitude of the wave.

Although planetary waves are evanescent in the vertical, low wavenumbers ca,n propagate

vertically during the winter westerly (eastward) flow lSalby,7984; Hougåfon, 1986]. In the meso-

sphere they can be strongly attenuated and contribute rnomentum to the mean flswrl0li,assen

€! PaIm,1960]. For further reading see e.g. SalbyllgS4), Andreus et al. 1L987]. Planetary waves

have also been recognized as important in their affect on the distribution of chemical species,

like ozone, N2O, ald N2O5 and NO2 [Berggren, €l Labi,tzlce, L968; Schmidt, lg82; Solomon €j

Go,rcia,1983].

1.3.4 Turbulence

Until now we have concentrated on large scale rnotions which at'e prevalent in the atmosphere.

These motions are the result of energy being pumped into the atrnosphere, rvhich is eventually

dissipated as heat. Before that though, these large scale motions become turbulent. In fact,

the most common state of any fluid is turbulenl, flow, and only some ,rI the flow can be terned

Iaminar. It is only because the atmosphere is turbulent that we can use partial reflection radars

to study it. For this reason we shall not deal with turbulence here, but devote the following

chapter to it.
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Chapter 2

Atmospheric T\rrbulence

2.L Introduction

This thesis concentrates on the study of the structure and dynamics of the mesosphere using the

remote sensing capabilities of partial-reflection radars. These radars reiy on inhomogeneities in

the atmosphere to scatter the radar signal and thus provide informatiort about the scatterers and

the medium in which the scatterers exist. Turbulence is one of the primary generators of both

spatial and temporal variations in the refractive index of the atmosphere; it creattrs a medium

which scatters electromagnetic radiation, thereby enabling one to probe the atmosphere and

study both the long-term and short-term d.ynamics as well as turbulence itself' Atmospheric

turbulence is an extremely complex subject and although it is well beyond the scope of this

thesis to study it in detail, an elementary treatment is desirable if not mandatory. This chapter

will look at some basic features of turbulence and its relevance to the atmosphere.

The author is indebted to an u¡published series of lectures on atmospheric turbulence given

by W.K. Hocking [1g88b]. There are also a number of excellent texts dealing with turbulence

to which the reader is referred, such as: Batchelor [1953], Tatarslei [1961]' Lumley €J Panafosky

[1964], Brad,shaw [1971], Tennekes €l Lumleyl1.g72l,anð, Panafosky €! Dutton [1984]'

29
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2.2 Properties of turbulence

Any fluid motion, whether it be an ocean current, lava flow, or wind, ca' be regarded as

being composed of a steady (slowly varying) component o. which a fluctuating component is
superimposed' The deflnition of the steady compone't is arbitrary, for the temporal scales

are defi'ed by the needs of the study' one could be examining the expansion ol'the universe
where the steady flow could be averaged over millions of years and the fluctuating component
over periods of hundreds of thousands, or one could look at atmospheric jets where turbulence
occurs in fractions of a second. For most purposes, however, turbulence is the term used when
one cannot predict the detailed evolution of the flow and can only use statistical descriptors to
describe the fluctuating component.

since the definition of turbulence is rather a diffcult one, it makes more sense to define the
properties of turbulence, which are as follows:

(1) The velocity of the fluid is chaotic, and a random function of both space a'd time. It is
usually the result of some instability developing within a fluid which grows ancl breaks down.

(2) The flow is generally three-dimensional and rotational, with gradients in all three di-
mensions, although in special cases it can be two-dimensional and hence anisotropic.

(3) An essentia'l pa't of turbulence is the non-Linearity, which ensu.es sr,ructures which are
continuous in both intensity and size, and a flux of eneïgy from one scale 1;o another.

(4) Turbulence is a property of the flow of the fluid rather than a pr.operty of the fluid.
where the flows ale diffusive and chaotic. Ahnost ail flows in natur.e are turbulent rather than
laminar.

(5) Turbulence causes diffusion of any physical property carried by the fluid and is instru-
mental in momentum, heat and mass transfer. viscous forces always result in the interna,l
energy of the fluid increasing at the expense of turbulence, i.e. turbulent energy is converted
into heat.

The last point is perhaps the most important in distinguishing a,tmospheric turbulence from
other types of flow' For many years' all atmospheric motions which could not be clarilied by
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the (then) current clynamical theories were attributed to turbulence, and it is only since the

lg60's that many of these have been been shown to be due to gravity waves and not turbulence'

[see section 1.3.g]. This can be easily visualized when you consider that a spectrum of gravity

waves can impart motion to a parcel of air which rnay make it appear chaotic. However, since

no diffusion takes place the flow is not turbulent'

2.3 Description of turbulence

2.3.1 Basic theorY of turbulence

Although turbulence is generally assumed to be a random motion of particles its roots are

found in the basic fluid dynamic equations, the continuity and the Navier-Stokes equations.

(equations 1.3 and 1.5). The solution of these equations is very difrcult because of their non-

linearity and it is much easier to deal with fluid energetics and correlation terms rather than

with actual fluid flow velocities. We therefore re-arrange the Navier-Stokes equations to give

an equation in terms of energies lDutton €J Panafoskg, 1970], which describes the change in the

turbulent kinetic energy with respect to time, viz,

dE 
=M+B¡.T-edt

(2.1)

ilzl is the mechanical generation of turbulence, B is the buoyancy term, and 7 is the transport

(advection) of energy, both into and out of the relevant region. e represents the ra,teof turbulent

energy loss through viscous dissipation, and is always positive, implyilg that there is an energy

sink in the above equation. The buoyancy term B can either be positive or negative depending

on the current atmospheric temperature structure. If positive, it acts as an energy source since

the rate of lapse of temperature is less than the adiabatic lapse rate. In this scenario of a stable

atmosphere, energy is radiated away by the generation of gravity waves. If it is negative, it acts

like an energy sink and damps out the existing turbulence.

One can alternatively view turbulence in the spectral domain, where the velocity and density

fluctuations caused by t,urbulence are thought of as a Fourier sum; i.e' a sum of a number of
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different sinusoidal fluctuations, ot scales. This is a vely useful approach when looking at the

structure of turbulence [see e.g. Bolgiano,1968]. Each scale is designatecl a wavelumber Â;,

which is of a magnitude f , wher" À is the wavelength. The energy equatiol cal then ber

re-written as [Weinstoc,t, 1g78a]

+ (2.2)

where

(1) ,(k) is the spectral kinetic energy density.

Ø W is the vertical transfer of energy in physical space purely causecl by turbulence, where

z is the vertical co-ordinate.

(3) s(k) is the spectrum of the Reynolds stress, - { ,,twt>1, where z/ is the horizontal ve-

locity fluctuation in the direction of the mean flow velocity Uo and. t¿, is the vertical velocity

fluctuation' Thus S(k)* represents the energy transferred from the mean flow to turbulence

by the Reynolds stress.

(5) B(k) is the spectrum of the buoyancy flux (-f) 1wp'), where p/ is the density fluctua,-

tion, po is the average density at height z, and, g is the acceleration due to gravity.

(6) 2vk2 E(È) is the rate of energy dissipation by the molecular viscosity z.

2,3.2 Turbulence generation

Turbulence in the atmosphere exists over a large range of scales, but before discussing the

spectrum further, it is worthwhile spending some time discussing situations that are conducive

to the generation and existence of turbulence. Following from ecluation 2.1, it is i¡tuitive thal;

turbulence can exist only if energy available for its generation is greater than the buoyancv

effects which inhibit turbulence. This ratio is l<nown as the Flur Richarclson number, and is

gìven by

aE(k)
0t

ôQ(k)
0z =s(k) -ry+Bk-6ukzE&),

1<> indica"tes averaging

R., = -B'14 (2.3)
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R/ represents the ratio of the rate of destruction of turbulence by stable stratification to the

rate of procluction of energy by a wind shear. Substituting this back into equation 2'1, we

obtain
dE
dt=M(L-R¡)-' 

(2'4)

The Flux Richardson number is then negative if the heat flux is upward, positive if the heat

flux is downward, ancl zero when, in the absence of heat flux, only mechanical turbulence is

being created. Its absolute value is usually a relative measure of the importance of convective

to mechanical turbulence.

Experimentally, R¡ is not the parameter which is usually measured, but rather another

number, the Graclient Ri,churd,son number is used. This can be experimentally measured, anrl

is related to Ry by,

R,=IJ?R,, (2'5)'Kn

where K* and K¿ are, respectively, the eddy viscosity and (heat) conductivity. The advantage

of using R¿ instead of R1 is that it can be computed from averaged quantities through the

following equation for a horizontally stratif,ed atmosphere where (a more general R¿ has been

derived by Hines,, [1971].)

(2.6)

Not unlike RJ, R¿ also represents the ratio of the relative importance of convective to me-

chanical turbulence. When R¿ is positive and large, the temperature stratification is very large

ancl inhibits turbulence. When positive and below a critical number, mechanical turbulence

persists but is damped by temperature stratifications. Zeto R¡ implies purely mechanical tur-

bulence, while increasing negative values indicate weaker mechanical turbulence and stronger

convective turbulence as the temperature gradient becomes more unstable. The critical number

at which turbulence carl occur has been shown to be, both experimentally and theoretically,

around 0.25 [see e.g. Miles,Ig6I; Howard, 1961; Lyons et a\.,1965i Woods, 1969; Hines,1971]'

One must bear in mind that & < 0.25 is a condition necessary for the existence of turbulence,

but 1ot a guarantee that it exists. Whilst R¿ is rnainly used withiri experimental work and
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Figure 2'1: The development of turbuler'ce uiathe Kevin-Helnrholtz process in a stably stratifleclfluid [from Woods, 1969].
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Ry i' theor.etical, the two are proportional if the abilities of turbuient:e to transport heat and

motnentum vertically are comparable'

A speciflc example of turbulence generation is the lkui,n-Helmholtzitstability which devel-

ops at the boundary of two fluids where waves develop and grow on a stably stratifled shear

layer, extracting kinetic energy from the shear. They grow until eventually breaking down into

turbulence. Figure 2.1 illustrates the development of turbulence due to the Kevin-Helmholtz

process in a stratified flow.

2.4 Atmospheric turbulence and the energy cascade

In the atmosphere the initial perturbation which leads to turbulence is usually clue to shear

iustability, internal wave breaking or convection. shears occur when the wind velocity changes

rapidly with height; waves break as they grow in amplitude with increasing height; and convec-

tion leads to instability when cold air overlies hot. All three processes usually lead to rotational

motion. Once rotation commences a local region of velocity shear develops, usually on a smaJ.ler

scale than the originai rotational motion. These rotational motions2 in turn lead to smaller and

smaller rotational motions. The end result is a cascade of energy where the energy is fed from

larger scales into smaller ones until it is eventua,lly dissipated as heat due to viscosity.

The determination of the structure of turbulence is often one of the primary ob jectives of any

studies of turbulence. In that case, the velocity and density fluctuations can often be thought

of as being composed of a number of sinusoidal fluctuations of varying scales3, and varying

spatial orientations. We can therefore, by tr'ourier analyzing the wind or density fluctuations,

discover something about the spectrum of turbulence. Figure 2.2 describes the enelgy spectrum

of atmospheric turbulence. The spectrum is divided into three distinct regions based on the

distinct characteristics of turbulence within each region, known as the buoyancy range' inertial

range and viscous range. we will now briefly discuss each region.

2k,,o*n as ecldies or vortices
3 wa.velengths
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Figure 2'2: Turbulent energy spectrum [after Blir,1988]. Energy is extracted by turbulencefrom the mean flow at large scales, is pissed along into smaller and srna.ller scales until it isbalanced by the viscous dissipation of energy at large wave numbers. It is currently thoughl;that u (k) does not fall off at small k in the 
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atriosphere [Sidi anct Dalaud,i,er,1gg9], [fromMurphy,1990].

Buoyancy range

The buoyancy subrange is the region where buoyancy effects dominate over inertia forces. It is
one of the least understood regions, partiy because of the difficulty of performing experimental

measurements' Initial work proposed a scenario where the buoyancy ïange acts as an energy

source' with the largest scales of motion feeding an energy cascade that transfers this energy

through smaller and sma'ller scales until it is eventually dissipated as heat [Shur, rg62; Lumley,

1964]' Recent work has extended this to suggest that there may also be a reverse cascade

of potential encrgy which is lost at low wa.venumbers (large scales). f'hese large scales then

weakiy oscillate and produce incoherent gravitv waves fWeinstock 1gzga, rgBS; Gay1e, 1g7g;
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Sidi ü Dala,ud,ier,lggg]. primarily though, the buoyancy range is where energy is extracted

from the rnean flow. Since the atrnosphere is stratifiecl at these large scales Lhe tut'bulertcc

eddies are thought to be both anisotropic and elongatecl lLumley,I964i Botgiøno' 1968; sidi €i

Dalaurlier,lgSg]. The spectrum is thought to have the form o( k-3, although Wein'stoclc [1978a]

seems to feel that this power law depends on the flux Richardson number and the rms velocity'

and is quite variable.

Inertial range

The range where energy is neither removed nor added to the spectrum is called the inertial

subrange and is by far the most frequently studied range' especially in the mesosphere' In

this range energy cascades at a constant rate from larger to smaller scales and is unaffected by

viscosity. since the energy flux across each wave number remains constant the vorticity of the

smaller edclies increases with the increase in their energy obtained from larger ecldies' There

are various spectral forms for inertial range turbulence' one of these, according to Kolmogoroff

tlreory [see e.g. Tatarski',,1961] is

EK(k)dk=ocr?k-1 , (2.7)

which describes the total kinetic enelgy spectrum for wave numbers whose scales are in thê

range lkl to lk + dkl. ø is equal to 0.76655 (=0.061(4r)), and c is a constant which has been

experimentally determined to be very close to 2.0 [see e'g' I{aimal et al',1972; Caughey et al''

1980]. e is the rate at which enelgy is transferred through the spectrum; any particular wave

nurnber inertially transfers enelgy to larger wave numbers (smaller scales) at the same rate at

which the energy is receivecl by inertial transfer from still smaller wave numbers (larger scales)'

e and is known as the energA dissipation rate. Hence it is also the rate at which turbulent energy

is converted into heat at the very largest wave numbers'

As recently discussed by Hocking [1992], the potential energy per unit wave number in this

range is

Ep(k)=:# *"c'*n-î, (2.8)
2 Mír rt
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where Cfr¡ is the structure constant for electron density fluctuations, c..r3 is the Brunt-Väisälä

frequency (radians/sec), and M¡¿ is the mean gradient of the electron density across the tur-
bulent patch' Thrane et al. [19851 have suggested that the kinetic and potential elergy sho*ld

be eclually partitioned vvithin a turbulent patch. If this is so, then equating the a,bove two

equations gives us

B
9.
23C21ya

22Mk (2.e)

However, the ecluipartition assumption has been questioned by Dataudier é1 sid,i[1987],

sidi €i Dalaudier [1990], and Hocking[1992),who proposed that the ratio of the rates of flow of
potential and kinetic energy down through the scales of the atmospheric turbulence spectrum

varies, and is stili not very well known. That the ratio is uneven and variable can be seen, for.

example, in the case where atmospheric turbulence exists in a region of an adiabatic temperature

lapse rate' In such a scenario no temperature fluctuations are caused by turbuience and therefore

Ep tends to zero even thotgh E¡ç is finite. Recent work by Hockitlg [1gg2] has suggested that
the ratio, and thus e, should also depend on the Richardson number fsee section 5.2 ].

The form of the spectra, given above, is basecl on the assumption that the turbulence sources

and sinks are still active, and is not relevant, for example, for in the case of decaying turbulence

where the turbulent sources are no longer active. Furthermore it does not describe unusual

events, like fossil turbulencea , which persists long after the generating source has died. It is

also assumed that turbulence eddies within the inertial range have lost all geometry relating

to the initial (possibly anisotropic) edclies originally createcl in the buoya'cy stLbra'ge. w.
therefore assurne that eddies on average in the inertial range are essentia,lly isotropic. This may

not however be true in all cases, and will be discussed rater on in section 2.6.2.

Viscous subrange

The range where the eddies are of such a small scale that molecular viscosity effects begin to

dominate, and most of the turbulent energy is dissipated as heat, is called the viscous subrange.

It is important to realize that viscosity plays no part in turbulence generation; it rnerely limits

€

although at this stage there is no clear evidence thar, fossil turbulen<:e does exist in the atmosphere
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Figure 2.3: Typical values for the inner ancl outer transition scales of turbulence in the atmo-

sphere, as well as the profile of the Brunt-Väisälä period (inset)' € was assumed to be - 10-r

Wf.*-; at g0 km decrãasing exponentially to - 10-2 Wkg-1 at 80 km and remaining at this

clown to 60 km. The dotteá areas define a region where e was between a 1/3 anrl 3 times the

mean value. Between 40 and 60 kln € was taken to vary smoothly, while from 40 km down

to the tropopause it was assumed that 10-5 < É < 10-3 Wkg-l' Below the tropopause € was

assumecl to vary between 10-a and 10-1 Wkg-1. Larger estimates of e would widerL the inertial

range) i.e. sm.aller ls and larger L6 [after Hoclcing,1985]'

the smallest scales at which turbulernce can exist. A rneasure of the smallest scales at which

trrrbulent eddies still exist is known as the Kolmogorou microscale and is given by

u3

e
?= (

1

4

(2.10)

Inner and outer scales of turbulence

The Kolmogotov ilertial range is separated from the buoyancy and the viscous ranges by two

characteristic scales. The outer scale, L¡, is the boundary between the inertial and buoyancy

ranges) and the inner scale ls, is the boundary between the inertial and the viscous range [e'g.

HilI €i Clifford'7978; Weinstoclc,lg7Sa]. These are given by

Is x 7.4q ,
(2.11)

and
211-

Ln x 
O*ezup

2 (2.12)
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The inner scale const ant 7.4 is only relevant for air and may in fa,ct not be the same fo.

all tracers in situations in which the Prandtls number is not around 1.06. Recent computer,

chemical modelling have suggested that the Prandtl number in the rnicklle atmosphere may be

higher than 3 lstrobet et a1.7,7987; Beuitacqua et a/., 1gg0], while experimental locket stuclies

of Justus [1967] have suggested va.lues of around 2 or more. Bquation 2.r2 also only applies in

the case where the turbulence is shear generated within statically stable regions, si'ce c..,fr < 0

in the case of convective turbulence

scales in the atmosphere.

Figure 2.3 exhibits typical values for the inner and outer

2.5 Mesospheric turbulence

Middle atmosphere turbulence (80-120 km) is thought to be due to gravity ìMaves and tides,

which generate turbulence through many different processes including non-linear breaking,

shear instabiìities, convective overturning, and critical level interactions [see e.g. Jones €j

Houghton, 7977; Teitelbaum €j sidi, 1976; sid,i €i Teitelbaum, rg1g; Lindzen, rggr; Hocking,

1987a]' Turbulence is important at these heights, for not only does it heat its environmenl;,

it is also a large contributor to the diffusion of momentum, heat and m¿tter. Mesospheric

turbulence can be both spatially and temporally intermittent and may occur in patches or in

horizontal layers. The layers may be up to several kilomet¡es thick and may be in a ,,sandwich,,

type arrangement such that the turbulent layers are bound by non-turbulent regions [see e.g.

Blamont €! Barat,1967; Lloyd et a1.,7972,197i)i Anandaruo et al., rg1g; Ilöttger et al.,IgTg;

Uluick eú ø/', 1988]. Around an altitude of 110 km the molecular.viscosity becomes large enough

to damp out any turbulence, and this region is referred to as the turbopause. Whilst turbulence

in the neutral atmosphere has been observed to heigrits of - 180 km [r?ee.s et ar.,, rgl2],above

the turbopause it only plays a minor physical role. Plasrna tur¡ulence is ¿l differe.t phenornenon

5ratio of momentum difiusion to temperature dilfusion6Prandtl numbers - 100 can arise in oceans leading to a phenonre¡rqn called fossil turbulelce. When t, fi<:sou¡ce of turbulence dies and momentum diffuses no velocity fluctuations remain, while temperature and densaìt ) fluctuations do
The results of St¡obel et al. apply rnainly below B0 km

srty
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which may be important at greater heights'

As discussed earlier in this chapter, atmospheric turbulence is characterized by the enelgy

cascad.e, where large-scale features generate smaller circular motions' whìch in turn generate

smaller ones until the smallest scales are flnally dissipated as heat due to the molecular viscous

forces. The rate of heating is denoted by e, the enelgy dissipation rate' Measurements of e from

g0 km to the turbopause are d.ifñcult to make. In situ measulements by balloon or satellite are

impossible, and satellite remote-sensing does not have sufficient vertical resolution'

The two most successful ways of measuring e in this height lange are rocket and radar

techniclues. one class of rocket techniques involve the release of chemoluminescent compounds

which are released either by explosions producing'instantaneous large luminescent clouds' or

by a slow continuous release from the rocket resulting in long luminescent trails' The temporal

behaviour of these compounds are then observed and photographed, and while the mean wind

speed is deduced from the general drift, turbulence information is deduced by the change of

form of the trail or cloud. These observations are not possible during the day because of the

neecl to photograph the luminous trails, and are therefore only possible during twilight and at

night [see e.g. Blamonf, L963; zimmerman, 1968; Rees et a\.,1972; Justus,1967]' More recent

rocket measutements of the turbulent energy dissipation rates in the 65-120 km altitude lange

have been made as part of the MAP/WINE campaign (Middle Atmosphere Program/winter

In Northern Europe) [see e.g. uon Zahnr 1987]' Measurements of € were made by a neutral gas

rnass spectrometer, called BUGATTIs, and a positive ion probe, PIP' Both instruments wele

mounted on the same rockets, although PIP measures on the upleg while BUGAI]TI measules

on the downleg of the rocket trajectory lLíibken et al.,1987]' Simultaneous measulements of e

were derived from foil cloud observations injected into the middle atmosphere'

Radar measurements of e have been made fronr observations of meteor trails, utilizing fading

times (spectral-wid.th) and absolute back-scattered powels observed by MF radars, and by

determining the decay of gravity-wave enelgy with height [see e'g' Greenhow Ü Neufeld' 1959i

Roper, 1966; Elford El Roper, 1967i McAuanea) L970i vincent €i stubbs', L977; Manson et aL'

8þnn University Gas Analyzer for lurbulence !nvestigations
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7987; Fellous €i Frezal, 1gg1; vincent g Batt, rggr; Irincent, rgg4a; Hockinq,lg'gal, It is nor;

intended to go through the techniques listed above in detail; besides the relèrences Listed above
the reader is also referred to the recent discussion by lrocking[1g87a]. The MF r.adar techniques

will be discussed in more detail in section b.Z.

2.6 Structure of inertial_range turbulence

Much of the theory of radar scattering and reflection mechanisms was initi:r,lly cleveloped by dtL

castel [1966] to explain over-the-horizon propagation of radio waves, although t¡e scattering
of electromagnetic waves by turbulence was proposed much earlier by Booker €i Gordon[1g50]
to explain over-the-horizon tropospheric scattering. soon afterwards, both theoretical and
experimental studies documented the contribution of turbulence to radio-wave scattering in the
troposphere [see e.g. chishorm et ar.,1g55; Gjessing,rg64; Lane E souum,rg6b; Hardy et ar.,

7966; Kropfli et al',rg68 Lane,1969l. within afew years, turbulence had also been determined
to be a major cause of radio propagation throughout the middle atmosphere fwheeton, rg60;
woodman I Guillén,7974; Rastogi €i wood,man,, rg74; Rastogi €! Bowhill,7g76a,b, c; Miller
et al',7978; vanzandt et ar., rg1g; Fukao et ar.,, rg1g; Ecktund, et ar.,1gzg].

The modelling of radio-vr'ave scatter from the turbulent atmosphere generally followed one
of two approaches [for reviews see e.g' Megaw,1957; wheeton, rgSg]. The first one, introrlucecl

bv Boolcer €4 Gordon [1950], uses the Fourier 1;ransform of the radio refractive i'clex spatial
correlation function to describe the scattered signal, assuming an exponential decrease in the
correlation function with spatial lag' surfaces of equal correlation coefficients form spheres in
the case of isotropic turbulence' The second approach uses the inertia,l-range theory developed

by lfulmogoroff which has been applied to radio-wave scatter ing [siluerman, 1g56; Hardy et

al'' 1966; ottersten,1969a; Tatarslcií,1g71]. However, although the prerlictjons of the inertial-
range theory are only sightly different to the Booker-Gordon theory, thie approach does not,

allow for the generalization to anisotropic turbulence.
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2.6.L Scatter from isotropic turbulence

Boolcer-Gortton ll950l proposed that turbulence in the atmosphere creates fluctuations in the

refractive index which act to scatter electromagnetic waves. They assumed that the turbulence

is isotropic in nature and that the correlation decreases exponentially with distance to become

negligible beyond the scale of turbulence. The autocorrelation of the index of refraction is

defined as

1

l¡o")to"')"dv ,
(2.13)----:

V(L,n)2
p

where the asterix denotes the complex conjugate. This autocorrelation function has the func-

I t LnzdvVlv

tional form
_T (2.r4)P=exP

where r is the distance between the two points (P,P') between which the autocorrelation is

measured, / is the scale of turbulence, (An) and (Ar') are the index of refraction variations

at p and p', and @ãP is the mean-square departure of the index of refraction from its mean

values over a volume V (where the turbulence within this volume is assumed to be uniforrn),

l.e.

(L'n)2 = (2. 15 )

If a transmitted electric field illuminates such a volume, then an element of volume dV at

p where the index of refraction varies from the mean by An, behaves as an electric dipole ancl

re-radiates the electric freld.. If the electric field at P due to the transmitter is

E6exp U@t - kÄo)l ,
(2.16)

then the complete (Hertzian) potentiai at a receiver due to scattering from the whole volume

V is given by

P* Ir(*) exp þ(c^.,ú - k(ft0 + a))ldu , (2.t7)

where Ae is the distance between the scattering volume of turbulence and the transrnitter, while

,R is the d.istance between the same and the receiver. After some algebraic manipulation, using
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the approachof Booker €i Gordon [1950] the volume reflectivity is given by

rtn u(@",*; = ,u,.@f . .91,t"'i="L .'"'\;/ xOI r¡øV ' (2'1s)

where O, is the scattering angle (the angle between the incident electromagnetic radiation

and the scattered electromagnetic radiation), and iû is the angle between the direction of the

incident electric field and the direction of the receiver. The quantity I( = f sinl$¡ is the

Bragg wave number, important in forward scatter theory since for a given O" the scatter is

sensitive to vertical structures of size f1si"1$;¡-r. Ttu,u(@,,t[) should not be confused with
the Kolmogoroff microscale.

In the case of backscatter, o" = n, and ú = î so that equation 2.1g simpry becomes

r,urb=(+') *, (2.1s)

which is independent of À.

The description of the backscatterilg by turbulence using the inertial-range theory is given

by fTatarskii, TgTIl

\turb=Çxno,1x) çz.zo¡

where 1( is again the radar Bragg wave number (= f¡ and iÞ6 is the three-dimensional wave

number spectral density for the fluctuations in the refractive index [see e,g. Gage €1 Balsley,

1980]. In equation 2.20the 3-D spectral density is normalized by the relation

I I I"* ø^(Ðdzk = Gæ , (2.2r)

with

O"(ft) = 0.033 Cln-* , e.22)

where Ci is the refractivity turbulence structure constant, deflned by Siluerman [1g56] as

c3 = E.¿s(8fi6? e.zr)
tr6 is the scale over which the change in the mean quantity if comparable to the RMS fluctuations

(Le > Lo > lo). Combining equations 2.20 and 2.22 we get

Tlturb = 038C1À-T,ot,

44
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--2 

1

2.07 (Ln)zLo 3 À-5 (2.24)

comparison of the above expression for \turbwith the Booker-Gordon result shows that the

ratio of the two alternative expressions is about 0.5 Z,f/3¡-t/3 if the integral scale I is related

to the outer scale Lo by I = 0,I2.Ls as suggested to Megaw [1957]' Thus if the ratio of the

outer scale to the wavelength is less than 8, the ratio is less than 1, while if it is greater than 8,

then the ratio is greater than 1 lGage €! Balsley,1980]. Hence, for most applications the two

approaches will lead to backscatterecl signal strengths which agree within an ordet of magnitude'

However, even this can be regarded as a relatively large error nowadays'

2,6.2 Scatter from anisotropic turbulence

It is now generally accepted that turbulence structures within the buoyancy subrange' and

at larger scales are anisotropic fsee e.g. crane,1980]' Anisotropic turbulence models for the

buoyancy subrange have been developed by Bolgiano [1962], ,ïhur 11962l, Lumley [1967]' and

Weinstoclc [1978a], and show a great range of wavelength dependences' The turbulence in

the inertial range, however, has been assumed' to be generally isotropic, although at times

experimental evidence for refractive index anisotropy had been presented lGjessirt'g,1964]'

some early work in electromagnetic wave scatter did examine the theory of inertial-Iange

atmospheric scatter for anisotropic turbulence (in the horizontal to the vertical scale)' For

example, staras [19551 extended the theory of tropospheric scatter to include anisotropic tur-

bulence. That stud.y found that the various rarlio-wave parameters which only depend on the

rate of d.ecrease of scattered enelgy with zenith angle, such as the vertical correlation length,

remained unchanged whether or nol; anisotropy was assumed' on the other hand, parameters

like the horizontal correlation function which depend on energy from the "great circle plane"

were found. to be substantially influence,il by anisotropy. comparison of that theoretical work

with tlre results o1 Barsis et al. [1954] suggested that the degree of anisotropy (vertical to

horizontal) was =3/5.

Booker [1956] used the general framework of the Booker:Gordon theory to develop an

45
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anisotropic turbulence model, utilizing Gaussian correlation functions, which coulci explai' the
anisotropic radar echoes from the aurora. For axially symmetric ellipsoidal structures [after
Staras, 7g55]

n,tlønNsotTopzc 
-

lra (Efi I,L,t"

^41(1,k,)2
* (lokosz (2.25)* (l"k"¡z1z )

where

k >> 
|UZ * tl + tl¡*

lç, = kcos¡

ka = ksinXsin/

k, = ,ksinxcos/ (2.26)

(Ln)'is the fluctuation of the refractive index n from its mean value, / are the correlation
lengths of the permittivity variations along the e, y, and. z axis, and k is the radar wave

number component along these axes. The axes are those which fit the correlation ellipsoid of
the permitivitty field. It is also assumed that one of these, e, is vertical (or sufficiently close to
it). X is the zenith angle and / is the azimuth angle.

Gage €! Balsley [1980] examined two cases of anisotropic scattering. one of these was an

oblate spheroid (disk) where I, = Iy = In (lnis the horizontal correlation distance) and l" - lo

(vertical correlation distance). In such a scenario ln ) 1". The other structure considered
'was a prolate spheroid (cigar shape) where l" ) l, = la. In both cases equation 2.28 canbe
re-expressed as

Tanisotropic(X) =
(Ln)'

21,fsinzyl( )2 cosz y1z
(2.27)

From the above expression it is usefur to define an anisotropy factor by

A(r"rx) - Tanisotroyic --
Tisotropic

ta

Isin2 X * rlcos2 yl ) (2.28)

t-
,r.-'
t-
L,,

for a disk

where

ro, for a rod
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Figure 2.4: Plots of the zenith angle dependence of the anisotropy factor A for (a) disks and

(b) rods, both for several different ratios of ro [from Gage €J Balsleg,1980].

(2.2e)

Figure 2.a (a) and (b) show the dependence of A on zenith angle for a disk and a rod

respectively. Both diagrams show that the angular dependence of backscattered refl.ectivity is

strongly dependent on r¿. In the case of the disk, smaller ro translates into a larger A when

the zenith angle is 0o, and into a smaller A as the zenith angle approaches g0o. The converse is

true for the rod, where viewing in the direction of the major axis of the rod results in minimum

backscatter, and maximum backscatter when viewing orthogonal to it.

The Booker-Gordon theory is however deriverl under assumptions which may not be valid

rrrrrlcl certain situ¿rtions lLiu, U )'eå, 1980; Wul;asugi,1981]. In particular, the Booker-Gordon

theory assumes phase coherence for the whole scattering volurne. If this is true, the scattered

power is proportional to the scattering volume multiplied by the turbulence spectrum which is

O(0,0, 2k) fot the backscatter case. This is only true if the antenna beamwidth is much smaller

than the angle of the coherence cone of the backscattered wave from the turbulent eddies.

Fortunately, for turbulence with a power law spectrum the Booker-Gordon formula is a good

approximation.

1o' 2

ro' lO
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The work by Gage €! Balsley [1980] attempted to explain VHF/UHF scatter from clear air

as due to three mechanisms; anisotropic scatter, Fresnel reflection, and Fresnel scatter. It wa.

assumcd that the horizontal correlation lengths of the scal,terers were much smaller than the

Fresnel length. llowever, cases when both scatter and reflectjon have been found to co-exist wer.e

reported in the literature [see e.g. Róttger,1980a]. A study by Douiak €i Zrnié[1g84], considered

the case where the Fresnel zone radius was comparable to or smaller than the correlation length.

They used a statistical approach that incorporated all of the three mechanisms mentioned above,

and presented conditions under which reflection or scatter dominates. They suggested that only

the temporal behaviour might distinguish between Fresnel reflection and anisotropic behaviour

when the correlation length of the anisotropic turbulence is comparable to the flrst Fresnel

zone radius. Furthermore, the inclusion of the Fresnel terrn iu determining echo power is only

dependent on the antenna diameter. Figure 2.5 shows the angular dependelce of the observecl

mean backscatter for anisotropic irregularities as a function of zenith angle f|uöttger, 1gg1a]

to which Douiak Ü Zrnió [1984] litted an anisotropic model. The model fitted the data cluite

well, and showed that the Fresnel term did not contribute significantly to the observed angular

dependence, which on flrst observation might imply a reflection mechalisrn.

Anotlrer study by Waterman et al. [1985] attempted to compa,re an anisotropic scattering

model against a quantitative study of the permittivity of the upper tropospher.e and lower,

stratosphere using the SOUSY 50 MHz radar. In that study they also began with equati on 2.25

wliich describes the volume reflectivity for anisotropic turbulence, and which can be re-written

AS

(L")' l,ltl 
"

rl
(/,sin ycosþ)2 * /, sin X sin /)2 * (.1" cos X

(2.3o)

where

and

B_ (L,n)z/,1
(2.31)2(llcos2 g I |flsin ó),

R2=
12,cos2 y j llsin (2.32)

ó

l"

B is thought of as an amplitude factor (not to be confused with the same term used earlier
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for buoyancy), and ,R as the measule of the anisotropy' In the case that there is horizontal

isotropy,lr:ly,thentheratio-R-Irlhispurelytheratioofthevelticalminoraxistothe

horizontal major axis. Waterrnan et al. [1985] used two bearns, one pointing north (N) and the

other 90o to it, towards the east (E). The amplitude and anisotropy factors then become

B6
A,n € ((1 + ¿2)2

21, 1+ (2

B¡¡ 6;P t (t + t2)2

(2.33)

)

2t"(e, +t2)2

t3t
I, cosz ó ø Ê'(t + t't

E

and

R
t * lf tan@ø]

2 \ + (2t2
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Figure 2'6: Check of the anisotropic modcl against tropospheric rlata which should fit;equation 2'37' The points should all lie on a 45o line passing ìhrough tn" origir. ffron wa-terman et aL.,198b].

R,N

r-1" ,-lo.-/rr s-f r

t2
ç 7+*)

(2 +tz

t = tanóø

such that

The ratio of the amplitude and anisotropy of the two azimuth beams can be defined as

(2.34)

(2.35)

(2.36)
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so that

þ=pn (2.37)
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This last relationship is true regardless of the structure of the permitivitty freld' or the

orientation and degree of anisotropy, either horizontal or vertical' since the study used only

two azimuths neither 1;he ellipticity or the orientation of the horizontal ellipse could be measured'

RatlÌer, limits could be defrned within which these must lie' overall' the fit of the anisotropic

moclel to the data collected showed that the anisotropic model has some merit' This is seen

in figure 2.6 where equation 2.37 is tested, by plotting p against the fourth root of É' In that

flgure a fit to a 45o line is quite good, thus supporting the proposed anisotropic model'

After further algebraic manipulat\on waterman et ol' [1985] established a range of values

witlrin which the specific orientation þB atð'the minor-to-major axis anisotropy ratios ( and (

must lie. These are displayed in figure 2.7 where the shaded areas denote the permissible va'lues'

That diagram indicates that there is substantial anisotropy in both the vertical and horizontal'

with only the height range between 13.2-13.6 km isotropic, although the authors conciude that

that this may be due to weak signal/noise ratios. In addition, the vertical anisotropy is much

more restricted in lange than the horizontal and is also systematically smaller'

It must be remembered. that all of these "anisotropic models" do not address the problem at

a fundamental level, They just parametrize the degree of anisotropy and tlten examine the effect

of this parametrization on electromagnetic scatter. On the other hand, the theory proposed by

Kolmogoroff was a theory developed. from one or two basic premises' A true anisotropic model

where the d.egree of anisotropy can be related to some fundmental quantaties like buoyancy or

the mechanical generation of turbulence is yet to be proposed'

Anisotropy of mesospheric turbulence

The growing evidence of experimental observations strongly suggested the existence of anisotropic

turbulence throughout the atmosphere. some of this evidertce originally came from radar ob-

ser.vatio.s i' the VI{F and later MF bands, which found that the scatterers are aspect sensitive

[aspect sensitivity is discussed in detail in section 5.3], particularly below 80 km Isee e'g' Gol-

ley €1 Rossiter, I97I; Linclner,7975a,b; vincent €l Belrose,,1978; Irukao et al' l-979, 1980a;

Hockino,1979, 1987b; czechowsky et a|.,1984, 1988; Sc¿to et al., 1985; Fritts Ü vincent'1987;

'a
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Reid, 7988; Adams et al., rggg; Lesicar €i Hocrcing, Tgg2; Lesicat. er ar.,1gg3].

It is important to remember that for volume scattering from the mesosphere the most likely
source of irregularities in the electron density is the presence of turbulence. Fully developed

turbulence can exist in the inertial range. The outer scale L¡ (determined by the buoyancy

forces) is typically from 500-1000 m in the mesosphere, while the inner scale lo may vary from

1 m at 5 km to B0 m at 90 km [see e.g. Hoclcing,lggS].

A study by Thrane et al. [79871 found that for an MF raclar operating at 2.75 M1zthe rada,r.

echoes coincided with turbulence in about 70% ofthe cases where the turbulence was possiblv

created by gravity wave saturation. In addition, at other times they found that wind corners

were associated with radar reflections in the MF band. A wind shear is commonly understood

to be a region where the wind speed/direction changes with altitrLde. A winrl corner is a, special

shear: a nalrow altitude region (typically less than 0.5 km thick) where (a) rapid change of
wind direction with altitude occurs and (b) the wind speed 

^ttains 
a minimum in comparison
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rvitlr layers above ancl below luon Zahn, 1987]. 'lhey proposed that a larninar flow creates

ancl maintains a gradier-Lt in electron density that can cause a Fresnel type reflection of MIt

radio-waves. Although such gradients must be very sharp, Thrane et al. 11987] felt that wind

shears acting upon horizontal gradients in the electron density can create such gra,dients. They

suggested that the horizontal gradients could themselves be caused by horizontal structure

in the particle precipitation that often significantly contributes to the ion-production in the

aurotal D-region,

Other studies have also presented comparisons of radar measurements with in situ obset'-

vations. First carried out by Thrane eú ø/. [1981]and Hocking €l Vincent [1982] these studies

found that turbulent scatter and quasi-specular reflection were both important scattering mech-

anisms at MF/I{F frequencies. Recently Inhester eú ø/. [1990] and Inhester Ü Ulwic& [1992]

reported on the comparison of rocket-borne electron density measurements with those of the

SOUSY VHF radar. Assuming that the mesospheric ions are a passive tracer of the turbulence

and density fluctuations [see e.g. Thrane €! Grandal,1981], the authors determined a parameter

which measures the anisotropy of the mesospheric turbulence both from radar aspect sensitiv-

ity and from the comparison of the radar and rocket observations. They f'ound that the radar

reflectivity is enhanced over what would be expected for the case of isotropic electron density

fluctuations, where the electron density fluctuations were deduced ftom rocket data. The radar

reflectivity \rodar at a range r was derived frorn the signal power P" of a northward antenna

beam using llnhester et a\.,1990],

53

P"
(2.38)aPt )

where A, is the range resolution (: ¡OO m), kro,to, = 1.72 rea,r[/m is the radar wave number,

G : 193'ss is its antenna gain, ancl a takcs into account of losses in both transmission and

reception of the radar system of about 3 dB. To compare the radar reflectivity anrl small scale

density fluctuations observed by the rocket, Inhe ster et al. 11{1901 performed a power spectral

\rad.ar=8+î
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timated from simultaneous rocket observations under the assumption of isotropic turbulence.
fftom Inhester €i Ulwick 1992).

densitv analysis of the electron density variations and used tlie followinglUttnick et ø/, 1g88]

Te
Qrocket = n8t3 57v

ktt

2

(2.3e)

where re = 2.82.10-15 m is the classical electron radius, zrS.¡y is the power spectral density of

the electron density fluctuations at a wave number 2kro¿o, along the rocket trajectory over a

height interval of 300 m and rz is its power spectral index.

If the turbulence was homogeneous and isotropic than equations 2.38 and 2.39 would

coincide. Figure 2.8 [from Inhester €! Ulwick, 1992] show the resulting values of r¡,o"¡.¿ and,

Traitar. Although the two volumes probed by the two methods are about 24km apart, there is

quite good agreement between the rocket and radar results concerning the general variation of

reflectivity with altitude. The Trocket values do seem slightly downplaced form the radar results.

However, the general trend is fot nro"k"t 3 \rod,o, in some heights by even 5-10 dB.

Inhester et a'1. [19901 suggest that the observations can be leconciled under the assumption

of anisotropic turbulence. From the data, they conclude that an observed anisotropy (between

the vertical and horizontal) of approximately 10 dB is consistent with the rocket and rada,r

observations, with a similar anisotropy found flom the aspect sensitivity of the l:a<lar. echoes.
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The spectral-width of the echoes also suggested an anti-correlation between the variation in

anisotropy ancl the tulbulence level. They propose that the most probable source of anisotropy

at the radar wave number is the large anisotropy of gravity waves at scales of several hundred

meters or more. As to the structure of the anisotropy, they suggest that the squared coherence

length ratio (horizontal to the vertical coherence length) is approximately 40!

other studies have also suggested the existence of anisotropic turbulence' For example,

the extendecl von Kármán scalar (BVKS) model is formulated to estimate isotropic turbulence

sca,lar spectral distributions at all wavenuntbels as an arbitrary function of the Reynoids and

tlre Schmidt (to be defined later) numbers [see e.g. Hinze, 1959]' Howevet, although the

model was shown to be in reasonable agreement with one-dimensional scalar data, it could

not explain experimental observations for low wavenumbers lDriscoll €! Kenned'y, 1985]' This

disagreement may be due to the anisotropy in the flow at low wavenumbers, since the BVKS

rnodel is formulated for isotropic turbulence only. Finally, Sidi €t Dalaud'ier [1990] have also

suggested that within large parts of the middle atmosphere, turbulence may have varying degrees

of anisotropy and that the assumption of an ubiquitous small scales isotropic inertial domain

in all atmospheric turbulence layers is an over-simplification.

Further d,iscussion on the nature of atmospheric scatterers and the various methods of

measuring their aspect sensitivity will be discussed in chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

Radar and Data AnalYsis

Techniques

3.1- Introduction

This chapter examines the use of radars for remote-sensing the atmosphere, and rliscusses the

techliques used to make these studies. We concentrate on two of the most common methods'

the Doppler and the spaced-antenna method. lloth these methods have been extensively used

in probing both the lower and upper atmosphere, and although on the surface they appear a's

ildependent techniques, it can be shown that, under sonìe assumptions about tlLe scatterin¡ì

rnedium, both shoulcl produce equivalent results lllriggs,lg80l'

We start this chapter, however, with fundamental ideas on radio-rvave propagation anrl

scattering in the atmosphere.

3.2 Radar fundamentals

Atmospheric radars, as distinguished from weathel radars for which the primary target is pre-

cipitation, observe the atmosphcrc by utilizing clerar-air echoes produced by fluctua,tions in the

refractive index of the atmosphere. In this section we discuss the radio refractive index for the

57
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atmosphere, and then the radar equation for scatterer.s

3.2.L Refractive index of the atmosphere

The radio refractive index of the atmosphere, z, is delined as

n: yQ,e, , (3-1 )

rvhere p' is the relative permeability of air, = l for the atmospl.terelBean €l Dutton,lg68], and

e" is the dielectric constant of the medium. The refractive index as a, function of height for the

non-ionized atmosphere and for radio waves ranging from HF through to UHF is gjven by [".S.

Tatarski, L967; Larsen, 1988]:

,--7T6x7o-6 r l,+Lff 4l#+r._ iWH , G2)

rvhere P is the atmospheric pressure (millibars), ? the temperature (degrees Celsius), lu the

a,diabatic lapse rate, q the speciflc humidity, and z the height above ground. l'or the ionizcr1

atmosphere, the gradient of the potential refractive index carL be written as [Hockùtç j gSb]

M. : Yl *ú- - dN * Ldol""-ðNL s ttz' pdì] ' (3'3)

where 1/ is the elec.tron density, n the refractive index, p the neutral density, wþ the Brunt-

väisälä angular freque.cy, and g the gravitational accelera,tion.

An approxination to this equation has been given by Gage €4 Balsley, [1980], such that

- 3.75 x t0-r e
tL-t=---------:=---t

T'¿

7.76x 10-s P N"
T'

(3.,1)
2N.

where e is the partial rvater vapour pressure (in millìbart), P the atmospheric pressure (in

millibars), ? the temperature (deglees Kelvin), 1{" the nunlber density of clcctrons, and ¡y'.

is the critical plasma density. The first term in equation 3.4 is the contribution due to rvater

vapourl , and is only relevant withirr the troposphere. The second term is due to dry air a,¡¿

thus dominant above the tropopause. The third terrn is that due to free electrons, a,s opposed

to bound ones for the first two cases, and is dominant at ionospheric heights.

varies with frequency due to the dipolr: moment of the wa.te¡ molecule
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Figure 3.1: Typical altitude profiles of the three terms which deterrnine the radio refractive

index of the atmosphere [after '9øúo, 19881'

Figure 3.1 shorvs a typical aititude profile of the three terms that determine the radio

refractive index of the atmosphere'

while it is large (macroscopic) changes in n that al'e lesponsible for tefraction, it is small-

scale cha,nges of n iu the atmosphere that are responsible for radar scattering' Incoherent

sc',tte/ occurs when there is sufrcient electron density, for radio waves to be scattered bv

indiviclual electrons and thus add up incoherently. It is mostly relevant for frequencies greater

tlran 100 lrilHz. coherent scatter is due to turbulent motion of air parcels of varying density,

which contain the electrons (and molecules) which scatter radio waves and thus contribute

coilhelently to the total scattered electric freid. Ilnlike incoherent scatter, where the scattered

eclÌo power is proportional to the number density of free electrons, the backscattered power in

coherent scattering depends upon the density gradients associated with the coherent scatterers'

and,if these gradients are large enough may be much greater than the powel due to incoherent

2also known as Thermal scatter
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scatter' This makes the design of MST3 radars rnuch sirnpler and relatively less expensive than
incoherent scatter radars

3.2.2 The radar equation

The radar equation for individual scatterers

If an antenna radiating power P¿, and with gain G¿, illuminates a target of cross-sectional area

o at a distance r away from the antenna, we can write the incident power, p¡, oL the target as:

D P¿G¡Ori = z;ú (3.5)

The backscattered power received by the antenna, assuming a monostatic radar systern, is then
given as

a = 
P, 14i!z .- -@;17- ' (3'6)

where '4" is the effective area of the antenna and tr is the attenuatio' or efliciency factor. If
the radar wavele'gth is denoted as À, it can be shown that A. and, G¿are relatecl viz:

Gt: 4r A. À-2 , (3.7)

so that equation 3.6 reduces to

o _prtl2.Lo'r- 41 ' (3.8)

which is the standard radar equation for a single scattering target situatecl in the a'ten.a bearn.

It should be noted that the above equation assumes that the scatl;er is axially symrnetric; i.e.

independent of (0rf), the zenith and azimuth angle respectively. In a realjstic equation this is
not true, and all the above terms are a function of (0,þ).

If there are a number of individual targets within the radar. Seam o'e must take into accounl;

the contribution from each target. Two cases Present thernselves. In the first case, if all the

scatterers are uncorrelated (randomly distributed) the o terrn irL ecluation 3.g, is sirnply replaced

by Ð o' the summation of the echo power from individual scatterers; i.e. ro new sca,tterers come
3 Mesosphere-Str atosphere-Troposph ere
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into effect if the beam - width is increased. On the other hand, if the scatterers are uniformly

distributed in some volume V, o increases linearly with V. In this case it is useful to define the

volume reflectivity, 4, so that:

n (3.e )

Il =r(r0r'}2L.r .' ,, (3.10)

d, is the antenna half-power half width, and.ar the radar range cell d' is related to the

do
,M

where I/ is determined by the radar spatial resolution

Gt: ,r2 o' ot'
2

2

antenna gafi lProbert- J ones, 1962)

(3.11)

rvl1ere ø is a non dimensional constant accounting for the non-uniform antenna illumination,

a1d lormally close to unity. Combining equation 3.8 with equations 3'7, 3.11, and 3.10, we

obtain the backscatter power for the case of multiple targets:

u _P,AlLrû4!ll+=T (3'12)

Comparison of the radar ectruations for the single.target rvith thab for multiple targets shows the

rnajor difference is the backscattered power dependence on the range; ra for the single target

ar.d 12 for the multiple uniform targets.

The Radar equation for Specular targets

In the previous section we examined the case where discrete targets caused the radar scattering.

We must also considel the case of specular targets, which occurs when reflection occurs from atr

extended horizontal layer whose refractive index differs slightly from its surroundings. Such a

occl¡'rerÌce is termed Fresnel (partiat) scattcring, and may be treated as a mirror witli reflectivity

p for incident,electrorna,gnetic waves lFriend,1949]. The radar equation is easily found since

we consider the case of one-way transmission from the antenna to the image of the receiving

antenna, as it would appear when reflected in the reflecting layer, i.e.

P,GA.Llp'Pt: 4r 1r2
(3.13)
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In reality, in the atmosphere, teflectors are not generally perfectly llat. Nevertheless, reflectors

which show a tendency to reflect rnost signal stra,ight ha,ck to l,he raclar, anrl o1l¡, sr¡all amoults

to off vertìcal angles, are termed "specular", i.e. their backscattered power falls offrapidly as a

function of zenith angle fsee e.g. Röttger, 1980a]. Another type of specular scatteroccurs when

stable, coherent structures, cause a sharp change in the gradient of the refractive index. This

might arise from turbulence structures that are randomly distributed iu the vertical direction

but exhibit coherency in the horizontal direction. Alternatively, they rnight be due to reflective

layers whose surface is corrugated by some dynamic processes. In all cases, the received am-

plitude is proportional to a convolution between the pulse and the reflection coelficient profile

fUocking I Röttger, 1983]. Figure 3.2 schematically represents the refractive index variation

for different backscattering mechanisms. The scatter from anisotropic turbulence has already

been discussed in the previous chapter.

Ð1,
J.i, Techniques to measure various para eters using radars

At least two rada,r techniques ha,ve been used to measllre winds, as well as other parameters,

in the lower and middle atmosphcre. The first technique is the Doppler beam swinging (DBS)

technique which uses large alrays with narrorv polar diagra,ms. By using a, minimum of three

beams pointing in various directions, one can determine the total rvind vector [see e.g. Briggs,

1980; Bals/ey, 1981]. In most cases the preferred arrangcment is one vertical beam to determine

the vertical wind and trvo off-vel'tical beams to dcterrnine the horizontal wind. The second

techniclue is the spaced-antenna (SA) technique [see e.g. Briggs, 7g84; Hocking et ø/., lggg;

Larsen €! Röttoer, 1989] which uses a, (generalÌy) vertica,lly pointing transmitting beam, and

at least three spacecl receiving antennas. By cross-correlating the received signals from the

receivers the rela,tive time displacement can be rletermilLed and userl to infer the the horizontal

rvind. The spaced-antenna techtrique is sometimes also refelrecì to as the partial reflection drift

method (PRD).

It was once commonly believed that the two techniques were quil;e different, and that the
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REFRACTIVE IN0EX VARIATION ôn

Figure 3.2: A. diagram depicting the change of refractiveindex (An) v'ith height z. Depending

on tlre structure of n within the range gate L,z, the different processes of Braggsca,tter, Fresnel

scatter, and Fresnel reflection can occur. The abscissa n can also be interpreted as the relative
horizontal extent of constant refractive index surfaces for the dilferent processes. Bragg scatter
occllrs at every range where the variation in n is sirnilal to that within the irLdic.ated range Az.
Thermal electron density fluctuations, which cause th.elmal scatter, a,re much weaker than the
indicated variations of n [frorn Röttger,1989].

Doppler method was a much more reliable and direct method. Holvever, it has been shown

by Briggs [1980] that, although experimentally different, the two techniques are very closely

related, and in a fundamental sense identical. Tlrus the choice between the two techniques.,
can not be made on l;heoretical grounds, but rather ort practical considerations. We will now

consider each of the techniques, but wiII concentlate on the spaced-antenna techrrique since it

is by this method that the bulk of the data in this thesis were collected (for a detailed discussion

of the Doppler technique see e.g. Croft, [1972]).

N
l--lj,
E
I

Ãz

Bragg scatter

Fresnet reftection

Fresnel scatter
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3.4 Doppler technique

The Doppler method is probably one of the most conrmon rnethods of determini¡g the rclative

velocity of targets; in our case we use it to determine atmospheric wind speeds. It <ioes so by

utilizing the change in phase of the scattered radio wave, which varies with time as the scatterer

moves' One can think of the change of phase that occurs due to the motion of the scatter.ers as

a rotation in the Argand plane of the electric field phasor. This ra,te of change of the phase is

simply a rneasure of the scatterers radial velocity, i.e.

{ ,ura ) dó
d >= - 4, . ¿, , (3.14)

I.Iere, () is the average value over the sampling time and radar volume, uro¿tl-Leradial velocity,

Àtlreradarwavelength,Sthephase, andfftherateof chalgeofphase. Itcaneasilybeshown

[see e.g. Hocking,1988b] that the mean rate of change of phase for a number of scatterers can

be f'ound frorn

. 4Q,= -1- trn-r 
Idt 2tr òt
Irn p(6t))
Re(p(6t)) (3.15)

rvlrere p(6t)is the autocovariance f¡rnction of the complex time series at lag 6t. In¿ and.lùe are

the real and imaginary parts respectively. Another way of obtailing the value of autocovariance

p(r) at r:6t is from the power spectrum P(l),since by the Wiener-Kintchine theorern [see

e'g' Bntcewel/, 1978], the power spectrum of a randorn process is the Fourier trausform of the

autocovariance function of the pr.ocess, i.e.

l,

p(6t¡ = Ð p1r)e2nif ,st, 
.f ¡ =

1
n

i=7

J

T (3.16)

7 is the data length of the complex time series. Substituting into equation 3.1b, we find that

DT=, P(f ¡) sin(2r Í¡6t)
(3.1i)

LT=, P(f ¡) cos(2rif¡6t)

This can be sirnplified if thelirnit of the bracketed summation termsis << 1, and the power

spectrum contributions due to larger l,f¡l ur" small, so that

urad.: # r""-t 
I

(3.18)
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The above equation is in fact commonly used t,o provide estimates of the scattetets' radial

velocities [see e.g. wooclman €! Guillen,I974; zn'tié. 1979; Woodman,1985]. Howevet, if the

above assumptions are tLot true, the expression is no longeL ttue, and one must use the more

exact expression given in equations 3.15 or 3'17. The assumptions may be invalid if the signal

is noisy, which will cause the radial velocities to be under-estimated, ot when the spectral

peak is close to the Nyquist frequency [see e.g. Hoclcing,lgSBb]. Another method of extracting

Doppler radial velocities involves fltting spectral shapes to the data, mainly Gaussian functions,

and avoids some of the problems inLerent in equation 3.18. We do not intend to discuss these

lrere; for details of the method see e.g' Wood'man, [1985]'

Although the Doppler technique will in almost all cases measule the mean speed of the

scatterers, there are potential problems in the interpretation of the measured velocity wherr

dealing with atmospheric motions. One of these, albeit rare, may occur if the measured velocity

is i' fact not the mean motion of the scatterers, but rather the phase velocity of a wave or

pulsation moving through the region. A more comlnon problem is encountere<l when using off-

vertical beams to infer the horizontal velocity. When using two beams which point in different

directions to measure the total wind. vector, one assum.es that the wind is spatially homogeneous.

Tlris may not always be true if the wind divergence is signilicant [see e:g. Warnoclc et al',1978;

Fuli,ao et al., 1988a,b; Clt'ang, 1980].

A'other coilrnon problem relates to the vertical velocity, tl. If it is assumed that trl is zeto,

then the horizontal wind component in the radar azimuthal direction is given by

Urad
uh.or - t

sln u?
(3.1e)

where d7 is the beam tilt direction from the vertical'

By usilg orthogonal beams, the total horizontal wind vector can be determined. The as-

sumption that there is no vertical motion is most ükely to be false- This can tre overcome by

using a narrow vertical beam and measuring the verticai velocity. The radial velocity equation

is now given by

uratr: o¡o, sin 0l'* wcosf,7 , (3'20)
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which gives the horizontal velocity as

_ Drad. _ .W uts 07
L'hor _ 

- 
(J.21)

Even if it is assumed that the wind fleld is non-clivergent, the structure of the scatterers may

cause an error in the measured wind velocity. If the scatterers are not isotropic, theil backscattel,

polar diagrams will be anisotropic' Thus, radio waves which impinge on them vertically will
be backscattered much more strongly than those which irnpinge at some off-zenith angle, an¿

the angle d7 in the above equation is no longer valicl. This feature is comrnonly known as

aspect sensitivitv and will be discussed at iength in section 5.3. Furthermore, the measured

vertical velocitv may be contaminated by the holizontal velocity if the scatterers possess a tilt
from horizontal' short-term neasurements of the vertical velocity rnust therefore be treated

with caution' More accurate measurements of ?tl can be obtained when using bistatica radars

[Waternran, 1983].

Another phvsical event that can cause an errol when using the Doppler technique occurs

when a few discrete layers are separated by regions rvhere there is no scatter. Thcn such layers

can give "false" winds at radar ranges other than their true l.anges, and this can lead to the

appearance of false rvind shears, ald to temporal variations of wind, wlLich do not exist i' the

real wind field' It may also lead to false wind oscillations if a thin scattering la.yer co-exìsts in
several adjacent range vorumes [IIocking,19g3a; Fukao, lggga,b; A[ay etø1., lgg8].

3.5 Spaced-antenna technique

3.5.1 fntroduction

Early researchers in the study of ionospheric radio wave propagation noticed that there existed

fluctuations in the amplitude of the reflected signal. pausey 
[1gJ5] found that t¡e amplitude

behaviour was sometimes similar at separated points, but with a time rlisplacernent. This

led to the suggestion that the ampJitude fluctuation .rvas in fact due to the movement of a,

66

awhen the transmitting and receiving antennas a.te some distance iLpart
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diffraction pattern resulting from the sca,ttering of radio waves off scatterers (irregularities) in

the ionosphere. The motion of the pattern over the ground was assumed to be due to the

horizontal movement of the medium at the height sampled. The use of amplitude variations to

measure the drift of such a pattern was first carried out systematically by Mitra [1949], who

proposed the method of sirnilar fades.

This method calculates the velocity of the pattern by divi<ling the vector distances by the

fading timeshifts of receiver pairs. This, however, assumes that the amplitude contours are

circular, and fade only as a result of the horizontal motion of the pattern across the receivers.

The velocity calculated became known as the apparent uelocitE since it did not consider the

possibility that the pattern may also change randomly as it moves.

Today there are two alternative nrethods for wind measurement based on the spaced-antenna

technique; the full correlation analysis, and interferometer techniques (sometimes called IDI;

Imaging Doppler Interferometry). The full correlation analysis (FCA) was developed by Briggs

et al. [i950] to include the effect of random changes of the scatterers, and to rìeasure some

geometric parameters of the diffraction pattern. It was further extended by Phillips €! Spencer

[1955] to accommodate anisometric patterns. They assumed that the spatial correla,tion function

was described by elliptical contours produced by some degree of elongation of the pattern in a

preffered direction. For both the method of similar fades and FCA, a minimum of three spacecl

receivers non colinear is required. The interferometer technique uses groups of antennas which

form an interferorneter. By utilizing phase differences betweerL groups of antennas, and using

cross spectral techniques one can determine the angle of arrival of the radio backscatter. The

velocities are then determined using standard Doppler techniques. Thus individual scatterers

can be "tracked" using this method, and horizontal and verti<:al motions determined lPf,ster,

L97I; Farley et al.,I98l Röttger €i Ierlcic, 1985; Adan"¿s et a1.,1985]. There is, however, still

much uncertainty whether preferred volumes of scatter with ¿r, natrow angular extent do actually

exist. In the case where the scatter is widespread, and it is not possible to discern individual

scatterers, the method might still provide effective angles of arrival although these results may
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Figure 3.3: A typical unvarying contour pattern produced by the backscattering of electromag-
netic radiation from irregularities in the atmosphere. The pattern is rnoving with speed V, in
direction / with respect to the y-axis [from Briggs, 1984].

well be difficult to interpret. The interferorneter lechuique will not be discussed here since n¡

data extraction in this thesis was perforrned usjng this technique. The full correlation analysis

will be discussed in dètail. The following discussion is based on the reformuiation of equations

by Briggs [7977,1980, 1984].

3,5.2 Measuring apparent velocity

If a pulsed radio rvave is transmitted into the atrnosphere, tire scatterer.s backscatter the energy

and create ground diffraction patterns of the backscattered electromagnetic field. It is useful

to represent these patterns as contours, rvhich are generally raldom. It is rather difficult to

measure the entire pattern, and inforrnation about its motion and other characteristics must

be measured by spaced receivers, the ninirnum useful number being three. Figure 3.3 shows a

typical pattern, moving with a speed I/ and in a direction / with respect to the y-axis, which

is being sampled by three teceivers, O, X , and Y. We assurne for now that the pattern is

unvarying.

The sensors O, X , and Y forrn a right-angled triangle with separations (s in the x-direction,
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t

Figure 3.a: (a) A typical lecord obtained when sampling a diffraction pattern by three sensors'

u"ã 1t; A simp1iflcatiol of the contour diagram based on the line of maxima laftet Briggs,

1e84l.

and qs i1 the y-direction. \\/e see that each of the sensors lneasures a section through the

contours; 0 records along the line 0/ -0", X along X'- X", and Y along Y'-t't'" The time

series obtained might then look similar to flgure 3.4(a), where the maxima recorded for each

point are labelled O*, .X^ and. Y^. A line joining these three points is then c¿r,lled the line

maximurn, the accura,cy of which increases rvith the number of individual sensors. Figure 3.3

is the¡ replaced by the mucii sinrpler diagram shown in figure 3.4(b)' where a solìtary line of

maximurn moves perpendicular to Ju', at an angle 9i.

Then, according to the geometry of figure 3.4, rve find that

r/s cos þ

0

t, La
{6 sin @

--.--¡a -_.-==- I
a

and defining

(3.23)

we obtain

uÎ 
- srn @

u
-Y 

cos@
(3.24)

't)

llo,o: 
h

c-qU*t,

Note that t, and ,u, known as trace velocities ¿lre not components of o but rathel allow us to
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-J

1Jx.

Figure 3.5: Determination of the apparent velocity from geometrical considerations. A line
vector from the origin perpendicular to the line joining V" and,I/g, gives V, the velocity vector
lfrorn Briggs, 1984].

derive u uia geometrical considerations as show' in ligure 3.b, i.e.

'D=
u-u.,

u]+ul tanþ = !!ar (3.25)

rvhere / is measured clockwise from y. This type of argument equally applies w¡en a number

of distinct diffraction pattern features are rneasured bv each sensor. In that case the various

lines of maxima will not signiflcantly depart frorn the perpendicular to the directiol of motion,

and will statistically average out, plovided that the patterns are not systernatically elongated.

Thus the only parameters changed are the tirne displacements, which are ¡ow averages.

This speed and direction would truly represent the motion of the contour pattern provided

that the pattern is not systematicallv elongated in a particular direction, and does not change in

form as it rnoves' If the pattern is anisometric the appa,rent velocity will tend to'be perpendicula¡

to the axis of elongation. Another error occurs if the pattern is undergoing randorn changes

as it moves. In that case the velocity calculated will be too large. This is obvious; consider a

pattern which changes randomly but has no mean motion; in that case the above calculations

would suggest that the pattern possessed an infinite velocit.y.

3.5.3 F\rll correlation analysis

To compensate for the errors mentioned above, a more sophisticated method, the fult correlatiort

analysis was developed which uses auto and cross-correlations functions rather than individual
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0

Figure 3.6: (a) An isometric contour pattern, and (b) contours of eclual correlat'ion for that

pattern lfrom Briggs, 1984]'

time delays. \4Ie will now examine this rnethod in some detail' This will be clone in stages; we

will first consider a rand.om stationary pattern, followed by a stationary' randornlv changing

pattern, follorved by a moving randomly changing pattern'

Stationary non-changing random pattern

Consider a stationarl', isometricÞ non-changing pattern We can write the two-dimensional

spatial correlation lunctiol bêtween positiol (r,A), and (r -f €,y*ry) (assuming a zelo mean

value) a,s

Ø+(,y+n)> (3.26 )p(t,n) = < l.f @,v )l'>

Figure 3.6(ø) and (Õ) shows a t}'pical isometric. pattern, and its corresponding cot-ttours of

equal corlelation respectively. When ( aild q are both equal to zero, the co-t-relation function

is equal to one. As the pattern is displacecl further from its original position' the correlation

d.ecreases until reaching a point where no correlation exists'

with ullìmited sensors, the spatial correlation function could be vely acculately determined'

As this would be fairly laborious, wt: make some simplifying assumptions' we assume that the

spatial averaging is equivalent to temporal averaging for a fixed pair of sensors with a known

v "lr

çX

< f @,v).f(

5no systematic elongation
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Figure 3'7: (a) An anisometric contour pattern, and (b) its corresponding correlation contours
ffrom Briggs, 1984].

form and separated by ((, u)' For example, since the pattern is isometric, the correlation

depends only on the magnitude of ( and 7, and not the direction. The contours are theref.ore

circles in the (€, 'ù plane, and sensots along any axis would be sufficient to determine the
correlation coefficient' For an anisometric pattem, such as that in figure 3.2(a) we again make
an assumption' ln this case we assume that the contours are the result of sinrply stretching a,n

isometric pattern in some preferred direction; i.e. the correlation function possesses ellipsoidal
symmetry (ligure 3.7(b)).

We write the functional form for a statioÌtal.y non_changing pattern as

p(€,ry): p(Ae2 * Brf +2Irtq) (3.27)

Stationary randomly changing pattern

In the case of a pattern which changes in time, but still has no mean motion we introduce a

time dependency, and equation 3.26 becomes

<r(P*(€,T,r) =
x,y,t)f (r I €,y + r7,l I r) )

X

< l/(r,g,t)12 > (3.28)

Figure 3'8(a) shows such a pattern, rvith surfaces of co.stant p. The (r, g) plane moves upwards
with respect to time, and the contotrrs randomlv change. If we set p(t,11,,r)to be constant, we
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find the correlation coefflcients to be ellipsoida,l srrrfaces, with one of the axis being in the r

direction (figure 3.8(b)).

We can therefore describe the correlation surfaces viz

pr(t,T,r): p(Ae'' + Bn2 +2H€q¡ I(r2) (3.2e)

It is important to note that we have assurned that the ternporal autocorrelation function and the

spatial correlation function have the same functional form. This is true to a flrst approximation,

but it should nevertheless be borne in mind when fitting to any experimental data.

Moving randomly changing pattern

We now consider the case where a pattern not only evolves in time, but it also has a mean ve-

locity, V,in a direction { (clockwise from the y-axis). Such a pattern is shown in lìgure 3.9(a),

where its surfaces, f(*,y,ú), possess a systematic slope with respect to the time axis. Corre-

spondingly, the correlation surfaces a,lso possess a tilt witir respect to the r axis (figure 3.9(b)).

Consider an observer moving witli this pattern. The co-ordinates of this frame of reference

are represented by the primed quantities (r',y',t). The pattern is then f(r',y',/) and its

T
SURFACES

0,9

a

'a

t
v

/-_.",S.
{

0 X

Figure 3.8: (a) A stationary patteln which evolves with respect to l;ime, and (b) the corre-
sponding correlation surfaces, in this case ellipsoicls [from Briggs,19B4].

I
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Figure 3'9: (a) A moving, randoml.y changing pattern, and (b) the corresponding correlationellipsoids lftom Brigg-s, 1984].

associated correlation function is

pr(€',rl',r'): p(A€'2 + Bq'2 +2H€,rt, I Itrtz). (3.80)

'rhe co-orclinates of a stationary observer a,re related to those of a rnoving observer by the

follolving t ransforrn ations,

t=ít,*/lsinó=r,+V,t

A:ytIVtcosó=y,+I/at. (J.31)

In this case, the component velocities ol the systematic motion can are deflned as

V,, -_ V cos ó, Vo : l, sin / , (3.32)

and it follows that

€ = {, lVrT, and T = q, 4_Vor, (3.33)

and simplc substitution into equation 3.30 reads to the foilowi'g:

. p"(€,q,r) : p(A(t - v,r), t B(r¡ _ Vrr), + 2H ((( _ V.r)þt _ Vor)) I I(r2, (8.84)

which has the following form

p(€,ry,r)= p(A(2 * Brf rcr2 *2F€rr2Gqr+2lr€rù. (3.35)
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Equations 3.34 and 3.35 are the basic equations used in FCA, and all the useful palameters can

be calculated from them. We will now discuss how the individrral coefficients can be derived.

Deterrnination of FCA coefficients

If we want to measure velocity, or any other feature of a two-dimensional pattern, a minimum

of three sensors is required. We consider an a lay of three sensors) arranged at the points

of a right-angled triangle such as that depicted in ligure 3.3, located at (0'0), ({s,0), and

(0;ry0). First consider the cross-correlation for two of the teceivets, aligned along the x-axis

(see flgure 3.f 0(a)) and spatially separated by a distance {6. We find that equation 3.35 reduces

p"({,0, r): p(A(|1 Cr2 | 2F[sr) , (3.36)

which is a maximum when

tr
F

(3.37)
C'

to

t
((.)

Similarly, if we consider the two receivers along the y-axis, we find that:

,G,l=-ä,,o. (3.38)

. We ¡orv turn to each of tlie three sensors, and use the auto-correlation function, which

should, theoretically, be ecluivalent for all three. Although experimetttally there may be sta-

tistical variations between sensol's the rnean can be equated to the auto-correlation functiort

determined from equation 3.35, i.e',

po(0,0, r) = p(Cr2) (3'39)

\Me low use the assumption that the spatial and temporal functions have the same form, and

lind the tirne at which 1;he autocorrelation functi<ln has the same value as the value of closs-

correlation between two sensors at zero lug (p(€0,0,0)). Combining equations 3.35 and 3.39,

we get,

po(8o,0,0): pc(0,0,r,) , -+ p(C'r|) = p(Ae2ò ,
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Figure 3.10: (a) Cross-correlation across two receivers separated spatially by a distance {6, and
(b) Auto-correlation for a single receiver, as a function of tine r ffrom Briogs,lg34].

and so

,3 _A
ú=d' (3'40)

Similarly, we can find the time delay, r, with a pair of sensors along the y_axis, and hence

rlB
ia-e' (3'41)

Finally, if we consider the time delay betrveen a pair of sensors at (40,0), and (0, no) we find

that:

"í
1

P(-€o,?o, o) = p(to,-qo,o) = p(0, o,r,u) ,

p(Cr:) = p(A€| + BrÅ - 2H €6no) , (3.42)

which gives

H ,30 Aft BTo
(3.43)C 2€oqo 2CTo 2C€o

Equation 3.43 can be solved since the co-efficients $ and fr æ. already known (equations 3.40

and 3.41).

Thus the flve ratios, â, 8,, $, $, and E, ,un be derived frorn the auto- and cross-correlation

functions from the three spaced sensors. Generally, a right-angled sensor configuration would

-- -L
I
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not be used, as it might produce a directional bias' In practice' an equilateral triangle is

preferred, although any spatial aÌIangement of sensors can be used' Denoting r¿¡ as the spatial

separation between two receivers, such that r¿¡ : (E;j,??¿¡), the cross-correiation between these

two receivers, as a function of tirne lag r¿¡ is given by

p(t¿i,T¿¡,r¿i) : p(A€\¡ + Bn?¡ I Crlo l2F(¿¡r¿¡ ! 2Gq¿¡r¿¡ I 2H {¿¡q¿¡) ' (3'44)

This demonstrates a maximum for a particular time shift r¿ and is found by resolving

16pl6r¿)= 0 which reduces equation 3'44to

,0,=-j|,i-finoi' (3'45)

Bymeasuringthecross-correlationforareceiverpairatZerotimeslriftandfi.ndingthetime

shiftatwlrichtheauto-correlationfunctionlrasthesamevalue,then

P(0,0, r¿j): P(t¿¡,q¿¡,0) '
(3.46)

From equation 3.35 we then find

p(Crl¡) = p(At?¡ + Brt?¡ t 2H t¿¡n;¡) ,
(3.47)

and thus
2H) 
" 

€;¡nii (3.48)

we again assume that the temporal and spatial correlation functions have the sa'rne functional

form. This is not true in a rigorous sense) but is at least toleÏable for most cross-correlation

functions near their origin. From the above equations we see that all the pattern parameters

can be uniquely evaluated. The coefficients will be generally overdetermined, and a least square

tecirnique is normally used, but this also allows some estimate of the statistical errors'

3.5.4 Determination of physical quantities

Although the previous sectiorL shorved how a valying, a'nisometric contour pa'ttern can be sam-

pled and. described by only three sensoÏs, we now turlr our attention to the determination of

,, A" B 1
,í¡ = C€í¡ C\i¡
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useful physical quantities that can be obtained from the above ecluatio's. Another poi't to
note is that radar systems now use complex signals to calculate the complex auto- and cross

correlations (in contrast to measurernents made 10-20 years ago, which were made using ampli-

tude only data)' Besides improving the signal-noise ratio, the use of complex auto-correlation

enables the determination of the vertical velocity (see section 3.b.b).

Thue velocity

The most fundamental and basic parameter that is obtained from the FCA is the velocity of
the pattern' By equating the {r and 4r terms in equations B.B4 and 3.35 we obtai'

Av"+ Hva =

BVa 1 HV, =

_F

_G

which' when solved simultaneously, give the mean motiou of the drift of the pattern.

(3.4e)

The

(3.50)

velocity calculated,

in the direction

lvl'=v]+vl ,

V-tanþ = yi , (3.51)

is termed trte true uelocity V, so as to distinguish it from the apparent (v") as it is corrected

for the random changes and the anisometry of the pattern. In the case where the pattern is
isometric and has no random change, the apparent and the true velocity will be equivalent.

othe^vise the true verocity is always smare¡ than the apparent.

Both vo and v¡ describe the motion of the ground pattern. Irence, they should be halved
if they are to represent the motion of the scatterers, to account for the point source eff'ect [see
e.g. Ratcliffe, 1956; Felgate,1g70].
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Spatial properties of the Pattern

The spatial properties of the pattern are themselves uselïl quantities to calculate. From

equation 3.35, the spatial correlation function is

p"(€,q,0): p(A{2 + Bn2 + 2Htù . (3'52)

The constant correlation contours are a family of concentric ellipses. To physically describe

tlre contour pattern size, we define the ellipse where P:0'5 as the characteristic ellipse' which

is defined by

p(A( + Bn2 +2IIen): 0.5 (3.53)

Tire time lag value 16.5 is definecl as the time for which the auto-correlation function, for a

stationary obsetver, falls to 0.5. i.e.

po(0, 0, ro.s) : P(Cro.s) = 0.5 (3'54)

Combining equations 3.53 and 3.54, we tiren delìne the characteristic ellipse as

A€' + Brf +zï€n: crï.s . (3.55)

The characteristic ellipse is usually described by the magnitude of the major and the minor

axes, and the orientation of the major axìs rvith respect to the y-axis in the clockrvise direction.

To solve an ellipse of the form,
lõ ln

-L

lu*þ:t, (3'56)

we use rotation of coordinates,

T : *' co"þ - y' sins

y - r' sin / ! y' cos þ (3.57)

Substitution and simultaneous solving leads to the derivation of the orientation of the major

axis which can be shown to be,
,)H

tan2o:#À, (3'58)
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clockwise from the y-axis.

The major and minor axes, are, respectively;

o2
2Crl.g

(A+B)-{A,tr'-TTî-BY
b2= 2Crl.u

(3.5e)(A+ B)+ 4H + A_

The axial ratio, r, is another useful quantity, and is the ratio of the major to the minor

axes, le.,

T2= (3.60)

Random changes of the pattern

Using quantities already calculated, it is possible to estimate the mean lifetime of the irregu-

larities which cause the diffraction pattern to change randomly. This parameter is the fading

time which will be seen by an observer, who rnoves with the pattern, since in l;his case the

auto-correlation function will change because of the random change of the patterrL solely. The

time it takes for this auto-correlation function to fall to 0.5,'/0.s, is called the mean lifetinreoy

t'ime scale, and is found from the function

pc(O,0, r) = p(I(r2) , (3.61)

so that

Pu(o,o,To.s) = 0.5 (3.62)

We now have two quantities lvhich describe a fading tirre; the time r0.5, for the auto-

correlation function to fall to 0.5 for a stationary observer, and the time ?s.5, for the auto-

correlation function to fall to 0.5 for an observer moving wjth thc pattern. Silce the spatial

correlation is assumed to have the same functional form as the temporal correlation, the above

two expressions can be equated, thus giving

r___ pos = rosf K (3.63)
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As 16.5 is directly observable' equating equations 3.54 and 3.62 and comparing 12 terms,

we can solve for f since all other variables have already been calculated:

A 2H
Cv: vJ+ I(

C
.VrVo: | .

B
-L-'c (3.64)

(3.68)

+
C

In the early days of sA analysis a quantity v. was deflned as the ratio of the diffraction

pattern size to the pa,ttern lifetime for an observer in the patterns reference frame' when the

irregularity size was taken in the direction of motion it was defined that

(V.), 
= 

do.s (3.6b)
V -To.s1

i.e., the irregularity size in the direction of motion divided by the irregularity lifetime' This

cluantity is evaluated, from the spatial correlatìon function, and assuming do.s is the dìstance in

the direction of motion which has po.5 then,

(3.66)

and

! =t:!Vry

p(,r) = pl(Av: + Brr; + 2rv,vy){; (3'67)

Tlre characteristic s\ze of the irregularity, defined as d6.5, is obtained when p(d) = 0'5, so

that

pl(Ar/: + Brü + 2rv,vy)þl: 0.,

Combining with equation 3.62 we obtain

/r/\ _dro.r_ (v:+v;)Ii
\Y c)u - T1.u - AV: + BV; + 2HV,Va , (3'69)

wlrere V2 :V] +Vl. The quantity V. cannow be easily calculated since all the terms on the

right hand side are knorvn. The dimensionless ratio,

W=ffi' (3'70)

is these d ays used, rather than v", a,s an indicator of the relative importance of the motion of the

irregularity when compared with the internal randomness' The bigger the parameter' the more
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important are the random changes. Na.turally, if the pararneter is zero, then the fluctuations

that are observed by a stationary receiver are totally caused by the movement of the pattern

as a whole' This now puts a new deflnition on the true velocity as the velocity of an observer

who moves so as to maximize the width of the temporal auto-correlation fulctio'.

Rejection criteria

In some instances, it is necessary to question the reliability of data, and if necessary to reject

it' To this end' several criterions have been developed and these aÌe as follows [see e.g. Bøl/,

I98I; Briggs, 1984];

(1) The rnean signal is very strong during recording, thus predominantly saturating the

receivers.

(2) The fading signal is very weak in amplitude.

(3) The signal-to-noise ratio is ress than some pre-set lìmit (usually-6clb).

(a) The mean auto-correlation function has not fallen to 0.b in the number of'lags used in

the analysis. signifying low fading.

(5) No signilicant maxirna' for the cross-correlations (p < 0.s) within the number of lags of
the analysis, usually implying a very lorv rvind velocity.

(6) The cross-correlation functions ha,r'e several local maxima, thus rnaking it impossible to

identify the correct one (oscillatory).

(7) The sum of the tirne clispla,cements for each of the cross-correlal,ìo. maxima sjrould

ideallv be zero' I)ue to randon fluctuations this wilt generally not be so; hence the data are

rejected if the quantity

lDt'I

fr-100Y0, ß.71)

known as the percentage time discrepancy (PTD), exceeds 30%. This criterion has been relaxed

to around 50% [May,1988].

(B) Ttre calculated value of I/.2 is negative,ie. v"is imagirrar.y. This critelion is not rigorously

applied, since tr/" describes the random motion, and if this is small, statistical fluctuatio's could

82
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produce a negative value of V.2. This meafls tha,t the true velocity sliould be approximately

equal to the aPParent.

(g) If the calculated.pattern parameters indicate hyperbolic instead of elliptical contours'

Rejection thus occurs if. H2 < AB.

(i0) The polynomial interpolation proced.ures fail during any level (phase) of the analvsis'

(11) Results for rvhich the true velocity is signiflcantly different from the apparent velocity

are found to be questionable. The following criteria are generally used to reject rlata'

3V<

14> (3.72)

These criteria are not difficult to apply' because of the fast modern computer speeds, and are

usually done interactively. The most important of these are criterions a e number 3,4,and7'

3.5.5 Measuring vertical velocity

The angular power spectrum, W(l,m), rvhere (l,m) are direcf ion cosines, is just the Fourier

transform of the spatial correlation function (equation 3.27), provided ali length variables are

measured. in units of raclar rvavelength lïatctiffe,1956]. In the case that scatter is not centred

on the zenith, and is centred on (11, nrl) the power spectrurn is simply W(l-h, m-mr), and by

the 2-D shift theorem, the spatial correla,tion function of ecluation 3.27 becomes

pG,,ù = p(Ae2 + Brt2 + 2IIen) *, (4Y) ."., (4P . (3'73)

When we include the effect of a pattern velocity, V=(V", Vr), the spatial correlation function

is simply equation 3.73 with { replaced bV (( - V'"r), and qby (n-Vor),\'e'i

p(t,n,r)= p loie - v,r)2 * B(,r -vur)2 i2Ir((-v,r)Qt- vr"))]

*",, (rntç€ - u,')1) . ",, (rnnç, - r,Ò+) (3'74)
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Tlre phase of this function' for an antenna púr ((;¡,r¡¿¡) is just the exponent i1 the exponential

terms in equation 3.74. At r : 0 this is just

ú;¡(o¡ = 
2]Go¡4 

* n¡¡^) (s.zb)

In the case of the standard spaced-antenna configuration, we will have at least three receivers,

and hence three equations like 3.75, from which we can determine the direction cosines 11 , a'd
m1. The slope of the phase of the temporal correration fu'ction p(0,0,r) is

d1þij : 2r .

d,r - 
^V"ltlVoml) 

(3'76)

The pattern velocity will, horvever, be moving at twice tliat of the wind velocity due to the

point source effect' ie'; v, -- 2ur, and' vo - 2Da.In that case our phase equation is simply

dd,;j 
= 

4r ,

d,r -;(a'lr |uamt) ' Q'77)

where the RHS bracket is the line of sight radial cornponent of wind velocity. If, besides

the horizontal velocity there is a vertical velocity, o,, this introduces an extra radial velocity

component of n1u" '- u"(7 - t? - *Ð+. since the phase slope is simply equal to a Doppler

shift, equal to J times the radial velocity,2,, then this will increase this Doppler shift by

-2u"(l - t? - nfr¡i ¡1. Thus the slope of the phase is increased by -4tra"(r - t? - ntl¡i ¡>,.

The slope of the phase (rvhich includes effects due to both a horizontal and a verticai rnotìo.)
is then given as

d'tþ¿¡ 4¡r ti; = -i L'," ! uotnl + D"(I - t? - ",ï+l . (3.28)

The standard full correlation analysis (using the modulus of p({, 4, r)) calculates the velocity

components, o' alìd uo, antd we can easily determine 11 , and rn1 from equation 3.75. The phase

slope can be found from the phase of the conrplex auto-correlation function, which should

be the same for all three receivers. Thus the vertical velocity can be determined by solving

equation 3'78' Further.more' this velocity deterrnination is not just limite¿ to overhead scatte¡.

and we can use 11 and m1 to determine the mean directio' of scatter.

B4
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3.5.6 Errors in the spaced antenna technique

Statistical errors

Initial investigations into statistical errors which arise when wind velocities are measured bv

the spaced-antenna technique did not give expücit expressions for the errors in the correlation

parameters when using the full correlation technique. These early studies attempted to fit the

observed correlation functions to classic functions such as the Gaussian, while others attempted

to estimate errors from numerical simulations [.Au.re, l964a,b; Feclorr 1967]. An expression for

the error i. the determination of the position of the maximum of a cross-correlation function

was first obtained, by Buckley [19711, and some aspects of the problem also discussed by others

[see e.g. Ch'andrø et al-,1972).

Bxpticit expressions for the errols in the correlatìon function parameters were discussed by

May lIgìg), who showed that if the functional form was Gaussian, relativeiy simple arguments

lead to appropriate expressions . May [1988] found that a functional form for the error in the

calculation of the maxirna positions is given b

atau=0.52 ro.5[ffÈ ffPl , (3.7e)

where 0.b2 is an ernpirical constant derived from numerical simulations. rs.5 is the lag at which

the auto-correlation function of the time series falis to 0.5 (fading time)' T is the record length,

while p is the modulus of the complex correlation coeff.cient. A further expression estimates

the error o, iL.t T", which is complicated. by the fact that the errors in the auto-c-orrelation and

cross-correlation functions are themselves correlated;

ø, = o.5oifl-,tfftå t
(r - p2) t, (3.80)

p

where again the constant (0.50) is empirically determined. Thus the two equations above can

be used to estimate the standard deviation of two parameters; the position of the maximum

ìn a cross-correlation function and the value of the lag at whi<:h the auto-correlation function

falls to a pre-specified value. Two conditions are irnposed on the use of these explessions. The
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record length must be at least 50 tirnes the fading period, and the data rnust not be filtered to

Iemove notse.

These error estimates were subsequently tested by Mag [1g8s], both by numerical simulations

and with real data,. He found that useful estimates of the elrors in spaced-altenna wind

velocities were determined. In fact, the theoretical errors overestimated experimental ones by

a factor of 1'5. This was attributed to the stringent rejection criteria of the full correlation

analysis.

Systematic errors

The previously discussed errors might in fact be minor when cornpared with systematic errors

which can arise in spaced-antenna wind measurements. There aie three potential systematic

error sources in spaced-antenna experiments.

The flrst of these involves the rejection of data rvhere the calculated value of V] is neg-

ative' Where there rs no natural fading it is probable that statistical f.uctuations will cause

the observed fading time to be different from that due to beam-broadening only (scatterers in

different parts of the radar beatn have clifferent Dopplel shifts, thus broadening tÌre spectrum).

A riecrease in the width of the auto-correlation function will not stop the analysis, but too

rvide an auto-correlation function leads to a negativeIr"2, and the subsequent rejection of the

data' This statistical variation can be significant, alrl the possible rejection of half of the data

may lead to determination of winds rvhich are systematically underestim ated fTocking, 1gg6].

overall though, the percentage of data rejected on this condition is only a fraction of a percent,

and it is u.likely that this has a'ra,jor effect on the net resurt.

The second potential source of error is knou,'n a,s the triangle size effect. It has been found

that the wind velocity measured is a function of the antenna spacing, and that there exists

an optimal spacing' An early studv rvas undertaken l,y C:loltey ü Rossiter[1970] who found

that the measured "true" velocity increases with incleasing antenna spacing and approaches

the real veiocity when the spacings become larger. This agreed with the spatial pattern shift,

found on the large array (the array is cliscussed in chapter 6). They concluded that this effect
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might be due to random noise which reduccd the velocity measured and had more effect when

correlations are high, which occurs with small a,ntenna spa,cings. The same conclusion was

later reached by Chandra [1978] who performed one-dimensional nurnerical simulations. An

alternative callse was attributed to antenna coupling where the measured velocity changed

depending on the ma,gnitude and phase of the coupling [FeQqr þ PlgXuaski, 7972). Recently,

Meek [19901 suggested that noise is the only factor which affects the velocity and even the

spatial properties of the pattern. This study found that the pronounced triangle size effect was

removed when noise had been accounted for.

The third possible error is related to the vertical velocity. Since the antenua receives scat-

tered signal from a variety of off-vertical a,lgles a systematic difference in the vertical velocity

througlr the radar volume will simulate an apparent horizontal wind lRoyruik,1982]. Even so,

unusual conditions have to exist for this to occur; for example high-frequency gravity waves

with appropriate horizontal scales (10-20 km) enduring within the radar volume. Furthermore,

as soon as the data is averaged even over short periods (say hourly) the effect will be negated.

3.5.7 Validity of the spaced-antenna technique

Although the spaced antenna technique has been used for well over three decades, and numer-

ous comparisons have shorvn that l'esults obtained by it compare with other methods, from

time to tirne objections to it are raised in literature [see e.g. Bills et a/., 1991; Hines et al.,

1992]. As statedin the previous section, the spaced-antenna and the Doppler techniques should

measure the same velocity provided the sources of error previously mentioned are negligible.

The primary difference between the two methods is in the direction of the beam. While the

spaced-antenna method is generally limited to the vertical direction, the Doppler method uses

beams which can be tilted at off-vertical directions. This may introduce further differences

between measurements if the horizontal velocity lìeld varies. In addition, the spaced-antenna

radar may use a beam with a large half-rvidth, whereas the Doppler beam is, by necessity,

narrow. These problems are well knorvn iIr the radar community and allowance for them is
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usually built into any experiment.

The primary objection to the spaced antenna method is much more fundamental, and is

based on the scattering medium. If there is not one, but two types of scatterers within the

radar volume, these scatterers may move at different velocities (the experimental validity of

dual scatterers is discussed in Chapter 5). If one set of scatterers is of a specular6 na,turc,

and the other more isotropic, the specular reflectors cause the dominant reflectiols for vertical

beams, while the isotropic scatterers contribute to the off-vertical beams. It is argued that any

method which relies only on vertical scatter, such as the spaced antenna method, will measure

the motion of these specular reflectors only.

Gravity waves have been proposed as the most likely mechanism which may be responsible

for the specular echoes. The effects of gravity waves on the spaced--antenna measuremelts has

been discussed in literature, trut the discussion concentrated on the B and F regions, which

are by natute, highly specular [see e.g. Hines & Rao, 1968; Hines,1972, 7976; Brounlie et al.,

1973]. The induced fading of the signal was caused by gravity waves curving the electron density

isopleths thus inducing focusing, de-focusing, and interference effects. [n the mesosphere and

lower atmosphere this effect rnay not be as important, but should still be r:onsidered. The roler

of gravity waves in spaced-antenna lneasurements has been discussed in depth by Ilocking et al.

[1989]' who considered two situations; one in which gravity waves dynarnically effect specular.

scatteters, and the other where gravity waves themselves are the specular scatterers. Ihese will

now be discussed.

The effect of gravity waves on existing specular scatterers

Figure 3'11 illustrates the effect that a gravity wave might ha,ve on specular scatterers, at an

initial time t1, and sorne later time t2. We assume that radar volume is filled rvith specular

reflectors, forming a quasi-continuous sheet, arrd a single glavity wave co-exists in the scat-

tering region. Radio reflections from two transmitters, Tx1 and Tx2 arc focused, and defocuserl

respectively. As the gravity wave propagates, a fading is produced at either site, an<l this is

6aligned within the horizontal plane
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interpreted by the spaced-antenna technique as a mean motiol'

If this were a true replesentation of the atmospheric medium tiren this would present a

serious problem. Horvevet, this may only be appropriate for the ionosphere where the electron

density isopleths are continuous and the reflection absolute. In the lower atmosphete, including

the troposphere and. stratosphere, the specular scatterers do not fill the radar volume absolutely

but are rather spatially and temporally variable, so that only a small part of the gravity wave

cycle contains specular refl.ectors fsee e.g. Harper €j wootlman, 1977; Röttger et al'' 1979;

Jonesrlg82]. In additioil, the gravity wave period will, in reality, be much longer than the data

lengthT, and the gravity wave tilting of the reflectors will be far too slow' The fading is then

prod.uced by the diffusivity or roughness of the reflectors and is measured as an acclllate motion

lLöttger €j czechow.sky, 1980]. Nevertheiess, situations may arise where the reflecl'ors might be

very smooth and mirror-like. In that case the data will be rejected by the analvsis due to the

slow fading rejection criteria discussed earìier on'

Tthe 2 MHz system at Adelaide collects data for 102.4 seconds

(o)

Ix2 Tx1

-:Þ-

(b)

__ t:tl
. . t=tz

Figure 3.11: Two moclels of specular reflectors heavy lines and dots are

ref,resentative of the actual reflectors, while t are indicative of gravity

*u,u" iropi"ths, but with no scatterers present 89]'
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Rare situations may arise lvhen a spectrurn of waves conLbine to produce a quasi-co'ti'uous

reflecting layer, producing diffraction pattern scales much srnaller. than the gravitv wa,ve scales,

referred to as i'nterference fad'ing lTines €! Rao, rg68; llroutnlie et at., rg1ll. The fading times

are subsequently fast and are not rejected by the spaced-antenna method, there1ore producing

incorrect winds' However, for MF. HP, and VI{F D-region partial reflection radar wi'ds, no

exarnples of periodic interference-tvpe facling has been found, although such evide'ce i. the

case of totally reflected waves has been found, [see e.g. Felgate ü Golley,,1971]. This is not to
say or imply that such situations may not arise, but that they are the exceptions to the rule

and so do not influence general measurements. The scatterers in the midclle atmosphere are,

generally speaking, quite spatially and temporally variable.

one last point needs to be considered. As discussed by Röttger [1g81a], if the gravit5,

waves possess large amplitudes, this may tilt the specular reflectors to such an extent that even

Doppler radars "see" only them, and thus measure the wave speed and not the mean motion.

Tlte built-in re.jectioil criteria of the spaced-antenna techniclue al.e more likely to rejecl, thcr

nÌeasurement than if the Doppler technique was used. In addition, large amplitude gravit¡,

waves ale rare' and usually occur in regiotts of critical-level intelactions, where the mean rvind

and the horizontal phase velocity of the rvavein the clirectiou of phase propir,gation are the sa,rn.

lUines, 1968b; Röttger, 19g1a].

Finally' even in the case rvhere the spaced-antenna technique er.roneously interprets gra,vit5,

rvave motions as the wind speed, these points should be rare and should be easiiy discernible

frorn the rest of tlte data. Indeed, if long terrn trends are thc goal than these spurious points

will not have any impact on the averages. Alternatively, these outljers may be ,,weeded,, 
oul;

before anv further analysis is carried out [see e.g. Lar,sen et ar.,7gg2; Murphy, rgg0].

Gravity \ilaves acting as the specular echoes

The second case to consider is one rvhere gravity waves clo not perturb the scattering medium,

but cause scatter themselves. For partial reflection radar scatter, the refra,ctive index gr.aclienl;

has to change sufficiently over a r¡uarter radar wavelen¡çth for efficient scatter to occur. If it is
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Figure 3.12: A comparison of tropospheric zonal velocities measured by the Doppler and spaced'-

antenna techniques. The Doppler beam was pointed. at angles of 4o, 7o, 11o, a'n<l 15o' Data

were collected. by the Arlelaid.e vHF radar [fro n vincent et aI',1987]'

more than a quarter of a radar wavelength, the scatter will be quite inefrcient' Thus, we need

only worry about gravitv waves whose wavt'.length is comparable to that of the radar8'

Both Hines[1960] anð, l/anzandt €j vincent[1983]have proposed a model in wliich the radar

reflection occuls from gravity wave compressional wavefronts' The former attributes MF/HF

mesospheric specular echoes to gravity waves whose vertical wavelengths are of the order of a

hundred. metres, rvhile the latter propose that the rnechanism ca'using VHF stratospheric scatter

are gravity waves tvhose $'avelength perpendicular to their wavefront is one half of the radar

wavelength. The la,tter process is unlikelS since such wavefronts must possess a tilt which is a

function of altitude,and should therefore producc strongest scatter at off-vertical angles; this

has not been obser'ed fsee e.g. Hinesr 1960; and discussìon l'ty Hocki'ng et al'' i989' 1991]'

Bven if the waves did have horizontal wavefronts' this implies that they have long periods'

They would not have a bearing on measuled winds when sholt term data sets are used' as is

generally the case.

8Th-e Adelai,le tadat's wavelength is about 150 rnetrcs
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Figure 3'13: A comparison of mesospheric velocities neasuÌed by the Doppler and the spaced-antenna technique [from Hoclcing et ø/., lggg].

Conclusion

Although situations may occur where graviiy waves may be responsible for some of the observed

specular echoes, these are rare, and will most likely be rejected by the criteria built into the

fuLl correlatiorr ar-Lalysis technique. Even if two types of scatterers moving at differ.e.t veiocities

contributed equally to the reflected signal, the measurement would be rejected due to the
cross-correlation having two local maxima. The most irnportant criteria for using the spaced_

antenna technique is the antenna separation and the data length. Accurate wind velocities are

determined when the separation of the antennas is of the order of a radar wavelength and the
sampling time of the order of minutes. on the other hand, when the antennas are separated by

tens of kilometres, and the data length is of the order of tens of rninutes the method is most
suitable for rfleasuring gravity wave phase speerls, Therefore, the spaced -antenna method does

measure the net rvind motion. spurious events may be seen from time to time, but these types

of events occur in any measuring technique.

obviouslv the best way to test the spaced-antenna technique is to compare its results with
th'rse measured by other techniques. The flrst estimates of reliable MF and HF D-region wind
velocities were found by Fraser €i Kochanskilrg10lanc: Gregory Ø Reeslrgz1]. subsequently,

stubbs €4 vincent [1973] and súzóås [1973] showed that the space a,ntenna technirlue compared

well with rneteor wind measurements (80-100 krn aititude). or;her cornparisons have been
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performed b.y numerous authors [see e.g. wright et a,t. Ig76; vincent et a:.,7g77,\gg7; Drigg.s,

19771' Dailv mean winds have also shown agreement with accepted models of mesosp¡eric

circulation fsee e.g. vincent €1 Ball, 7987; Manson et al.,1gg1, 19g5; Barnett €! Corney, rgBS;

I{oshelkou, 1 gB5].
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Figure 3'15: A comparison of daily meridional winds rneasured by the SoUSy vIrF radar inthe spaced antenDa mode with radiosonde measurements made at the sta,tions of'Essen audRerlin.
hours u 

of the radar. The wind was measured every 6moving ä'.i*Täi:;äî:1.'i,",î"'îîi:, îîi"J:J:correlat
1gB3]. d radar-rarliosonde are sirnilar [fuont Röttger,

The spaced- antenna technique has been compared with lneteorological tecirniqrres, including
balloon and rarvinso'de compadsons in the lower atnrosphere, and again showing excellent

agreement' The differences were of the same order as the estimated errors [see e.g. Röttger €l

vincent, TSTB; Rtittger €j czechousky, rgg0; vincent €l Röttger, 1gg0; Röttger,1gB1a, b, 1gg3;

vincent et al',19s7]' Figures 3.72to 3.15 are typical examples of the comparison between the
spaced-antenna technique and other measurements. Figure 8.12 is a compariso, of spaced-.

antenna measured velocities with several off-vertical Doppler velocities ffrom vincent et al.,

1987]' FigureS'l3sliowsacornparisonof mesosphe.icwindsusingtheDopplerandthespaced-

antenna techniques lftom Hocking et c/., 1g8g]. Pigure 3.14 shçws a comparison between wind
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profiles measured by a VHF radar operating in the spaced-antenna mode and both aircraft

and radiosonde measurements lfrom Röttger €i Czechowsl;y,1980]. Figure 3.15 is a daily wind

comparison between the spaced-antenna technique and measurements made with a radiosonde

at an altitude of 12 km from Röttger,1983]. All four figures show excellent agreement between

the spaced-antenna measurements and other techniques at a number of altitudes and varying

times.
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Chapter 4

Spaced-antenna radar model

4.1 fntroduction

The two primary radar remote sensing techniques of the atmosphere are the Doppler and the

spaced-antenna techniques. In this thesis, most of the data collected has utilized the spacecl-

antenna technique using the full correlation analysis. Both these techniques were discussed in

the previous chapter where it was shown that there is excellent agreement betrveen spaced-

antenna rneasurements ancl other techniclues made at varying times, altitudes and sites. Never-

theless, objections to the spaced-antenna methorl do arise from time to time in the literature,

rvhere it is argued that the spaced antenna l;echnique does not consistently and accurately mea-

sure the neutral wind and may be at times affected by such things as gravity-waves and the

structure of the reflecting layers ltsills et crl., 1991; I{ines et al., 1992]. Ilowever, some modelling

work has suggested that spaced-receiver measurements are accurate [see e.g. Wernilc et al.,

1e831.

To better understand the spaced-anterrna tecb.nique and the full correlation analysis, a

model was developed which sirnulates a complete partial reflection radar system, similar to the

ones employed by the University of Adelaide. By comparing the various input parameters with

those "measuted" by the model, it was hoped to obtain a feel for the accuracy, and the strength

and weaknesses of the spaced-antenna technique.

97
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The rnodel has been undergoing developrnent for several years, and has had input from

other workers, although it has greatly been expanded upon and tailored within this thesis. The

results presented herein are the flrst time the model has been used to any degree. Here I will

flrst discuss the various patts of the model followed by some simulations.

4.2 General description of the model

The flrst step in the model rvas to construct a scattering fleld where individual scatterers

contribute to the total reflected signal, and rvhich had the capacity to move at a pre-deternined

three-dimensional velocity with various degrees of turbulence. However, the first step involved

selecting the initial relative positions of the scattering points on a grid.

Initial position of the scatterers

To simulate a group of scatterers it was decided to construct a grid of points whicir represent

point scatterers whose initial positions could be either on a symmetrical grid, random (by

varying amorrnts) around such a grid pattern, or cornpletely random with.in a certain volume.

The height range of the scatterers could also be pre-set within the model.

After initial investigation, a grid of 32x32 (1024) scatterers was found to be a suitable

number, since more scatterers did not signifìcantly change the results and took a large amount

of computing time. The scattelers were placed on grid points 2000 m apart, so that the total area

covered by the scattering field rvas sorne 64x64km2. Scatterers whose subsequent randomness

around such a grid point rvas set to be 0.1 were therefore positioned within 200 m of the centre

of their relative grid lroint, rvhile those whose landomness was set at 0.5 were within 1000 m.

Similarly, those scatterers whose randomness was 1.0 could be anywhere within the 2000x2000

m area ailotted to each grid point ¿¡,nd so on. In the case of pure ra,ndomness, the scatterers

could be positioned anyrvhere within the 64x64 km2 volume. Figure 4.1 shows a grid where the

scatterers are purely synrmetrical, while figure 4.2 shows a typical grid where the scatterers are

landomized by 0.5. Figure 4.3 shows scatterers randomly positioned within the 64 km2 area.
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The mean height of the scatterers was preset at 85 km. However, that resulted in the distance

from each scatterilg point to a sta,tionary ground point valying uniformly. This created an

artifrcial phase variation. To avoid this problem the scatterers were randornized ilr the vertical

plane so that their vertical position was within 2 wavclengths (t150 m) of a mean height of

85 km. Figure 4.4 shows a typical vertical cross-section of the scatterers rvhich are randomly

positioned (i.e. a view of ligure 4.3 frorn above) in both the horizontal and vertic¿,I plane.
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Figure 4.5: A two-dìmelsional turbulence freld observed at 40 lags. The lengths are not the

absolute values.

Such a volume of scatterers lvould be initialty set up antl then moved with a mean velocity

and varying amoults of trvo-dimensional turbulertce and wave activity' If the radar half-power

half-rvidth was about 9o tiris scenario meant that' up to 50 scatterirrg points were observecl

rvithin the radar volurne at anl' one time.

Turbulent velocitY fields

In additiol to a mea.n velocity with which the above scattering fleld could be moved, the

model was also ecluipped to include a turbulence freld (eithel large-scale 2-D or 3-D). Such

a field, consists of velocity vectors rvhich simulate both the spatiai and temporal structure of

turbulence in the ¿tmosphere. The generated velocity lields satisfy pre-determined correlation

functions and thereby lead to smooth variations in both the spatial and temporal domain' Thus,

three such velocity flelds are all that is necerssaly to completely describe a vector field.

Figure 4.b ald 4.6 shorv a component of a tulbulent velocity field at 40 and 60 time lags

respectively. Such a veiocity field would be an adclitional effect on the scattering field which
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u-v velocity field of lc g number 60

u velocity grid points

Figure 4'6: Tliis is the same trvo-dimensional turbulence f,eld as for ligure 4"5 but at 20 lags
later (lag 60). Comparison of the two shows a clear tenrporal evolution of the t'rbulent fleld.
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Figure 4.8: The amplitude diffraction pattern of the scattering grid displayed in figure 4'1'

The contours are in arbitrary units. The patteln was constructed by sampling the complex

co.tributions of each scatterer at 80x80 poìnt, covering a,n aroa some 10 km2'

is already ad.vected by some mean velocity. One call see that the turbulence field at 60 iags'

although different to the one at 40 lags, still shows some resemblance to it' This temporal

,,continuity,, is a better approach than the total randomization of a turbulent velocity field'

Figure 4.7 is a plot whichshows the temporal evolution of the horizontal turbulent velocitv

fi.eId of a single grid row over 60 lags. Each scattering point is seen to change smoothly in

both direction and magnitude. The contributio[ by such a turbulent velocity freld can also be

weighted, that is, the magnitude of the contribution of the turbulence to the mean motion may

be varied, but rvith the temporal and spatial evolutioil of the turbulence remaining undisturbed'
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moving at a velocitY of 100 ms-l'

Once the complex time signal for each of the receivers was calculatecl, the scattering grid was

moved according to the pre-set meal-I velocity and turbulence level' Since the scatterers produce

an electric fleld diffraction pattern (which could be measured on the ground), this pattern also

moves, albeit at twice the velocity of the scatterels (the point soulce effect)' A new complex

signal was th,en re-calculated for each of the thrce receivers according to the new positions

of the scatterers (shifting of the diffraction pattern). It should be noted that the simuiation

caiculated the contribution from each individual scatterer, t,akilg into account tlre transmitter-

scatterer-receiver distance, and was not an apllroxirnation. This temporal sampling occurred
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at 0'4 second intervals, for a total rLumber or2l>6 samples. This nrade the total length of the

time series 102.4 seconds

Figure 4'8 is a typical contour plot of the amplitude of the electric fiekl diffraction pattern

produced by the non-randomized grid shorvn in figure 4.r. k clearly shows symmetry which

would be expected for a symmetrical grid. Figure 4.9 shows the real cornponent of the electric

field diffraction patter' fleld for a conpletely random grid such as that in flgure 4.3. The

diffraction patterns were calculated by adding the contributiols of each scattering point to a
ground grid of size 80x80 points which covered an alea of some 10 km2. Small diffraction
pattern maxima are clearly seen and it is the velocity of these "individual,, diffraction patterns

that is measured by the spaced-antenna system.

A typical complex time series showing the in phase and quadrature components for three

spatially separated receivers is shown in figure 4.10.

4.2.2 F\rll coruelation analysis program

The full correlation analysis program used on the simulatecl rlata is the same progr.am tha,l;

has been used for a number of years to calculate the mean winds and other parameters from

real data collected at the Buckland Park lìeld station. The theory behind the full correlation

analysis has already been covered in depth in the previous chapter which described how t¡e
various parameters were calculated. In its simplest form, the analysis prog.am cross-correlates

tire complex signal from each of the thlee spatially-sepalated receivers to calcula,te the speed

and direction of the scattering grid, rvhile taking account of the "natural,, change of the pattern.
Figure 4'11 shows the auto-correlation function and the cross-corÌelation functions between the

three receivers for the time series exhibited in figure 4.10.

4.3 Results obtained from simulations

In any model where a large number of variables can be changed, it is always difficult to decide

which parameters to vary at any one time. lrowever, since one of the primary reasons of
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spatially-separated receivers which is shorvn in f-gure 4.10'

developing the model was to gauge the accuracy of the 1.98 MHz radar systerns that'¡¿ere

employed. to collect the bulk of the experimental ciata used in the this thesis, this ma.de the task

somewhat easier

The parameters thal; were not varied a1 any tirne rluring the modelling work included the

number of scatterers (32x32), the nrean height of the scatterers (-85000 m), the frecluency of

the radar (1.98 MHz), the location of the transrnitter (centred), the sampling rate (0'4 sec),

and the totai length of the time series (102.4 sec).

A couple of factors which were initially kept constant included the half-power half-width of

the transmitting and receiving polar diagra.ms (9o), and the relative positions of the receiving

antennas. I1 the initial simulations the three receiving antennas formed an equilateral triangle

whose centre was the transmitting antenna (cenl;re of the grid). One antenna was positioned

purely northward from the transmitter while the other two were at 120o clockwise and anti-

clockwise from northward. Rather than changing the relative orientation of the antennas it

was far easier to change the direction of the rnean winrl. Ilowever the mean distance betweert
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the centre of sucl'L a,n at'rangement and the antennas was v¿l,ried. Altogether a large number of

sirnulations were perforrned, and only a few typical exarnples will be presentecl here.

4.3.L fnitial test of the model

The obvious initial test is to see rvhether the model can colrectlv extract the velocity that the

scattering grid is moved at, but assuming simple larninar flow (no two dimensional turbulence).

A large number of simulations were performed whele two valiables were va,ried. Firstly, the

degree of randomization of tlie scattering grid was increased in steps of 0.25 from no ra¡domiza-

tion to total randomness within the scattering volume. Seconclly, the distance from the centre

of the receiving array to each of the receivers was incleased il steps of 25 m, frorn 25 to 400

metres. Operating at a wavelength of -150 m, the rcceiving antennas were one wavelelgth

apart when their distance from the centre was about gZ rn

Figure 4.12 shows a typical set of apparent wind velocities and clifferences between the model

and apparent wind directions (denoted as V o* and, 0orr) calculated by the model for varying

degrees of grid randomness and varying antenna sepa,rations. Sirnilarly figure 4.1J shows a

typical set of true velocities and diJïerences in direction betrveen the model and true velocit.y

(denoted as V¿rr" and 0¿,u"), aga,in as a function of grid ranclolnness and ante¡na separation

(denoted as Do'¿)' The moclel velocity and clilection (V-o¿ .¿td o^od¡ was b0 ¡rs-i movi'g

eastwards' Both of these frgures are for scattering grirls which were all positio¡ed in the ole

irorizontal plane at 85 km, i.e. there was no ranclomness in the vertical.

Vooo is seen to tend to V-o¿ as the antenna sepa,ration increases. Ilowever, two of the

initial scattering grids (0'25 and 1.0) increased to apJrroach V,no,t while all the others, with

the exception of the non-random grid (0.0) decreased towards Y^od..Only a few points were

accepted by the analysis in the case of th,e non-random grid, and these themselves deviated

markeclly from V-,¿. Examination of the raw output file for the non--randomizecl grid showed

ihat the data were rejected due to hyperbolìc contouls (these can clearly bc seen in flgure 4.g).
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Figure 4.I2: Themodelled apparenl, velocity (top) and apparent-model direction (bottom) for

varying degrees c¡f sca,tteringgrid rand.omness and altenna separation'.but fixed at a height of

85 krn. ,fhe model veiocity i"ur SO nts-1 moving eastwards. The interpretation of the degree of

randornness has been discussed in a previous section'

The values of 0oo, vary by around t10o from the 0*o¿. Again, the exception is the non-

rand.omized grid where the model struggles'

unlike Y orþ Y r,u" is slightly overestimated and increases fairly constantly and slowly as

a function of antenna separation when'Dor¿) 150 m. An exception to this is V¿r.r" observed

from the 0.25 randomized, grid. The distribution of ï¿ru. is much rìarrower than îorp w\th

the difference between it and 0n 6¿ $elêlally less tharL 5o. Again, the non-randomized grid
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Figure 4'13: As for flgure 4.72but for the true velocity and true-model direction.

causes the most deviation, but such a grid must be considered a special case and not a true
representation of a typical scattering gricl.

These and other simulations involving non-turbulent two-dimensional but variable random-

ization fields showed that at times there existed systematic behaviour observed in both yooo a,,d
Yt,u.' This was thought to be due to an artiflcial phase variation across the radar beam which

occurs when the scatterers are two-dimensional, i.e. all positioned in the one horjzontal plane

(85 km in this case)' To eliminate this possible contamination the simulations were repeated

but with the scatterers adclitionally randomized.in their height (and thus the phase) by f 150
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Figure 4.14: As for figure 4.12 but with the scattering fields being aclditionally r¿r.ndomized in

the vertical to be within t150 m of 85 km.

m (one wavelength) around a mean treight of 85 krn. These results are shown for Y op and 0oo,

in fi.gure 4.14 and for Y ¡u" ar'd 0¡,u. in flgure 4.15'

Vooo is seen to increase tending towards V-r,¿ althorgh 0o* varies markedly by op to 20o.

Yorrin this case is slightly smaller than for the case where the scatterers were localized in the

vertical, but are still within 5 ms-l of Y^o¿. î¡uris also close to 0*o¿, to within *5'.

Although prelìminary, and based on a nulnber of pre-sel pararneters, the above results

clearly show that the rnod.el is able to extract a true velocity which is quite close to that
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Figure 4.15: As for figure 4.13 but with the scattering fields being additionally ra,ndomized in
the vertical to be within t150 m of Bb km.

imparted to the scattering fleld. This itself shows that the point-source effect [see e.g. Felgate,

1970] is "real", i.e. the diffraction pattern produced by the scattering grid moves at trvice the

velocity of the scatterers.

None of the above results showed that there was a systematic variation in any velocity and

direction which could be related to the clegree of scattering fielcl randomiza,tion. Therefore, the

following simulations undertaken used scattering grids which, a,lthough constructed by different

initial seeds, possessed the same degree of randomness.
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4.3.2 Varying the model velocity

The next stage of modelling involve<l the use of six scattering flelds all randomized by 0.5. The

spaced-antenna simulations perforrned on these scattering flelds again had various antenna

separations, but in addition, the initial velocity of the scatterers was also varied from 50 ms-l

to 200 ms-1 in four 50 rns-1 steps. As before, the scatterers were not subject to a,ny degree of

turbulence. It was found that the general trends observed in the simulations were common for
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the four different velocities, and for brevity only the results from the 100 rns-1 and 200 ms-l

velocity simulations are presented 
"

Figure4.16and 4.17showVopp,0opp,Y1".u",and0¿,,u"r'espectivelyloraY*o¿of 100ms-l

eastward while flgures 4.18 and 4.19 are the results for a mo<lel velocity of 200 rns-1 eastward.

For a V-o¿ of 100 rs-l, Vo, tends towards 100 ms-1 with increasing Do,,¿ with the Vooo

measured using two of the grids being initially larger, and the other foru smaller thanY*o¿.

0ooovaries between --20o-10o. Calculations of V¿"r" on 1he other hand are all underrestimates of
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Y,',o¿for small Do,¿, rapidly increase to be slightly greater than V-o¿ (-1tO -t-1) and then

decrease to be within a few ms-1 of Y^o¿in all except data from one scattering grid in which

Vooo increased fairly linearly rvith Dor,¿. î¡ru"is also diverse at small Do,¿, but this improves to

be within a few degrees of 0*o¿ when Dorr¿ is between 50-200 m.

Examining the case where Vnrr¿ is 200 rns-l nearly al1 of the grids result in a slight under-

estinrate lor Yorr. An exception occurs in one scattering field, which also shows the greatest

deviation in 0oo, from 0^o¿. Otherwise, 0oro calarlated from all the other scattering grids are
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Figure 4.19: As forfigure 4.17 bú with the scattering fields all moving at 200 ms-r eastwards

very tightly clustered around 0o, ald show no change as afunction of Da2¿. Y¿7¿¿ a,t this veloc-

ity is very similar in behaviour to that at 100 ms-1 for small antenna separation up to aboul;

150 m, where it is clearly underestimated. With increasing Do,r¿, V¿"r" is "over-corrected",

decreases and a finally exhibits a slow divergence for the various scattering fields. d¿,," is again

very close to 0^o¿, the clifference between the two being of the order of a few degrees only for

smaller D¿2¿ and slowly spreading a,s a function of increasing Do,.1. A noticeable factor is thal;

for Dol.¿( 125 m V¿¡s¿ rrtêâ,sured from all the scatterinpç grids are virtually identical, and show

a sharp increase as a function of D¿¿¡.
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The optirnum conliguration for spaced-antellnas has been reported to be of the order of one

wavelength [see e.g. Briggs €l Vincent,1973] which in this rnodel occurs when Do,,¿ is close to

100 m. In the results presented above one can see that at that antenna separation both V¿","

anrd î¿ru" are not only just about equal to Y,,"o¿and.0*o¿,tItey show th.e least spread in results

between the different scattering fields.

Previous workers have found that the true velocity measured by the full correlation analysis

tended to increase with an increasing receiving array geometry, approaching a limiting value, an

effect known as the triangle size effectlGolley E Rossiter,1970; Chand,ra,Ig78l. These authors

suggested that noise rnight be responsible for that effect since noise might have a greater reducing

effect on the calculated velocities when the antennas are close to each other (large correlation).

Another explanation, proposed by Fedor I Plywaskill972l, suggested antenna coupJing as an

explanation for the triangle size effect. These authors found both reductions and increases in

Y oo, and V¿r,," depending on the magnitude and phase of the coupling. The results presented

here tend to suggest that perhaps one factor which might contribute to the triangle size effect,

or even be lesponsible for it, is the full correlation analysis itself. That it depends on the

analysis is supported by exarnining V1r,. as a function of Do,¿ when the model velocity was

100 and 200 ms-1. The slow grid produces a correct velocity at an antenna spacing which is

half that of the faster scattering grid. V¿,," in the ca,se of the 100 ms-1 scattering grid reached

100 ms-1 at aDon¡ of 50 m rvhile \'¿"," in the case of the scattering grid moving at 200 ms-l

reached that velocity rviren D¿2¿ wâ,s 100 m, exactly double.

In the above simulations Voro was found to be relatively independent of D¿2¿, ârd fairly close

toY^o¿. The apparent velocity is calculated by the tirne-shifts between the cross-correlation

maxima. Recent work by ¡[ag [1988]has shown that the standard deviations in the calculations

of the positions of the cross-correlation maxima depended on the fading time and record length.

The fading time in these simulations was found to be remarkabll' constant and the record lengths

were not varied. The calculations of V¿"¿¿ on the other hand depend on the determination of

the time shift at which the auto-correlation has the sanre value as the cross-correlations at zero
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Figure 4.20: The modeiled appareni; velocity and apparent-model direction for six completely
raudorn scattering grids moving at 50 ms-1 easl;warcl and rvith no turbulence.

shift. This rvould then suggest that large errors are found when these time-shifts are small.

4.3.3 Turbulent velocity fields

Having established that the spaced-antenna wind neasurements technique using the full cor-

relation analysis does extract a reasonable estimate of 1;he velocity for larger antenna spacings

and when the velocity is not extremely large, at least under conditions of no turbulence, various

magnitudes of "turbulence" were introduced into the scattering fields. As mentioned before,
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Figure 4'21: The modellecl true velocity and tlue-morlel clire<:tion fcrr six completely randomscattering grids movi'g at 50 ms-l eastward arLd with no t.rbulence.

the turbulence lields all consisted of vectors which vary both spatially and temporally. For the

following set of data, the turbulent flelds userl were kept the same, and only the magnitude of
the mean square turbulence contribution was valied. ìlor these simulations new random scat-

tering grids were also used, such that the randornness was total within the grid volume. The

speed and direction of the grid was b0 ms-1 eastwards.

For a "conttol" we first present, the sirnulation results w]rere the scattering fleld has no

turbulence added. Figure 4.20 shows yo* and,Lurr, while figure 4.21 shows y¿y¿¿ arrd,0¿7y¿
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Figure 4.222 The rnodelled true velocity and true-model direction for six completelv random

,.u,tt"riog gricls moving at 50 ms-1 eastward and with 1 m2s'-2of turbulence'

for a group of six such non-turbulerrt flelds. The apparent velocity is seen to clecrease towards

v-o¿ with increased antennaspacing, while lorrvaries to be within tlOoof 0o' v¿,," varies by

only a few ms-1, and diverges with increasing antenna separation. I{owever, |¡ru" is remarkablv

close to 0^o¿rvatyiLrg by only afew degrees, and much mole a'cculatetham0orr.

Varying mean square turbulence magnitud,es were now addedto this lnean motion' with

mean sq'are fluctuating velocities ranging from 1 to 50 m2s-2. Initial inspectio' of Vooo and

dooo showed not a large difference in their behaviour and mean values as a function of increased
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Figure 4.23: The modelled true velocity and true--nrodel direction for six completely random
scattering grids moving at 50 ms-l eastward and rvith 5 m2s-2of turbulence.

turbulence. Y app generally decreased towards V-r¿ although the individual values as a function

of antenna spacing became more ragged with increasing turbulence. 0oo, also became more

ragged, at times varying by up to t30o. Therefore, only the V¿¡¿¿ and drrze resuh,s for varying

degrees of turbulence as a function of antenna spacing will be presented here and even then,

only for a few examples.

Figure 4.22 shows the spaced-antenna nrodel results for Ytru. and î¡ru" with a mean square

turbulence contribution of 1 m2s-2. Most <lf the V'¿r.r" values vary bv no more than 10 ils-1,
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Figure 4.24: The modelled true velocity and true-model direction for six completely random
scattering grids moving at 50 ms-l eastward and with 10 m2s-2of turbulence.

although one grid is about 10 ms-l "out". No triangle size effect is observed. gbu. is again

quite close to 0^o¿, although the accuracy decreases with increasing Do,r¿.

Figure 4.23 shows V¿¡¿s ând ï¿ru"when the turbulence contribution is jncreased by 5 times

(to 5 m2s-2). V¿",," again varies for the different scal;tering flelds, but at most by 10 ms-1

from V-o¿. However, a triangle size effect seems to have developed for all the sc¿rttering fields

especially between about 100-200 metres where V¿¡¿¿ s€€ms to decrease wil;hin increasing Do,r¿,

What is especially noticeable is the small spread of Y¿ru" at a Dorr¿ of 100m, which is close to the
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Figure 4'25: The modelled true velocity and true-model direction for six completely random
scatteri'g grids rnoving at 50 ms-l eastward and lvith 50 m2s-2of turbulence.

one wavelength optimum separation. 0¡,u. also varies slightly rnore with increased turbulence,

and is also perhaps a function of Do,¿,

Further increasing the level of turbulence to 10 m2s-2(figure 4.24),y¡11¿â,s a function of

Do.¿ and for all the different scattering fields, is initially underestimated, approaches V-o¿ and

then varies (generally increases) as a function of Don¿. L¿ru. is not much different from that

observed under conditions of less turbulence. At most it varies by 20o, although the average

difference is perhaps 10o.
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Finally, figure 4.25 sholvs the results where the turbulence contt'ibution is of the same order

as the mean velocity of the scattering grids (50 m2s-2). Here V¿"r" is again close to V-o¿, and

is within alew rrs-l when Dor¿ is around 75m. |¿ru" for small Dor,¿ diflers ftom d,,rr¿ by up to

40o. However, this improves dramatically at an antenna spacìng of about 150 m where 0¡,u" is

within 5" of 0^o¿. with larger D¿n¿ the difference starts to increase.

From the above simulations and others (not presented here) it can be concluded that for

a number of varying turbulent scattering lields the mean velocity extracted is a very good

estimate of the actual mean velocity of the scattering grids. At the optimum antenna spacing

of 150 m,Y¡ru" is generally accurate to about +70% while d¿r.," is accurate to within +10''

The systematic bias is even less, so averaging of real data will tend to produce better estimates

of the mean velocity.

4.3.4 Varying geometry of the receiving antennas

Equilateral triangle geometries

AI of the above simulatiols involved an equilateral tliangle receiving array geometry where

one of the antennas was positioned exactly uorth.ward fi'om the centre of the array. This meant

that for a1 eastward rvind, the time taken for the diffraction pattern to move across the receiver

pairs was maximum. I{orvever, if the wind moves in such a, <lirection such that its direction

is perpendicular to a, line joining one a,ntenna pair, then the cross-cottelation maxima will be

extremely close and may lead to large errors. To see if this is a real effect the direction of the

scattering grid motions rvas changed so as to be nortirward.

Figure 4.26 shows V1¡¿¿ and 0¡,u" lor six random grid fields as a function of D¿21, rvhen V-r¿

rvas 100 ms-l and 0^o¿wãs northward. Figure 4.27 shows Vi'¿¿ arrd 0¿,u. also for six random

fields but when V,,,¿ was 100 rns-l at 64" (clockwise fi'om north). One can see that V¿a¿¿ and

\¡ru" in both figures are very similar to those exhibited in ligure 4.17 where the scattering grids

are moving eastward (including the triangle size effect). V¿¡¿¿ approaches V-o¿ at small Do,r¿,

slightly over estimates, decreases, and then coltinues to increase with increasittgDon¡- 0¡u.
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Figure 4.26: Tlie modelled true velocity and true-model direction difference for six totally

random scattering grids as a function of antenna separation, and moving at 100 ms-1 northward.

is within only a few degrees of 0*o¿ especialiy when one looks at the average, diverging only

when Do,¿ is greater than 250 m.

The above and other simulation results (not presented here) supports the notion that the

altenna orientation seems to have no noticeable cffect on the extraction of the true velocity by

the full-correlation analysis - at least for the case of an equilateral triangle.
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Isosceles triangle receiving antenna geometry

A bias initially found by Beynon Ü Wright [1969] and later by Gottey €j Rossiterllg7g] showed

that for a non-equilateral receiving array there is a preference for the ground diffraction patterns

to be aligned along the longest sicle of the receiving array. It has recently been mathematically

shown that this bias could be due to noise [Meek,1990]. In this section I investigate the potentia,l

effect of various antenna array geonetries on the full correlation anaJysis parameters, and see
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if the pattern alignment is affected by the receiving antenna array geometry.

The shape of the receiving-array antenna triangle used up till riow has been equilateral. The

ground diffraction pattern orientation characteristics for such a receiving array arrangement

showed no preferential angle. Over a number of simulations, it was found that a number of

different pattern angles were obtained with no observable bias in the pattern angle distribution.

In addition, the pattern angle was not affected to any large degree by the antenna separation.
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The geometry of the receiving array was then changed from an equilateral one to an isosceles

triangle, so that the distance from the centre of the array to the northward antenna was twice

that to the other two. The modelled true velocity and direction calculated using this triangle

geometry and six random grids is shown in flgure 4.28. The model velocity was 100 ms-1

eastwards. If the pattern was to be aligned along the longer side of the receiving antenna array'

triangle, then it should be preferentially oriented towards the north-south direction. I{owever',

no preferential distribution was observed and \/¿r,r" antd 9¿ru. were not any different to those

obtained by the equilateral triangle orientation. Thus any "preferred alignment" is not intrinsic:

to tlre full-correlation analysis, and othel causesr e.B. noise as suggested by Meek [1990], must,

contribute to the experimental observations of bias.

The next triangie geometry involved rvas also a1l isosceles one, but one where the ratìo of

the distances from the centre to the northwards antennas was 7:2f 3 that from the centre to

tlre other trvo antennas. The results of such a tliangular arrangement for V¿¡¿" and ?¡ru. àre.

shown in flgure 4.29. This result was one of the more urìusual ones found, for V¿".," determined

from all six different scattering fields wele almost exactly the same. In addition a triangle size

effect is observed extending to 150 m. 'Ihis is the dista,nce from the centre of the array to the

northward antenna, whilst the distance between the two closer antennas was 2f 3 that. This

implies that all of the antennas should be at least one wavelength apart to avoid the triangle

size effect.

Scalene triangle receiving antenna geometry

Finally, the last triangular shape tested for was a scalene triangle where the northward antenna

geometry was the same as it was for the equilateral triangle, i.e. extending northwarcl in 25

m steps. For the other trvo antennas, the x and y co-ordinat,es for the one initiatly positioned

120o clockwise were multiplied by 0.5, and for the one initialJy positioned 120o anti-clockwise

by 1.5.

Figure 4.30 shows V¿"ue and 0¡,,,"for such a,n antenna arrangernent. Again, a triangle size

effect is observed until the antenna spacing is of the order of one wavelength. For' larger Do,r¿,
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V¿rr" is underestimated and diverges for the six different scattering flelcls. 0¿rr,,. also shows

a triangle size effect rvhere the difference between it and 0,,o¿ is only of the order of * a few

degrees atDon¿ of -100 m. Larger Do,r¿ also leads to greater.dis¡rersion for the various scattering

grids.

It must therefore be concluded that the shape ancl relative orientation of the receiving array

geometry has no significant effect on the determination of V¿r,," and 0¿,.,". As wel1, the triangle
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size effect is also found in arrays where the antenna geometry for any one pair of receiving

antennas is less than one wavelength.

Varying the polar diagram

Up till now, the simulations carried out all used a 9o polar diagram for the transmitting and

receiving system. Under such conditions, approximately 50 scatterers are contained in the
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_ radar volume at any one time. It has been shown that the spatial correlation as a function of

recei:ver separation depends on the polar diagram of the transmitting and receiving arrays (see

the following chapter) lBriggs (! Vincent,1973; corrected by Briggs,I99ll. It predicts that for a

polar diagram of about 10o the spatial correlation function should be =350 m, for 20o it should

, be around 200 m, and aîound 130 m for a S0opolar diagram. In these simulations it was found

that the spatial ground diffraction pattern was larger than this by about 20% (an improvement

on the ori,ginal.calculations of Briggs €! Vincent,1973), being of the order o1220-240 m for a
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Figure 4.32: The modeiled true velocity and true-model direction for six random scattering
grids for a 30o total polar diagram (transmitting and receiving system).

20o polar diagram, and around 800 m for a 4.5o polar diagram. At this stage the reason for

the difference between the theory and the above simulations is unknown. However, it does not

seem to affect the accuracv of Y ¡u" and- ï¡ru.. In addition to a change in the size of the ground

diffraction pattern with changing polar diagram one also finds that the fading time decreases

with increasing polar dia'grams. This is to be expected since the fading time is the time which

deflnes the size of the ground diffraction pattern. Nevertheless, calculations of V¿rr" and. ¡¿ru.

are still very close toY^od and.0^o¿. Figures 4.81 and 4,82 are plots of v¡ru¿ and.\¡ru" for a
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Figure 4.33: The ground pattern axial ratio as a function of antenna spacing.

transmitting/receiving polar diagrams of 4.5o and 30o respectively. Otirer simulations for oíher

polar diagrams were also performed and exhibited the same trends.

Comparing the two diagrarns shov¿s that the spread of Y¿,,," arounrl a mean of about 100

ms-1 is larger for the smaller polar diagram. In arldition, as the polar diagram iucreases, the

antenna spacing at which the data is accepted decreases. This was also observecl in other

examples 9f larger polar diagrams. Examination of the raw spaced antenna output lìle shorvs

that for larger polar diagrams the full correlation analysis rejects <1ata due to imaginary V" and

due to inaccurate cross-correlation peaks (t-""). At the sarne time 0¡u"is extrernely accurate

for: the 4.5o polar diagram, varying only by several <legrees. 0¿,u, for the 30o polar diapçram

is also very accurate, but only when the antenna spacing is between 50-100 m (the optimum

antenna spacing). At smaller ald larger antenna spacings d¿r," diverges by more than 5o'

4.3.6 The behaviour of other full correlation analysis parameters

Most of the uncertainty of the spaced-antenna method has been based upon its abil-ity to

measure the mean motion of the neutral wind. However, the other variables caiculated by the
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full correlation analysis ca'n be used, and have been used extelsively in this thesis to exami.e

other properties of the partial-reflection radar scatterers. It is therefore interesting to compare

the behaviour of some of these other parameters as calculated by the model.

As briefly mentioned earlier, the ground diffraction pattern orientation showed no pref-

erential orientation that could be related to the longer side of a non-equiiateral triangle o¡

to tlie mean wind direction. Howevet, no mention has been made of the pattern axial ratio.

Figure 4.33 shows the ground pattern axia,l ratio as a function of antenna separation for a 100

ms-1 eastward wind and a 0.5 randomized grid. The mean axial ratio is seen to increase by

about 0.2 to be about l'2 at an antenna spacing of 100 m. It then remains essentially consta¡t

up to a Don¡ of 200 m and then generally increases to a mean value of about 1.4, although for

a couple of the grids it remains just barely above 1.0. This example is typical of the behaviour

of the axial ratio, for various receiving array geometries and for turbulent fields.

Examining the fading time one finds that it does not change as a function of antenna

separation, although it is inversely dependent on the mea,n speed of the scatteriug gri¿, i.e.

decreases with increasing wind. It is also dependent, as noticed previously, on tïe size of thg

polar diagram of the transmitting and receiving antennas.

4.4 Conclusion

'Iire spaced-antenna full correlation analysis simulations undertaken herein have shorvn that the

true velocity and direction extracted by the full correlation analysis approximates the actual

velocity very closely with an error usually less than t10%. This is true for various scattering

grid randomizations, receiving antenna array geometry ancl orientation, and for varying polar

diagrams (both transmitting and receiving arrays). It is also true for various magnitudes of

turbulence, where the spaced anteltna technique still perlbrms well. It wàs foun¿ horvever,

that the extracted velocity and direction do depend on the antenna separation. A tria¡gle size

effect is observed to occur up until, and even beyond the optimum antenna spacing (= one

waveiength).
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At times the elror in the individual measurernents of V¿¡," and 0¡7a¿ ãre. rtp to 20% (worst

case). However, when a, mean is constructed from the six different scattering grids presented

in each simulation, V¿¡¿s and 0¿7¿¿ àre more accurate and very close in value and direction to

Y 
^o¿ 

arrd 0^o¿.

In addition to the velocity, the simulations have shown that the pattern axial ratio is gener-

ally not greater than 1.3-1.4. This would be expected, since the scatterers are point scatterers.

This fact is important for in the analysis of real data (done in the following chapters), it means

that any observations of the axial ratio in excess of 1.4 can then safely be interpreted to imply

that the scatterers possess a two-dimensionality.

The model has been used to examine and to support the feasibility of the spaced antenna

system under different conditions of velocity, turbulence, array geometry, and polar diagram

size. This is however by no means the total extent of the model flexibility. Other tests performed

could inciude the addition of various vertical velcoties and vertical turbulences. The scattering

grids could also be changed to include propagating gravity waves. Various different types of

scatteres within the scatter volume could also be incorporated and moved at different velocities.

In general, it can be concluded that individual measurements of the velocity fleld and other

parameters should be interpreted with some cale, although they are still a very good measlrre-

ment. However, longer-term averages of data collected by the spaced-antenna svsterns (even

hourly) should provide excellent rnean winds and other full correlation analysis parameters.

'a
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Chapter 5

The nature,of atmospheric

scatterers

5.1 Introduction

Radar partial reflections are caused by refractive index irregularities which arise due to pres-

sure, temperature and hunidity lluctuations in the troposphere and stratosphere, and electron

density lluctuations in the mesosphere. l&ôttger,1980a; Gage €l Balsley,1980; Hocking, lg95l.

Mesospheric and lower thermospheric (60-100krn) electron density irregularities can be caused

by several different mechanismslHarper €7 Gordon,7980; Gage €! Balsley,1980; Reid,1988], the

main ones being turbulent scatter, Fresnel (partial) reflection, and thermal scatter. Turbulent

scatter arises from spatial variations in the refractive index of half the probing wavelength in the

direction of propagation, and occurs as a result of a turbulent process. Fresnel reflection occurs

from horizontally stratifled and stable regions which cover at least one Fresnel zone (Àz)å i.o

horizontal extent, and rvith a vertical extent no gleater than ) where À is the wavelength of

the radar, and z is the height of the scatterer. Thermal scatter occurs due to fluctuations of

electron density caused by thermal locomotion of ions a,nd electrons. Also known as incoherent

and Thompson scatter, thermal scatter at heights greater than 50 krn is rnost irnportartt al,

frequencies greater tharr 100 MHz. Fresnel and turbulent fluctuations suffer major viscosity

I:17
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damping at these sca,les, and hence incoherent scatter does not play a part in MI' mesospheric

scattering studies.

The physical shapes, and causes ofthese partial reflection scatterers is, as yet, an unresolved

question. A better understanding of them will not only improve our abiüty to make and have

faith in routine measurements such as the wind velocity, but it will also aid in the unclerstanding

of the dynamical processes which cause them in the first place. This chapter will review the

proposed models which have been put forward to explain the experimental observations. We

will also deal with the groundwork of the methods that are used in this thesis to determine the

structure of these scatterers.

5"2 Structure of scatterers

Various models, ranging from stratified mirror-Like layers, to individual scattering ,.riisks",

have been proposed to explain tire experimentai observations of partial reflection scaiter. Any

rnoclels proposecl must, however, satisfy two criteria. Firstly, there must be a physical way

to promote and su.staìn the shape of these scatterers, and secondly, the conditions for this to

occur must be a comrnon atmospheric feature, i.e., not a freak of nature. !-or radar partial

reflections which occur when the a,ntenna beam is pointed in a norL-vertical direction (> a

few degrees)' the mechanism thought to be causing tlie scatter is turbulence embedded in a

gradient of potential refractive index. This was proposed by Booker é1 Gordon [1gb0] to explain

l;roposplreric over-the-horizon propagation of radio waves, and later by lVoodmun ü Guiller¿

[1974] for stratospheric and mesospheric echoes.

The sha,pes of the scatterers which are responsible for vertically pointing radar beams are still

not clear. The partial radar reflections from these scatterers have shown that the back-scatterecl

power decreases as a function of the off-zenith :r,ngle. This was shown for the tropospl-iere and

stratosphere by, (for example) Gage $ Green [1978] and by Rõitger €i Liu [1978], and by Fulcao

et. al' [1979] for the mesosphere at VHF, although it has been known for MF stuclies since the

1970's. Cornmonlyknownasthe aspectsensitiuity,therateofdecreaseofpou,erasafunctionof
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angle is often parameterized. by a cluantity d". Small values of d, imply the existence of specular

scaiterers. A fairly common occurrence in atmospheric observations, specular reflectors have

been found in numerous other studies [see e.g. Röttger €t vincent,1978; Röttger et aI., I98l;

Sqto et. ø/., 1985; Waterman et aI., 1985; Hocking et' ø/., 1986; Tsuda et. aL,1986; Hocking,

lg1g; Lesi,car and, Hockingr 1992]. A number of scatterer models whìch incorporate the observed

aspect sensitivity have been proposed. Although quite varied, they can be grouped into two

distinct camps le.g. Lindner, 1975 a,b; Briggs €! vincent,1973; RöttTer €! Liu,1978; Gage €J

Çreen,I97B; Hocking,1979; Fulcao et a|.,1980a,b; Röttger,1980b; Gage et a/., 1981; Douiak €4

zrnió.,1984; Waterm,an et a/., 1985; Hocking,l9B9; wood,man Ø cåu, 1989].

The f.rst type of model proposes individual scatterers which range in their length-to-depth

ratio as a function of scale. In the extreme, the scatterers may vary from being isotropic to

highly elongated structureq, where the length-to-depth ratio of the specular scattel'ers can evelì

,be of the ord.er of 20:1. The most highly aspect sensitive scattering is due to these specula'r

reflectors, claimed by some authors to be anisotropic turbulence fCrane,1980; Douiak Ü Znt'ié,

IgB4; Wood,man €i Ch,ur 1989). Others argue that these types of scatterers cannot explain the

sharp fall-off in power with respect to zenith angle, and that at other times the fading is too slow

to be due to anisotropic turbulence alone. They propose a second type of model which consists

of stratifred horizontal layers, or steps, in which the refractive index vaties vertically. Altltough

this would imply a 0" - 0, the layers may at times be slightly distorted, thus inducing a non-

zero 0",i.e. acting as rliffuse reflectors fsee e.g. Röttger et a\.,1979; Gregory €! \'incent, 1970;

Hocliing €) Vincent,1g82]. Three mechanisms which could produce the stratified reflecting la'rers

have been put forward; they could be either the edges of a strongly turbulent laYer, damped

gravity waves with short vertical wavelengths, or viscosity waves IBolgi,ano, \968; Hines, 1960;

Van Zand.t €! V'incent,1'983; Hocking et o/., 1991].

. Since neither type o{ model can explain all of the observed features, models which combine

the two type of structur-es have also been proposed. One of the first rvas that due ic Bolginno

[1968], who envisaged atmospheric layers which wcre so strongly turbulent in some cases that
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Figure 5'1: A model proposed to explain the observed partial radar reflections from the atrno-sphere' A strong layer of turbulence mixes a layer resultìng in a constant refractive index acrossthe layer while the edges have quite a sharp refractive indelx, n, variation. [after Bolgiano, rg68]

they have sharp refractive index edges at the top and bottom of the layer (see frgure 5.1). These

edges then cause the specular reflect_ions.

'-llbere are, however, two reasons which make it unlikely that this model is an accurate

representation, although the idea of turbulent layers is certainly not disputed. Firstly, it is

difficult to envisage a mechanism which could contain strong turbulence with such a narrow

edge' Secondly, no back-scatter due to the turbulent layer itself should be observed by the

t'adar since the strong turbulence should, theoretically, mix the layer quite homogeneously and

thus reduce the gradient of the potential index of refraction within this layer to zero.

Another model ploposes a scenario where thin anisotropic turbulence exists at the edges

of a more turbulent layer [see e.g. Hocking et al., 7gg4; Hocking, rggg; úvood,mu,n €j chu,

1989]' Figure 5'2 depicts this type of scattering mechanism. The thin anisotropic turbulence

causes radar partial reflections for a vertically pointing beam, and explains the observed aspect,

sensitivity, while the more isotropic turbulence contained u'ithin the layer is responsible for
partial radar reflections from a off-zenith pointing beam. This type of rnodel is more rea1istic,

sinceturbulenceisoftenmorestableneartheedgesofthelayerthanwithin 
lpettieretal.,LgTg;

I(laassen €! Peltier, 1985]. If, in fact, there are two types of scatterers contained within ther

rada¡ volume the resulting spectrum should not be Gaussian, but will consist of two distinct
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Figure 5.2: A,model proposed to explain the observed partial radar ref'ections' For a turbulent

scattering layer, whilst the scatterers contained within the layer are generally isotropic' those at

the ed.ges are anisotropic. A verticary pointing radar beam would therefore "see" the anisotropic

scatterers., which *oJd account for the observed aspect sensitivity. An off-vertical beam would

back-scatter off the more isotropic turbulence [from Hoclci'ng, 19BBb]'

spegtra; gne due to the isotropic scatterers, and the other due to the mole specular scatterers'

There is some experimental evidence which supports the co-existence of both types of scatterers;

for example such evidence has been found when using two separate receiving bearns lHocking,

1g87b; czechowsky et. al., 1988; Lesiear €i Hoclcing,1992)' Figure 5.3 [from 
"Iocking,1987b]

shows the power spectra recorded using two beam's, one pointing verticaliy, and the other at

. 11.6." off-zenith, for an altitude of 70km. The power spectra recorded with the off--vertical

.beam were approximateiy 15dB less than those olitained with the vertical beam. There are two

features in the fi.gure which should be noted. Firstly, the spectra centred around 0 Hz are very

similar, an¿ secondly the spectra recorded with the off-vertical beam exhibits two components,

a narxow and a broad component. The nalrow component can be interpreted as being caused

by isotropic scatter received from overhead ieakage through both the edge of the main beam

and the side lobes. The broad component, centered around -0.2II2, can be attributed to the

more isotropic component received. -through the rnain lobe of the off-vertical beam' The sliift

in frequency was due to the large eastward wind which was evident at that time' This data

clearly supports the idea that two types of scatterers can co--exist in the atmosphere, and that
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Figrire 5'3: spectra obtained with vertical and off-vertical beams observed at an altitude ofTCkm at Adelaide in 1g84. The top
verticai beam. 'I'lie bottom diagram s the

Lrea.rrL, rvhich indicates two distinct co ical

scaltr:r receivetl through the rnain lobe of the be ck-

spectra observed by the vertical bearn, and indicates leakage from the vertical. while ,0" o.j,tlcomparison indicates that the specuìar component is vely Luch stronger than the isotropic, thesuggestiorr tha't trvo types of scatterers co-exist seems quite valid [after Hocki,g, rgg1b).

one type is mur:h more specular than the other. Furthe¡ evidence supporting this is discussed

in the followi'g chapter' This type of investigation is best carried out by radars which possess

a very narrow steerable radar beam. such a radar system is in fact currently being developed

by the Atmospheric Physics Group at the university of Adelaide, and will hopefully provide

much more detailed and reliable data.

Anothe¡ recent proposal argues that some of the observations cannot be explained by either
a'nisotropic turbulence, or stratifled layers as discussed above, and that the observed specu-

larities are due to highly rlamped waves. As recently discrrssed by Hocking et al. [lgg1], ther

solution of the fluid dynamical equations can, besides the well known acoustic and buoyancv
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waves, aiso lead to other wave modes. In partiiular, viscosity and therma,l conduction waves

can exist, which arise because of the balance between the acceleration term and the viscous

drag terrn, somewhat analogous to simple harmonic motion within a lossy medium [see e.g.

I(Iostermeyer,1972, 7980; Hooke €! Jones,1986; Pitteway €J Hines,1963; Yanowitch,1967a,b,

7969; MEers €i Yanowitch,lg7ll. Since they are highly damped, these waves must be created

in situ, and there are two mechanisrns which allow this.

First, to satisfy conditions of no-slip, zero normal velocity, and a continuous velocity profile,

any reflection of waves from a rigid surface must involve creation of viscosity waves. They may

therefore be created by reflection of waves from stratifled changes in either the Brunt-Väisälä

frequency or the mean wind speed, regions somewhat correlated with gravity wave reflections.

Whilst the atmosphere is certainly not solid and any incident rvave will distort the reflecti<ln

bouidary, this will only serve to reduce the production efficiency of viscosity waves. In fact,

ohly small changes in the refráctive index are needed to produce viscosity waves, and indeed

even wind shear can generate them, as recently di.scussed by Hooke €i Jones [1991]. One must

also keep in mind that to account for the observed radar echo specularity, viscosity waves need

only a fraction of the arnplitude of the incident gravity waves. In addition, they can be long-

livèd; and provided that the flow remains non -tulbulent, these waves will retain their structure

for a time at least equal to their periods (t5-60 minutes),

Second, viscosity waves should also be generated in regions lvhere gravity waves are highly

non-linear, most likely at a critical level [see e.g. Boumar¿ et al., 1980]. Studies by Hooke

I Jones [1991], who examined oceanic gravity wave viscosity 'wave interactions in regions of

large velocity shears, have shown that there is significant intermode coupling between the two,

and that viscosity waves could easily be generated. They argue that the interaction is self-

propelling, i.e., viscosity waves are initially generated by small perturbations on the shear, from

which thé wave coupl-ing grows. On the other h¿nd, a study by Fritts I Geller [1976]on critical

levei interactions, constructed a viscous solution in the vicinity of a gravity wave critical level.

They argued that such modes always remoie singularities, and would in fact damp out any
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initial velocity perturbation, rather than creating them. Hocleing et al. [79911 argued that this

study did not have enough accuracy to detect stratospheric viscosity waves, which need only

be around a few crn/s, and only 1-2 percent of the arnplitutle of the incident gravity waves.

Figure 5.4 encapsulates the model, which contains both turbulent and lanlinar layers, and is

congenial to the production of viscosity waves.

Hoclcing et al., [1991] have proposed that viscosity waves are responsible for some specular

radar echoes by studying stratospheric partial reflection reflectors observed with the MU (VHF)

radar at Shigaraki, Japan. They concluded that their experimental observations supported the

existence of specular echoes which rvele due to some sort of horizontal stratification. Howevel

they also concluded that the reflectors could not be attributed to either steps in the refractive

index or to long-period gravity waves with short vertical wavelengths, but rather were due

to viscosity waves. Furthermore, their results have suggested that the typical scales of these

viscosity waves, À,, correspond quite well with the observations of the heights of strongest

specrrlarity. trbr example, at an altitude of 20 km, À, = 0.9-3.0 m, rvhilst at 70 krn, À, x 20_70

rrr. T'he Bragg back-scatter scale is = 3 m for 50 MHz VHF raclio waves, and ry 75 m for 2

MIIz radio waves.

5.3 Aspect sensitivity

5.3.1 Introductron

In the previous section we have concentlate<l on the discussion of the possible structure of

atmospheric scatterers, and how they might be produced. One distinguishing feature of these

scatterers is that they are aspect sensitive. This implies that their structure is not isotropic

and that their horizontal scales exceed their vertical ones. TlLeir horizontal (length) to vertical

(depth) ratio can, at times, be of the order of 20:1 or even nore, in these cases indicating a

strong level of stratification. The degree of aspect sensitivity, often denoted by d", is a gauge

of how quickly the back-scattered power falls off as a furclion of the zenith angle. A d" of

close to 90o indicates highly isotropic scatter, while a d" of close to 0o indicates scatter mainly
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, ,Figure 5.4: A scenario riepir:ting the snrall.-scale features of a clynamically active stratified

.a,tnosphere. The parallel lines indicate gravity \Mave packets (G), with phase velocities, c,.and
. grqlp velocities, vn, indicated by the tiLin and 1,hick arrows respectively. Longer gravity waves,

,su.ch as tho,ge represented t¡v'the.shaded wave frÒnts, generate turbuient layers (T), which are
. more anisotropic at the eclges,of the layer, and rnole isotropic.tovrards the centre. Although

,mo,!t of the gra,vity waves a,re generated elsewhel'e, some may tle ¡çenerated by the turbulent
layer. Next to the turbulence is a larninar region wheie either the Brunt-Väisälä frequency

experiences a change, indicatetl by thedashed--rlotted line, or tltere is a wind shear. This causes

the partial reflection or critical a,bsorption.of gravity waves, and as ind.icated by the expanded

. diagram (V), produces viscosity v/aves, which are responsible for specular ectroes as observed by
., partial reflection radars. The Biunt-Väisälä-houndary may possess a slight tilt; this means that

the viscosity waves can produce density perturbations. The boundary nLay also be unclulated

and thus responsible for weak off:vertical I'eflection lfrom Hoclring et a/,, 1991].

I45
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from the vertical, or highly aspect-sensitive scatter. Since aspect sensitivity is a clear measure

of the stratification of the scatterers, it is obviously desirable to try and physically measure

or quantify it. This section discusses various techniques, some of which are used later in this

thesis, to determine the aspect sensitivity of the scatterers, and thus a,tternpts to quantify the

specularity of atmospheric scatterers. We start with the most common and obvious method.

5.3.2 Cornparison of powers and velocities

The simplest and most obvious method of measurirg aspect sensitivity is to measure the back-

scattered power as a function of zenith angle; either by pointing a beam vertically and then

at several off-vertical angles, or utilizing several beams simultaneously, where at least one is

pointing vertically. However, because the beamwidth is always finite (non-zero), this may

not give an accurate result. It has been shown by Röttger [1980a, 19tìla], that an apparent

beam direction occurs when the beams are pointed off-vertically. Figure 5.5 illustrates the case

where the reflecting structures possess an angular dependence. We assuine that the angula,r

spectrunt of the partia,Jly reflecting scatterers is centred at an angle,á0, tisr,¿¡y the zenith, ald

the physical off-veriical arrtenna angle to be pointing at an angle d¿, 'Ihe reflected echo power

is then simply the product of the angular spectrum and the antenna beam patteln. In tha,l;

case' an apparent beam direction is obtained at an angle {o, w'hich is closer to the zenith than

tire physical pointing rlirection /6.

For a vertically pointing radar, the two-way polar diagrarn can be described as

P,(0) I o;n2Bl
o( exp 

L-,t", ^l 
' (s't )

while the poia.r diagram of the scatterers is parameterized as

P"(d) x exp (5.2)

For an off-vertical radar beam tilted by an angle 07 at azimuth angle / = 0, the poiar diagram

at angle (0,$) is then described as

lsin 0 sin d)' + (rin 0 cos (> - sin 97P,(9,ó) o( exp
sin2 ds

)' (5.3)
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Figure 5.5: The forrnation of an appatent beam direction due to an angular dependence ,¡f the

rçflecting scatterers. T}e apparent beam direction is the product of the angular spectrum and

the antenna beam pattern [from Röttger,19B1a].

,lvlultiplying the polar diagram of the. scatterers with that of the radar bea,m (ec1ual;ions 5.1

an.] 5,2) one obtails the effective polar diagram. The new effective pointing angle can then be

determined rvhen the derivative of the exponential'is zero (with respect to sind), sucli that,

s
*È

aùa

ù

(5.4)

Provirled Llñt 0s and d"-are less th¿n t 10o, this can be approxirnated to

lb.b.)

Theeffective pointing angleis thus given by equation 5.4, which directly implies that af).oppler

radar Will underestimate the radial velocities by a factor Ry [Röttger, 1981a; Ilocking et. al'

1e861,

R,= 
[, 

-n) (b6)

If the scatterers are isotropic, this factor should be equal to one. It should be noted that

.equation 5.4 is only a,n approximation, and not an exact solution; it is however a very realistic

result lsee Hockil'tg, 198lÌa; Hocking, 19S8b].

The ha,lf-width of the effective beam is the angle at rvhich the efleclive polar diagram,

obtained by the product of equations 5.1 and 5.3, falls to half of its peak value. If we consider

sino.¡¡ : sin'r[t r ##] 
-'

sin."¡ ¡ - sin 97 
[r 

- 
;å] 

-'
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the case where the azimuth is zero, we then write the product of equations 5.1 and 5.3 as,

[(tin P - stn 0r)2 sin2 d 
'l

exp - l--ìt.zd, + ,r"ro"j (5'7)

To determine the two angles, say (0y)1,2, where this falls to half of the effective anglesr 0.¡¡,

value, one finds a quadratic solution so that

(0 t)t .z - sin 0"¡ ¡ t t/tn2 sinBo f r + #l- '\-;/L,z 
L 

*r7l (5.8)

are the two roots when d¡, and d" are ( 10 degrees. The effective half-power half-width of the

radar is simply the half-width of the radar multiplied by the factor contained within the square

brackets in the above equation. Alternatively, we can also relate the effective half-power half

width 0"Ífî, the half-power half-width of the radar beam 01, and the half-power half-width

of the back-scatter polar diagram of the scatterers 0¡ viz

sirl2(O,¡¡t) =' sin-2 0y ¡ si¡t-2 0,t (5"g)

Now consider the powet receivetl by a radar beam, tilted at some angle d7. For a vertical

beam, the power returned is fcrund by integrating over the beam, which for a Gaussian polar

dia,grarn is proportional to 03¡¡i.When the beam is tilted this will be reduced by two factors;

fi and /2 so that

h = ".el-*tdü],
r. - '."r1-u:#], (5.10)12 *u 

L_ qr_l ,

where fi takes into account the fact that the returned power peaks at 0"¡¡ rather than d7, and

/2 compensates for the fact that the scatterers may be specular. flence, the total back-scattered

power will be proportional to the product of fi and f2, and we find that the ratio of the power

received by the off-vertical beam to that received by the vertical is,

P(or) l_ (@"¡t - eù2. ':[\lr10- - exo 
L- \--?3-- - if )] (5 1r)

Measrrrements of P(0) indicate a Gaussian fall-offto angles of r 5-10o, and then remaining

roughly eonstant; an indication that perhaps we are seeing lnore isotropic scatterers at the
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Figure 5,6: (a) A plot of three mean powers calculated over a 25 hour period using the SOUSY
GerÍnan' làdar. One profile was made usìng a'vertical bearn, while the other two are ofl:
vertical, one at 7o N and the other at 70 E. (b) Ratio of the powers of the 7o E beam a.ntl the
vertical.beam. 'IÌie 7o N tream signal had the most noise associated ìMith it since Ca,ssiopeia
A passed through the beam. (c) The a,spect sensitivity calculated for the scatterers, assuming
that their back-scatter polar diagrarn was of the form described by eqrl¿tls¡ 5,2. The minirnum
d" calculated is indicaied by the broken line. Above an altitude of 18km, d" markedly increases.
The black rectangles indicate the erlor due to a 1 clB increase in tlLe po\Mer ratio ffrom Hocking
et a\.,1986].

larger angles' Figure 5.6 represents a study nrade with the SOUSY German radar, using a

vertical and two ofi:vertical beams; the calcula,tions of d" have, however, been corrected since

Hocking et aI. [Ig86l did not cousider the extra term induced due to the polar diagram of the

scatterers fsee Hocki,ng, 1g88b].

Another method of using powers to calculate d" was used by vincent fj Beirose[1gzg], who

conpared powers received on two vertical beams with different polar widths; one beamwidth

was 21e and rvas produced by an array of 40 half-wave dipoles, while the other with a width of

4Bo was formed by an array of 4 dipoles. They found that the gain of the larger array over the

smaller array was often variable in both time and altitude (50-95 km). These results were then

used to estirnate the off-vertical angles from v¿hich significant energy returns were obtaine¿.
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They concluded that at altitudes below 80 km these angles were limited to less t'han 10o, and

increased to about 15-20'above this altitude.

5.3.3 Spectral-v¡idth method

The frequency spectrum determined from temporal variations in partially reflected radar signals

is found to have a finite width, and this width was initially thought to be caused primarily by

the random motion of the scatterers within the radar volume, resulting (for example) fiom

turbulence [e.g. Cunnold,, L975; Vincent €j Röttger, 1980]. If, within a volume probed by

the radar beam, a number of scatterers have different velocities superimposed upon a meän

speerl, each scatterer will produce a süghtly different Doppler shift. Consider the case where

the scatterers have a Maxwellian distribution. In such a case the vertical velocity (to) has a

Gaussian distribution which is proportional to ."p l^#]. Because the Doppler shift for a

vertical tream is f = ?X.,the shape cf the spectrum will be proportional to exp l-rr#1, where

Ín¡,rs:|'rnus. Whilsi other ca,uses were known to affect the spectral width, they were

regarded. as minor contributions. These inclutle the effect due to the radar beam-width (see

figure 5.7a), wind shears (figure 5.7b), buoyancy effects (figure 5.7c), and decay of turbulent

eddies. Those assumptions have been subsequently found to be incortect, as we will now see.

Variations in the horizontal velocity as a function of height, or wind shears, result in a range

of frequencies received, rvhich affect the spectra,. However, depending on the sign of the wind

shear, the total spec.trum may be broadened or natro'wed. Furthermore the effect of wind shears

becomes more important as the radar beam is tilted.

Oscillations in both horizontal and vertical velocities due to buoyancy waves will also con-

tribute to the spectral width, affecting both vertical and off-vertical beams. When the wave

amplitudes are large, the radial components of velocity fluctuations which occur at the edge of

the radar beam further add to the width of thc spectrum. This effect is less important when

using na,rrow beams. The effect is exacerbated when the beam is tilted; in this case not only do

the hprizontal velocity fluctuations due to buoyancy eflects contribute to spectral broadening,
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Figure 5.2: Contributions which rnight at any.instant contribute to the spectral broadening.

(a) Due to the finite width of the beam. (b) Due to altitude variation of horizontal velocity.

(.j Cuor"a by variations of .velocity drie to buoyancy waves lftom Hocking, 1983a]'

b ut the data sampling length alstt bec<rmes important. For exa,rnple, if the dat:¡ is sampled over

¿ time greater tlian say a couple of wave periods, the net effect will be a broaclening of the

spec,trum without affecting the mean [see e.g.- {Iocking,1983b]. Lastly, the contribution to the

spectral broadening-due to the clecorrelation time associated with the finite lifetime of turbulenb

ericlies can be ignored provld.ed that the rarlar wavelength is smaller than the birc''yancy scale

(at least several t;iures). Iu general the spectral width observed using an off-vertical beam will

always bc larger than that found by a vertical beam [e.g. Cauntryman et al., L987; Hocking,

1eB3bl.

, However, even i1 the case where the scatterers are all moving purely in a horizontal piane

witli the same velocity and no fluctuations of any type, there will be a rarrge of Doppler shifts

due to the finite width of the radar beam, producing a spectrum of flnite width. This efl'ect

is known as s¡tectral beam'-broadening. Ray paths io the edge of the beam will not be purely

parallel to the beam bole direction so that, scatterers at the edge will induce Ðoppler shifts in

the, returned signal acting. both in a direction towards and away from the net ntotion. Such

arr effect broad.ens the spectrum is illustrated in f.gure 5.8 [after Hocking, 19S3a]. It is now

accepted that for statistically isotropic sca-tterers, this so-called beam broadening is thq¿ largest

contributor to the spectral width for a vertically pointing beam. The other contribution¡r Lsted

above are minor contributors [see e.g. Atlas, 1-964; S/irss €! Atlas, L968; Atlas et al', 1969;
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Figure 5.8: Sper:trat (bea,m) broadening due to the horizontal motior of wind in a, 
.vertical beam.

At any instant, since echoes from the eclge of the beam are not purely horizontal, there is an
inherent Doppler shilt. This acts at the edges of the beam pointing both towar<ls ald away
from tire direction of motion, resulting in a, spectrum of finite width [ftom Murphy, ßgA].

Hocking, 1983a,b, 1989].

Spectral broadenil-g ha.s been modelled, and it has been found l;hat the spectral half-power

half -width (.fo.s¿ in units of ilz), fo1 thick layers moving with uniform wind speed and where

the beams are less then about flve degrees half-power half-'width, is fairly well approximated

bv [see, eg. Hitschf'el'd €i Denn2i.s, 1956; Atlas,1964; Sloss 6l Atlas, Ig6Si Attas et. ø/., 1g69;

Hoclcing, 1983a,b]

fo.st=?;{r.o)rn",ro.r, (5.1,2)

wlrere V¡o, is the total horizr:ntal winrl vector,,ïo.s is the combined half-power half_wirlth of

the polar diagram due to both the radar bearn and the scatterers (in units of radians), and ) is
the ra,dar wavelength' This approximation is also fairly accurate when using off-vertical beams,

provided that one uses the total v¡ind speed and not just the componenl, in the direction of

the beam. Since the Doppler spectrum of the partially refleeted echoes is a, convolution of the

+
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spectrum due to turbulence and that due to beam broadening, we can isolate the individual

contributiols. The total spectral half-power half-width assuming a Gaussian form and ignoring

wind shear is given bY

fï.s:fï.uu+f?,u"r, (5'13)

where .for.u i, the total spectral half-power half-width atd f]¡u., is the spectrum width due to the

fluctuatilg velocity of the scatterers (turbulence). However, in the case of a relatively broadl

radar beam, the spectral wid.th is primarily due to beam broadening and oniy a small component

is due to ra'dom fluctuating motions of the scatterers (i.". -fo.ua > f Jn"t).Ec|ration 5.12 then

becomes

0o.s
À 

"fo.u (5.14)- 2lVn",l )

where ds.5 is now a very good. estirnate of 0¡¡.5.¡¡i the half-power half-rvidth of the combinecl

polar. diagrarn of the radar beam and the scatterers. 06.5 can be estimated by measuring l¡.5

ar'dV¡o,. and applying equation 5.14'

. Fc,r any iadar system the effective polar diagram is just the prociuct of the pola,r diagram

of the ratlar and. the back-scatter polar diagram .of the scatterers. Denoting du¿, as the e-1

. half-width of the effective poiar diagram and assuming that the polar diagrarns have shape of

the form exp(02 l0!) we frnd thar lUocking, 1989],

sin-2 d"6 : sin-2 d¡ 1 sin-2 d" , (5.15)

which ìs the combined upper limit of the half-power half-width of the polar diagra,nr of the radar

anrl the scattererq. Since we ca,n apploximate Qo.s"Íf from 00.5 we know that d"6 -- 
qi:-ett' 

We

can t¡en use eqlation 5.15 to calculate d". In the s.pecial case where a wide radar beam is tsed

we can make the further approximation tha't 0"b:0", since ds ): d,'

Although this shows that it is relatively simple to determine d", it should be borne in

mind that this can only provide an upper limit since other factors, as discussed above can

contribute to the spectral width. Nevertheless, it provides a good estimate when (as is usually

lThe definition of broad can be a bit rnisleading since â.narrow beam may only

width,'so broad may indicate a beam as small as 2-3o

be 1-1.5o half-power half-
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Figure 5'9: Scatter plots of troposplieric spectral half-power half-widths measurecl experime'-
tally by a vertical ancl trvo off- vertical beams using 11 seconds of data vs. theoretical ialculated
values assuming that the spectral widths are due to bean and wind-shear broadening only [frornlIocking,19B6l.

the case) beam-'broadening is the m.ajor cause of spectral broadening. For exam ple, Hoclci,ng

[1986] made both experimental observations ¿¡nd computer simulatiols to calculate spectral

rvidtlrs' The experimental observations were performed using the SOUSY 5J MHz radar in

West Germany2 over a 24 hr period. Three beams were used; a vertical one, one pointed a,1;

7o off-vertical to the east, and one pointed at 7o off-vertical to the norlh. Bach beam was

used both for transmission and reception with a range resolution of -600 metres, ¿nd all beams

had narrow half-power half-widths; 1.8o for the vertical, and -2o for the off-vertical beams.

The theoretical work determined spectral half-power half-widths assuming that only beam and

wind-shear broadening contributed to the spectra. This was achieved by using a computer

program that has been described in Hocking [1983a]. Figures 5,g and 5.10 [from Hoclting,

19861, are scatter plots of the experimental spectral half-power half-widths obtained using 11

seconds of data vs the theoretical values for the troposphere and stratosphere respectively. It
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is obvious that all of the points are clustered around the line of slope 1'0' This is a clear

indication that most of the spectral width is d.ue to wind and beam-broadening, and there is

no clear indication that turbulent fluctuations contribute to the broadening' The spread of the

scatter may be due to several factors; varying specular teflectors, and statistical fuctuations' In

ad.dition, tl'Le stratospheric spectra may have been biased by the dominant specular reflectors'

which would have affected the effective off-vertical beam direction resulting in under-estimated

wind velocities (by a factor R, deflned in equation 5'6)'

There are a number of ways to determine the spectral width. The method used' ìn this thesis

involves determining the lag at which the auto--correiation function (discussed in sectic¡n 3'5'3)

falls to one-half its peak value: This 'lfading" time is related to the spectral width by (see

Appendix D for a derivation)

- 0.22
.fo.s = ,", 

(5'16)

This expression has been shown to work ttruite well experimentally lúocking, 1986], even in the

case where the spectramay not be Gaussian. Figure 5.11 [from Hocking,1986] is a scatter plot
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Figure 5.10: same as flgure 5.9 bu1 for the sbratosphere [from Hocki'ng,1986]'
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Figure 5'11: Scatter plot of experimental spectral half-power hall:widths deterrnined from 5minutcs of dataversus those determined by fa,Jing times ìsing 11 seconds of data. T,he obvious
clustering of points around a straight line inciicates that the spectral widths determined by thelrse of fading times is quite a reliable method. The off-set which shows that the 5 minutes
spectral widths are generally rvider is Jìkely to be due to fluctuating motions with periods of
'"5 minutes and much larger than 11 seconds; perhaps caused by g.aiity waves. fllom Hocking,
1e861.

of experimental spectra determined by fitting a Gaussian function and then *reading off' the

spectral width for 5 minutes of da'ta', versus the spectral width deiermined by the use of the

auto -correlation fading time. Since the points seem to cluster around a straight line quite well,

this seems a clear indication that the spectral rvidth measured by use of the fading time is quite

reliable.

There are a number of other methods that can be used to determine the spectral wiclth.

These include using the second lag of the auto-correlation function, or the second moment of
the spectrum' We do not intend to cliscuss these in any detail, for a discussion see e.g. Wood,man

[1e85].

The last points that need to be discussed are practical considerations that could improve
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the accuracy of measuring spectral widths. For example, the effects of wind shears could be

greatly reduced by the use of very short pulses, while the use of natrow beams could reduce

the effects of beam-broadening (these widths need to be smaller than 1o in order to make the

effect negligible). If these effects were reduced considerably, then the spectral widths could be

interpreted as those mainly due to fluctuating motions. This could then be use<1 to determine

energy dissipatiol rates. The measurement of energy dissipation rates will be discussed lateÏ in

section 5.7

5.3.4 Spatial correlation method

A volume of scatterers which is probed with a ratlar beam will partially scatter the signal back

to grou'rl level. 'Ihe back-scatter contributions from each of these scatterers will interfere

and produce an electric field "shadow" or diffraction pattern on the ground. The study of

this type of diffraction was origìnally developed to study characteristics of lower ionospheric

irregularities ffuatclifJe, 19561, and rvas later applied to the study of winds in the mi,Ldle and

lower atmosphere le.g. Vincent et al., ).977; Röttger €4 Vincent,7978l. It can easily be shown

that for small off-zenith angles the spatial auto-correlation function qf the diffraction pattern

at grould level is just the Fourier transform of the combined power polar diagram of the

transmittilg ancl receivìng arrays and the scatterers l&o,tcli'ffe, 1956; Briggs and Vincentr lg'13]-

The mathematical methods used in rernote probing of atrnospheric irregularities, which lead to

a description of scatterers, ancl taking into account geometrical factors and polar diagrams of

the transmitter and receiver, are presented in the following subsections. The discussion follows

that recently given by Briggs [1992].

Volume distribution of scatterers

In chapter 3 we briefly considered the radar equation for radar scattering, with-the assumptiorL

that the scatter was azimuthally isotropic, and that the antennas were directly pointed at the

target" We once again turn our attention to the radar equation, this time assuming that the

radar is pointed vertically. Since back scatter may occtlr from scatterers which are off-vertical
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Figure 5.12: Geometrica,l representation of a volume distribution of scatterers encompassed by
a range-.gated (R to RfdR) radar [from Briggs,Igg2]

we rìow consider the polar diagrams of both the transmitting and receiving antennas. The rada,r

equation is therefore re-written as;

P* : #cr(t, rn)G ¡1(1, m)o(l,rn), (5.t7)

where 1( is a constant, while G7 ald G¡ are the gains of the transmitting and receiving antennas

respectiveiy, and (/, m') are direction cosines; if a given direction makes angles (0,,0a,0,) with

the (x,y,z) axes, we then define / = cos 0r, ffi - coslyt r¿ : cosgr" Note that G7 and G4 are

now functions of direction. If we consider that the volume clistribution of scatterers is random,

we simply add the powers.

If we consider a volume of randomly distributed scatterers of volume density N, as depicted

in figure 5'12, we find that the number of scatterers contained within the volume of the range

gated radar beam is

N R2dadÙ =
N R2dldrndÙ

(t-¡z-*r) (5.18)

where d0 is an element of solid angle, and the scatterer volume is rlefined by dl a¡,d d,m.

The back-scattered power from such a volume is denoted asW(l,m)illclmrand is found by
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(5.1e )

combining equations 5.17 and 5.18, i'e';

w(t,m)d,Id'*-- 
I#P 

"
G 7 (t, m)G p(I, rn) o (1, m)

tlld"m
(t-¡z-*')i

The total back-scattered. power is then just the integral over the whole volume probed by

the radar. The spatial correlation function, p(t,ù, (discussed in section 3'5), which is the

correlation between two receivers with separation (€,ti) it units of radar wavelength, is jusb the

two-dimensional Fourier transform of IA(I,m)lfuatcliffq 1956], so that

pÇ,n) o( [*t f' Wlt,nr')expl2tri(l{ | mîù]dtdm (5'20)
J-t J¿

or,p(€,\) c( l:rt l:,
I G7(l,m) G l¡m o(I,m)

l2tri(I{ * ntr¡)ld'td'm, . (5.21)
(r-P-*2)

since I4l(1, rn) is the reverse two dimensional Fourier transform of p(€, ?), we can r.letermine the

scattering cross-section, o(l,rn) which is of the form

o(l,m) x
(I-P-*')i

l:r' l:r'p((, ry)"xpl- 2tri(It't mrù]d(dq (5.22)
Gr(I,m)Gp(I'm)

Therefore, provided that the antenna polar diagrams are known, we calì determine the aspect-

sensitivity function o(t,m) by measuring the spatial correlation function which may be non-

isotropic. As well, the above discussion allows for the case where W(I,m) may be a function

of both zelith and azimuth angle, a more than likely case. I-urtherlnore' if the rnaxirnum of

the angular power spectrum is found by a radar pointing at an off-zenith angle, the above

treatment still applies; the only difference being that the spatial correlation will become a

complex function.

If we colsider the sirnplistic view that the scattering cross.section only de¡lends on the

zenith angle, 0"rlhenthe zenith angle becornes afunctionol sinL" = 5: (12 +m2¡t. similarly

i,f the antenna polar diagrams are azimuthally symmetrical they too will be functions only of s'

\Me t¡erefore replace terms in the previous equations that were a function of (/, nz) with those

that are a function of s, and write the total received power as:

¡*l r*l ¡I

J , J ,wQ,m)d,td,n¿:2tr Jow{s¡"as (5'23)
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since dldm: sdÓds (see figure 5.I2). Bquation 5.19 for tire total received power then becomes

,o 
lro 

w(s)srts ='""-,!oo * 
lro

W(s)Js(2rrs)sds

G7(s)G o(s)ds

G7(s)G s s

(1 - "r)

Js(2rrs)sds .

(5.24)

(5.25)

Equation 5.21 becomes a Fourier-Bessel transform of the type

p(r) o(

o(

1,,

1,"
s

(1 - ",)
where p(r) is the correlation for a separation r, in units of wavelength, and ,/¡ is the zero order

Bessel function.

We again find ø(s) from the inverse transform for W(s), and equation 5.22 becomes

/1 - "2\L ræ
o(s) ø Gtffi J, P0)Js(2rrs)rd,r (5.26)

In the scenario where the off-zenith angles are small, (1 _ s); can be ignored, antl o(s) can

sirnply be found by dividing the anguìar power spectrum by the polar diagrams. Thus, if the

scatterers were azimuthally isotropic, one would only need a collection of antennas aligned in a

row to rleduce p(r), and hence ø(s).

Plane distribution of scatterers

Until now we have considered the case where the radar volume density of scatterers is constant.

Howevet, in the atmosphere the scatterers nray be conflned to a thin horizontal layer; this can

be due to stratifica'tion or a thin layer of horizontal turbulence. We assunie that the layer has a

constant density M, and is located at a height h, as depicted in figure 5.13. We again consider

scatterers within the angular range I to t + d,l ancl m to n¿ I d,m.

The number of scatterers within that range is therefore

x'IA= ff.0,0^ , (5.27)

which, when combined with equation b.17 gives the returned power viz:

W(l,m)dtd,^ = !ffr7(t,nr)Gp(t,m)o(t,m)d,td,m. 
(5.28)
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I'igure 5.13: The geometry for the case of scatterers confined to a thin layer at a height h [from

Briggs, 1992].

The total received power, assuming that the scatterers aïe contained within the radar range

gate is then given as

[r' l:r' w(t,rn)d.Id*: 
ti# * l*r' lnr' 

cr{,,m)G¡7(I,m)o(t,m)d'trlm . (5.2e)

We already know that for a given angular pattern of echo power' the auto-correlation function

of this complex rvave fleld is just the two-dimensional Fourier transforn of the angular pattern

lRatcliffe 19561, i.e.

' p|,n) o .fnrt l'r' 
,r{r,"n)Gn(/, m)o(I,m) x expf2trt(¿€ + m\)]d'Idm , (5'30)

while the aspect sensitivity function is the reverse 2-D Fourier transform of the spatial correla-

tion functiott, i.e.,

I /.+- /.+.o
o(t,m). Gñ:õGñ-Ð J_* J_- oG,4) x exp[2zri(¿{+ m't))d(d'n ' (5'31)

I1 the case where there is symmetry around the zenith, the above equations (which describe

the total power, the spatial correlation, and the back-scatter cross-section) are re-written as

,n 
Io' 

w(s)sd,s : '"# lo' 
cr{r)c,psø(s)sds
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T
1

p(r)

"(")

o( G7 ( s) Ga(s ) o (s) J s(2r r s) s d s

G7(s)G¿(s)
p(r) J6(2tr r s)r dr

1f T A¡¡

1

l"
*oo

o( (5.32)

(5.36)

(5.37)

In the case where the scatterers are isotropic (i.e. ø(s) = constant), the back scattered power

depends only on the transmitting and. receiving antenna polar diagrams. Briggs éj Vincent

[1973] examined such a case where they assumecl that the polar diagrams possessed a Gaussian

form, each with a e-1 half-width, s6, so tl.Lat:

\-rT' o(

Gp o(

w(") o( (5.33)

exp

exp

exp

t#l
l#l
t#l

The spatial correlation is then given as

¡7 . -2s2 .p(r) x 
J" 

*n(Ë)Js(2rrs)sd"s , (5.34)

whicli gives

p(r)="*pl-|nrr!rl . (b.3b)

In tlre original derivation by Briggs €i vincent [lgz3] w(s) was found by incorrectly assumi'g

that the total power was proportional to I laþ)s2ds instead of I laþ)srls. In that case the

spatiaJ correlation function was

p(,) a l"' *oç:2{)Js(2rrs)s2d,s 
,

the solution of which is a confluent hypergeometric function

{ry##\,,i" + }r,, u t 7,5t,
which leads to the following normalized solution

)')
p(r): "-{ry}" , (-i,,,{

^/2
(5.38)
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Figure 5.14; Spatial correlation functions, o(r), as a function ofreceiver separation, r, in units of
wavelength. The scatterers are isotropic, and the antenna polar diagrams for both transmitting
and rec.eiving arrays are given by exp[-s2/sfr], where s = sinîo, Curves are for d6 vaJues of
10o, 20o, and 30o. The solid line curves are from equation 5.39, while the dotted are from
equation 5.38, and are incorrect, due to the extra s factor lftom Briggs, 1gg2l .

Tlte correct result obtained from equation 5.35 is (much simpler)

1p(r) = exp[ n2 s2or2) (5.3e )2

The results for both equa,tions 5.38 and 5.39 are compared in figure 5.14, for various ds

values lfrom Briggs, 1991].

If the scatterers are not isotropic and possess a back-scatter polar diagram with a Gaussian

dependence we can similarly determine o(s):

"(') exp[-
s2

sl
t

""p[-aj
t-ò_exP[--l

òo

Gr(")

o(

o(

o(

163

Gn(") (5.40)
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In this case the returned power is proportional to

^2.)
(5.41)w(') o( exp [-

s2n
] , where ,

which now def.nes the spatial correlation as

p(r): expl-r2slr2l . (5.42)

This now enables us to determine s1, the width of the polar diagram of the scatterers, provided

that the antenna polar diagrams are known. We can relate the antenna separation, r'6.5 (in

units of wavelength) at which the spatial correlation falls to one half its value, to the angle da

measured in degrees where s = sinî¿. For small da this is

r5.2
(5.43)ro.s

0a

If equation 5.38 was used to derive this result the constant would incorrectly be 12.0 as reported

in some literature lHocking, 1987b].

Determination of the spatial correlation function

To determine the spatial correlation function experimentally, one would normally need a, la,rge

antenna array. Felgate €l Golley [1971], used the 1 x 1 km Buckland Park 89 a,ntenna 2 MHz

array to examine the spatial correlation functions produced by total refl.ections from the E,

E"3 and F layers, as well as partial reflections from D layers. They used a tota,l of 89 antenna,s

coupled to individual receivers, which unfortunately were not phase sensitive so that the pattern

sampled was amplitude only. This meant that o(/, rn) could not be calculated, although the

motion of the pattern and its scale and features could be obtained. Figure 5.15a and b shows

the reflected amplitude pattern from the F-region and the D-region respectively lfrom Felgate

I Golley,1971]. The spatial pattern frorn the F-layer (fìgure 5.15a) shows an unvarying fringe-

Like pattern, with fringes alìgned perpendicular to the <lirection of motion, while the D-region

111
-I-I-"?' "7' "3

1

-t
ð4

3Sporadic E layers
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Figure 5.15: Spatial correlation patterns obtained by the 1km Adelaide array. Bach of the 89

dipoles was connected to a separate receiver whose output was connected to a filament lamp.

Thq brightness of the lamp was proportional to the amplitude of the reflected signal. The lamps

were arranged in the same conflguration as the receiving arrayt which meant that the pattern

formed by the light duplicated that of the radio wave pattern. The motion of the pattern

is inrlicated by the aïrow. (a) represents the total reflection pattern from the night-time F-
region (300krn) sampled every 0.75 seconds. The nature of the fringes is an indication that the

reflections might be caused by individual specular points (b) represents the partial reflection

pattern from the D-region sarnpled every 0.5 seconds. The F-region pattern is unchanging in

form as it moves, unlike that from the D-region [from Felgate €l Golley,1971].

pattern (figure 5.15b) is random and changes in form as it rnoves. This indicates that the

reflections might be caused by individual specular points in the F region, but not in the Il

region.

, Tire use of this large array was somewh¿rt unique because of the large number of individual

antennas used. Other studies also looked at these amplitude patterns, but used a, much smaller

number of antennas, ranging from 3 to 36 [see e.g. Mitra,1949; Harnischmacher, 1963; I(elleher,

7966i MacDougall,Ig66i Begnon U Wri'gå¿, 1969].

Fortunately, if the primary objective is to determine p((, q), one need not use a large num-

ber of antennas, since many of the vectorial separations would be duplicated. If the ground
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diffraction pattern is symmetrical one need only use a single antenna which measures a cross*

section of the pattern as it moves. The velocity must be deterrnined also. This idea has been

used in the past to measure aspect sensitivity [see e.g. Haug t Pettersen, IgT0; Woodman €j

Chu, 79891' Unfortunately, the assumption of symmetry is unlikely to be true. In tha,t c.ase a

useful approach is to parameterize the form of the spatial correlation function. This has been

discussed in length in section 3.5, where the full correlation analysis determines the form of such

a function from the use of three antennae only. Although the full correlation analysis is used

primarily to determine the wind, as a byproduct it does deterrnine the statistical properties

of an (assumed) elliptical correlation function, including the orientation of the major axis, its

length and the axial ratio. Since this ellipse is defined a,s th.e scale at which the moclulus of the

complex auto-correlation function falls to 0.5, we have the simple relatio¡ship

^ r5.2^u"b=ã, (5.44)

where 0"6 is e-| the width of the effective polar diagram, À is the radar wavelength, ¿¡¿ a a,ncl

ó are the lengths of the major and minor axis respectìvelya.

This method has been previously usecl by Lindner [1975a, b], rvho prorluccrl spatial auto-

correlation functions using a 1.98 MHz radar, and then Foul'ier transformed them to deter-

mine the back- scatter polar diagrams, Values of 0, of 10-15" were generall.y found above ther

mesopause and 2-5o below. The use of the spatial correla,tion functions is a,lso unique, for in

tlre case where a I b it provides 2-dimensional information on the scatterers,

5.4 Amplitude distributions

Another technique, and perhaps one of the ear[est used to determine the .ature of radar

scattering, involves amplitude distributions of scattered wave fields. First used to study the

nature of the scattering mechanism in the D region, this method attempts to determile the

nature of scattering by comparing measured amplitude distributions with theoretical probabilitv

density distributions, and is particularly useful when some of the scatteri ng is assumed to be
alt is common to use ,/ob, o" this is the radius of a circle with an area equal to that of thc ellipse.
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due to horizontal stratification, or to quasi-.specular scatterers which are fairly long-lived, i'e"

in the ord.er of at least minutes [see e.g. Von 8ie1,1971, 1981; Vincent €J Belrose,1978; Fukao et

ø/., 1980b; Röttger,1980a; Rastogi €l Holt,ISBI; sheen et a1.,1985; Iltro et aI',1987; Hocking,

1g37c, lgggb]. Although the uses of amplitude distributions takes many different forms' all are

based on a general theme. We will concentrate on the simplest techniclue'

If the scatter from the atmosphere is assumed to be due to a volume of similar scatterers, then

the resulting amplitudes follow a Rayledgh distribution, where the probability of an amplitude

in the range z to z I d"z is,

P¡7(z).d.2 = 
zfiß-# ar, (5.45)

where k2 is the received mean square amplitud.e and the variance of one component is o2 -- tk2 '

If, however, some of the scatter is also due to single, strong specular scatterets' the amplitude

histograms are no longer Rayleigir. The resulting distributions have been comparerl with various

known distributions, such as the Hoyt, log-normal, Nakagami-M, and Rice distributions [e'g'

Beckmann, 1962; Von Biel, I97I, 1977, 1981; Mathews et aI., 1973; Bara&af, 1976; Newtr¿an

€4 Ftt-raro, 79-16; chandra €4 vincent,1977; Virtcent Fi Belrose,7978; Röttger, 1980a; Rastogi

8 Holt, 1981; sheen et al., 1985; Hocking,79B7c). of these, the most commonly used is the

Iì.ice distribution [.Rice,Ig44,1945], which assumes that the received signal is a combination

of a ran,fom component, and a single iong-lived specular component. The resulting amplitude

probability distribution is given as;

(5.46)

rvhere ,ó is the amplitude due to the specular component, and /s is tlìe modifled lJessel functiorL

of the first kind l1ocking,1987c]. We parameterize such a distribution by the ratio cf tire

strength of the specular component to the RMS or random component, and delìrre this as the

Rice parameter, detoted by o. when there is no specular componelt, and .t is zero, the Rice

probability density function (equation 5.46) reduces to the Rayleigh distribution. Figure 5'16

shows a collection of theoretical Rice distributions as the specular component increases, in steps

2z I ,2+L'p'(z)dz -- 
k2.exp L--t- )'"1'#o''

ofa:0.5
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Figure 5.17 shows plots of the nrean power, mean fading time, and mean Rice parameters

measured with a vertical beam (4.5" half-power half-rvidth) for around one hour in August,

1979. It can be clearly seen that enhanced scattering layers exist at heiglits of around 86 km,

74-76 km, and 68-70 km, and this is well correlated with the Rice parameter which also peaks

at these altitudes- While the 68-70 km, and the 86 krn layers exhibit Rician tendencies, the

76 km layers shows a = I, which is that expected for a Rayleigh distribution. This, should,

however not be interpreted as turbulence, as the fading time indicates that the scattering was

quite specular. Indeed Hocking [1987c] interpreted this as evidence for a number of specular

scatterers in the radar volume at one tirne.

Figure 5.18 is another calculation of the Rice parameter., but this time using the SOUSy

VHF radar in Germany [Hocking, 1987c]. The Rice parameters were calculated using t¡ree

beams; a vertical, a 7o North beam, and a 7o East bearn. The vertical beam shows the Rice

parameter increase just above the tropopause, which indicates the dominance of specular re-

flectors. Ân interesting feature is, however, the comparison of the Rice parameter for the two

off-vcrtical beams, which are at right angles to each other. While the Bast bean indicates

that tlie rnean a is fairly constant rvith altitude and generalJy Ravleigh, o measured with the

o.7

0.6

0.5

^ 0.1.

fL
0.3

o.2

01

0 2 3 L 5

Figure 5.16: Rice distribution in steps of a = 0.5, as a function of o, where u : zlo = t/izf k,
rvhere z is the received amplitude, k is the RMS scattered power, and ø is the standard deviationof the in-phase and quadrature sca,ttered signal components. An increasing a indicates an
increasing specular contribution to 1;he back-scatter amplitucle signal ffrom Ilocking,lgg1c).

3
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5.4, AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTIONS
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Figure 5.17: Profiles of mean power, fading time' and a' the Rice par

O0]t00km, measured at Buckland Park in August, 1979, using a v'ertical

width of 4.5"). The error'bars associated' with the fading time and a'

ted mean Rice h distribution based on the data

imes, is shown rimposed on the plot of o' The

km are caused on, which causes the slow fading

large o values

North beam is appreciably larger. one possible reason for this asymmetry is that the wind'

wliich was quite a strong easterly, physically affects the scatterers by stretching them along

the wind direction; this would cause the back=scattering polar diagrarn of the scatterers to be

wider in the N-S vertical plane. Another reason may be that the stt'ong wind prevented the

quasi-specular scatterers from tilting along the E-W direction, so that only the N-s aligned

scattêrers tilted, thus biasing the results in favour of the N-s plane' see Hocl;ing et al'' [1986]'

for further experimental details'

Although a Rice clistribution is a good indicatôr of the plesence of specular scattering for

individuai or layered scatterers, and a Rayleigh distribution an indicator of turbulent scatter'

these conclusions must be treated with some caution. In the case that several scatterers' which

could even be specular, ate contained within'the radar volume, and possess different radial

velocities, the resulting distribution might still appear Rayleigh' The Rice distribution only

applies if there are only one or two dominant reflectors. Furthermore, if short data sets ale
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two off-verrical at 7o N and z"¿. with ,i"ilJ.*,,ïi'J:iîîtj
the one sample standard ,leviations, here s, were constructed frombetween 20 to 50 individual measuremen

used,larger Rice parameters can be obtained even when the original distribution was Rayleigh

fsee e'g' von Biel, 1'9Ìri Hockírzg, 7987c]. At times the Rice parameter might not even be

appropriate, for the arnplìtude statistics might neither be Rayleigh nor Rician. In that case

other distributions might be better suited, for example the Nakagarni-M, rvhich is useful if ttre
specular component possesses undulations and focuses and de-focuses the reflected radiation

[see e'g' Sl¿een et aI',1985]. other, rnore coÌrplex models have also been proposed; for example

vincent €! Belrose, [1978] compared measured amplitude distributions with those expected for
several specular scatterers superirnposed upon a weak background scatter.. The use of.phase

tiistributions iras been rliscussed by Róttger, [1gg0a].

5.5 Horizontal correlation lengths

If we assume that the scatterers are aspect-sensitive, anrl possess ellipsoidal shapes with a

Gaussian radial variation of refractive index, then the a,bovc nrethods of observing d, enable us

tcr directly calculate the ratio of the horizontal to vertical scales [see e.g. Hocking,lggZb].

Consider a Gaussian variation in the refractive index which takes the form exp-[ t# + #l
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Figure b.1g: Some hypothetical refractive index variations; (a) falling off in a Gaussian manner.

(bj Increasing linearly in height, but tending to be more constant across the scatterer. (c) A

large clrange in a consta,nt refractive index. lftom Hocking,l987b].

(see figure 5"1ga). This has been considered by Briggs €j Vincent [1973], who discussed the case

where such scatterers were observed by a monostatic rarlar (similar studies have been done

by Douiak ü Zrnió. [1934]). The back-scattered power as a function of zenith angle is then

proportional to (zrå L'h)' . -I'' where,

fç*2 I
p' = exp l-a; .(Lr", + h2(1 - r2))l , G.47)LÀ'\ "I

and s : sin d. If such scatterers produce an angular variation of signal strength rvhich is a

function of exp[- si# 0 f sin2 ds], it can easily be shown that

s\n2 0 o*2

ffi = i .tt' - h'l'sin2d' or,

L
h ràr' *1,1

8zr2 sin 0*

where L is defined as the horizontal correlation length and h the vertical correlation length.

Figure 5.20 is a plot of the back-scattered power for such a scatterer, as a ftrnction of the

vertical scale o{ the irregularities measured in wavelengths [from Briggs €l Vincent,1973]. A

resonance which is centered on 0.2À indicates that irregularities of this vertical scale are pref-

erentially scattered, This is analogous to the well known fact that only Fourier components of
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Figure 5.20: Normaltzed scattered power for an overhead irregularity of Gaussian form as a
function of its vertical scale measured in wavelengths À. The sharp resonance which is cen-
tered on 0.2À indicates that irregularities of this scale are preferentially selected by an incident
wavelength À [from Briggs €J Vincent,lgTJ].

wavelength ) contribute to the back-scattered power for an incident wavelength À. Further-

more' the resonance is sufficiently sharp to permit the assumption that, although other scales

will contribute to the total back-scattered power, those with h x 0.2À dominate the observed

back-scatter.

It couid be argued that the scatterers may not possess a vertical Gaussian profile. For

example, consider the cases such as in figure 5.19b and c, where in b the vertical refractive

index increases linearly rvith height and tends more constant across the scatterer, while in c the

refractive index varies markedly rvithin the scatterer and is relatively constant otherwise. In

both models, it has been assumed that the total change in refractive index across the scatterer is

independent of vertical scale h. It can be shown that, even for such a diverse range of scattering

profiles, the optimal vertical scale for back-scatter is around 0.2À, ranging from 0.15À to 0.3À

lUocking,1987b]. Therefore, even if d" can be the result of a range of (I,,h) pairs, this range is

fairly constrained. The relation between (L,h) and d" as defrned in equation 5.4g is plotted in

figure 5.21 for various values of h ranging from 0.15 to 0.32 [from Hoclcing lgg7b].
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Figure 5.21: Aspect ratio of scatterers as a function of aspect sensitivity, plotted for various
values of Ìr from 0.15 ) to 0.32 À, as described in equation 5.48. AlthouglL it would not be possible
to derluce L/h precisely from d" values, a fairly small range of values can be determined [from
Hocking, 1987b].

This makes it possible to determine a fairly narrow range of Llh for any d" value. In addition,

if d" is ( 10o, equation 5.48 can be approximated by

1ó

a

I

t,

(5.4e)

This expression enables a direct calculation of the e-1 horizontal scale (L) of the scatterers

from small d" values, without'any presumption about the ratio of horizontal to vertical scales.

The auto--correlation function of the scattering medium is the same as the auto-correlation

function of an individual scatterer and has a widlh {2 tim.s that of the scatterer itself. 'I.he

e-1 lrorizontal correlation iength of the scattering or irregular medium is therefore ,,/2f . n tne

correlation length of the irregular medium for a correlation of 0.5 is denoted as ps.5, then this

is given by

p's:Jitnzr=ry, (b.bo)
u"

where d" is expresserl in degrees.

This result seems intuitive, when compared with the expression relating to the spatial auto-

correlation function (equation 5.43). The diffraction pattern measure<l by the receivers rnoves

at a velocity twice that of the scatterers, the so called point source effect. In the sarne way, the

size of the ground spatial autocorrelation function can be seen to be twice that of the scatterers.

_ À 0.1125À
!=--

21/2tr sin 0 " sin d"
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florizontal orientation of scatterers

As discussed in chapter 2, turbulence can not only be anisotropic in the vertical plnae, but

it can also be anisotropic in the horizontal plane [e.g. Gage U Balsleg, 1980; Waterman et

ø/., 1985]. In the full correlation analysis, one obtains a spatial diffraction pattern which is

a two-dimensional feature. Besides the ground diffraction pattern scale one is also provided

with information about its elongation and orientation within the horizontal plane. Whereas the

geometrical mean of the ground diffraction pattern is used to determine d", the orientation of

the diffraction pattern can also be used to provide information on the pref'erential orientation

of the partial reflection radar scatterers which are mirrored by the grouncl diffraction pattern

lfuatcliffe, 19561.

5.6 Other measurernents of 0,

Observations of atmospheric scatterers have shown that the scatterers exhibit aspect sensitive

behavrour. Small values of €" indicate that the scatterers are quite specular with the back-

scattered power falling offrapidly with zenith angle. Larger values of do irnply that the scatterers

are more isotropic. At times, both scatterer types might everì co-exist. Figure 5.22 exhibits

tlre measured back-scattered power as a function of 5 zenith angles lfrom Czechowslcy et al.,

1988] for three different periods. It clearly shows the transition from quasi-specular scatter to

more isotropic scatter at a zenith angle of about 13o, and supports other evidence such as that

shown in flgure 5.3.

Other d" va,lues have recently been compiled by Reid [1988], who summarized rneasurements

of various rnesospheric d" values, at MF; [IIocking,1987b; Ailams et al., 1989; Lindner, lg75a,

b; Golley ü Rossiter, 1971; Hocking, 7979; Vincent €! Belrose, 7978; Reid, 1988; Fritts €j

Vincent, 1987], and at VHF; fCzechowsky et a1.,1984, 1988; Fukto et al. 1979, 1980ai Sato

et a\.,1985]. The results obtained l>y Hoclcing [1987b] were deduced from back-scatter fading

times and mean horizontal spaced-antenna winds observed by Stubbs lI977l, Manson €i Meek

[1980], and Manson et al. [1985]. These results are plotted in flgure 5.23, and although they ate
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Figure 5.22: Yariation in backscattered power as a function of increasing zenith angle mea-

suled at five different angles. At an angle of about 13o there seems to be a transition from

quasi-specular to more isotropic scatter, which might indicate isotropic turbulent scatter [from
Czechowsky et aL.,, 19BB].

composed of various measurements at diverse times, locations, and made using 'uaried methods,

(suggesting that absolute values should be treated with caution), general tendencies can be seen.

Firstly, for the MF studies, in most of the cases the majority of back-scatter occurs within a

20" zenith angle. Below around 80km most d" values tend to be less than 9o and all are below

16o, whiie d" is generally seen to decrease with decreasing height between about 65-95 km.

Secondly, for the VHF studies, d" is generally small below about 75km, increasing above this

height. The mid-latiturle results from the Kyoto radar indicate quite isotropic scatter, quite

different from high-latitudes sunrmer results. The polar sumnrer mesopause echoes (PMSE)

are cluite aspect sensitive and are similar to returns below 75 km at low-latitudes.

It is tlrought that the PMStr is either due to very intense turbulence lBalsley et aI., 1983;

VanZandt €l Fritts, 1989], or to the presence of heavy water cluster ions which extend the

ionization irregularity scales to values less than the Kolmogorov microscalefKelley et al',1987].

While the second reason seems to be more likely to account for tl'Le very high po'wers fCzechowsky

et a\.,1988, 1989; Reid et a1.,1988], intense turbulence due to gravity wave supersaturation

can occur when upward propagating gravity waves are compressed at temperature inversions,

and subsequently dissipate as their amplitudes exceed the saturation limit when they grow

again above the inversion [Deu.,an et aL L984; Smith et aI. 1987; Fritts et a1.,1988a, b]. The

10"5.
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Figure 5.23: Values of mesospheric d" observed at MF (left) and VHF (right) at a number of
Iocations. The MF results are obtained from the following studies: asterixàs (Troms6, 69" N),
closed diamonds (Townsville, 16o S), closed squares (Adelaide, 35" S) [frorn Hocking, Igg1b];
opell squares (Boot Lake,40o N)lAdams et al.,lg89l; closed circles and continuous line fLindner:,
1975a, b]; open diamond (Adelaide 35" S) [Gotteg €i Rossiter,lg1l]; open triangles (Adelaide
35' S) fHocking, 1979J; closed triangles (Ottawa, 45" N) lVinceni €J Belrose,lszsl; crosses
(Adelaide,35" S) t¡Reid,1988], open circles (Adelaide,35'S) lFritts €l Vincent,lg-82]. The
VHF results are obtained from the following studies: cross (Arecibo, 1go N) lCzechowsky et al.,
19Ba]; open and closed circles and squares (Jicamarca,72" S) lFukao et al. IgTg, lg3¡a]; open
and closed triangles (I{yoto,35" N) [Sato et a/., 1985]; and continuous line (Andenes,6gJN,
srrmmer) lCzechowsky et a\.,1g88]; lþom Reid.1gg0].

PMSE is, however, limited to high ìatitude sites and has only been observed in the northcrn

hemisphere. This should not be interpreted as meaning that the PMSD does not exist in the

southern hemisphere. Rather, due to a lack of high resolution VHF radars, no oìrservations of

it have yet been made.

This thesis stuclies the seasonal and latitudinal behaviour of the aspect sensitivity of meso-

spheric scatter rneasured at three sites in the southern hemisphere over several years. These

results will be presented a'd discussed in the following chapters.

5.7 Measuring turbulent energy dissipation rates

As mentioned earlier in this thesis, there are several distinct ways of measuring turbulence

energy dissipation rates in the atmosphere. Two of these are in situ measurements, namely

l¡alloons and rockets, while a third involves rernote sensing, utilizing radars. We will tliscuss

only radar methods, of rvhich there are two. One involves the measul.ement of the absolute

ao
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back-scattered power, and the other the spectral width as measured by the radar. We rvill

discuss each method in turn.

5.7.L Measuring energy dissipation rates from backscattered power

In the case ofweak coherent scattering when using radars, we can write the back-scatter cross

section as fUocking, 1985; after Boolcer, 1956]

o:0.00655ntc3x-t , (5.51)

where Clis the potential refractive index structure constant, and À is the radar wavelength. o

determines the total received power of a radar system Pp,lHocking, 1985, 1989], through the

relation

PR: PTeTepGA¡¡ V
(5.52)

4n za In2" )

where P7 is the transmitted power, e7 the efficiency of the transmitting system and e¿ that of

the receiving system, G is the transmitter antenna gain, A¡¡ is the effective area of the receiving

array and z is the range or height of back-scatter. In the case of a monostatics radar we can

combine equations 5.51 and 5.52 to give

r-2 - 
66 Pnz2 Àl

"n - -P'A*eT'L' 
'

where A,z is the spatial pulse length and is ( z. Equation 5.53 can

the structure constant of turbulence, provided that the radar volume is

turbulence. As this is very rarely the case Cl measured by the radar must

-F¿ which represents the fraction of the volulne observed with the radar w

turbulence. The refractive index structure constant for turbulence alone

Cl(turb) - C?'(rgd'ar)
,Ft

(5.53)

be used to determirre

completely frllecl with

be divided by a factor

hich actualiy contains

can be determined by

(5.54)

Estimating I'¿ within the mesosphere may at times be rather diflicult, since the thickness of the

scattering structures is quite variable and -Fi can vary between 0.01 and I lCzechowslcy et al.,

19'79; Gage ü Nastrom, 1985].

sone set of antennas used for both t¡ansmitting and receiving
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An equation relating the energy dissipation rate, 6, to Cl was initially proposed by Tatarski

[1961], i.e.

Cl= a2a'I{*M}e-i , (5.55)

where a2 is a, constant assumed to be 2.8, a/ is the inverse of the Prandtl number, I(* is

the momentum diffusion coefficient, and Afi is the effective vertical potential refractive index

gradient [see e.g. Ottersten,1969a]. I(¡a is related to e through the following

(".q €"L- (5.56)lyu = 
u2n

[".S. Wei,nstock, 1978a, b; LiIIy et al., 1974] where c2 is a constant thought to be - 0.8.

Combining equation 5.55 and 5.56 we flnally come to an equation relating Cl to e:

( n2..2 ìå
,_) .::t-p t (b.b7)

\aza'c2M] J

Recently, the relationship between bhe strength of atmospheric radar backscatter and the

intensity of atmospheric turbulence has been re-formulated by Hocking [1992], who proposes

that the relation between the two ctruantities should have an extra dependence c¡n the Richardson

number. The a,bove equation t:an be re-written as

e =l1cluþM/l+, (b.58)

where 7 is a constant, C62 is the structure constant for fluctuations in any passive and con-

servative tracer (, and M6 is the rnean gradient of the quantity { across 1he turbulent patch,

and uzu is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency in racliarìs per second. The constant 7 has taken many

forms in the literature, but it has always been assumed that it was just that, a constant [see

e.g. Tatarslci, 196I; VanZand,t et al., 7978; Hoclcing, 1,985; Luebl;en et al., Ig87; Blix et al.,

1990]. Hocking [1992] argues that for 7 to be a true constant, the ratio between the kinetic and

potential energy spectra is a universal constant, an assumption that might be unreasonable. I{e

proposes that the ratio of the potential and kinetic energy spectral densities is a function of the

Richardson number, A¿, and that e is given as

, = ¡\c'\i'P M'*lt , (5.5e)
oo l¡ü!lzz 6-Rl
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for C=2.0. Thus 7 is given as (for 1?; < 1'0)

3 l&lry=--' 2211 - 1¿¿l

(5.60)

5.7.2 Measuring energy dissipation rates using radar fading times

The other method of calculating e involves measuring the spectral widths of the returned signal'

To obtain e, data must first be filtered to reject signals due to specular reflectors. Usually this is

fairly straight forward since such signals are seen as a spikes in the otherwise Gaussian spectrum,

although in some lare cases most of the radar signal return is due to specular reflectots, and it

is not feasible to extract meaningful spectral widths. Once the specular ref.ector contributions

have been removed, it is necessary to remove the spectral width due to beam broadening, and for

this an accurate knowledge of the profile of the wind with good temporal and height resolution

is recluired. This can be obtained by either using the Doppler or spaced-antenna techniques

[".S. Rottger, 1981a; Hoclci.ng,1985]. Although a detailed theory to estimate the resultant

contribution has been given by Hocki,ng [19834, b], we can use simpler formulae' For relatively

narrow beams (< b, half-power haif-width), the spectral half-power half-width due to effects

other than turbulence is

,
f y(II z) = (I.Ð;TLvho, , (5'61)

where À is the radar rvavelength, d¡ is the half-power half-rviclth of the effective radar beam,

and V¡',. is the magnitude of the horìzontal wind [see also Atlas,1964; Hitschfetd and Dennis6,

1956]. If the spectral width is experimentally measured and is denoted bv rouü and one is using

radars where the radar beam half-width is less then 5o we can then determine the experimental

wid.tlr tlrat is due to the fluctuating motion of the scatterers only by lUocking,19851

(5.62)

It is important to bear i1 mind that it will not always be possible to measure the spectral width

due to the turbulence alone, especially if the horizontal wind motion is large. The mean squale

-¡2 ç2
- Jobs - Jl

t2
J tttrb

6derived in an unpublished rePort
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Table 5'1: Contributors to the spectral width measured by radars [after Hocking, rgg¡a]

velocity of the scatterers is related to f ,2.ru by

tt2vRMS =
),2 nz J turb

2t "f
which is related to e through the followingf*ocking, 19g3aJ

e =cVfi¡¡sa6, (5.64)

c being a dirnensionless constant - 0.4. Measuring vn¡,ts using Doppler ra¿ars has been

discussed by Hocking [1983a, b], and we do not wish to go through his derivations he.e. What
is of more interest in this case is measuring vnus using the spaced-antenna mode with full
correlation anal.ysis' This has beel discussed in detail in section J.5.3, and l;his procedure yields

a parameter ft, which is an estimate of the fading of a radar signal due to the ra.dom rnotion
of tlre scatterers only, beam-broadening having already been rernoved. ?1 is related to vp-¡1a g

through fBriggs, ] 972, 1980, 1gg4]

r, 
^\Ætn2vRMS = 4"Tt (5.65)

we can therefore find e from ft by combining equations 5.64 and 5.65, i.e.

(5.63)

Effect Gener al comments
Beam broadening

) 2o. This may at times be the urain contributor
ectral width for vertical beams.

Important for beams, especially for beam widths

to the
broadeningShear off-vertical1m tMainly forportan eamb s, increasingly

forSO zenithlarger Alsoangles relevan fort long
hspulse lengt

Vertical rms motions forRelevant hbot andvertical off-vertical beams.
HorizontaJ rms motions More relevant off-vertical beams

backscatter forrelevantMainiy calverti slnbeams Sce pecular
reflectors tend ot eb horizonmainly rifistra ed.

5.7.3 Concluding Remarks

€= (5.66)
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Although not initially obvious, the two methods of measuring turbulent energy dissipation

rates described above do in fact measure different parameters. Whereas measurements of back-

scattered power determine the mean e within the radar volume, those measured via the spectral

width method only involve e within the scattering layer itself. Furthermore, the different tech-

niques of measuring spectral widths may be biased. The main contributors to the spectral

width have been summarized by Hocking [1983a], and these include beam broadening, shear

broadening, both vertical and horizontal root mean square motions, and the effect of anisotropic

scatterers (see table 5.1). For example Schleget et al. [79781 made no attempt to remove these

effects and they used quite arbitrary "constants" so their e values are completely in error. Their

seasonal variation may then just be the seasonal variation of the mean wind.

Other studies failed to distinguish between the horizontal and vertical fluctuations, and have

also led to errors in estimation of e [see e.g. Møns.on et al.,l98l; Vincent et al.,ISTT; Röttger

€j Vincent, 1978; Chakrabarty et a1.,1981]. Furthermore there are two different techniques of

measuring the spectral width, namely the Doppler and the full correlation analysis. Whilst

both are prone to the spectral-width broadening effects as discussetl above, the full correlation

analysis, which utiüzes spaced-antennas) may further over-estimate e due to the wide radar

beam-widths usually employed. As the radar beam width increases, the contribution to the

radial velocity by horizontal fluctuating motions increases. In the mesosphere, the volume

encompassed by the radar beam can be several times gleater than the gravity wavelength, the

motion of which will thus broaden the spectrum even further. Thus estimates of e can be over-

estimated when employing the spaced-antenna system. Recent work has, however, suggeste{

that the two methods are correlated to a degree, more so when looking at longer data sets, i.e.

days as compared to hours lVandepeer and Hocking, 1gg1].
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Chapter 6

Seasonal results from Buckland

Park

6.1- Introduction

This chapter examines the characteristics of various atmospheric parameters de<luced from data

obtained by an MF/HF radar located at Buckland Parkl, situated approximately 40 km north

of Adelaide (35o 38'S, 138" 29'E). The system was constructed in the late 1960's to study the

ionosphere and has since been used extensively to study the height range of approximately

60-100 km. It can be operated on t'wo frequencies of 1.98 and 5.94 lvlHz, although in this work

only 1.98 MHz was used.

The majority of the data used in this analysis 'rvere collected rvhile the radar was operating in

the spaced-antenna mode. This not only provided measurements of the mean winds, but it also

provided information on the statistical properties of the ground diffracfion pattern which is in

turn related to the nature of the scattering mediurn. In this chapter we will discuss the various

parameters that are deduced by the full correlation analysis method, and subsequently use these

to determine various real physical properties of the radio wave scatterers in the mesosphere.

We begin, however, with a brief description of the Buckland Park radar system.

lThe unusual name stems from the nearby sheep stal,ion which once occupied the radar site
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6.2 Radar overview

The Buckland Park radar system is schematically shown in figure 6.1 [from Murphy, 1990].

The transrnitting array consists of four centre-fed half-wave dipoles, arranged in a square,

and suspended by towers at a height of 30 metres (approximately one-quarter waveiength).

The dipoles are separated by approximately 75 metres. The resulting beam-width is about

40o half-power half-width. The dipoles are connected to a central transmitting hut by open

twin-line transmission lines half a wavelength in length. Such an arrangement allows transmis-

sion of linear, left-hand2 (B) or right-hand (O) circular polarization. Circular polarization is

achieved by simply introducing a f phase difference between the dipole pairs. During day-time,

the O rnode is generally used for transmitting, since the E mode is strongly absorbed above

B0 km. Conversely, night-time observations use the tr mode because of its better scattering

characteristics.

The transmitter produces radio-frequency pulses with a Gaussian envelope and with a half-

width of approximately 25 ¡t s, giving a height resolution of about 4 km. The pulse repetition

frequency is 20 Hz, and the peak power around 25 kW, the latter depending on the condition

of the valves in the transmitter.

The receiving array is made up of 89 orthogonal dipoles, aligned 4o off north-south and 4o

off east rvest, and is also shorvn in figure 6.1. The whole array covers an area of approximately

1 krn x 1 km. Each receiving dìpole is 72 metres long, and these are suspended about 11 metres

above ground level by wooden poles. Each dipole is independently connected to the main hut by

a coaxial cable which is an integer number of wavelengths in length. With 89 dipoies connected

in phase the receiving array has a beam-width.of approximately 4.5" half-power half-width,

with the flrst nulls at 11.6o off-zenith. Further details of the array can be found in Briggs et

ø/. [196e].

The array can be used in two modes. Firstly, all of one set of 89 parallel dipoles can be

coupled together to produce a large array with a very narrow polar diagram. This is achieved

2when looking in the direction of propagation, left-hand circularly polarized (southern hemisphere)
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by phasing together dipoles within individual rows to produce a total of eleven outputs which

can then be phased to swing the beam perpendicular to the orientations of the antennas. Since

the flrst null of the whole polar diagram occurs at 11.6o, this is the angle often chosen for

off-vertical beam experiments so that the strong scatter from overhead is minimized [Hocking,

1979]. In this configuration the arrayis used to measure both vertical and off-vertical Doppler

velocities. Secondly, the array can be used in the 3 antenna spaced-antenna mode. In this

case the usual conflguration is such that each of the three antennas is made up of four adjacent

dipoles (forming a square). The resulting time series are then analyzed using the full correlation

analysis to determine mean winds and a statistical description of the scattering medium.

6.3 Experimental technique

The Buckland Park radar has been used to take observations of the mesosphere and ionosphere

sjnce the late 1960's, but has only operated on a continuous basis since 198,tr. Operating in the

spaced-antenna mode rvith full correlation analysis, the horizontal wind velocities used in these

analyses were obtained in two blocks, every 5 rninutes. and at 2 km height inte¡vals. Durirrg

day-time the first five minrrtes covered the height range 60 -78 km, while at night the program

sampled 70-88 km in the first data block. During the second five minute block, data from day'

and night heights of 80 98 km were recorded. Thus, data wcre obtained for every heiglrt in ten

minute intervals, w-hile night-time data for heights of 80-98 krn rvere available every 5 miuures.

Very few data were collected below B0 km at night bet:ause the signal level is below the noise

level at this time. Although data ra,tes below 80 km are quite sparse, the seasonal variation in

thenumberof acceptableobservationstakenbytheradarhasbeenstudiedby I{ocking[1988a].

IIe found that ihe lorvest heights of rrseful echoes (more than 10 per 1"2 hour period) rvas around

'/B km during night-time and 64 krn during day-time. rising around the equinoxes. The futl

correlation analysis also rejects data for a variety of reasons (listed in section 3.5.4), so tha,t

only "good" data is used. Tliis, however presents a possible problem which will be discussed

further in this chapter.
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Almost continuous lneasurements of winds and other parameters were available' and al-

though the system did suffer down-time during which no d'ata were collected, the data had

fairly high temporal resolution. The raw winds and other parameters were first averaged into

24holJ- means, thus averaging out any waves with periods less than 24 hours' weekly means

were then constructed from the daiiy averages ofdata from 1986 to 1988' This further averaged

out any medium-period waves; for example the two-day wave is known to have a large peak in

mid-summer [see e.g. Craig et a1.,1980]. Finally, the weekly means from all three years were

averaged. together to produce a "typical" year'

Figure 6.2 shows the total number of d.ata points collected per week per unit height lange

over three years during 1986-1988. It is clear that the data rates are relatively low below about

g0 km and above 95 km. while turbulence does affect the data rate, the scatterers below 80

km are known to be more specular and the data rate may not be due to turbulence activity

alone. Above 95 km the data rates are also low due to the close proximity of the E region which

simply saturates the receivers. Another feature to note is that the data rates around 80 km

decrease during autumn and spring. It has been found by Hocking [1988a] that the minimum'

height of usefui echoes observed during day-time is seasonal, rising at the ecluinoxes, while the

night-time collection rates remain fairly constant'

6.4 Mean winds at Adelaide

Figure 6.3 shows the weekly-mean zonal wind at Adelaide colLstructed from three years of data,

clearly showing the summer ancl winter circulation. The main feature of the zonal flow is the

steady descent of easterly (westwarcl) winds starting at the end of winter in the lower thermo-

sphere, descending at a rate of 10 km per month, and climaxing in the summer mesospheric

jet which peaks at 70 km in early January, a couple of weeks after solstice. Furthermore, the

winter westerly winds exhibit significant fluctuations with temporal scales of more than a week,

in contrast to the unfluctuating and methodical changes in the summer wind profiie'

Figure 6.3 shows tlie weekly-mean meridional wind at Adelaide, again constructed from data
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Figure 6.2: Data rates for the Adelaide MF radar rluring 1986-1988. The contours are labelled
in the number of observations in any week that were subsequently used irL further analysis.
Although the system suffered sorne downtime the lack of usable daiu *u, primarily due to the
rejection criteria of the full correlation analysis.

collected through 1986-1988. Above 85 km, the flow is generally southerly (nor.thward) dur-

ing all seasons except mid-winter, when a polervard flolv penetrates up into the thermosphere.

Conversely, below 85 km, the flow is generally northerly (poleward or southward). except dur-

ing mid-summer when an equatorrvard flow penetiates dou,nwarcl into the mesosphere. An

ilteresting feature is the "jet" Like feature which occurs in rnicl-summer, at around 90km, close

to the height at which the zonal winds undergo a reversal. At heights of around B0 km or

below, winds in excess of 5ms-1 are observed during February-Mar.ch and in August-october.

This may be due to incomplete removal of the diurnal 1,ide if there are irsufficient data in a 24

hour period, often the case at Adelaide. It is further exacerbated by the fact that the diurnal

tide attains its largest amplitude (10-20 -r-r) at the equinoxes lVincent et al.,1g3g]. The

incomplete diurnal sampling at night-time heights less than 78 km leads to the diurnal tide

producing a southward bias. However, estimates of the overall effect of the diurnal tide, found
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by extrapolation of the phase and amplitude from B0 km to Z5 km, indicate a net southward

bias of around 2 ms-r fPhitti¡ts €l vincent,1989]. while this is not a neglìgible contribution it
cannot account for values of 10 ms-1 observed at zb km during August_october.

While incomplete averagilg also leads to biasing of the zonal winds, it has a much smaller

relative efect because of the larger zonal velocities. Estimates put the effect of the diurnal tide

as a net westward bias of less than 5ms-l at heights near 75 km during March-september3

fPhillips €1 Vincent, 1989].

6.5 Spaced-antenna parameters

As discussed in chapter 3, the use of the full correlation analysis provides a number of parameters

besides the mean winds. These were initially just a by-product of the analysis procedure, and

lttle attention was paid to them other than to their general form. However, they have been

shown to be not only useful quantities, but also can lead to determination of many othe'

useful parameters which characterize on the general nature of the scattering medium. The

determination of these useful parameters has been discussed at length in chapter 3, and the

reader is referred there for the general mathematical methods. Ilere we concentrate mainly on

the results; in particula,r their seasonal behaviour.

Fading time

The fading f,ime, rs.5, rvhich is described by equation 3.b4, is tlie time for which the directly

observable auto-correlation function falls to 0.5 of its peak va,lue. Figure 6.a (top) is an image-

contour plot of the weekly-mean fading times, measured by the Buckland park radar, using

three years ofdata, 1986-1988. Below about 80 km there is an obvious seasonal variation, where

fading times of around 2-3 seconds become significantly longer during the equinoxes, typically

reaching values of more than 5 seconds. At heights greater than 80 km, the equinoctial seasonal

variation is quite small, r¡.5 is around only a second. Furtherrnore, the seasonal variation which
3'-I.e. causes the winte¡ westerìies to be sìightly unclerestimated
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produces a maximum during September completely disappears above 85 km.

Other studies have also reported seasonal variations in the fading times. Fraser €j Vincent

[1970] found typical fading tiryes of the order of I-2 seconds in the 80-89 km height lange, which

increased in the 70-79 km height rarìge during the equinoxes. A similar increase in fading times

has also been reported by Schlegel et al. [1978], who found fading times above B0 km to be

generally less than 3-4 seconds, tending to increase at lower heights, especially during spring.

The seasonal variation in the fading time of the signal can be partiy attributed to the

seasonal variation in the horizontal winds. As the wind velocity increases, the contribution by

off-vertical scatter, due to an increase in the radial velocity component, broadens the Doppler

spectrum. This effect, known as beam-broadening has been discussed in the previous cha,pters.

Since the frequency spectrum and the auto-correlation functions are Fourier transforms of each

other, the correlation time and the spectrum width are inversely related. Therefore, an increase

in the spectral width translates into shorter fading times. When comparing the mean winds

shown in figure 6.3 with the mean farling times in figure 6.a (top) one can clearly see that they

are inversely related. The iargest fading times occur during the equiloxes, which is the time

when the winds undergo a reversal.

Lifetime of ground pattern

When the beam-broadening effects of the horizontal wind have been removed from the fading

time one is left with a time parameter ?6.5, whicli is known a,s the lifetime of the ground pattern.

This lifetime is a measure of the random motions in the scattering centres, and is also calculated

by the full correlation analysis [see section 3.5.3]. Besides giving a feel for the stability of the

scattering medium, ?s.5 can also be used to deterrnine the turbulent energy dissipation rates.

This wiil be looked a,t in more detail later in this chapter (see section 6.8); for now we will

concentrate on the seasonal behaviour of the lifetime of the ground pattern.

Figure 6.4 (bottom) is an image-contour three year weekly average plot of the Iifetime

parameter again using data from Buckland Park. A clear seasonal variation, exceptionally

strong at lower heights (70-80 km), is evident where the equinoctial lifetimes are in excess of B
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seconds. This indicates that the scattering structures are particularly stable during this time.

In addition, unlike the fading tirnes, this maximum extends upwards in height during both

spring and autumn. A seasonal variation of To.s has previously been found by Ball [fOAf], tut

the data consisted of only a few observations and the seasonal variation was not considered to

be conclusive. Other studies of ?o.s have recently been undertaken [see e.g. Fraser I l{han,

1990], but these were based on data collected in Antarctica and will be discussed in chapter B,

which deals with Antarctic seasonal behaviour.

Pattern scale

A mean pattern scale may be defined u" t/ab (see earlier) and the determination of this quantity

by the full correlation analysis has already been discussed. Figure 6.5 (top) is an image-contour

plot of the weekly average of the pattern scale using data from 1986-1988. Similarly to rs.5 and

to ?0.s, a seasonal behaviour in the pattern scale size is clearly evident, and is more pronounced

at heights below B0 km. Below this height, the pattern scale exceeds 500 metres during the

equinoxes, and decreases to less than 300 metres during the southern hemisphere summer. In

addition, a slight increase evident from October to May is seen above 95 km. This may be

partly due to the tail of the E-region which can cause total specular reflections.

Seasonal variations in the pattern scale have also been previously recorded by .9t,uóös lIgTTl

rvho found maxima at the equinoxes, and by Fraser ü Vincent [1970] who also found a semi-

annual oscillation rvhere the minimum pattern scale occurred at solstices.

Pattern axial ratio

The pattern scale discussed above was calculated from an average of the major and the minor

axis of the ellipse which describes the ground diffraction pattern produced by the partial radar

scatter. This pattern is however of a two-dimensional nature, and is often anisotropic in the

horizontal plane.

Figure 6.5 (bottom) is an image-contour plot of the weekly average of the ratio of the major

to the minor axis of the ellipse. Below about 80 krn, there is some evidence of a, semi-annual
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oscillation which increases from around 1.4 to more than 1.5 during the equinoxes; especially at

around 72 km. Above 85 km, however, the evidence for an annual oscillation is much. stronger

with increasing height. While during the summer the ratio is around 1.5, it exceeds 1.6 at other

times of the year.

Similar trends have previously been reported by other authors [see e.g. Clemesha, Lg63;

Ball, 1987). An explanation of the increase in the aúa,l ratio with height was attempted by

Stubbs [1977], who proposed that the increase in axial ratio was due to anisotropic diffusion of

ionization along magnetic field lines; an effect which should be most noticeable at the equator.

A study by Wright €l Pitteway [1978] found that anisotropic ratios less than about 1.3

are not statistically different from isotropic ones with the record lengths normally used. This

suggests that long-term averages, where the axial ratio is around 1.5 or greater, are significant

and do indicate a real anisotropy in the scattering.

Conclusion

All of the above examples have shown that long term averages of various diffraction pattem

parameters in the mid-latitude mesosphere and lower thermosphere exhibit seasonal variations.

The largest values of To.s and the pattern scale occurred at the equinoxes, while the axial ratio

generally increased with height during most of the year.

' A study of the diurnal variations of the varioris parameters was not undertaken with the

Buckland Park data as rlata with much better temporal resolution and higher acceptance rates

were obtained at another field station son-re 150 km from Adelaide. The diurnal changes of the

various diffraction pattern parameters will be discussed in chapter 9.

6.6 Aspect sensitivity

In the previous sections we discussed the seasonal behaviour of the various parameters which

are obtained as a by-product of the full correlation analysis when determining winds. It was

shown in chapter 5 that these various parameters could be usecl to infer other properties of the
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scattering medium besides its mean motion. In particular, it was shown how both the fading

time of the signal and the spatial correlation pattern could be used to estimate the aspect

sensitivity, 0", of the scatterers.

Here we discuss the behaviour of the aspect sensitivity of the partial reflection radar scat-

terers. These estimates were obtained by using three methods; spectral-width method, spatial-

correlation method, and the velocity-ratio method. This work has been pubìished lLesicar €!

Hoclcing,1992], and can be found in appendix G.

Spectral-width method

Figure 6.6 (top) represents weekly means of d" calculated by the spectral-width method. Look-

ing down from 98 to 70 km, one can see that while there is no evident seasonal variation in d"

at upper heights, whilst a clear seasonal variation exists at heights below about 85 km, with

mirrima occurring at the equinoxes, and a maximum during the southern-hemisphere summer.

These absolute values seem to decrease somewhat with height, with rninima ranging from 12o at

82 km, to 8o at 70km, and the maxima ranging from 16o at 82 km to 13o at 70km. l'urthermore,

whilst no clear evidence of an annual oscillation above the mesopause exists, there is a hint of

minima always occurring around the ecluinoxes. Above the mesopause d" is also much larger

rvith values around 14o.

Figure 6.7 shows d", calculated by the spectral-width method, plotted as a,function of single

heights; the error bars are the standard deviations of the plotted values. This not only shows

that the seasonal behaviour of d" is real, but that the variability of d" is smallest around the

mesopause.

S patial-correlatio n met hod

Figure 6.6 (bottom) shows weekly means of d" calculated from the spatial correlation method.

The mean of the semi-major and the semi-minor axis was used to calculate a mean correlation

scale, frorn which d" was determined. The results are very similar in their seasonal behaviour,

when compared with d" calculated by the spectral-width method. However, the actual values
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Figure 6"8: Same as figure 6.7, but with d" calculated by the spatial-correlation method.

mesopause

Velocity-ratio method

Although datawere routinely collected by the spaced-antenna system, every 2.5to 3 hours the

proglam switched to a different mode. In that mode, not only were the winds calculated but

also spectra were calculated for one of the spaced-antenna beams, a narrow vertical beam, and

an 11.60 off-vertical beam pointing eastward. Subsequent fitting of a Gaussian function to each

of the spectra allowed the spectral width, mean frequency ofTset, and the signal-to-noise ratio

to be measured. The mean frequency offset was then used to determine the radial velocities in

the narrow beams, thus allowing determination of the horizontal component for an olf-vertical

beam lHoclcing,1988a]. In addition, the spectra underwent an effective chi-square test, which

indicated the goodness offit; those spectra with large chi-sqüare values were rejected. Although
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this reduced the data rates somewhat, it rnade sure that no spurious events were included.

Both the spaced-antenna horizontal velocity and the off-vertical Doppler radial velocity

were measured simultaneously. However, there were often gaps in the data from the spaced-

antenna measutements. The data rates where both the off-vertical Doppler radial velocity and

the spaced-antenna horizontal velocity were accepted were found to be greatly improved if the

mean horizontal winds using the spaced-antenna system were determined using the previous

20 minutes of data. A comparison between the velocity determined using one reading or a 20

minute average showed very little difference, and the same overall general trends. Subsequently

this was the procedure adopted for the remainder of this work. It should be noted that in fact

the antenna array is not aligned perfectly in the cardinal directions, but is in fact aligned 4o

west of north. 'Ihe spaced--antenna program automatically corrects for this, but this feature

was not available on the off-vertical Doppler. This meant that the spaced antenna horizontal

velocity had to be re-corrected by 4 degrees. Thus the direction quoted hereafter is not perfectly

eastward, although it will be referred to as such.

Figure 6.9 shows histograms of the horizontal velocity in the eastward direction, for 2 km

height steps ranging from 96 to B0 km, measured by the spaced-antenna method using 20

minute averages. Figure 6.10 sliows the radial eastward velocity measured by the off-vertical

Doppler method. In both plots, a fair spread of velocities is evident, with the largest grouping

of data available in the 82 to 90 km range. A flrst inspection,when comparing the Doppler

with the spaced-antenna histograms, shows that the spread in velocities of the latter is about

5 times that of the Doppler. Since the off-vertical beam is pointed 11.6o from the vertical, it

should measure a velocity roughly one-fifth of that measured by the spaced-antenna system;

thereby showing that, to a first approximation, the two velocities are of the same order. The

histograms also indicate that the range of velocities is quite "normal", i.e. there are no large

fluctuations or ttout-lietst'.

Until now we have assumed that there \Mas no vertical velocity, an assumption that is usually

false, and the Doppler off-vertical radial velocity has to be corrected for the effects of vertical
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motions (by equation 3.21). The Doppler off-vertical ladial velocities corrected for the effect

of vertical motion are plotted as height histograms in flgure 6.11. No obvious differences can

be seen between the corrected and the uncorrected radial velocities, although the histograms of

the corrected radial velocities are slightly narrower. This method does assume that the vertical

velocity in the sampl-ing volume of the vertical beam is the same as that within the sampling

volume of the off-vertical beam. This may not always be true for, at approximately ggkm,

the physical separation between the volume sampled verticaJly and that at 11.6" off-vertical

is about 16 km; sufficiently large that local wave activity might cause the vertical veiocity to

differ at the two sampling volumes. In this work, however, the averaging of the velocities will

improve these assumptions.

A comparison of the horizontal velocities measured by the spaced-antenna system a'd an

off_vertical Doppler beam has been performed by Reid [1g88), and in some detai I by Murphy

[1990]' Murphy [1990] found that there was a systematic difference l¡etween the spaced--ante.na

and the Doppler derived velocities. This suggests that the effective pointing angle was not

11'6obut smaller' As noted earlier (see chapter 5), the effective polar diagram of the radar is

the product of the transmitting, receiving and scattering polar diagrans. If the tra'smitting

and receiving polar diagrams are broad, than the effective pointing angle is mainly due to the

scatterers' polar diagrarn.

The next part of the analysis was to compare the ratio of the radial velocities from the

11'6o off-vertical beam with the "true" horizontal wind speecls determined f¡om the spaced

antenna method If the scatterers possessed no preferential scattering angle, i.e. they were

not specular, then the expected ratio should be around 0.2. Figure 6.12 shows histograms of
the velocity ratios at various heaights. Most of the ratios are concentrated in the range of
-0'1 to -0'2 indicating that the off-vertically derived horizontal velocities are smaller than the

spaced- antenna horizontal velocities, thus implying that the scatterers possess some specularity.

In addition, whereas a negativea ratio implies that the veiociiies measured were in the same

direction, positive values indicate an opposite direction. The positive values, especially lar
4An eastward radiar velocity was in this case denoted by a negative Doppler velocity

ge
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ones'nlaybecausedbyanumberoffactors.'Ihesernayincludeleakageof stongsignalthrough

the sidelobes and erlges of the main beam, and the fact that the spaced-antenna and the Doppler

method examine spatially separatecl volumes of the atmosphere rvhere the velocity difference

may be entirely naturai.

The error in the effective pointing angle has been considered by Murphy [1gg0] rvho used

standard error analysis to flnd the absolute error in sin2"¡¡ viz

-6 6

(LV,oa 2

L sin0,¡ ¡ : (6.1)

(A indicates the error of the component) and assuming that the covariance betweenV,o¿ and,

V¡ro, is zero. Since these measurements are made independently, the covariance is zero, and we

con-sider the error in sindryy attributable to errors in the velocity measureurents.
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Contours of the absolute error in sinÎ"¡ ¡ for values of L,V¡o, = 2.5ms-1 and. Vro¿ = 0.7ms-1

are plotted in figure 6.13 [from Murphy,1990]. The error of 2.5 ms-1 in the horizontal velocity

ìs the mid value of the uncertainty range as deduced by May [1988], while the error in the radial

velocity of 0.7 ms-l comes from the work of Reid €! Vincent, [1987]. We consider the region

where V,od.: (0.1 to 0.2)V¡o, (areabounded by the dotted lines in figure 6.13). In this region,

errors in sinî.¡¡ where lVn-l < 10ms-1 are of the order of 0.1. This suggests that horizontal

velocities whose magnitude is less than 10 ms-1 should be rejected.

Figure 6.14 is a histogram of the absolute ratio of the Doppler to the spaced-antenna wind

velocity where horizontal velocities less than 10 ms-l have been rejected, grouped into bins of

width 0.02.: OveraII around 70 percent of total data collected was rejected solely on the velocity

criterion. This might bias the data somewhat, but it should make ljttle difference when looking

at long terrn averages. In addition, ratios where the velocities measured by the spaced antenna

method and the Doppler method were in the opposite directions were rejected.

Several features shouid be nc¡ted about figure 6.12. 'Ihe means of the histograrns are always

less than 0.2, and are positively skewed. They also tencl to be smaller with decreasing altitude,

i.e. the mean at 96 km is closer to 0.2 than that at 80 kur. The shift in the mean rvith altitude

may be interpreted as due to the increasing specularity of the scatterers with decreasing altitude

(as discussed in chapter 5). The other features are more difficult to interpret, not only because

of the relative scarcity of data, but due to othe-r possible error-s; mea,suring vertical velocities,

systematic errors in the spaced-antenna technique, and errors in the pola,r-diagram pointing

angle. These may or may not contribute'to the oyerall result. However, as this stud,y looks

at, general trends and rtot the fine detail, the histograms are thought to be representative.

What is of more interest is the seasonal behaviour of the velocity ratio, rather than qualitative

measurements. We shall use this ratio to determine 0" and thence compare those results with

the seasonal variation in d" deduced by the spatial correlation and spectral width techniques.

Pigure 6.15 shows.the weekly mea+s of the c.orrected velocity ratios, and the associated

staqdard deviations, for 2 km height steps from 80-96 km. The data rvere corrected for vertical
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motions and rejected where Vho, 110 metres per second. No seasonal variation is evident.

This strongly suggests that the scal;terers observed by the off-vertical beam differ from those

sampled by the vertical beam, since d, measured by the spatial correlation and the spectral

width methods exhibited clear seasonal variations.

6.7 Horizontal correlation lengths

From calculations of d" by the spectral-width and the spatial-correlation methods, it is rela-

tively easy to determine the length-to-depth (t/h) ratio of the scatterers. The mathematical

groundwork for this has already been covered in chapter 5 and only the results and conclusions

will be presented here.

L/h results calculated from the spectral-width method are shown in figure 6.16 (top), while

those calculated from the spatial-correlation method are shown in figure 6.16 (bottom). Both

of these show quite clearll that the scatterers possess the greatest length-to-depth ratio at the

eqt'-inoxes, that is, late l4arch to early April, and late August to early September, where the

a\¡eiage ratio reaches 5.0-5.5. This seasonal variation seenrs to disappear above the mesoJrause,

and tlre length-to-depth ratio falls by nearly 50%, to values around 3.0-3.5. In other words,

if one thinks of the scatterers as possessing ellipsoidal structure, which may perhaps be due to

anisotropic turbulence, tìren at the lorver heights they ha,ve the greatest horizonta,l to vertical

extent at the equiuoxes. This rvould suggest that at these times there should be least dynarnical

activity. In absoh:te terms, with a wavelength of 150 tr..etres (2 ltflIz), one can infer that the

structures selected by the radar possess a vertical extent (2h) of around 70 metres, with the

horizontal length varying from 200 to 400 metres. The latter values are quite consistant with

typical values for the diffraction pattern fo¡med over the ground.

Conclusion

Both the spectral-width and the spatial-correlation method of determining d" support the exis-

tence of anisotropic antl cven quasi-specular scatter, w]rile that measured by the veloc.ity ratio
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Figure 6.17: Contour plot of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency as a function of height in the meso-
sphere. The data were calculated from the Groves model. There seems to bã no evidence to
support a seasonal variation, especially below the mesopause.

method indicates more isotropic scatter. This tends to support the notion that the mesosphere

contains at least trvo distinct types of scatterers (or a continuum) when probed by an l\{F radar.

In addition, the anisotropic scatterers exhibit clear, well-clefined seasonal variation, which is

especially strong below the mesopause. The scattering model, discussed earlier i¡ chapter b,

rvhich proposes at least two types of scattering structures co--existing, is supported by t¡ese

observations. Although at times evidence of highly aspect-sensitive and stable echoes have

been found elsewhere and reported in the literature [see e.g. Gregory €l Vincent,lg10; Hock-

inT,79791, these cases were chosen on the basis of their unusual behaviour, and are probablv

atypical. Furthermore, initially these types of echoes would have been rejected by the spaced

antenna analysis because of their slow fading echoes. Thus the results described a,bove are

representative of the majority of echoes, and although at times stable and mirror-like reflectors

occur in the atmosphere, they account for only a few percent of the total echoes observed.

Although the cause of the aspect-sensitivity reported above is still a matter of speculation,
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there are a number of other parameters which are known to vary seasonally in the mesosphere.

These include gravity-wave amplitudes, tenperatures, and turbulence energy dissipatiorL rates

[see e.g. Hocking,19B8a; Vincent €l Fritts,1987; Clancy €l Rusch, 1989; Ãeid, 1990]. It should

then not be too surprising that d" exhibits seasonal variability.

It could be argued that the spaced-antenna method is in fact measuring propagating gravity

waves, and not turbulent structures (which may of course be produced by the dissipation of

gravity waves). This point has already been addressed in aprevious chapter, where this scenario

was found to be highly unlikely. However, if it were true then it would be reasonable to expect

that variation in d" should be similar in character to that in the Brunt-Väisälä frequency at

mesospheric heights, and could thus be the cause of the observed effects. Figure 6.17 is a

contotr plot of the Brunt-Väisälä frequertcy calculate<l from the Groves model lGroues,1985].

There seems to be no strong or clear seasonal variation to affect the scatterers signif.cantly at

the MF scale.

6"8 T\rrbulent energy dissipation rates

The techniques for determining turbulent energy dissipation rates have already been discusged

in chapter 3. Briefly, one uses the spectral width of the backscattered radar signal which,

'once effects like beam broadening have been rernoved, gives an estimate of the root mean

square (RMS) velocity of the scatterers. This R,MS velocity can then be used to rleterntine the

turbulent eil.ergy dissipation rate, e. The pa,rameter 71, which is defined as the natural fading

of the signal,and is calculated by the full correlation analysis, can also be used to determine

the scatterers RMS velocity and thus e fsee e.g. Briggs,7980; Manson €j Meek, 1980, Manson

et aL,1981].

Figure 6.18 is a plot of the energy dissipation rates determined from T1 at Adelaide using

three years of data (1986-1988). The energy dissipation rates vary from - 0.025 Wkg-r to

greater than 0.125 Wkg-t. There is a clear'seasonal variation, with the minirna occurring

during the equinoxes, and maxima during the winter and summer periods. In addition, the
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summer maximum tends to be higher than the'winter one. At heights above B0 km there seerns

to be little variation with increasing height.

However, most spaced-antenna systems use wide radar beams, and this has the efect of

resulting in over'-estimates of e, since gravity wave motions act to broaden the spectrum. Thus

the above results ate, at best, upper estimates of e. Hocking [1983b], using the same radar

system as in this work, has made esÈimates of the fraction of experimentally observed spectral

widths which are due to turbulence; the remainder is taken to be due to short-wave gravity

waves. He found that lielow around 84 km, turbulence accounted for less than 50% of the

observed spectral width, while above that height turbulence contributed more than 50% of the

fluctuating vertical velocity component. For short data sets (102 seconds), (the same length

as used to derive figure 6.18), the fractions of the squared spectral half-power half-width due

to turbulence were given as 0.76 at 84 km, 0.80 at 86 km, 0.70 at 88 km, and 0.64 at 92 km.

Ilocking [1983b] presettted one week averages of the "corrected" turbulent energy dissipation

rates, calculated over several years. The smallest valucs of e were found to occur most often at

the equinoxes, and there was some evidence of a seasonal variation atrove 84 km. The values of

r presented in figure 6.18 have not been corrected for gravity-wave contamination. Although

estimates of the gravity'-rvave contribution to the spectral rvidths have been made, it is not

certain that this contribution does uot change both seasonally and latitudinally. It is felt thal;

"uncorrected" estiniates of the upper limit might be preferred. Furthermore, the datapresented

here are rneant to represent general trends, rather than be quautitative measurements.

Previous measúrements of e have ranged between 0.05 ancl 0.1 Wkg-1, with the 16% and 84%

percentiles being typically at 0.02 and 0.2 Wkg-1 [IIocking,19B8a]. Thus the datapresented in

figure 6.18 fall well within this range. Other measurements of the seasonal variation in turbule¡t,

energy dissipation rates have produced sornewhat mixed results. While Muller [1963] found a

sea,sonal variation peakilg in surnmer and wintcr and with minima at the equinoxes, Etford, €4

Roper [1967] using a meteor technique, found the converse to be true. They used data collected

in 1961, which showed maxima at the equinoxes. A later study by Hocking [1988a] founcl only
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Figure 6.18: Weekly-mean energy dissipation rates calculated at Adelaide using three years of

data (1936-1988). Contours are labelled in units of Wkg-1.

weak evidence of a seasonal variation, although his study was able to explain the results of

Elford, ü Roper [1967] as being consistant with his data provided allowance was made for the

short data sets used i1 that earlier study. Other studies, both experimental and modelled, have

examiled the turbulence diffusion coefÊcient, which rvas found to exhibit seasonal variation.

Turbulelce activity was found to be at a minimurn at the equinoxes, especially below 80 km

[see e.g. Thomas et aL, 1984; Garcia ü Solomon, 1985; I[eek et øl', 1985; Ilincent €! Fritts,

1e871.

Jul
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Chapter 7

Seasonal results from Christmas

Is1and

7.I Introduction

In Janu:rry 1990, a partial -ieflec.l;iclrr larlar was installed and sur.:t:essfìil1y crirrrrrrìssictned c¡n

Chl'isr;rrr.as Island (2" N and 157" W), an island iocate'J in the celltral Pacifìc, ancl ¡rart of thc

Repulilic of l(iribati. Orre of the rnajor reasens for building a l\{}- raclar cn this rrarl;jcular site

was t"iiat there are very few studies of the dynarnics of the equatorial rnesosphete anti lirrver

tl-.ermosphere. Ah;hc'ugh the mean circulation and large-sÇale v¡ave activity ol thr: r:cluatorial

¡egions ha'¿e previousJ.y been studied by both rockets and satellites, both metl:,.rcls have scvere

linritatiols. Rocket gb,servatir-¡rrs u'hich reach a;ltitudes of 90 km or ßttre arc iiniii;ed b"y the

low sounCing rate, usually no lnore than a few a,v.'eek, rvlúle those made b'r satellite-borne

instruments,like the I.,IMSI irrstrunrent (whictr has provided data used lo study planetaryscale

instabi'iitics, I(eivir ìtraves and tides [see e.g. Sulby ei aL., I9B4; fIitchntan artrl L<zcuy,1988]j

..rendgr poor temporal and horizontal spatial resolution and are unsuitable for str:rlies of snrall

scale structures and motions, particuìarly gravity waves'

The seiection of Christmas Island was based on sevetal reasons. Ibremost it is localed irr

1!imb 
lnírared l{orritor of the Str;*ospbere
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a region of relatively low convective activity, is a flat atoll and is far rernoved from any large

land mass. The last is probably one of the more important features since most radars are

continent based and have to contend with potentialty iarge locally-generated gravity waves.

The island is also the location of a Stratosphere-Troposphere (ST) VHF wind-prof,ler operated

by the Tropical Atmospheric Group, Aeronomy Laboratory, National Oceanic and. Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA), and through their cooperation it was possible to share buildings and

powet. The NOAA wind-profiler can also be used as a meteor wind radar, providing mesospheric

wind measutements in the 80-100 km range lAuery et al., 1990j, and thus enablìng direct

comparisons with the results of our radar system.

The aubhor's involvment in this project was as a member of a team of three people who

installcd and comrnissioned the radar system on Christmas Island. This involved the construc-

t'iorr ol antt:nnas, and the logistics of moving all the necessary equipment and peripherals lo the

island

This chapter discusscs the general characteristics r,f the rada¡ sysl;err., and presents lcng-

t,erm sturiies of the equatorial mesosphere. Sholi-term results a,re ex¿r3ined in tlLe foilcr-"lirrg

chapter. Finally, a brief overview of Christmas Island is discussed in Appendlx B.
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Figure 7.1: Map of the world showing the location of Kiritimati (Christmas Island), where the

University of Adelaide has constructed a 2 MIIz partial refiection radar. Also shown are the

locations of two other partial reflection radars; one at Adeiaide (Buckland Park), and the other

at Mawson (Antarctica). The three radars together provide coverage of mesospheric winds and

dynamics in the southern hemisphere between 60 and 100 km (108 km at Mawson).

See opposite page (221)

Figure 7.2: Map of Kiritimati (Christmas Island), Republic of Kiribati, The islanrl is the worlds

largest coral atoll, comprising over 300 km2 of land area. The shadowed area on the bottom
right-hand side is prone to flooding. The partial reflection radar system is marked on the

map by the red dot. [from Lands and Surveys Division, Republic of Kiribati, published by the

Government of the United Kingdom for the Government of Kiribati, 1984].
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7.2 About the radar

Due to the remoteness of Christmas Island severa,l criteria needed to be met to install the 2

MHz radar. The radar system had to be relatively light, portable, and reüable under various

' conditions. Since no technical support for the radar was available, the system had to be easy

to operate and require minimum maintenance. It had to consist of modules which were easily

replaceable and which could be shipped by mail for easy replacement. The system had to be

power efrcient since all po\Mer is generated on site by generators supplied by NOAA fsee Auery,

1ee0l.

The system ca¡ basically be spìit into three sections; the transmitting and receiving anten-

, nas, the transmitter and d.ata acquisition system, and the computer software which subsequently

analyses the data. we will briefly consider each of these in turn.

7.2.L Tþansmitting and receiving antennas

The Christmas Island N{F radar system is shorvn schematicaliy in figure 7.3. The site is located

next to the NOAA VHF radar. it is flat semi-sandy area, with a few local dense clumps of

vegetation. Both the transmitting and receiving.antennas are mounted on wooden telegraph

. poles which rvere buried to a depth of ;approximately 1.5 m, and rise ùp to a height of about 6-7

m, The erection of the poles and some laying out of cables was done by sub-contracting the

local population, rvho also clearetl some of the dense vegetation to mirlimize the total length of

cabling required to reach both the transmitting and receiving towers.

The tralsmitting array is arranged in a square, and consists of four centre-fed half-wave

dipoles,'approximately 75 m in length, and suspended betweerr wooden telegraph poles at

a height of about 10 m. The antennas are constructed from 7 mm2 hand--drawn copper wire'

, ;which was stretched by several metres using a line-belt to avoid the usual sag. One set of dipoles

, is arranged parallel to the Earth's magnôtic field while the other is arranged oithogonally to it.

This is because Christrnas Island is situated close to the magnetic equator and the Ordinary

(O) and the Extraoidinary (E) rays are linearly polarized parallel to, and at right angles to,
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the magnetic fleld respectively. The O mode dipoles are uscrl for day time transurissio¡ while

the E-mode are trsed at nìght-time. This geometrical arralgernent also applies to the thr.ee

receiving antennas.

The ideal height of the transm.itting antennas is one qua,r'ter of the transmittin¡ç wavelength

above the ground plane2, whiclt for an MF radar operating at 1.98 MHz is about 3b m. Three

stage telescopic towers were intended to be used at Christmas Island, rvhich would have raiscd

the antennas to about 30 m above ground level. In fact, a whole tower system was prepalecl with

all the necessary rigging, but it was discovered that it was not possible to load the torve¡s i.to tlLc

regular aircraft which services the island weekly, since they were a fraction too long. The ot¡er.

option involved shipping the towers to the island, but as shipping services were infrequeut a1d

irregular, this would have set back the installation by too long a tirne. Fortunately, dur.ing ther

brriìcling of the NOAA VI{F radar, a number of telegraph poles rvhich were shipped in fo| that,

pLojec.t were trot used and were made available for our radar s.ystem. 'lhe transmittjng altel¡a

baluns are fed from a' central antenna tuning unit by co-axial cables each half a rvavclcugtlr

ln length. Even at a height of about 6-7 rn, the impedance of the antennas was founcl to be

a,bout 100 0 (ideally 50 C¿), but by using an antenna tuning unit it was possible to rrralch 1,lrc

antennas to the foarnflex cable feeder from the transmitter.

T'he receiving antennas are of the inverted-V type, and are situated at the ver.ti<'es o1'

an equilateral triangle whose basic spacing is 180 m [see lìgule T.J]. The centres of bot¡

the transmitting and receiving a.rrays coincide, making this a truly monostatic systc¡r. 'I.h<r

impedence of each receiving antenna was 50 f) to match the coaial cable taking the signal back

to the receiving system.

Figure 7.5 sholvs one of the three receiving poles, and the scaffolding which rvas used to

reac.h the top of tire poles. The baiun box can be seen as a small black box at top of the pole.

The trausmitiing antennas also used four identical poles. Figure 7.6 shows the view of the

transmitting array as taken from the top of the scaffolding [as in figure 7.5]. The VHF systcm

operated by NOAA can just be seen in the top right hand side of that photograph.
2At Christmas Island the effective ground plarie is thought to fluctuate scasonally to sorne extent.
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NOAA
VHF array

18

75

75rn-->

Figure 7.8: Schematic diagram of the Christmas Island'partial reflection radar system showing

the geometry of the transmitting and receiving antennas'
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Table 7'1: The specifications of the 2MHz pulsed radar transrnjtter installecl ¿r,ncl comrnissio^ed
on Christmas Island in Januarv 1gg0.

7 '2'2 The transmitter, receiving and data acquisition systern, a¡d computer
controller

T]re heart of the svstem consists of the transmitter, the receiving and clata, acquisition system,

an<i the computer which ultinately controls the system. The transmil 1;er procìuces pulses a1,

tlie desired frequency, pulse length and pulse repetition frecluenc.y. T'hc' rr:ccivilq ¿¡¿ data

acquisitiorr system controls the transmitter and collects the data fi.onr tllrec icr:eivers v¿bich it
temporarily stores' The computer controller controls the receiving a,nd tla,ta,acquisition system,

and analyses the raw data coilected by it. Finally it stores the ¡rroc<rsscd <ia,ta, usua,lly in binary

form.

All three units are housed in a small room contained within a la,rgcr hu[ rvhic.h h<luses the

NoAA radar system [see figure 7.7] . The loom is air-concljtioned kee¡ling the ternnera,f,rrrr:

constant and the air fairly dry. The main hut is located within a larger fenced-olT compound

enclosing a small shed for the diesel power generators, as well as four large firel tanks.

We will discuss each of the individual units in turn.

The transmitter

All;hough the university of Adelaide has operated a MF radar system for several decades, one

of the novel features about the transmitting system commissioned on christma,s Isl¿lnd is that it

Peak transrnit power
Maximum mean transmit power
Output stage efficiency
Operating frequency
Pulse length
Pulse rise & fall times
Harmonics
Output impedance
Antenna impedance
Mains supply
Dimensions
Weight

10-50 ¡zS, continuously variabie
5-25 p"S, continuously variable
3rd: -52 clB, 5th: -63d8, even less than _65 dB
50 or 100 f) unbalanced
transmitter shut down if VSWR > 1.b
110-120V, 60 Hz,2 A
1200 mm Height x 500 mm Width x 500 mm Depth
50 kg approx.

25 KW IÙMS

200 w
65ù/o

2.0 I 0.2lvt[z
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uses a totally solid,-state transmitter which has been developed and built within the Atmospheric

physics Group. The complete transmitter system is contained in a small rack, which contains

a combiner u1it, 10 powet arnplifier modules, a fan unit, a driver unit and a power supply

unit. The tralsrnitter operates at a frequency of 1.98 MHz, although this is adjustable by -

0.2MlIz, and. is fully phase coherent. The transmitter power is 25 klV, with a variable pulse

lengtlr of 10-b0 ¡rs, usually operated ai25 ¡ts which corresponds to a 4 km height resolution.

The pulse repetition frequency is B0 Hz with 32 point integration during day-time. This is

reduced to either 20 or .10 I{z during night-time (s'ith the appropriate shorter integration), to

avoid problems arising from nultiple reflections from equatorial spread F. Table 7.1 lists the

common characteristics of the transmitting system'

The radar data acquisition sYstem

The Radar l)ata Acquisition System (RDAS) is shown in block diagram form in figure 7.4,

while table 7.2 üsts the general characteristics of the receiving system. The system is controlled

by a microprocessor rvhich both controls the transmitter and acquires data. The data are

subsecluently transfelled to a, host personal computer, both for analysis and subsequent storage.

The 1.gB MIIz tr¿rnsrnitter pulses are derivecl from tlie master oscillator and frecluency synthesis

module. Tlte transmitted signal is linearly polarized.

Tlie three receivcrs are of the superheterodyne t¡'pe. In each receiver, the received 1.98

MHz signal is nrixed u,ith a 2.475 MIlz local oscillator to produce z 495 kl{z intermediate

frequency (Itr), rvhich is then fed to the signal processor modules. The signal processors ale

phase sensitive: the 495 kl{z IF signals are mixed with in-phase and quadrature locai oscillators

to produce in-phase and quadrature components, rvhich are then digitized to 8-bit resolution.

The RDAS acquires and stores in its memory a complete data set. A data set at Christmas

Island comprises 256 points of 20 consecutive height samples at 2 km intervals, thus providing

a 40 km range coverage. Each data sample is the result of integrating the digitized data over a

number of consecutive transmitter pulses. During the day the transmitter is usu:r,ily pulsed at

80 Hz and the data from 32 consecutive transmitter pulses are coherently averaged to produce a
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Recording Conlig. Receivers
Sampling start height
Sampling interval
Pulse Repetition liequency
Coherent Integrations
Samples per data set

3

60 krn night, 70 km daytirre
2km

40 , B0 I{z

,16,32
20

4,

25

)

8

6

R,eceivers Centre Frequency
Bandwidth (3dB)
Sensitivity
Maximum Gain
Gain Control
Gain Conl;rol Range
Input Impedance
Input Filtering

1.98 MI{z
x 39 kHz
< 0.3 ¡lV
- 10s

Programmable in steps of unit dB
60 dB
50Q
Bandpassed

Table 7.2: The speciflcations of the radar data acquisition systern opera,ting at Christmas Island

rnean data point every 0.4 secolds. A complete data set is therefore acquired in I02.4 seco¡ds,

and is then transferred to the host computer.

Tlie recording information which is programrnable b¡, the host computer include the number

of heights per sarnple, transmitter pulse repetition frerluencr'. irrtegra,tions (Tx pulses) per sarn-

ple point, sample poiuts per data set and leceiver gains. Diflercnt recording configural;ions a,re

used for day-timc and night-time. The receiver gains are dlnamicall.y acljusted by tìre analysis

program before the start of ea,ch data set. The RDAS s1'stern has been designed and built by

the Blectronic Services Group within the Univelsjty of ¡\delaidc anrl by private contractor.s.

Computer and analysis software

'Ihe cornputer used at Christmas Island is an Oiivetti À,128 pe¡sona.l co¡rJrutcr with a 40I\4b

hard disk. After each data acquisition run, the computer pelfolms a full correlation analysis on

the 256 point complex data set to determine mean winds and various other parameters. The

system runs continuously, barring power failures. Approximately every two weeks, the system

is interrupted to allow data to be downloaded to 1.2 I4b floppy disks which are then flown by

air mail back to Adelaide. During this time approximatelv 5 Mb of data are collected. The

data are checked in Adelaide and when several copies have been made for safe-keeping, the old

data files on the M28 are deleted. On Christmas Island this is all performed by a local resident,
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Èts

Figure 7.4: Block diagram of tlie radar data acquisition system, which contlols the 2 MHz

transmitter, and collects data which are subsequently passed to a host computer.
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who also checks the system several times a rìa,y, restalts the system a,fter.da,ta dowlloading,

and does general maintenance.
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See page 233

Figure 7.5: One of tire three receiving poles, and the scaffolding which was used to access the

receivilg altennas. The balun box can be seen as a small black box at top of the pole' The

transmitting antennas were mounted on four identical poles'

See page 235

Figure 7.6: A panoramic view of the transmitting array installed on christmas Island' on the

toi right hanJside of the photo one can also see the VI{F radar operated by NOAA'

See page 237

Figure 2.7: picture of the compound that houses the electronics that drive and control the

radar. The compound was constructed by NOAA to house their meteor ra'dar system' Their

cooperation "r.u|l"d 
us to use the smaller rooln i. the main hut (white hut)' 'Ilhe smaller

room thus houses the transmitter, the receiver and the data acquisition system, as well as the

il;;.*n";er. The shecl on the left houses the power generation equipment' consisting of three

diesel generators; a primary olle, alì. equivalent enÌergency backup, and a further stnaller backup

in case both of the iarger ånes fail. The fuel for the generators is stored in the four large tanks

to the right of the shed. The antenna on top of the main hut is a satellite link usecl by NOAA

to automatically download the data from the vI{F radar.

See page 239

Figure 7.g: The heart of the MF radar system installed at Christmas Island' The transmitter

is located on the floor on the right hand side of the room. The ten individual power modules

ca. be seen in the two racks. The radar data acquisition system is located on the bench behind

the Cathode Ray Oscilloscope. One can easily see the three receiver channels, one fot each of

the receiver antennas. The computer which ultimately controls the system is an Olivetti M28'

which acquires data from the data acquisition system, analyses it using the full correlation

analysis, and frnally stores accepted data onto the hard disk in binary form'
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rejection due to long time delays and PTD ) 50 also fell; = 777o and 22Vo respectively. However',

more data were rejected due to the signal to noise level being too low (error code 2), accounting

for x lB% of total data being rejected.

Error
Code

Meaning Percentage seen per height range in krn
60-68 km 70-78 km 80-88 km 90 98 krn

0

1

2

.)

4

5

6

7

B

I
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Analysis OI{ (data accepted)
Signal level too low
Signal/Noise too low
Fading too slow

Time delays too long
PTD > 50

V: <0 (dataaccepted)
Pattern analysis breaks down
Vo > 250ms-L

10"-0"1>40o
v"> 4u
u > 7.5V"
Bad fit to cross-corr. function
p^o, Iess than 0.2
Hardwale.floating point error
Maths error (Log, Log10)
Other maths errors

6.3

< 0.05
0.5
39.3
L5.4

30.3

0.3

0.9
0.3

0.9
0.6
1.4

0.7

2.9

< 0.05

0.05
0.1

14.8

0.1

18.4

19.1

10.9

21.9

0.3

1.0

0.7
1.3

1.6

I.7
4.9
7.7

< 0.05

0.07
1.3

36.3

< 0.05
5.8

14.8

8.0
19.0

0.8

t.4
1.0

2.6

4.9

2.4

1.4

0.9

< 0.05

0.2

0.4

31.8

< 0.05
0.06
4.8

14.6

24.7

0.9

4.2
1.1

4.5
3.9

4.5
0.6

4.0

< 0.05

0.2

< 0.05

Table 7.4: The full correlation analysis performs on-line analysis of data which may be accepte<l
and rejected according to stringent parameters. The table above lists the different acce¡rtanc<.
and-rejection codes, and the relative percentage of data that was deemed suitable or not by the
speciflc etror code. The data is binned into four different height distributions. As can bee seen
from the table heights below 70 km producecl very little accepted da,ta, and this hcight r.arg(l
was subsequently not used in any analysis.

In the region of 80 88 km the percentage of data accepted increased markedly to aboul

37%. Data rejected due to low signal/noise ratio, slow fading, long time delays, and largc P I'D

all fell T,o = 6%,15%,8%, and 19% respectively. Within this height range other full correlation

analysis rejection parameters start to be important. For example, error codes of 8, 9, 10, and

11, wirich test the apparent velocity and its relationship with the true velocity [see section 3.5]

rejected just under TlYo of all data collected, a marked increase from the lower heights.

,Between 90-98 km the total percentage of data accepted was slightly less than that between

80-88 km. However, it was still more than double that of the 70-78km region. Within the g0-

98 km height range the rejection due to low signal/noise ratio was virtually non-existent, while
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that due to slow fading continued in its dorvnward trend to account for less than 5% of data

rejected. In contrast) more data were rejected due to long time deiays and long PTD's, while

the lejection due to the clifferences betrveen the apparent and true velocities again increased to

around 14%.

Figure 7.9 shows the total number of data points collected per week by the Christmas Island

ladar svstem over a continuous period of 14 months, from January 1990 to March 1gg1. Al1

these clata rvere accerpted by the full correlation analysis, having passed all the relevant rejection

criteria. The regions where no data were collected are shorvn as black on the diagrarn. Clearly

evident is the low ciata r-ates wltich are experienced below about 80 km. Whitst lower data

lates are also evident above 92 km, they are still approximately double those below B0 km. It

is linotvtr tÌrat the scatterers are more specular below B0 km fLesicar €l llocking, 1gg2] , thus

causing sÌorv fading, while above 92 km the receivers are saturated due to the close proximity

of the lì r'egion. Anothcr feature to note is the increase in data rates during March to May, but

u'ith no cleat scasonal effects. This is in contrast to data collected at Adelairle [see ligure 6.2]

u'hich exltibits a clear scasonal effect. The diurnal variation in the number of uscful echoes a1,

Christur¿s Island s'ill bc cousidered in chapter 10.

A factor whicli had to be considered when analyzing the data was the eflect of strong

lrat'kscaLlel'front occarì waves. These were observed by the radar up to a distance ol'80 km, in

¿rll clìrectiorts. Tlte ba,ckscatter was due to Fourier components in the sea surface whose scale

u'as half the ra,dar wavelength (75 metres). Since this backscatter procluces a well defined shifts

at *0.143 I{2, the data were band pass filtered prior to performing the full correlation analysis.

The sea-clutter was found to be strongest below 70 km, where the ionospheric back-scatter is

weak; this was anothel' reason not to include data below 70 krn.

Tlre data above 70 km were subsequently averaged into both hourly and 24 hour blocks.

The 24 hour blocks averaged out any small-period atmospheric (and oceanic) wave motions

which were still present in the hoiurly aveïages. Weekly means were then constructed from the

24 lu averages, thus rernoving the effects of medium-period rvave motions.
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Figure 7.10: Power spectra of the zonal (soLid line) and the meridional (dashed line) rvincls at
an altitude of 86 km. The vertical line inclicates the 95% confidence limits [from Vinccnl, I
Lesicar,1991].

In the following sections we will discuss the long-term behaviour of mean winds and other

full correlation analysis parameters; the latter are subsequently used to determine the a,spect

sensitivity and L/h ratios of the mesospheric scatterers. Some of the work presented here has

already been published [see e.g. Vincent €i Lesicar, 1991; Lesicar et a|.,1993].

7.3 Mean winds and dynamics at Christmas Island

Figure 7.11 (top) shows image-contours of the rveekly-mean zonal wind at Christmas Islan<l

constructed fror¡r 14 months of data. The main feature of the mean zonal wind is a prevaiLing

westward (easterly) flow which exhibits long-term variations with scales of months. Tlie largest

westward flow occurs during mid-March, when velocities of -40 ms-1 are found around 85 krn

altitude. The flow briefly reverses to eastward in May, and again for a longer period in June

around and above the mesopause. An interesting feature is the downward descent of the wind

contouts at an approximate rate of a kilometre per day.

Figure 7.11 (bottom) shows image-contours of the weekly-mean meridional wind. Unlike

the zonal component, the magnitude of the prevaiüng meridional component is rather small,
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and seldom exceeds 7 ms-1. Below the mesopause the flow is predorninantiy southward, while

above about B0 km a northward flow is evident between September and March, peaki'g in

January' Unlike the zonal flow there is no clear downwards descelt of the wind contours.

In conclusion, the data presented above show that the equatorial mesosphere has a prevaiLing

zonal wind, with long term descending wind contours. This long term variation, which is

chaÏacteristic of a wave driven circulation, is consistent with that expected of a mesospheric

serni-annual oscillation. This was flrst report edby IIirotø [1g28] for Ascension Island (g" S), and

later by Hamilton [1982] for Kwajalein (9" N). Hirota's study covered the altitude range of 30-

90 km while Hamilton's looked at the 40-80 km altitude range. Studies of satellite temperature

data by Hitchman €l Leouy [1986] and. Fleming €! Chanrlra [1g8g] have also found a semiannual

oscillation in the zonal wind. The results presented here are also consistent with those found

by tlre clrristmas Island vHF meteor wind observation s or Auery et al. [lgg0].

Figure 7'10 [from Vincent U Lesicar,1991] illustrates the power spectra computed from

hourly averages of each wind component at a height of 86 km and for about 6 months of

observation' The atmospheric tidal periods of 24, 12 and 8 hours are seen as quite stro'g
spectral peaks on a continuous background, which varies approximately as f-å for periods less

than one day (f being the frequency). In addition to the tidal peaks, another peak is noticeable

i' the spectra of the meridional wind at a period of about 50 hours.

By band-pass flltering 6 months of wind data it was found by Vincent €i Le.sicar[1gg1], that

for ¡leriods longer than a few days, variations in the zonal wind component are most marked

early in the year, and absent in the meridional component. For zonal wind variations in the

3-_12 day period range' the zonal wind variation exhibited a quasi-periodic oscillation with peak

amplitude of - 20ms-1 and a period of about 7-8 days. The contours were found to possess a

downward mean slope of about 15 km per day above, and 5 km per day below g5 km. This is
equivalent to vertical wavelengths of the order of 40-110 km. Since the oscillations appear only

in the zonal wind component they are most probably due to ultra-fast I(elvin waves lsee Salby

et aI',1984]' Daily variations in the mean winds and dynamics are discussed in more detail in
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Figure 7.11: Mean zonal (top) and meridional (bottom) winds measured at Christmas Island

by a MF partial reflection radar system over a period of 14 months, from January 1990 to
March 1991. The contours are labelled in ms-l, positive for eastward (westerly) and northward
(southerly) respectively. The black areas are times and heights for which no data were collected.
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chapter 10

7.4 Seasonal behaviour of spaced-antenna parameters

The full correlation analysis provides a number of other useful parameters besides the mean

winds [see chapter 3]. In this section we will present these other parameters and discuss their

usefulness in providing a deeper understanding of the state of the mesosphere. We concentrate

on their seasonal behaviour and present no mathematical deri'r'ations or equa,tions. For these the

reader is referred to chapter 3. The format of the following sections is identical to that employed

in chapter 6 which exarnines the seasonal behaviour of full correlation analysis parameters at

Adelaide. The short term behaviour of the pararneters rvill be discussed in a later chapter.

Fading time

Figure 7.12 (top) is an image-contour plot of the rveekly-mean fading tirne, r¡.5, the time

for which the directly observable auto-correlation function falls to 0.5 of its peak value [see

equation 3.54]. There is no clear seasonal variation in the fading tiure. An exception is March

through to April, when there is a decrease in the fading time observed at all heights. The

contours shorv a rapid downward propagation from about g0 to 75 km. The striking feature of

the figure is the variation of fading tirne with altitude. \\'hilc it is a fairly constant value of

between 2.2 to 2.4 seconds below the mesopause, aucl rvith a nraxirnum just above 2.4 seconds

at the nesopause, at greater heights there is a marked rcduction in the fading time over a

height range of only 8 km. From about 86 to g4 km the fading time changes from more than

2.4 seconds to around 1.4 seconds, a change of rnore than one second. Since the mean value is

around 2 seconds this represents a change of more than 50 percent.

The variation in the fading time could be, and is genera,lly attributed to, a variation in the

wind speed. With an increase in wind velocity, there is a reciprocal decrease in the fading time.

However, unlike the results from Adelaide where the fading time rvas seen to be inversely related

to the mean winds [figure 6.3 and figure 6.4], the mean winds at Christmas Island exhibit no
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clear height variation. The only time when the rnean wind and fading time are inversely related

occurs during late March to April when a decrease in the fading time is associated with a

strong westward flow. However, the aspect sensitivity of scatterers also affects the fading times.

Aspect sensitive scatterers result in large fading times due to their specularity. Since the radar

partially reflects frorn scatterers whose vertical extent is - À12, the more aspect sensitive the

scatterers, the larger their horizontal extent, and thus longer fading times. Similarly, the more

isotropic the scatterers, the shorter the fading times. The aspect sensitivity of the scatterers

will be discussed shortly.

Lifetirne of ground pattern

Unlike the fading tirne, the lifetime of the ground pattcrn, To.s, is a parameter which has the

effects of the mean wind motion removed, and hence represents the random changes of the

scattering echoes.only. This parameter can therefore be used to infer, or obtain a feel for the

stability of the reflecting medium. It can a,lso be used to give estimates of the turbulent energy

dissipation rates: this will be discussed shortll'.

Figure 7.12 (bottorn) is a weekly-mean image-contour of the lifetime parameter, using 14

months of data,. As for the fading tine, there is no strong seasonal variation, but a clear

height dependence. The mean lifetime at heights below 80 krn is approximately 5 seconds. This

decreases uniformly to about 3 seconds above 90 krn. There is also a minimum oc.curring from

March through to April with lifetimes decrcasing by ovcr one second to less than 4 seconds at

just below 80 km. The striking feature is the rapid decrease of lifetirne between 85 to 90 km.

In addition there seems to be some evidence of another minimum below the mesopause during

October. This seems to be in contrast to the fading time wlúch exhibits no such behaviour.

Pattern size

Figure 7.13 (top) is an image-contour diagram of the weekly-mean of the pattern scale using 14

months of data. Similarly to rs.5 and ?¡.5, there exists a clear height variation, with the pattern

scale decreasing with increasing altitude. While below 75 km the pattern scale is greater than
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350 metres, this decreases at a fairly constant rate to around 300 metres at 85 km. Above 85

km there is a large change in the pattern scale within a 5 km height range, where it decreases

toless t,ha:n275 metres. Above 90 km the pattern scale is failly constant at around 250 metres.

Otherwise, there is no clear seasonal variation in the data, although March again seems to be

the odd month when the pattern scale seems somervhat slightly larger than during oth.er times

of the year. The smaller pattern scales at greater heights is also consistant with faster fading

times at greater heights, assuming the mean wind is relatively stable.

Pattern axial ratio

Figure 7'13 (bottom) is an image-contour diaglam of the weekly-mean pattern axial ratio a1;

Christmas Island calculated over 14 months of data. The pattern ratio is clearly different to

both the fading time, lifetime and pattern scale. A seasonal variation is quite noticeable. During

March through to April the ratio contours propagate downward at a rate of approxirnately b

knr per week. For exa,rnple, at 72km the ratio changes from over 2.5 to less than 2.0 within 4

rveeks. A local rninimum is also evident during October, albeit a weaker effect. Superirnposed

on this seasona,l behaviour is a strong altitude dependence. A minirnum of less than 2.0 is

prevalent within the 80 to 85 km rarì.ge. The ratio subsequently increase both below and abovc

this height range, being slightly larger at the lower height range.

Conclusion

The above examples clearlv indicate that long-term averages of various diffraction pararneters,

with the exception of the pattern ratio, in the equatorial region exhibit no strong seasonal

behaviour. They do, however, indicate a strong dependence on height, with all the parameters

varying markedly between 70 to g8 km. This is in contrast to the results observed at Adelaide

where the seasonal variation in the diffraction parameters was quite noticeable [see figures 6.4,

6.5]. In general' all of the parameters exhibited a decrease rvith increasing altitude, with the

exception of the pattern ratio which also increased below the mesopause. fn addition, within

the range of 85 to 90 km a.ll the parameters bar one, the pattern ratio, changed quite rapidly.
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The pattern ratio in fact was most stable through this altitude range

7.5 Aspect sensitivity

While the previous section examined the raw parameters which are deduced as by-products of

the full correlation analysis, it was shown in chapter 5 how these various parameters could be

used to make qualitative calculations of other atmospheric quantities. One of these was the

aspect sensitivity, d", which could be calculated by using either the fading time ol the signal,

or the spatial correlation size. Here we discuss the seasonal and height behaviour of aspect

sensitivity calculated at Christmas Island using 14 months of data. This work has already been

published, although detailing the spatial-correlation results only [see Lesicar et a\.,1993].

Spectral-width method

Figure 7.la (top) is an image-contour diagram of the weekly-mean aspect sensitivity calculated

by the spectral-width method. The values of 9" range from between 13 to 26 degrees. There are

several important features to note. First, the aspect sensitivity increases continuously from 85

km upwards. I{owever, this increase is not constant and markedly accelerates between 88 and

94 km, changing within this range by over 6 degrees. Secondly, the aspect sensitivity between 80

to 85 km fluctuates around a constant value of 16 degrees. Below 80 km tlre aspect sensitivity

slightly increases, with the exception of late March to April where there is no obvious increase.

There also seems to be a slight increase in January by several degrees.

Spatial-correlation met hod

Figure 7.14 (bottom) is an image-contour plot of the weekly-mean aspect sensitivity caiculated

by the spatial-correlation method. The main features are very similar to those displayed by

the aspect sensitivity calculated by the spectral-width method. However, the absoiute values

are much smaller, (ranging from 8o through to 15o), when compared to those calculated by the

spectral-width method where the values range from 13o through to 26" . The difference between
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the aspect sensitivity rneasured using the fading time as com¡rarecl to that calculatecl .si'g the

pattern size may in part be due to the contribution by l,urbulence to the spectral rvidth, which

may not always be prirnarily due to beam-broadening. Another factor contributing to the

difference between the trvo rnethods is the way that rvc calculate the fadirLg time. ,J,he fading

time is calculated by the full correlation analysis and depends on the orientation of the scattering

mediurn relative to the wind. If the scattering medium possesses elliptical geometly, the fading

time measured depends on the orientation of this ellipse with respect to the mean winrl direction.

As such, the aspect sensitivity is iuversely dependent on the farling time. A smaller fadi¡g time

therefore leads to a larger aspect sensitivity. Conversely, a lalger fading time leads to a smaller

aspect sensitivity. This bias is avoided when the spatial co¡rclation rnethod is used where a

geometric mean of the ellipse major and minor axis is used. As such the use of the pattem

scale is a much more tobust and realistic method when the scattering lnedium is anisotropic. A

discussion of the anisotl'opy of the scattering media wjll be presented in later chapters, whilst

that pertaining to the Cliristmas Island data rvill be tackled i¡ chaptcr 10.

7.6 Horizontal correlation lengths

The calcula'ted vaìues of d" rvere then usecl to detelnrinc the length-to-depth (L/h) ratio

of the scatterers' Agailt, the reader is referled to chapter 5 for the niathematica,l ground-

work' Figure 7'15 (top) is an image contour of the weekl.y-mca.n L/h ratio calcula,ted from the

spectral-width d" [shorvn in figure 7.14 (top)], while figure 7.15 (bottorn) is a¡ image-co'tour

of the weekly-meanLlh ratio calculated from the spatial correlation d" [shorvn in figure 7.14].

Both of the L/h results show a clear height dependence, with the L/h ratio possessing

a rnaximum around 85 km and decreasing both above and below this height. I{owever, the

decrease is more marked at heights above 85 km where, by about g2 km, the L/h ratio drops

to around 1'5 in the case of the spectral-width data, and down to less than 2.75 inthe case of
the spatial-correlation data. From 92 up to gB km the L/h ratios are quite stabJe, and show

very little change.
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months of data. The colrtours are il Wkg-1.

Ilorvever, belorv about 82 km, while there is only a small variation with height, there seems

to be an increase in the L/h ratio during l[arch to April u'here the ratio contours propagate

dorvnwards at a, rate of several kilonretres perr\'€r)k. In addition thert: seems to b<t a minimur.r

occurring during late December thlough to earl¡l Jantrary. S¡hile this effect is noticeable in

both the spectral-rvidth a,nd spalial--correlation oata it is muclt rnore evident in the latter.

If the scatterers possess an ellipsoidal strttcturc thert the above data sugg<rsts that the

structures are more anisotropic around the rnesop:r,use and tr:nC. to isotropy at heights above g0

km. If this was correlate'd with dinamical activit;¡ this coulcl tlren be interpreted to mean that

above the mesopause thr:re is much more turbulent activity.

7.7 Turbulent energy clissipation rates

Estimates of turbulent cnergy dissipation tates c¿r,n be derived by using the spectral width of

the returned signal. F'or a review of the method s(-'e chapter 3. l'igure 7.16 is an intage-contour
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plot of the weekly mean energy dissipation ra1;e, e, calculated at Christmas Island by using

the spectral widtir of the backscaterred signal. Again, 14 months of data were used to observe

heights of 70 to 98 km. The e rates are seen to vary from - 0.05 Wkg-l to greater than 0.2

Wkg-t. There is a clear height variation where below about 85 km e is approximately 0.075

Wkg-t. Above 85 km e doubles within a 5 km range to 0.15 Wkg-t, while above 92 km the

rate seems to be fairly uniform with height but exhibits a weak seasonal variation with small

maxima during March and September. In addition, below 80 km during March, there is a small

localized maximum where the energy dissipation rate increases by more than 0.025 Wkg-t.

Howevet, the data collected at Christmas Island used a wide radar beam. This tends to

result in over-estimation of e, due to the action of gravity wave motions which act to broaden the

spectrum. Unüke the energy dissipation rate calculations for Adelaide, discussed in section 6.8,

there are no estimates of the gravity wave contribution at Christmas Island. The results above

should therefore be treated with great caution, and are, at best, only upper Lirnits.

7.8 Conclusion

Since it rvasinstalled in January 1990, the MFpartial reflection radar systenr has provided clata

of a good temporal and spatial resolution. By this time the system has provicled several ycars

of continuous data which is currently being analyzed to observe the seasonal variation of rvave

activity and to study the role of wa,ves in driving the equatorial circulation, as rvell as other

phenomena such as the QBO, and gravity wave sources.



Chapter 8

Seasonal results from Mawson

8.1 fntroduction

AJthough regular measurements of Antarctic upper atmosphere winds had previously been made

at Molodezhnaya (68"$.9,45'$B) prior to 1980, these utilized a meteor radar which had no height

discriminatory capabilities, and the results were simply assumed to refer to a nearr height of g4

kmlLysenlco et a1.,1979]. During the late 1950's rneteor wind measurements were carried out

by Elford and Murray, [1960] but were restricted by low data rates. A spaced-antenna system

was also set up at Scott Base (78"$5,168o$ E) and measured winds in the Z0-100 krn range [see

e.g. Fraser, 1984b]. The first spaced-antenna s¡'stem installed by the University ol'Adelaide in

Antarctica was constructecl and operated at Mawson (67"$5,63'$E) in the summer. of 1g81/g2.

Seven weeks of continuous data were initially collected at Mawson during the summer clf

lg87l82 and providecl the basis of the flrst study of the mean winds and atmospheric tiàes

during the Antarctic surnmer [MacLeod and, Vincenú, 1985; MacLeod,1986]. At tlìe end of the

summer the radar system (excluding the towers) rvas returned to Adelaide and rebuilt. In 1g84,

besides the installation of the new modified system, which included an on-Iine computer, both

the transmitting and receiving antennas were rebuilt fPhillips,lg8g]. The systern underwent

another major overhaul in the summer of 1988/89 when the computer was replaced and some

maintenance of the antenna system carried out. The final stage occurred during 1g91, when

259
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Figure 8.1: Map of Antarctica showing the location of the Mawson base whele a partial reflection

radar is located. Also indicated are two other Australian bases, Davis and Casey, rvhich are also

used. for scientilic research. Al1 three bases are permanently staffed. During summer months

Mawson houses over 60 personnel, which is reduced to 20-30 over the winter months.

a new solid state transmitter was installed" Apart from down-time due to system upgrades

data have been continuously collected from Julv 1984, and this data set is one of the longest

records of high-latitude antarctic upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere winds and other

parameters. Figure 8.1 shows the position of the Mawson base operated by ANARE1 which

houses the partial reflection radar system.

This thesis uses data which were collected both by the old and the new improved system.
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lAustralian National 1þtarctic &esearch Expedition
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While this chapter uses data collected over four years, from 1985-1988, and discusses the long-

term behaviour of the atmosphere above Antarctica, data which were collected during 1991 by

the improved system are used in chapter 11, where short-term variations are examined.

8.2 Radar overview

The radar systern has been well documented elsewhere [see e.g. Phillips, 1989; Price,lgBB], and

only the salient features will be described here. The layout of the system is somewhat similar

to the ones employed at Adelaide, and at Christmas Island.

Briefly, the transmitting array consists of 4 half-wave dipoles arranged in a square and

elevated at about one-quarter wavelength; it can transmit on either the O or E mode. The

antenna half-power beam-width is about 50 degrees. The transmitter used up until 1991 was

a valve transmitter operating at 1.94 MHz, with a peak power of 4 kW, pulse width of 30 ¡.r,s,

a,nd a pulse repetition frequency of 20 Hz.

The receiving array is a typical spaced-antenna system composed of 3 antennas each consist-

ing of a crossed pair of inverted-V dipoles arranged in the form of an approximately equilateral

triangle with sides of approximately 155 metres. The receiving antennas are phased to receive

either D or O mode circular polarization. The three receivers are single conversion superhetero-

dyne types rvith an IF of 485 k}Jz, a bandwidth of about 25 k}Jz, and gain of 100 dB. The

receiving system is phase-sensitive; the detectors provide outputs in the form of in-phase and

quadrature components. 10 heights are sampled, at2 km intervals eyery 5 minutes2. The height

resolution is approximately 4 km.

Originally the system was controlled by a Data General NOVA 2 with a 32K core-type

memory. Full correlation analysis was performed on-line. The data were then stored on mag-

netic tapes. The personal computer, which has replaced the NOVA, calculates winds and other

parameters with a temporal resolution of 3 minutes, and stores the results on its hard disk.

2Th. n.w system samples 20 heights
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8.3 Experimentaltechnique

In the analysis described here, data used were collected over four years, from 1985 to 1988, and

were the reuslt of joint collaboration between the Atmospheric Physics group and the Mawson

Institute for Antarctic Research3 both at the University of Adelaide. The system operated in

the spaced-antenna mode and provided winds and other full correlation analysis parameters

in the height range of 70 to 108 km. Under normal operating conditions between 20 and

40% of all data were deemed acceptable by the full correlation analysis. The other data were

rejected due to the various rejection criteria. For example, the signal-to-noise criterion which

rejects data where the signal-to-noise ratio falls below -6dB was responsible for rejecting a

large percentage of data below about 76km. At times, the polar-cap-absorption can be quite

strong, and reflections from the D and B regions may be absent for several days at a time.

Other major contributors to data rejection were the percentage time discrepancy) slow fading

3The institute has recently been closed, and a new Ma.wson Centre lor Envi¡onmental Studies established
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Figure 8.2: Total number of data points collected by the partial reflection radar at Mawson,
over a period offour years (1g8b-1988).
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time, and large differences between the apparent and true velocities. Another factor which

affected the data acquisition rate was drifting snow during bltzzards which carry static charge

and produce excessive noise in the receivers.

Figure 8.2 shows the data rate, number of poìnts per week per individuai height range,

collected over the four years, 1985-1988, at Mawson. The maximum rate is found between B0

and 95 km. Below B0 km the data rates are quite low, although they are higher during the

winter months. Above 95 km the data rates are also smaller, but are reiatively constant between

98 to 108 km. The data rejection criteria and their contribution to the total data rejected at

Mawson are discussed in more detail in chapter 11.

In order to obtain long-term means the raw winds and other full correlation analysis pa-

rarneters were first averaged into 24 hour blocks. Weekly means were then constructed from

the daily averages using four years of data, from 1985 to 1988 inclusive. Finally, the weekly

means from each year were combined together to produce "one" average year. These proce-

dures flltered out any short-term wave motions. Therefore, it is implicit that all of the results

presented in this chapter are derived from data collected over 1985-1988, and analyzed using

the above procedure.

8.4 Mean winds at Mawson

Figure 8.3 (top) is an image-contour plot of the zonal weekly-mean circulation at Mawson as a

function of time and height. The summer and winter circulation is clearly discernible. The zonal

flow is generally similar to that found at Adelaide [see figure 6.3 (top)] with several exceptions.

Firstly, the mean eastward circuiation during winter is much weaker than at Adelaide reaching

a maximum of only 15ms-1. Secondly the westward flow during summer extends to slightly

higher altitudes than at Adelaide. Thirdly, the reversal of flow during early spring and late

autumn is very rapid at Mawson. At Adelaide, the wind contours descend at a rate of 10-20

km per month, while at Mawson this is much more rapid, with the wind reversal occurring

almost immediately at all heights.
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Figure 8.3 (bottom) is an imagrcontour plot of the weekly-mean meridional circulation at

Mawson. The meridional winds are not as seasonally structured as the zonal winds. During

winter there is a strong equatorward flow of up to 7ms-1 above 90 km, while during early March

and late October there is a maximum poleward flow of up to to 10ms-1. An interesting feature,

and one also observed at Adelaide, is the strong 'Jet-like" equatorward flow during January

between 85 and 95 km, which occurs just above the height at which the zonal winds undergo a

reversal, and approaches a magnitude of nearly 7ms-1.

The winds measured at Mawson compare favorably with those reported for Scott Base

fFraser,1984b], especially in the magnitude of the meridional "jet". A comparison of winds

between Mawson, Adelaide and other sites has been discussed at length by Phillips ü Vincent

[1989], who also compared the measured rvinds with valious model derived winds. Comparisou

of northern hemisphere winds measured at Poker Flat (65' N) fTetenbaum et a/., 1986] show

that while summer-time winds exhibit similar features, the spring reversal occurs earlier at

Poker Flat.

8.5 Seasonal behaviour of spaced-antenna parameters

As in the previous chapters dealing with Adelaide and Christmas Island data, this section

reviews the long-term, or seasonal variation of the various full correlation analysis parameters.

Again no mathematical groundwork is covered. as this is discussed in detail in chapter 3.

Fading time

The fading time, or the time which would be measured by a ground-based observer, is shown

in an image-contout weekly-mean plot in flgure B.a (top). The fading time clearly shows both

a seasonal and an altitude variation. During the summer months, September through to early

April, the fading time is approximately around 3.5-4.0 below 85 km, decreasing to between

2.5-3.0 above that. During the winter months, April to September, the fading time reaches

a minimum of less than 2.5 sec above 80 km and around 3.0 sec below this height. During

t
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March the fading time exhibits a local maximum of about 3.0 seconds extending through all

the heights, and persists for several weeks, and is probably due to the rapid reversal of wind

during that time.

The fading time is partly attributed to the mean winds, and an increase in the mean winds

results in a decreased fading time. Comparing the mean winds, shown in figure 8.3, with the

fading times, one can see that during the winter months the zonal wind is strong and compares

favorably with the fading time which is a minimum. Similarly, during the summer months,

when the wind is a minimum the fading time is at its maximum. However, while the mean

wind contours show no propagation with respect to time, the fading time contours propagate

dorvnwards at the beginning of winter and upwards at the end of it, at arate of several krn per

nonth.

An investigation of fading time correlation with the K-index, where K is used to indicate

the level of geomagnetic activity and depends on the strength and variability of the auroral

electrojet, has been undertaken by Price [1988]. That study found that significant negative

correlations were observed during spring time, i.e. the fading time decreased when geomagentic

activity iucreased. No signiflcant correlations were observed during summer and auturnn, while

rvinter observations showed no correlation.

Lifetime of ground pattern

The lifetime of the pattern, or the fading time as seen by an observer moving with the pattern,

is shorvn as aIt image-contour weekly-mean plot in flgure 8.4 (bottom). Similarly to the fading

time there is a clear seasonal variation. The minimum occurs during the winter months witli a

mean value of around 3.0 seconds, although the extent of the minimum is not as broad as that

for the fading time. The maximurn values are found at heights belorv 85 km during September

through to March where they increase to around 6 seconds. March is again the odd month out,

when, for several weeks, the lifetime increases within all heights to more than 4 seconds.

Similarly to the fading time contours, the lifetime contours propagate downwards during

autumn and upwards during summer. This is most obvious by following the 4 seconds contour
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which extends from 90 km in March to less than 80 km in June, and back to 90 km in late

September.

Pattern size

Figure 8.5 (top) is an image-contour plot of the weekly-mean pattern size. Like the fading

time a1d lifetime a clear seasonal behaviour is evident. The pattern size is a minimum during

the winter months where its mean value is less than 250 metres between B0 and 92 km. During

the summer months this increases to more than 400 metres at heights below 85 km. However,

above 95 km the seasonal effect is not really evident with the mean pattern scale being constant

throughout the year, fluctuating around 400 metres.

The interpretation of the pattern scale in terms of the scatterers is discussed in the aspect

sensitivity section later on in this chapter. However, it is also important to remember that a't

I\4arvson there is total reflection from the bottom of the E region which begins at an aititude of

approximately 95 km.

The variation of the pattern scale with height and against high, medium, and low geomag-

netic activity has been studiedby Price [1988]. That study found that a geomagnetic effect is

evident in all seasons. The effect of geomagnetic activity was found to be more significant at

lorver heights in summer than in autumn or winter, while no apparent correlation was observeil

in spring.

Pattern axial ratio

The ratio of the pattern semi-major to the semi-minor axis is displayed as an image-contour

weekly-mean plot in figure 8.5 (bottom). The pattern ratio is a minimum with a mean value

of 1.6 to I.7 during the summer months, between an altitude of 85 to 97 km. This minimum

does not change during the winter months; what does change is the height range over which it

occurs? which is between 80 to 90 km. The contours thus descend at a rate of approximately

one kilometre per month. Above this minimum layer, the pattern ratio is greater than 1.8 with

a local maxima during February to March where below B0 km and above 95 km the pattern
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ratio is greater than 2.0. Below this layer the ratio is also a local maxirnum, but exists over a

greater time span, throughout November to March.

8.6 Aspect sensitivity

As in the previous chapters dealing with data from Adelaide and Christmas Island here we

present and discuss the seasonal behaviour of the aspect sensitivity of the partial reflection

radar scatterers. Again we employ the two methods discussed in chapter 5. Some of this work

has been published in Lesicar et al. 179931, and can be found in appendix -l-

Spectral-width method

Figure 7.14 (top)is an image-contourplot of the weekly-mean aspect sensitivity, d", calculated

at Mawson using the spectral-width method. d" varies between 12 and more than 22". Th,ere

is a clear seasonal behaviour. Above 90 km d" is more than 22" during the winter months

decreasing by several degrees during the summer months. Below 90 km d" is about 18o during

the winter months, decreasing to less than 14o during the summer months. In addition, d"

contours progress downwards during autumn and upwards during spring at a rate of several

kilometres per month.

The scatterers are therefore seen to be more isotropic during the winter months, and more

specular during the summer months, with the specularity increasing with decreasing altitude.

Again, the results of d" calculated by the spectral-width method have to take irrto account

the orientation of the ground pattern, since it is quite anisotropic (the degree of anisotropy

being indicated by the pattern ratio). Tire spectral-width therefore depends on the orientation

of the ellipse with respect to the direction of the mean wind. If the pattern ellipse major

axis is orthogonal to the wind, the spectral-width measured will be quite smaJl and will be

interpreted as a higher d". Conversely, a pattern aügned along the major axis will results in

a larger spectral-width and thus a smaller d". Therefore the results of d" presented are only

upper estimates, and should be trea,ted with caution.
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Figure 8.6: Weekly-mean aspect sensitivity calculated by the spectral-width method (top) and
the spatial-correiation method (bottom) at Mawson. The contours are labelled in degrees and
have been constructed from four years of data (1985-1988).
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Spatial-correlation met hod

Unlike d" calculated by the spectral-width method, the spatial correla,tion method is rnuch

more robust, for it uses the geometrica,l mean of the major and minor semi-axes of the corre-

lation ellipse, and is not dependent on the orientation of the ellipse with respect to the various

parameters like wind and geomagentism.

Figure 8.6 (bottom) is an image-contour weekly-mean plot of d" calculated by the spatial-

correlation method. The results are very similar in their seasonal behaviour when compared

with d" calculated by the spectral-width method. However, the actual values are much smaller

than those by the spectral-width method, ranging from about 9 to more than 14o. Similarly

to the spectral-width results there is a clear seasonal variation with a maximum during winter

and a minimum during summer. However, the winter maximum does not extend above about

103 km where d" is approximately constant throughout the whole year. This is quite different

to the spectral-width method, where the maximum extends up to 108 km. In general though,

the two results show th.e same general characteristics below 90 km, including the propagation

of contours; downwards during autumn and upwards during spring. Above 90 km, the contours

of spatial-correlation d" propagate upwards at a rate of several kilometres per month unlike the

spectral-width contours where this is not as evident.

Overall, the scattering structures are seen to be more isotropic during winter betrveen 80

and 100 km, and more specular at other times and heights.

8.7 Horizontal correlation lengths

The above d" calculations were then used to calculate the length-to-depth ratios of the partiai

reflection radar scatterers. Figure 8.7 (top) is an image-contour weekly-mean of the length-

to-depth ratio,,Lfh, using á" calculated by the spectral-width method.Llh ratios calculated

by way of the spatial-correlation method are shown in frgure 8.7 (bottom). Both of these

show quite clearly a seasonal behaviour with the smallest L/h ratio occurring during the winter

months, and a maximum L/h ratio during the summer months. As with the d" results the
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Figure 8.7: Weekly-mean length-to-depth ratios calculated by the spectral-width method
(top), and the spatial-correlation method (bottom) at Mawson. The contours are the ratio
of the horizontal to the vertical scattering depth. Four years of data were used (1985-1988).
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actual values obtained by the trvo methods are different. The spectral width L/h ratios range

frorn 1.5 to more than2.75, while the spatial correlation L/h ratios range from about 2.25 to

more than 3.75.

Both figures show that the minimum L/h ratio is centred around 95 km while the maximum

generally occurs belorv B0 km. This is consistant with larger electron concentrations due to

increased ionization by solar radiation, especially in summer. A noticeable difference between

the two methods is that the spatial-correlation L/h ratios increase above 100 km while the

spectlal-width ones do not show such a marked change. This is difñcult to interpret. The pat-

tern scale increases with height due to two factors. Firstly the electron concentration increases,

causing the scatterers to become more specular, because particle precipitation (in a disturbed

ionosphere) enhances ionization at heights dependent on the energy spectrum of the incoming

particles. Ihe auroral spectruma produces peak ionization in the 100-130 km range, while the

solar hard proton spectrums affects the 60 90 km region [see e.g. Ratcliffe, 1972; Vallance

Jones,1974). Secondly, viscosity acts against small scale rnotions. The spectral rvidth method

takes into account the mean motion of the scatterers, so a changing wind fleld does not affect

calculations of d,, and heuce L/h. Ilowever, the spectral-width method is much more sensitive

to the orientation of the pattern with respect to the mean wind. This therefore might bias the

results whereas the spatial-correlatjon method is not so sensitive to that factor.

The variation of the pattern ellipsc with respect to u'ind direction, and its general behavioul

will be discussed in alater chaptcr dea,ling rvith short term, or daily variations [see chapter 11].

8.8 Turbulent energy dissipation rates

Figure 8.8 is an image-contour plot of the weekly-mean energy dissipation rates, e, calculated

at Mawson. e rates vary from - 0.05 Wkg-t to greater than 0.15 Wkg-t. Like all the other

parameters discussed earlier in this chapter, e also shows a seasonal variation with the maximum

occurring during the winter months and the minimum during the summer months. In addition,
aof the order of 5-10 keV
5up to a few hundred MeV
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per second and have been constructed using four years of data (1985-1988). These calculated
values are horvever at rnost the upper limits since the contribution to the spectra by gravity
waves and turbulence could not be distinguished.

the winter maxiurum is concentrated above 85 krn although it is somewhat smaller above 105

km. March is sornervhat unique, for minimum values of e extend through all heights observed.

However, likc tirc radar systems at Adelaide ard Christmas Island, this radar system also

uses a wide radar bearn. Therefore, these estimates of e do not take into account the effect

of gravity-wave spectrum broadening. The general shape of the spectra at Mawson has been

calculated by A,[acLeod, [1986], who found that the results were quite similar to those presented

by other authors for other sites [see e.g. Vincent E BalI,79BI1' Vincent,7984a; Johnson €j Luh-

ntann) 1985], who examined data from various sites, including Adelaide, Townsville, and Poker

Flat. Therefore it is safe to assume that gravity-wave broadening of the spectrurn does affect

the spectral broadening to a signiflcant degree and that turbulence is not the only contributor.

What is yet to be determined is the percentage of this contribution. Therefore the results in

figure 8.8 must be be regarded as the upper limit of the turbulence contribution to e.
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Chapter I

Short-term results from

Blanchetown

9.1 Introduction

Blanchetown (34" 21' S, 139o 38' tr) is a small town located on the Murray River in South

Australia at an altitu<le of 40 rn above sea level. With an annual rainfall of 265 mm the climate

is semi-aridl. The radar at Blanchetown is a monostatic partial reflection type operating at

a frequency 1.98 MIIz ancl is in fact a dupìicate of the MF radar at Buckland Park, the only

difference being that the transmitter used at Blanchetown is a much-improved solid state design.

Figure 9.1 shorvs the location of the Blanchetown radar system in comparison both with the

Buckland Park radar field station and Adelaide.

Initially earmarked as a training exercise for an installation of a radar which was to be erected

at Christmas Island (see chapter 7), Blanchetown ended up as a semi-permanent field site in its

own right because it proved difficult to arrange transportation of the main transmission towets

to Christmas Island. The particular location for the radar was chosen for several reasons. It

lies on the eastern side of the iocal Mount Lofty ranges, in comparison to the main field station

at Buckland Park which lies to the west. This provides a good data set to examine the effects

lcompared with Adela.ide which has an annual rainfall of 585 mm

277
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of local orography on gravity wayes and mesospheric dynarlics. It is also relatively close to the

University of Adelaide; at a distance of approximately 150 km day tlips for system maintenance

ancl installation are relatively easy and do not require the complex logistics associated with

lengthy field station expeditions. Another contributing factor was that a local farming family

allowed use of their land, and helped in providing support during the construction phase of the

project. The major force in organizing and implementing this system at Blanchetown was Dr.

W.I(. Hocking.

9.2 Construction of the radar system

The radar was constructed in several separate stages. The chronoiogical order of the work

proceeded as follows: (1) Erection of both receiving and transmitting towers. (2) Preparation

of transmitting and receiving antennas and rigging onto t,he 1,owers, followed by subsequent

tuning. (3) Installation of the transmitter, receiver and cornputer controller. and software. We

wiil discuss each of these stages individually.

Drection of the transrnitting and receiving towers

'I'he proposed site was initially surveyed in late 1987, rvhen the positions of tìre transmitting and

receiving torvers were mapped out. The transmitting arrav is a s(luale a.rray, with a baseüne

tower spacing of 79 m. The thl'ee receiving antennas forrn arr equilatelal triangle encompassing

the transmitting array and ale spaced about 165 m apart. This therefore rnakes the radar a true

monostatic type. A schematic of the relative position and geometry of both the transmitting

and receiving arays is shown in figure g.2.

In December 1987, a small working party of three people, including the author, constructed

the bases for the transmitting array towers. This involved excavating, and mixing as well as

pouring concrete into the holes, four for each ofthe four towers. The concreted holes plus inserts

acted as foundations for the tower construction. While one supported the base r:f the tower,

and thus its weight, the other three, which are symmetrical at about 10 m from the base at 120o
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radars are co-located.
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intervals, act as anchors for the guys which hold the towers in place. Due to the sandy nature of

the soil, the holes had to be at least 70 crn deep and of about the same width. Some limestone

rvas ellcountered at a depth of -60 cm but this did not prove to be a major problem. The base

foundation of each tower had a steel footing of about 50 cm depth entombed in concrete, while

the anchor footings had steel hoops embedded in concrete to which guy ropes coulcl be securely

tied. The site was then left for some time for the concrete foundations to settle, and to wait for

cooler weather!

The towers used are of the three-section telescopic type, with the two top sectiols sliding

into the bottom one. This makes them relatively easy to transport. In fact, these towers were

originally used for a radar based at Townsville, in the far north-east of AustraLia, and were

reconditioned for the new site. To erect the towers, each tower was hoisted up unextended and

bolted to its base footing with the bottom tower section securely tied by guys 1;o the anchor
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Figure 9'2: A schematic of the Blanchetown radar system showing the relative positions of the
receiving and transmitting systems. The transmitting aeria,ls are 4 folded half-wave dipoles
suspended 30 m above ground, and 75 m long (half of the transmitting wavelength). The
receiving aerials are 3 pairs of cross inverted-V dipoles, with the centre elelatetl about 10 m
above ground level and also 75 rn long.
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points. The top section was extended next and bolted to the second section by climbing to

the top of the bottom section. The middle section was extended last and bolted to the bottom

sectiol. At the top of each section the torvers were securely fastened by goy ropes' so that each

tower is held in its place by twelve individual steel guys. The hoisting of the towers was the

most difficult operation to perform, involving co-ordination between 5-6 personnel, since there

had to be at least two holding the guys at each anchor point in place' Figure 9.3 shows two of

the four transmitting towers fully extended at a height of 30 m supported by twelve guy ropes.

At the top of the towers one can also see one section of the transmitting antennas.

The receiving towers are just two sections of common galvanized plumbing pipe (50 mm

diameter) wl'Lich have been joined, and these extend to about 10 nr in height. In a similar

fashion to the transmitting towers, albeit much smaller, each receiving tower had a base upon

which the torver rested,, and three anchor points at 120o positions -3 m from the centre to which

the guy ropes were tied. Since the receiving towers were not extremely heavy, the foundations

did not have to be constructed of concrete. A steel plate was therefore used, which, with a

perpe¡dicular rnetal spike, was hammered into the ground and found quite satisfactory. The

syrnr¡etrical anchor points, on the other hand, rvere just common steel fencing posts h.ammered

to a depth of about 50 cm.

The polver for the radar needed to be drawn from the landowner's house, which is located

some 300 rn from the radar. This rvas done by hiring a local contractor to dig a trench between

the house and radar site into which a 10 amp, 10 rnm2 copper power cable was laid. This was

sufficielt, since the rad.a,r does not d.raw more than 500 W, and the air conditioner, which rvas

the only other electrical appliance, drew only several kilowatts.

Installation of antennas and feeders

Both the transmitting and receiving antenna systems, as well as all the cabling required, were

constructed. at Adelaide, and then installed at Blanchetown. Besides being logistically easier,

since few facilities were available at Blanchetown, this was a good test run for the installation

of the system at Christmas Island.
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The transmitting array consists of four centre-fed half-wave dipoles, which are fed from

the transmitter by one half-wavelength open-wire transmission line2. Each transmission line

is supported by 1 m high permapine posts [see figure 9.a]. The receiving antennas consist of 3

pairs ofinverted-v dipoles, and are connected to the receiving system by standard 50e coaxial

cable' The transmitting and receiving systems are very similar to those employed at Buckland

Park and at Mawson and will not be discussed here in any more detail.

Installation of the transmitter, receiver, and computer controller

The transmitter, receiver and data acquisition system, and the personal computer were the

same as those subsecluently employed at Christmas Island. Therefore, the reader is referred to

chapter 7 for any of the details on the system. At Blanchetown, all three components which make

up the ra'clar system were housed in a caravan which was positioned right in the middle of the

transmitting array. The caravan c.an be seen in figure 9.4, and besides housing the transmitter,

receiver and data acquisition system, and computer, contained various tools, spares, and could

l¡e used as a small workshop for small repairs. The caravan was air-conditioned, since during

sumrner the temperatures at Blanchetown commonly reach 40o C.

Although not continually used, the system at Blanchetorvn requires minimal maintenance

and is routinely used as a testing site for the development of new solid state transmitters and

reccit'ets being developed by the University of Adelaide in co-operation with local industry.

2These have since been replaced by coaúal cables
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See page 285

Figure g.3: Two of the four transmission towers used for transmission at the Blanchetown site'

The towers consist of three individual telescopic sections with each tower held in place by twelve

guy ropes, and extend to a height of about thirty metres' as' folded

ãiiot" typ"r, can just be seen at the top of the towers, in o ceramic

insulators (600 mm apart). A caravan houses the transmi -- 
as well as

the computer controller, in this case a personal computer. The antenna feeders ale held up on

short posts and can be seen in line with the caravan. They feed the transmitting signal to the

mid.dle of the antennas into a balun box, seen on the picture as a little black dot just above the

windmill water pump.

See page 287

Figure 9.4: AII four of the transmitting towers used for transmission at the Blanchetorvn site'

m1n" background between the two towers on the left can side, one of the three receiving towers

can be just seen. They extend in height to about ten metres and hold up two orthogonal dipoles

which do not physically touch (one passes underneath the other)'
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Figure 9.6: Four-hourly mean data rates rneasurecl at Blanchetown over ten days in October
1989. The contouts are a percentage of the total data accepted by the analysis program. A
maúmum of 120 points can be collected per each four-houl block. The black areas, which occur
during night-time at heights below about 82 km, indicate no data being collected.

procedure was aclopted for each height of observation.

This method removed most of the outlicrs in the clata, and although it probably removed

some good data. the net effect was believed to irnprove the reliabiütv of the means. Overall less

than 10% of total rlata rvas removed.

9.3.1 Signal-to-noise ratios

During each ra,da,r sonncling, a real-time coherent averaging of a number of successive received

echoes is executed, enabJìng signals which ale up to 6 dB below noise level to be detected.

Providing that the noise is assurned to be constant, the sigrLal-l,o-noise ratio, S/N, gives a

rough indication of the echo strength. Noise is generally due to a combination of three sources;

natural receiver noise, natural sources) and man-made noise. It is assumed that the receiver

noise is constant, and the site at Blanchetown is well removed from any local man-made sources,

so that outside interference does not vary. This is not strictly true at night-time when noise
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can propagate large distances in the ionosphere. Another possible sortrce of interference is due

to maritime communications which use the frequency range around 1.98 MHz, but no evidence

of this was found.

Figure 9.5 is an image-contour plot of four-hourly means of the S/N ratios measured at

Blanchetown over 10 days in October 1989 over the 70-98 height range. When calcuiating

S/N ratios one has to be careful not to use any simple arithmetic means since the S/N ratio

distributions are non-Gaussian, and can show intense short bursts. These ratios were calculated

by using the median values of the four-hourly blocks of data for each height range and for each

of the three receivers. This method has the advantage of not being inlluenced by short intense

bursts and is more representative of the typical S/N ratios observed. Only data from one

receiver were presented here as data, from all three were virtualìy identical.

The S/N ratios at Blanchetown show a clear diurnal variation, with a total absence of

reflections below 80 km during night-time. A strong S/N ratio is observed <luring early mornings

on all days, centred between 85 to 95 km.

9.3.2 Data rates

Figure 9.6 is an image-contour plot of the four-hourly mean pel'centage of data points for each

individual height ralìge collected by the Blanchetown radar sYstem attd accepted by the full

correlation analysis. As the radar samples every 2 miuutes, 120 data points are possible per

four-hourly period. The data rates show a clear diurnal variation. Between the heights of 83

and 95 km about 40% of data is accepted during the night, while this ligure increases to more

than 60%, and even 80% during the day. Above this height range the data rates are only around

20%. At greater heights very few echoes are received during the day-time as the E layer causes

total reflection at frequencies of 2MHz. Below about 83 km, the day-time rates are quite good,

only slightly smaller than those above this range. However, no night-time data are collected

below 80 km, since no significant ionization occurs at these heights.

Besides the physica.l limitations, data are also rejected due to the various full correlation
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analysis rejection criteria discussed earlier. It is generally found that data belorv B0 km are

rejected not only as a consequence of low S/N ratios but because of slow fading, long tirne

delays, and PTD ) 50 as well. This is not surprising since that region of the atmosphere is

known to be relatively stable. At greater heights, rejection due to slow fading, long time delays

and PTD ) 50 criteria all decrease in importance while the other criteria, like the various

comparisons of apparent to true velocities, become much more important.

9.4 Mean winds at Blanchetown

Figure 9.7 (top) is an image-contour plot of four-hourly mean zonal winds measured with the

partial-reflection radar at Blanchetown. The data have not been filtered to rernove any ti<lal

rnotions, and the diurnal tide is quite evident in the winds which oscillate between -40ms-l

and 40ms-1 (westward and eastward respectively). The winds are generally eastwarcl during

the tlay, and westward during the night, with the wind reversal occurring early i¡ the ¡rornìng

and in tlte evening. However, after about the 11¿å of October, the <luration of the eastward

flcw decreases with the wind reversals occurring much later in the morning and earlic'r in t,he

afternoon.

Figure 9.7 (bottom) is an image-contour plot of four-hourly mean meridional rviurls. Sirn-

ilarly to the zonal wind, a dominant tidal diurnal variation is observed in thc wind, although

tlLe magnitude is slightly smaller, oscillating betwecn 30 and -30ms-r. The neridional rvincl is

also less structured than the zonal, clearly evident around the 10th. In addition, the mcridional

component lags the zonal component by approximately 6 hr while both components exhibit a

steady phase propagation with height. The diurnal wind vector thus rotates in an anticlockwise

manner with time, as expected for tides in the Southern Hemisphere. Both the semi-diurna,l

and the ter--diurnal tidal modes also exist at Blanchetown, but their amplitudes are smaller

than the dominant diurnal tide.

Mesospheric solar tides at Adelaide and other sites have been extensively investigaterl, and

will be considered here no further. The reader is referred to the numerous publications on solar
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Figure g.7: Four-hourly zonal (top) and meridional (bottom) winds measured at Blanchetown

over ten days during October 1989. The contours are iabelied in ms-l.
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Figure 9.8: Four-hourly mean total wind magnitude measured at Blanchetown over ten days
during October 1989. The contours are labelled in ms-l.

tides, see e.g. Groues [1976], Forbes [7977,1990], Bal/ [1981], Vincent et al. [1988] and the

references contained therein.

The reason that the mean winds are of interest and are presented here, is to compare them

with the various spaced-antenna parameters. These are presented in the following sections.

Specifically, the short-term comparison of the mean winds with fading times, aspect sensitivities,

artd orientation of the correlation ellipse is a major objective of this study. When calculating

the long-term circulation it was found that the zonal component is the dominant of the two,

and it was sufficient to compare various full correlation analysis parameters against the zonaJ

component only. IIowevet, when examining the daily winds, the meridional component is just

as important. In that case, what is of more interest is not the separate meridional and zonal

components, but rather the magnitude of the wind.

Figure 9.8 is an image-contour plot of the four-hourly means of the wind magnitude, i.e.

irrespective of the wind direction. One can see that the wind speed is never less than 20ms-1

and at times approaches 60ms-1. In the early part of the data sample, a periodic variation is
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clearly evident. In addition, the wind magnitude towards the latter part of the ten-day period

approach much larger valueS.

9.5 Spaced-antenna Parameters

The following sections discuss the daily behaviour of the various full correlation analysis param-

eters. These sections are mainly intended to provide information on the changes exhibited by

the scattering structures. While the results can be taken to be reasonably accurate, they should

not taken as being exact. Error bars have not been included with any of the data presented,

although they have been calculated. The standard deviation of the means has been found to

be no more, and usually less, than 20To of the mean value.

It was in a way fortunate that the time of these observations occurred during October,

as this is the time when the seasona.l winds undergo a reversal [see figure 6.3], and the other

parameters show one of the semi-annual transitions. These results are presented in chapter 6.

Fading time

The fading time, as measured by a ground-based observer, is shown as an image-contour plot

of four-hourly means in figure 9.9 (top). The fading time is seen to vary between about 1.5 and

more than 5.0 seconds. The most obvious feature of the data is the change in fadirtg time with

height. The fading time between 70 and 75 km is approximately 5.0 seconds. This decreases at a

reasonably constant rate to less then 2.0 seconds above 90 km, and is fairly constant thereafl,er.

There are a few anomalies. However, these can be accounted for by the wind magnitude. For

example,duringnoonof theSúÀ and,L2th,,asmallfadingtimeof 2.0secondsorlessisobserved

above 85 km. This is directly related to the wind magnitude which is larger, more than 40ms-1,

during these times [see figure 9.8]. Similarly, during noon of the 6¿ä, a larger fading time is

evident through all the heights, and again, this is reflected in the wind magnitude which is

relatively low at this time. Therefore, the fading time above about 80 km is clearly dependent

on the prevailing wind magnitude at that time.
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Figure 9.9: Four-hourly mean fading time (top) and lifetime of ground pattern (bottom) at
Blanchetown over a one week period during October 1989. The contours are in seconds.
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In contrast, while the fading times in the 70-80 km height range are relatively large, the wirid

magnìtudes at these heights are also large. This implies that other physical processes besides

the mean wind a,ffect the fading times. In this case, the longer fading times can be tra'ced to

the aspect sensitivity, or spatial extent of the scatterers. This will be discussed shortiy.

Lifetime of ground pattern

The lifetime of the ground pattern, which has had effects of the mean wind removed, is shown

as an image-contour plot of four-hourly means in figure 9,9 (bottom). As expected, the values

are significantiy larger than the fading times, extending from 2.0 to around 10 sec.onds. The

general tendency is for the lifetime to decrease with increasing height, a behaviour consistent

with decreasing atmospheric stability. In addition, the lifetime behaviour is also somewhat

sìmilar to the wind magnitude. The best example of that occurs around noon of the 6th of

October, when the prevailing wind was quite low, of the order of 20ms-1, and extended through

all the height range. At that time, the lifetimes were quite large, greater than 6.0 seconds, and

also extended through all the heights measured.

The behaviour of the pattern lifetime can be loosely interpreted as a measure of atmospheric

stability. In its primitive form, the lifetime is defìned as the time taken for the auto-correlation

fucntion of the ground diffraction pattern to fall to 0.5, as seen by an observer rnoving in its

frame of reference. Therefore, the low lifetimes above 85 km can be taken as a measure of a

disturbed atmosphere.

Pattern scale

The scale of the ground diffraction pattern is shown in an image-contout plot of four-hourly

means in figure 9.10 (bottom). The pattern scale varies between 200 and more than 400 m, with

the smaller pattern scales occurring at greater heights. A clear diurnal variation is observed

between 75 and 85 km, where night-time pattern scales are greater than 400 m, while day-time

pattern scales are less than 250 m. Furthermore) the small pattern scales which occur during

the day-time are relativeþ long-lived.

297
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Figure 9.10: Four-hourly mean size (top) and axial ratio (bottom) of the grountl pattern at
Blanchetown over a one week period during October 1989. The contours for the pattern size
are in metres while the ratio contours are a ratio of the semi-major to the semi-minor axis.
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Above 88 krn the scale of the ground diffraction patterns falls to less than 250 m. In contrast

to the lower heights, the diurnal variation is hardly noticeable, and is only evident on the 12¿À,

13úå, and the 14¿å, where during day-time, the scales fall to their lowest values of less than 200

m. The small pattern scaJ,es are indicative of a more isotropic scatterers..

Pattern axial ratio

The ratios of the semi-major to the semi-minor axes of the ellipse which describes the ground

diffraction pattern, as a function of height, are shown as an image-contour four-hourly mean

plot in figure 9.10 (bottom). A pattern ratio of 1.0 indicates a circular diffraction pattern. In

the data presented here the ratio varies between about 1.2 and more than 3.0.

While above 90 km the pattern ratìo is in some instances greater than 3.0, below that

height it is never much larger than 1.5. This increase in axial ratio with height has been found

in other studies. Other studies have also found a constant increase in axial ratio with height [see

e.g. Clemeslta,,1963; ^9fzóós, 19771. Superimposed on this height structure is a clear diurnal

variation where the aúal ratio is smaller <luring the day-time, and increases at night. The

day-time ratios a,re less than 1.5, and are quite long-lived. The relationship between the axial

ratio, and the pattern orientation will be discussed in a following section.

9.6 Aspect sensitivity

Using the full correlation analysis parameters discusscd previously, it was once again possible tc-r

calculate the aspect sensitivity of the partial reflection radar scatterers. Again the two methods

used were the spectral-width and the spatial-correlation method. Their results are presented

as image-contour four-hourly means in figure 9.11 with the spectral=width results presented

on the top and the spatial-correlation results on the bottom of the figure.

Both methods show that the general behaviour of d" is to vary both with height and on a

daily basis. It is important to note, however, that although at first glance the two results appear
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identical in magnitude, the spectral-width data vary between 10o and 40o, rvirile the spatial

correlation data vary between 10o and 23o. Between 70 and 90 krn d" varies only marginallv

around a mean value while it increases at a fairly rapid pace between 90 and g8 km. In the

spectral-width case, d" varies by no more than *5o around a mean of 15o, while in the spatial-

correlation data0" varies by *2.5o around a mean value of about 11o. Il contrast, between g0

and 98 km, d" increases at a quite rapid pace, from 20o to 40o in the spectral-width case and from

15o to 23o in the spatial correlation case. The increase in d" suggests that the structures which

cause the partial radar reflections are more isotropic with increasing height. The difference i1

the actual values between the two can can be attributed to two factors. Firstly, turbulence can

contaminate the measurements of the spectral-width, and can artificially increase d". Secondly,

the fading time measurements are sensitive to the orientation of the correlation ellipse with

respect to the mean wind. That is why the spectral-width ca,lcula,tions are, as always, upper

limits and not meant to represent mean values.

The diurnal variation in d" is not as evident as it rvas jn some of the prcvious parameters

exa,mined, e.g. the pattern size or the axial ratio. Above g0 km d" is larger during night-time and

smaller during day-time. This is most evident around the grh, l0t/', 11rå ancl l2tt, of October,

especially so at g0 km altitude. Below 90 km, it is very dilficult to say rvith any confidence that

a dir:rnal variation is present, although on sonìe niglLts, a urininrum is experienced around gb

km. This is especially evident in the spectral-width estinratcs.

9.7 Horizontal correlation lengths

Figure 9'12 (top) is the length-to-depth ratio, L/h, of the scatterers as calculated using the

spectral-width method while that calculated using the spatial-correlation method is shown in

figure 9.12 (bottom). Both are exhibited as image-contour four-hourly mean plots. However,

unlike the case for d", the t/h ratios use the same colour range for the different data periods,

ranging from 1.0 up to 4,0. This enables at first glance to show the difference between the two
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methods. Whilst the spatial-correlation method ranges from around 2.0 to 4.0, the spectral-

width rànges from less than 1.5 to around 3.0, on the average about 30% larger.

In general though, the t/h ratios calculated by the two methods show very similar trends.

Up to a height of about 85 km, the L/h ratios are relatively stable. They do, however, show

a diurnal variation, especially so around 85 km where night-time ratios are large, 3.0 in the

spectral-width case and 4.0 in the spatial-correlation case. Between 85 and g0 km, the L/h

ratios change quite rapidly falling down to 1.5 in the spectral-width case and down to2.5 in the

spatial-correlation case. In some instances, these local maximum contours propagate to greater

heights. For example, on the gth,l}th and 11rÀ, the L/h ratiosincrease between 85 90 km, and

sl-Low a clear diurnal variation. However, the L/h ratios above 90 km are generally quite stable

and show very little day-to-day variability.

If these L/h ratios are indicative of the structure of the radar scatterers, then these scatterers

possess the greatest length-to-depth ratio belorv about 85 km, and are relatively isotropic above

90 km. In absolute terms, since the radar is sampling a,t a wavelength of 150 m, and is reflected

by structures whole vertical extent is of the order of 75 m, the horizontal length of these

structures varies from 100 to 280 m.

9.8 Two dirnensional nature of the scatterers

In the previous sections data have been presented and discussed which suggest,ed that the

scattering structures possessed an anisotropic geometry. The length-to-depth ratio of thc

scatterers was seen to vary from nearly circular to be, in some instances, greater than 4.0.

While the spectral-width and the spatial-correlation method both showed similar results, they

differed in their magnitudes. This was attributed to the fact that the spectral-width method

might be contarninated by turbuelnce. In addition, the spatial-correlation method uses the

geometrical mean of the major and the minor axis of the correlation ellipse, while the spectral-

width method relies on the fading time measured in the direction of the mean wind. If, however,

the correlation ellipse is aligned with the mean wind, the fading time measured would be much
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Figure 9.13: Four-hourly mean normalized lengths of the ground pattern for axial ratios of
1.0-9.0 (top) and 1.4-9.0 (bottom) at Blanchetown for one week in October 1989. The contours
are the normalized length when direction has been taken into account.
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Figure 9.14: Four-hourly mean relative data rates for axia,l ratios of 1.4-9.0 at Blanchetown for
one week in October 1989. The contours are percc'ntages of the total data in thal; axial range

to the total data accepted by the analysis progt'arn.

greater than if the minor axis were aligned rvith the mean rvind. 'Ihis dependence on the

geometrical arrangement of the ground diflraction pa,tl,eru is translated into calcrrlations of d"

and subsequently L/h.

It is therefore fortunate that the full correlation analvsis, besicles providing the size and axial

ratio of the ground diffraction pattern, also measures its physical orientation. This orientation

of the ground ellipse, mean direction and variability is investiga,ted here.

In the study of directional data, it makes no scnse to utilize linear statistics which can

lead to paradoxes. The data presented in this study was analyzed using circular statistics.

This is covered in more detail in appendix C which follows on from Mardia 11,972). Briefly

however, we calculate a mean unit length, which is a normalized vector constructed from a

number of vectors. Thus, a unit length of 1 indicates that all the other vectors were oriented

in the same direction, while a mean unit length of approximately 0.2 indicates that most of the

vectors pointed in random directions. Care should be taken in this interpretation, since vectors
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rvith a systematic variation in angle would still appear random in this situation. However, no

systematic behaviour was observed in the data which would cause such small unit lengths.

Figure 9.13 (top) is the mean length of the correlation ellipses, for axial ratios of between

1.0 and 9.0. The diagram clearly illustrates that there is no clear preferential orientation of the

major axis, and that most of the time their direction is quite random and successive values are

independent of each other. An exception occurs for a few hours after noon between 85 and g0

km, especialiy evident on the Tth,gth and gúÀ when the mean unit length was greater than 0.4.

Another subtle feature of the data is that the mean unit lengths below B0 km are, perhaps,

system aticalJy larger.

It has been suggested in a study by Wright €l Pitteway [1978], that even diffraction patterns

rvhose conputed axial ratios are up to 1.3 may be considered as being circular, and as such their

major axis direction would be suspect and not a real physical phenomena. For that reason, the

clata rverc accepted according to their axial ratio, so that any diffraction pattern whose axial

ra,tio was less than 1.4 or greater than 9.0 was rejected. These filtered data are presented in

frgure 9.13 (bottom), while figure 9.14 show the relative percentage of data that fell within this

range and rvere thus accepted. The flltered data diagram shows that, although the mean unìt

length has sornervhat improved, it is still relatively random in its orientation, and not much

grouping of riata is secn. The three days described above, 7'hr8'h, and grå again show a clear

maximunr, rvltere the unit length this time is greater than 0.6. This suggests that the grouping

of the difflaction pattern orientations is time-dependent with a diurnal variation. However, at

these times, the percentage of data whose axial ratios were greater than 1.4 was relatively low,

about 50%, and there is a chance that the data accepted on the basis of its axial ratio could be

biased.

Since the data did indicate the possibility that the pattern orientations did possess some

group structure, the next step involved constructing histograms and binning data according

to three criteria. First of all, only patterns whose axial ratios were in the 1.4-9.0 range were

accepted. Secondly, the data were separated into two height ranges, 70-84 km and 86-98 km.
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Figure 9.15: Histograms of the orientation of the rnajor axis, filtered for patterns whose axis

are greater than 1.4 and less than 9.0. The histograrns are based on two height ranges. Those
on the left examine the 70 to 84 km range. while those on the right look at the 86 to 98 km
range. In addition the data is further grouped according to time. Starting from the top, each

histogram looks at a six hour interval; 0:00 to 5:59, 6:00 to 11:59, 12:00 to 17:59, and 18:00 to
23:59 local time. The data are grollped into bins of rvidth 5o.
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Fi¡ally, the data were split into 4 time ranges; 0:00-5:59,6:00-11:59, 12:00-17:59, and 1B:00

23:59 local time. The data were binned into 5o intervals, and the orientation was measured

clockwise with respect to North. These histograms are presented in figure 9.15. It is important

to note that the y-axis range, which is the total count, differs between the histograms.

The histograms indicate that during the day-time hours the major axis is predominantly

oriented within 25o of the north-south axis. This is especially so in the lower height range, but

is also observed in the 86-98 krn range. During the night-time hours, there is no evidence to

suggest a preferential orientation of the pattern in the lower height range, although this could,

in part, be due to the low sampling rate. IIowever, in the 86-98 km range, it would be more

accurate to suggest that the major axis is least likely to be oriented in the east-west plane.

\Mith the establishment of the fact that there seems to be some sort of structure to the

mean group orientation of the diffraction patterns, the question must be raised whether this is

due to the mean wind, some sort of external forcing, or to the magnetic lield lines. l-igure 9.16

are histograms, constructed similarly to the ones discussed above. However, in this case what

was binned was the mean difference between the wind direction and the major axis orientation,

such that only the direction of the wind was used without regard to its absolute direction3.

Thus, the algebraic difference between the two varies between 0o, indicating that they "faced"

the same way, or 90o, indicating that the rvind direction rvas orthogonal to tlre major axis of

the pattern.

Several unusual results are found. Looking at the 70-84 km height rarìge one sees that

during the night-time hours, the difference between the two teltds towards orthogonality, while

during the day-time hours the reverse is true. Howevet, within the 86-98 km height range all of

the histograms except the one constructed for the 6-11 hr data show that in general the wind

and the major axis size are more than 45o apart, i.e. tending towards orthogonality. This is a

pttzzlttng result, and cannot be simply explained. Since the effect is far less pronounced than

that in figure 9.15, the preferred orientation of the scatterers seems to related to the north-east

direction rather than the wind direction. Tlús could partly be due to a geomagnetic effect, but

3i.e. it made no difference if the wind was eastward or westward
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with no concurrent data for any geomagnetic indices, a clear conclusion cannot be reached. The

comparison of pattern orientation and geomagnetic activity is further discussed in chapter 11.



Chapter 10

Short-term results from Christrnas

Island

10.1 Introduction

The Christmas Island. radar system has already been discussed at length in Chapter 7 which

examines both the radar and long-term results, and in Appendix B which discusses some general

aspects of the island. This chapter will concent.rate solely on the short-term results (four'-hourly

averages) obtainerl from the Christmas Island data,. Since it would serve no purpose to present

all the data collectecl, only four periods, each of one week duration and spaced at equal periods

are presented. The choice of the dates was made relatively easy, for during late March 1991, the

Christmas Island radar was part of a global equatorial campaign, ALOHA-901, conducteci in

March-April 1990. This provided a unique opportunity to compare results obtained by several

instruments. The data presented here cover the periods lgth-26th March, 1sr-3tfr' June, 1"r-8tÀ

September ,tr¿ 1sr-3tå' December.

Some of the work presented in this chapter, in particular connected with the ATOHA-9O

campaign has been published in Vincent €i Lesicar [1991] and Hostetler et aI., [1991]. These

papers are located irr Appendices G and 11.

t{irbo.o" Lidar and Obse¡vations of the Hawaüan Airglow-1990

311
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LO.2 ALOHA-90

ALOHA-90 was a, progran designcd to study the horizontal clensity and temperatur.e struc-

ture of the upper stratosphet'e (25 55 knr altitude) and uppel mesos¡rherc (80 105 krn) oi,er.

the micl-Pacific equatorial regions, with an emphasis on wave activity. Intemal gravity waves

are common throughout the atmosphele and are thought to corne from a variety of sources

including tropospheric convection, lvind shears, orography, and even large ocean swells. Gener-

all¡r propagating rrpwards, these waves dissipate their energv neal the rìesopause, contribriting;

to both i,he momentum and turbulence enelgy budgets. The clrag caused by these waves dis-

sipating is now known to have a significant effect on the dynarnics a,nd thermal state of tlier

middle atmosphere. However, the majority of gravity-wave observations are frorn in sittL a.nd

remote--seilsing instruments, and very few observa,tions have lteen undertaken whicþ stucly t|e

geographic distribution of wave activity, characteristics of wave sources a.nd the horiz<¡ntal st:alcs

r-¡f the n'al'e induced density, rvin<l, and temperature perturltatjons. ALOHA g0 attemptecl to

adrìress some of these;ssues, and involved nine research groups from the UrilerJ States, Ca.rLada,

Ilirited Kingdorn, anrl Australia. It was based at Maui, llarvaii lGarclner,lgglj. Solre iriIia,]

lesults of the campai¡4n weÌe presented in an issue of Geophysical Research Lctters [Volume 18,

Nurnber 71.

In the work presented here, we compare results obtained by tìre Cl'rristmas Island MI'partial

reflectiorL radar with a VHF radar and several airborne instrulncnts including a lidar, sJrc<:

trorneter and interferometer. The VI{F radar is a VHF stratosphere--troposphere wincì profìler.,

iocated on Christmas Island and operated by the University of Colorado and NOAA Aerolonry

Labot'ii.tory (Na,tional Oceanographic a,nd Atmospheric Adrninistration). It provicled measure-

ments of the three--rlimensional wind fleld [see e.g. Gage et al., 1990]. The l-idar, operated by the

University of rllinois, was a Na/Rayieigh type. It measures atmospheric density and tempera-

ture profiles in the stratosphere (22-55 km) and Na density profiles near the mesopause (80-105

km) [see e.g. Gardner et a1.,1989]. The Ðbert-Fastie visible and near-infrared opectrcmeter.

operated by the Univeisity of Michigan, measures the intensities and rota,tional ternperatures of
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Figrrre 10.1: Flight paths for the Electra scientific missions on the 22'd,25th,27tt' and 3l"t
\'f alclr 1990 [from Gardner,1991].

the 02 Ätmospheric (0-1) and Ol{ Meinel (7 3 & 6-2) barLds. The University of Michigan also

operates a Miclielson interferometer which senses the near infra red region from approximately

1 to 1.7 ¡rm. By obtaining nightglow emission measurements of the OH Meinel (4-2 k 3-I)

bancls the rotational temperatures can be deduced.

AII thlee instruments were rnounted on board an Electra 4-engine turbo-prop aircraft.

Altogether, 6 night-time missions were flown. Of these, five were based in Hawaii, with two

rrissiorrs flying along an east-rvest path (27th and 31"¿ March), two on a north-south flight

path (22"'/ and 251å N{arch) and one doing alocal flight around Hawaii (29¿â March). ifhe two

north-south missions approached very close to Christmas Island. The four north-south ancl

east west flight paths are shown in flgure 10.1 [from Gard,ner,1991].

'Ihis chapter is structured rnainly to discuss the short-term behaviour of the mean winds,

other full correlation analysis parameters, and the structure of the partial reflection radar

scatterers through the calendar year. These results, and comparisons with the ALOHA-$Q

campaign, especially those on the 22"d and 25th March will be discussed where appropria,te.

However, some results pertaining to the other flight will also be noted where relevant. \Me start,

however, with some general characteristics of the data at Christmas Island using a somewhat

similar format to the previous chapters.
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10.3 Experirnentaltechnique

All the data were analyzed in a similar fashion to those presented in c}rapter L That is, after'

grouping the data into four-hourly intelva,ls, four points which sÌroled nraxirnum deviation

from the mean were removed from the data sanple, and a new rnean cornprited. Thjs resulted

in a maxjmum of 70% data being rejected. As mentioned above, the data covcrecl periods from

19rÀ to 26tå March, 1"¿ to 8rÀ June, 1st ¿o 6tÀ September, and 1'¿ to 8li' Dccember, all <luring

1990. Hereafter, reference to each period shall be rnadc on the basis of the ntonth in which il,

occurs only.

10.3.1 Data rates

Figure 10.2 (top) is an image contour plot of the four hourly mearì per.centage of data points

for each individual height range collected by the Christmas Island radar systcm a.nd acceptecl

by the full correlation analysis for lvlarch, while figure 10.2 (bottom) is the same for Junc.

Sirrrilarly fgure i0.3 (top) is for September rvhile flgure 10.2 (bol,tom) covers the first B cla.ys in

f)ecem.ber.

The radar samples each height range every 2 min, making it possible to colleòt a total of 720

points during four hours. Aü of the four months indicate good data rates between B0 ald 90 kn¡.

HoweveL, March shows an exceptionally cleal diurnal variation which is only rveakly evidcnt

during r;he other three months. During March, the night-tirne data rates, especiall¡, þs1,w.r.r.

82 and 93 knr are very large. This maximum is less evident during Junc and Deceinber and

even less so in September. Furthermore, while night-time data rates at around 60 km for June,

September, and especially December were virtually zero, during l\4arch they were noticeably

larger.

Arrother noticeable feature is that the data rates between 70-78 km during June, September

and December are much larger than during March. Furthermore, these tlata rates change

abmptly ,luring night-time, unlike March where the data rate contours are moïc widely spaced

indicaùins a slowel change.
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In addition, the nights of the 27"t l22nd arul 24tÌ'f 25rÀ N{arch are quite different, rvith the

data rates below B0 krn for the ,ntn ¡25th significantly la,rger than the 2I"t f 22'd. These two

dates are especia,liy important, for these are the nights that the Electra aircraft flew verv close

to Christmas Island.

An unexpected results is that, above 80 km, the night-time data rates are far greater thart

those during the day-time, when the converse is expected to be true due to a lack of ionization

[see e.g. the data rates for Blanchetown, figure 9.6]. To investigate this further, the raw data

were binned according to three criteria. Firstly, the data were separated according to the

full correlation acceptance and rejection rules. Secondly, the data were split into three height

ranges; 70-178 km,80 88 km, and 90-98 krn. Finally, tire data, were separated accordilg to the

time of day into 6-hourly periods starting at midnight loca,l time (LT). These results are tabled

in tables 10.1 and 10.2, and the following discussion is based around the results displayed in

these tables. For simplicity sake the 0:00-6:00 period will be referred to as night, the 6:00-

12:00 period the morning, the 12:00-18:00 period the afternoon, and the 18:00-24:00 period the

evening.

In the 70-7E km height range the data rates increased from less than 1% during the night

to more thar 20Yo during the morning and afternoon, aud decreased to less tha¡r 5% in the

evening. Most of the data were rejected due to one of four principal criteria, tlte S/N ratio,

slow fading time, Iong time delays, and PTD's. While during the night and evening periods

the dominant rejection was due to the low S/N ratios, during the morning and afternoon the

dominant rejection occurred due to the slow fading and the PTD criteria. This shift in rejection

can be attributed to the increase in ionization and the relative stability of the mesosphere at

these heights.

However, in the 80-88 km height range the reverse is true. Whilst the data rates through

all the time periods improve, this is most dramatic at rtight where around 55% of data are

accepted. This number is slightly smaller in the morning, and decreases by nearly one-half in

the afternoon. In this height range the rejections due to low S/N ratios decreased relatively
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Figure 10.2: Four-hourly percentage of data accepted by the Christmas Island partial reflection
radar per unit height for 8 days in March (top) and June (bottom), 1gg0.
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Error
Code

Meaning 0:00 6:00 LT 6:00 12:00 LT
70-78 80 88 90 98 70-78 80-88 90 98

0

I
2

.)

4

5

6

7

8

I
10

11

72

13

1,4

15

16

Analysis OI( (data accept)
Signal level too low
Signal/Noise too low
Fading too slow
Time delays too long
PTD > 50
V: <0 (dataaccept)
Pattern analysis fails
Vo > 250ms-1

10"-0"1>40o
1r" s 4V
I/¡ ) 7.5Vo

Bad ft to cross-corr. fn
p*o, less than 0.2
Hardware fp errol
Maths error (Log, Log10)
Other maths errol's

0.8
1.1

31.0
77.1,

18.1

19.1

0.2
0.8

0.1

0.2

<0.05
1.0

7.9

0.4

<0.05
0.2
2.0

52.8

<0.05
5.6

12.7

4.5
12.7

1.8

r.2
0.4
2.t
2.0

2.3

1.6

0.1

<0.05
0.3

0.3

36.3

0.0

0.0

2.7

9.6

27.0

7.7

5.1

0.8

3.5

2.2

6.1

0.2

5.1

<0.05
0.2

0.0

22.3

0.0

0.6

34.3
7.2

25.1

0.2
0.9

1.0

2.6

3.0
1.5

0.5

0.7
0.0

<0.05
0.1

44.4

0.0

0.2
i8.0
6.0

17.0

0.5

1.4

1.0

3.1

4.0
2.5

0.4

0.4
0.0

0.1

<0.05

34.5

0.0

<0.05
2.8

11.1

21.2

0.6

5.0

2.5

8.1

6.1

4.5

0.2
3.1

0.0

0.1

0.0

Table 10.1: The full correlation analysis performs on-line analysis of data which mav be accepted
and rejected according to stringent parameters. The table above lists the different acceptance
and rejection codes, and the relative percentage of data that was deemecl suitable or not by
the speciflc error code. The data is binned into three different height distributions; 70 Z8 km,
B0 88 km, and 90-98 km. In addition the data was separated according to the. time of day, in
this case for 0:00-6:00 and 6:00-12:00 LT.

quickly across all tirne periods, unìike that of the slow fading time and the PTD cr.iteria whose

contributions inctease during the mo¡ning and afternoon periods, but at a smaller rate. This

difference in ra,te explains the observed large night-time data acceptance rates.

In the 90-98 km height range, the data acceptance rates are very similar, fluctuating around

35%. The rejection due to thefour principal criteria are relatively constant, with the exception

of slow fading which is somewhat larger during the afternoon. In addition, the other eleven

rejection criteria become much more important, contributing to the rejection of around 30%

of the total data, as compared to the other two height ranges where their contribution varies

around 10%.

LO.3.2 Signal-to-noise ratios

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the S/N ratio is a good indicator of the echo strength

provided that the receiver and natural noise is constant, and that there are no rnan-nìade radio
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Drror
Code

Meaning 12:00-18:00 LT 18:00 24:00 LT
70 78 80-Bs 90-98 70-78 80-88 90-98

0

1

2

r)

4

5

6

7

8
q

10

11

12

13

T4

15

16

Analysis OK (data accept)

Signai level too low
Signal/Noise too low
Fading too slow
Time delays too long
PTD > 50

V: <0 (dataaccept)
Pattern analysis fails
Vo > 250ms-1

lo"-0"1>4oo
V" > 4Vt

Vt ) 7.5V"
Bad flt to cross-corr. fn
p-o, less than 0.2
I{ardware fp error
Maths error (Log, Logf0)
Other maths errors

25.0

0.0

0.1

33.5

7.9

23.8

0.2

0.7

1.1

2.4

3.2

1.5

<0.05
0.4

0.0

0.0

<0.05

28.I
0.0

0.1

27.8
8.8

22.1

0.2

1.1

I.4
.)a

5.2

1.8

0.2

0.3

0.0

0.1

<0.05

33.9

<0.05
<0.05

8.7

7\.2
77.9

0.3

5.0

1.4

9.0

6.2

4.4

1.1

0.7

0.0

0.2

0.0

4.9

0.2
23.0
20.0
16.2

2t.1
0.3

1.1

0.3

0.7

0.3

1.2

7.3

1.8

<0.05
0.1

1.5

37.3

<0.05
5.2
13.1

5.7
17.5

0.6
1.6

2.2

3.5
7.7
qK

1.8

0.9

<0.05
0.2
0.2

38.3
0.0
0.0
r.7

10.6

23.r
0.9
4.9
r.2
5.4
3.6

5.0

0.4
4.5

<0.05
0.2

<0.05

Table 10.2: As for table 10.1 but for data collected durirg 12:00-18:00 and 18:00-24:00IT

sources nearby. Christmas Islancl is far renroved from any large population centres, there are

no radio sources on the island, a,nd the receiver noise is constant. The S/N ratios, therefore,

provide a crude indication of the echo strength.

Figure 10.4 (top and bottom) arc irnage-contour plots of the four-hourly signal to-noise

(S/N) ratios for March and June respectively, rvhile fgure 10.5 (top and bottom) are for Septem-

ber and Decenber respectively. -Ure ratios rvere calculated by using the median values of the

four-hourly blocks of data for each height range and for each of the three receivers. The medi-

ans were used instead of arithrnetic means since they provided a much more robust result and

were not influenced by large deviations in the data. Only data lrom one receiver are presented

since the data from all three receivers were virtually identical. For ease of comparison all the

data is colour-coded, and the sarne colour scheme is used for all the different data periods"

There are several interesting features exhibited by the S/N ratios. Below about 80 km, the

S/N ratios are fairly constant and do not show any significant temporal variation. At greater

heights, however, in June, September, and December there are clear diurnal variations with

maximum S/N ratios approaching 25 dB during the day and dropping down to less than 5 dB
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at night. In contrast the S/N ratios at these ireights during March are systenratically srnaller by

approximately 5 dB, and the diurnal variation so evidcnt irr the other months is weak. Ilowever',

the diurnal variation can also be an artifact of the va,riation in noise level which increases a1,

night and is not evident below 80 km due to lack of night-time data.

Tlre S/N ratios during the nights of the 27"t f 22"d and the 24tn ¡25tn À4arch, the time of

the ALO HA-90 flights, are interesting. The S /N ratios during the 27't f 22nd are a,pproxìmately

5 dB at 82 km increasing to 15 dB at 85 km. During the 24th f 25¿Â, howcver', tire S/N latios

are markedly different, approximately 5 dB at 76 km and nearlv 20 dB at 85 ìim. Ihis is a

difference of nearly 10 dB at a height of 82 km, and is quite significant.

LO.4 Mean winds and dynamics

The mean four-hourly zonal and meridional rvinds are shown as image coulour plots ìn figures

10.6, 10.7, 10.8, arLd 10.9, for March, Juue, Septernber, ancl December respectivcly. H¡hile the

data were not flltered to temove wave motions, the four-hourly data blocks ensulecl that the

effects of slLort-period waves were remove<ì.

During March, the mean zonal winds a,r'e generally westward (easterlies) at all lreights above

75 km, ancl a,re close to zero or slightly eastlva,rd at lower heights. The maxiururn rvestrva,rd

flow occurs at heights near 85 km, where values up to -80 rns-l are obselveci. 'l'he lneridional

wind shows an influence of an oscillation ncar the 2-clay period, with the rvjnds on thc nights

of the 20th f 27"t,22"'t f 23'd and 24th f 25¿À being more northward than those on the nights of the

Tgth f 20th,21,"t f 22"d and the 2gra 124tn March.

In June the mean zonal winds above 80 km are generally eastward, upon which is superim-

posed a clear oscillation with a period of approxim ately 2 days. The maxirnum eastward flow

occurs at heights between 85-90 km, reaching values greater than 40 ms-1. Iletween 75-80 km,

the wind is generally westward with values around -20 ms-1, while below this height they turn

eastwards. 'Ihe mean meridional winds are influenced by a 2-day oscillatiorr with the winds

being eastward on the 2"dr  thr 6tl" and Blå, and westward on the alternate days, cha,nging bv
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60 ms-1, from 30 to -30 ms-1. In addition, between B0 and 90 km a diurnal oscillation is quite

clear.

In September, the mean zonal winds above 75 km are generally westward, although at times

a strong eastward flow is observed (on the 5tnl6t\. Below 75 km the flow is close to zero

or slightly westward. The mean meridional winds are clearly influenced by oscillations with

periods of approximately 1 and close to 2 days oscilÌating in value between -20 and 20 ms-1.

During December, the zonal winds exhibit no simple temporal structure. Above 80 km

during the first few days in December the flow is relatively weak and fluctuates in direction.

However, from the 5¿à to the 8rå, the flow is strongly eastward, reaching values of up to 40

ms-1. Below this height the flow is initially weakly westward changing to eastward at the same

time that the wind above 80 km exhibits a revetsal. The meridional mean flow indicates some

temporal structure, again with oscillations of around one and two days.

All of the observations of the mean zonal and meridional winds show that wave activity is

significant in the equatorial mesosphere. Power spectral analysis has shown that wave activity

occllrs at all time scales lVincent €! Lesicar,1991]. One scale in particular is the two-day wave

which has been found to be strong at equatorial and tropical latitudes [see e.g. Vincent I

Lesicar,lggl; Fritts (! Isler,1992; Harris €j Vincenú,1993]. In fact, the partial reflection radar

data used in tiris thesis has been analyzed for the 2-day wave motions by /larris €i I/inccnt

[1993], who found that a meridional quasi-two-day wave is present almost continuously in the

80-100 km height range, although its amplitude varies with season, being largest one month after

solstices and smallest during April. The two-day wave exhibited downwards phase propagation,

eonsistent with upwards energy propagation, a fêature easily observable ìn the meridional winds

presented above. In addition, at periods near two days, most of the variance is concentrated in

the meridional component. A satisfactory explanation of the mechanism producing the 2-day

wave has not yet been proposed, although several theories do exist [see e.g. Salby, L98I¡, Plumb,

1983; Pfister, 1985].

An examination of long-term periods (3-10 days) in the equatorial mesosphere has recently
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1ee1l.

been completed by Vincent [1993], rvho, using Christmas Island data,, found that motions within

these periods occur rnainly in the zonal winds. This is attributed to eastrvard propagating I(elvil

waves, rvhich are evanescent waves causing oscillations in the zonal wind component only. These

I(elvin waves exhibit a semiannual variation in their activity, reaching maximum amplitudes at

the rnesopause in January/Februa,ry, and August/September.

ALOHA-90

In this section we examine the results obtained during the ALOHA-90 campaign, concentrating

in parLicular on two nights , tlte 2I"t f 22'"d alnd 24tn f 25tn l4arch., u,hen the Blectra aircraft

carrying the Illinois lidar made its closest a,pproach to Cliristmas Island. We start lirst with the

results obtained with the ST radar located adjacent to our partial reflection radar on Christmas

Island. These have been published hy Auery €j Palo [1991].

The ST radar measures the three-dimensional wind freld over the height rarìge of 2-16 km,

with a temporal resolution of 4 min, and a height resolution of 1.2 krn. Over days 80-BO (March

27't-27th) the zonal winds were generally westrvard throughout the troposphere with a slight

eastward component above 10 km on days 80-83 (March 2l"t-24t\. The rneridional winds
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Figure 10.11: Daily values of the gravity wave variances in the 4 min to t hr period band
for both the zonal (solid) and meridional (dotted) wind components lfrom Vincent €i Lesicar,
1ee1l.

rvere weaker than the zonal on average. Superimposed on these wind fields are low and high-

frequency wave motions. The sum of the zonal and meridional variance in the wind freld for

four heights between 8 and 10 km bandpassed for wave motions between 20 min and 3 hours is

slrown in figure 10.10 [from Auery €! Palo,1991]. The diagram clearly shows that an increase

in variance is observed starting at day 82 and peaking at day 85. The variance is also seen to

increase with increasing height. Clearly this indicates that the troposphere had considerable

high frequency wave activity during this time, generated by convective activity and/or wincl

shea,rs.

The results from the MF partial reflection radar show that the ALOHA-90 campaign oc-

curred at a time when the equatorial mesosphere was dynamically active. Figure 10.11 shows

the daily values of the gravity-wave variances in the 4 min to t hr period band. It is clearly ap-

parent that the variances reach their largest values at the time of the A[OI{A-90 campaign. In

addition, significant daily variations are also shown, with the variances in each wind component

varying by as much as 100 rø;r2s-2.

Observations with the airborne Na/Rayleigh lidar, which measured Na density profiles, have

shown strong wave activity near Christmas Island on March 25tÀ, with measured wind variances

between 1000 and almost 1400 m2s-2 lHostetler et a1.,1991]. During the 2 hr period of closest
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approach to Christmas Island (around 0215 LT), the rms horizontal wind perturbations inferred

from the lidar measurements was 37 ms-1 rvhile the MF partial reflection radar measured 31

ms-l. The higher lida,r values were atLlibutecl to the averaging, since the peak rms winds

occulred at 4o N, and the lidar results wel'e averagecl between 2o N and 7o N. The vertical wave

number spectrum measured by the liclar rvas also cornparable to that obtained with the MF

radar [see figure 10.12].

A Fourier transform spectrometer and a Il4 m grating spectroneter, both sensitive to the

rìocturnal airglow, were also flor.vn on tltc lllcctra. These instruments provide complementary

nìeasurernents of the rota,tional tenrperaturcs of OII and O2, Niciejeuski ü )'ee [1991]exarnined

tlre temperatures from the 22"d lrlarclL (rvest to east) ancl 31"ú March (north-to south) flights

[see figure 10.1]. They found that temperatures inferred from the OII and 02 emissions on

March 31"¿ were equal, T(OH)-T(02), (rvithin the error bars), during the start of the east-

to-west flight, while T(OH) > T(Or) during the latter part of the flight. For the March 22nd

mission, the reverse was true. T(OH) > T(Or) during the first part of the north-to-south

flight, and similar temperatures at the end.

Rocket photometry can be used to determine the peak altitude of emission for any airglow

feature. The mean altitude of the peak hydroxyl emission has been determined to be -87 km

lBaker €l Stair, 1988]. Similarly the peak altitude of the 02 emission has been found to be
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Figure 10.13: Measured brightness of the 02 Atmosptreric (0-1) band and the OH (7-3) band

emissions on March 25 ffrom Yee et o¿., 1991]. The Electla was at its closest approach to the
equator at 12:00 UT.

around 94 km lGreer et a1.,1984]. This difference in mean height between the layers allows a

crude determination of the temperature prof.le.

The conclusion reachedby Niciejewslci €j )'ec [1991], a,ssurning the usually accepted altitudes

for peak airglow emissions, was that the mesopause was high during the ALOI{A campaign, and

lay above 90 km, wil,h the temperature gradient close lo zelo or negative with increasing altitude.

An increase in the hydroxyl temperatures above llarvaii for the same observing period has also

been reported,[Turnbull €i Lowe, 1990], while reccnt, rnodelling fHcd,in,1991] has also shown a

high mesopause in April at equatorial iatitudes. f'he observed variations in the temperatures

as a function of position are an indicator of dynarnical influences in the 85-95 km region.

Thell4 m spectrometer and the interferometerlere also used to measure the 02 and OH

brightnesses for the March 25th and March 31"r flights. These results have been discussed by

Yee et a/. [1991]. On both occasions, wave-like oscillations in both 02 and OH brightness were

clearly present. A noticeable feature was the enhanced brightness in both 02 and OH during

the March 25Úä flight when the Eiectra was closest to the equator and Christmas Island at

around 12:00 UT [see figure 10.13].

Sporadic Na layers were. observed with the lidar during the 22nd,,25th ar.d the 27th March

flights lGardner et al..l99ll. A correlation between the airglow and the sodium column density,
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as rneasured by the lidar, was evident, especially so for the OI{ briglrtness. The most striking

correla,tion occurred on the northbound leg of tlie March 251[ flight when the 02 Atmospheric

band intensities and temperatures above the Electra increased substantially during the sporadic

Na event. A sporadic Na (Na") layer was formed at -90.7 krn, rvhile the aircraft was between

500 and 750 km from Hawaii, while the 02 temperatures near 95 krn rvere observed to increase

by about 45" I<. Furthermore, this increase was not only observed by the instruments aboard

tlre Electra, but by those stationed on Haleakala as well lVecht I Walterscheid, 7997). The

da,ta, suggest that there ìs a connection between the observed Na," aud a large-scale wave, rvhich

is probablv tidal in nature.

A connection between the Na" layer formation and 02 teurperatures is as yet unclear. It,

has been observed though, that the formation of Na" is accompanied by sporadic tr (8") layers,

and that the height of E" layers is correlated rvith the intensity of 02 emissions fGorbunoua

et al., 1982; BeattE et a1.,1989] . If the Na" layers are, a,s suggested by some worliers, reiated

to upper atmospheric dust, the increased temperaturcs encourage the release of Na, as rvell

as increase the Oz etnissions fsee e.g. Beatty et al, 1,98g; Ilansen I uon Zahn, 1990]. The

increase in temperatures on the Malch Z5'À flight have been attributecì to a large sca,le zorra,lly

propagating wave [Gardner et a1.,1991].

Mean wind speed

As cliscussed in the previous chapter, a major part of this study is to investigatc the temporal and

spatial behaviour of the various spaced-antenna parameters. Ilor this purpose, it is necessary

to examine not only the separate zonal and meridional wind components, but the actual wincl

magnitude as wel1, especially since it has a direct bearing on the pattern fading time.

Figures 10.14 (top and bottom) and 10.15 (top and bottorn) are image-contour four-irourly

plots of the wind magnitude for March, June, September, and December respectively. During

March a clear diurnal variation above 80 km in the wind magnitude is apparent, varying between

40 and 90 ms-l, with maximum winds observed during night-time, and mirúmum during day-

time. Tlre winrl is especially strong on the night of the z+th f 25tå where spee,Js in excess of g0
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ms-1 ale observed at heights of 76 90 krn. In cornparison, during the night of the 2l"t f 22nd

the rvinds are only of the order of 60 ms-1.

During June, the wind magnitude is not as structured although a quasi-diurnal variation is

present. Ilowever, it is not as convincing as that observed in March, and its range is smaller,

varying between 20 60 ms-l. The maximum winds are still, however, centered around night-

time. In September, the wind magnitude range is similar to that in June, with it varying

between 20 60 ms-1. The contours are more sttuctured than those in June, although there

are times when a diurnal variation is completely absent, e.g. the period of 3'd 5¿À September.

During December, the rnagnitude of the winds is weakest, varying between 20-55 ms-1. A

diurnal variation is observed from the 5th-gth, with maxima occurring at night time.

10.5 Spaced-antenna parameters

-,\s in the previous chapters, the various full correlation analysis parameters will be presentetl

in this section, with ernphasis placed on their short-term temporal and altitude variation for

various times of the year. For easier comparison of the four time periods, all of the data

¡rresent,ed as image-contour plots share a common colour loadìng. That means that the values

represented by a par:ticular colour in one time period are the same as those presented in another.

Fading times

Figures 10.16 (top and bottom) and 10.17 (top and bottom) are image-contour plots of the

four-hourly mean fading times for March, June, September, and Decernber respectively, in the

70-90 km range calculated by the full correlation analysis. Generally the fading time falls within

the 1.0 3.5 seconds range.

Initial investigation shows that the fading time in al1 four months generally decreases with

increasing height. Above 90 km, the fading times are generally less than 1.5 seconds, and even

less than 1.0 seconds in March. However, the minimum fading times are interspersed with

sharp local maxima. Below 90 km while a,ll four months show an increase in fading time with
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Figure 10.19: Four-hourly mean lifetime (seconds) of ground pattern at Christmas Island during
one week in September and December, 1990.
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decreasing height, the rate of increase and the temporal variation varies between the different

months sampled.

In March, the fading time below 80 km is generally constant, and is above 2.5 seconds. June

fading times at this height range are slightly smaller and show a diurnal variation with larger

fading times occurring at night-time. The lack of night time data below 80 km, however, does

not allow a frrm conclusion to be reached. In September and December, the same behaviour

is noted with several differences. Firstly, the rnaximum fading times are longer, around 3.0

seconds in September and 3.5 seconds in Decernber. Secondly, the temporal variation is not as

cleanly structured,

Between 80-90 km the fading times between the four time periods exhibit quite different

behaviour. March shows a diurnal variation with strong but very narrow maxima of more than

2.5 seconds, which generally occur at noon. In June, maxima a e also observed, but occur at

night-tirne, and are slightly larger and persist for longer times. The increase and broadening of

the night-time maxima carries on through both September and December, with fading times in

excess of 3.5 seconds observed during December. The large fading times found at lower heights

arc in step with the rejection criteria results discussed earlier. Below 80 km the percentage

of data rejected solely due to long fading times exceeded at times 30%, and this percentage

dropped very cluickly to only a ferv percent above 90 km.

At times though, large fading times are observed during large mean winds. This is inter-

preted as being due to the increased specularity of the scatterers, and is reflected in larger

values of d". This issue will be considered shortly.

Lifetime of ground pattern

The lifetimes of the ground patterns are shown as image-contour four-hourly plots in figures 10.18

(top and bottom) and 10.19 (top and bottom) for March, June, September, and December re-

spectively. The lifetimes are seen to vary between 2.0-8.0 seconds. The rninimum of around

2.0 seconds is observed above 90 km during March while the maximum of around 8.0 seconds

occurs around and below 80 km at night-time in September.
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The lifetimes are seen to generally decrease rvith increasing height. Superimposed on this

height dependence is a diurnal variation which is quite evident between 80-85 km- The maxi-

mum lifetimes occur at night and. reach their maxima relatively quickly. For exanple, on the

22 df2g,,r March, the lifetimes increased from less than 4.0 to more than 6.0 seconds in the

space of a few hours, although the subsecluent decrease occurred over a longer tirne period.

During September, the lifetimes are about 8.0 seconds during the night, and decrease to nearly

4.0 seconds during the day. This is a dramatic change, and indicates that the dvnamical activity

in the mesosphere is quite variable. Another important feature to note is the rarge of lifetime

values encompassed within each time period. Duriug June and Decernber, the lifetimes vary by

about 4-5 seconds, while in March and September this range is larger, about 5-6 seconds.

The lifetimes measured by the full correlation analysis have the effect of the mean wind

motion removecl, unlike those of the fading times. They therefore, ideally, a're a,n indicator of

the random change witlún the pattern. It could be argued that this is not the case, for the

meal wincl motion might still "creep" into the measurements. However, the data above show

that this is clearly not the case. Take for example the month of September. !\/e compare three

variables, the mean wincl speed, fading times, and lifetimes [figures 10.15, 10.17, 10.19]. While

the changes in the fading time are seen to rnirror those of the wind magnitttde, the samc is

not true for the lifetimes. Generally, the behaviour of the üfetimes are simiìar to tltose of the

fading times, but there are large dilTcrences at timcs. On the 3"d September, belorv ,90 km, while

the fading times exhibits a local minirnum of less than 2.0 seconds, the lifetimes are actually

a maximum of nearly 8.0 seconds. Similar examples can be found at other tilnes. Duling

March 22nd¡23Ìd and December 3'dl4tt', the fading times and lifetime show differeut tempolal

characteristics

Pattern scale

Figures 10.20 (top and bottom) and 10.21 (top and bottom) are image-contour four-hourly

means of the ground diffraction pattern scale as a function of height and time. The pattern

scales vary between 200-500 m, although most of the time fa,ll in the 250-450 m range. The
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Figure 10.20: Four-hourly mean ellipse size (seconds) for one week at Christmas Island, during
March and June, 19g0.
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rnaximurn pattern scales are observed in March.

Unlike the fading and iifetimes a clear diurnal variation in the pattern scale is observed in

all of the tirne periods. However, the time of the daily maxirnum seems to be dependent on

height. For example, while between 80-85 km the maximum scales occur around midnight, the

time of maxirna occurs earlier at higher heights, so that above 90 km the maximum generally

occllrs at noon. This can be observed in all the data, but is extremely clear in March.

M/itlr reference to the ALOHA-9O campaign, it is interesting to note that during 24th ¡25tn

March when large gravity-wave activity was observed in both the troposphere and mesosphere,

the pattern scale rvas extremely large, around 500 m. In addition, these large values persisted

over the whole night.

Pattern axial ratio

The pattern axial ratios calculated for tire four time periods are shorvu as image-contour four-

lrourly means in flgures 10.22 (top and bottorn) and 10.23 (top and bottorn). Above 90 km,

the axial ratios show a clear diurnal variation with the largest ratios occurring around rìoon.

This can be casily seen on tlre 22"d r 23'd and 24th March, and especially so on the 4th, bth antð.

6¿A Septcmber. Between 85-90 km the mean axial ratio varies arounrl 2.0 with no clear diurnal

varìation except during March when sharp maxima are observed at noon.

At around B0 km, a night-time rnaximum is observable during all months. This maximurn

occurs relativelv quickly, with axial ratios nearly doubling over a ferv hours. Below B0 kn'r, it

aPpeals tha,t la,rger axial ratios occur during night-time. It is also belorv this height that thc

largest values of axial ratio are observed in September. As with the pattern scale, March and

September values of axial ratio span the biggest range, increasing at times by a factor of 3.

from 1.5 to 4.5. December is the least variable month, with the axial ratios ranging from just

under 2.0 to about 3.0.

On March 2I"tf22"d, during the ALOHA-9O campaign the axial ratios at 82 km are more

than 3.5 while on the 24th f 25¿h they are less than 2.0. Holever, below this height, the axial

ratios on the 24tnf 25tn increase to more than 3.5, with this large values persisting for nearly 10
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hours.

It is also interesting to closely examine the 3'd-4th September. It was found in the previous

sections that below 80 km the fading times are small, while the lifetimes are large. The pattern

scale was also found to be relatively small. I{owever, the axial ratios at this height are extremely

large, greater than 4.0. So we have a situation where the ground diffraction pattern, and thus

the partial reflection scatterers are small, but extremely stable and elongated.

10.6 Aspect sensitivitY

The aspect sensitivity of the scatterers was calculated by both the spectral-width and spatial-

corl.elation rnethods discussed earlier. The spectral-width results are shown as image-contour

plots in figures 10.24 (top and bottom) and 10.25 for March, June September and December

r.espectively, while tlie spatial-correlation results, which follow the same format, are shown in

figurcs 10.26 and I0.27. We will discuss the spectral-width results first.

I)uring March, d" varied between -12-25", while in June, September, and December 0"

values were not only higher, but spanned a bigger range of between 15 32o. All four time

periods exhibit a sirnilar height structure, with smallest values of d" occurring between 80-90

k¡r. Values of d" are larger both below and above this height range, but much more so above

90 km.

Superimposed on this height variation is a temporal variation where, in the height range of

80 90 krn, a diurnal variation is quite evident, especially so in March and December. In March,

valncs of d" vary between around 12" at night, to more than 20o during the day, although the

niglrt-time minima persist for more than 12 hours. During the other three times sampled here,

a dìurnai variation is also observed, albeit not as strong. The diurnal variation is also hinted

at the lower height range of 70-80 km, although the lack of night-time data allows no flrm

conclusion.

Above 90 km, however, the structure seems a lot more complicated. At times a diurnal

variation is quite clear, for example throughout all the December data. During other times
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Figure l0-24: Four-hourly mean aspect sensitivity (spectral) for one week at Christmas Island,
during March and June, 1gg0.
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Figure 10.26: Four-hourly mean aspect sensitivity (spatial) for one week at Christmas Island,
during March and June, 1990.
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however, although maxima and minima are observed, there is no clear evidence of any temporal

structure. In addition, the June data seems to suggest a two-day peridiocity.

When examining values of d" calculated by the spatial-correlation method, the gross fea,-

tures are consistent with those calculated by the spectral-width method, but there are some

differences. One major difference is the absolute range of values of d", which vary from less than

Bo to just over 20o; the values are typically much smaller than those measured by the spectral-

width method. This is not surprising, since not only does the spectral-width method rely on

the two-dimensional geometry of the diffraction patterns' orientation, it is also affected by the

turbulent energy dissipation rate. This is in contrast to the spatial-correlation method uses

the areaof the pattern ellipse. As discussed earlier, in the case where the pattern's semi-major

axis is orthogonal to the mean wind direction, the fading time measured will be smaller than

if the semi-major axis is parallel to it. This then makes calculations of d" dependent on the

orientation of the diffraction ellipse. The two tlilrerLsiorraljty of the scatterers rvill be discussed

shortly. For now, the point of interest remains the temporal variation of d".

Another difference is observed in March, where contours of d" in the spatial correlation

calculations propagate downwards between 95 and B0 km at a rate of about one km pcr hour.

This behaviour seems absent in the spectral-width data, but is in step rvith the pattern scale

measurements.

LO.7 Horizontal correlation lengths

The length-to-depth (Llh) ratios of the scatterers were calculated from the above d" values.

They are shown as image-contour four-hourly plots in figures 10.28 (top and bottom) and

10.29 (top and bottom) for the spectral-width method, and in figures 10.30 and 10.31 for the

spatial-correlation data. As before, the data are a function of height and four eight-day periods

in March, June, September, and December.

The L/h ratios calculated by the two methods are generally very similar although,like the d"

values above, there are two characteristic features. One of these is the absolute range of values
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that L/h encompasses, between 1.0 and 3.5 in the spectral-width case, and between 2.0 and 4.5

in the spatial-correlation case. This can be attributed to the effect of the energy dissipation

rate on the spectral-width results. The other difference between the two methods is seen irt

March when the spatial-correlation methorl produces L/h ratios which have contours showing

a downward propagation from 95 to 80 km.

In general though, the two methods are quite complementary. Above 90 km the L/h ratios

are quite small, less than 1.5 for the spectral-width data and around 2-2.5 for the spatial-

correlation data. At this height, the scatterers are thus basically isotropic in their length-to-

depth ratios, although when examining the pattern axial ratios, one can see that they are quite

anisotropic in the horizontal plane. This will be examined more in the following section.

Between 80 and 90 km, the partial-reflection radio wave scatterers at Christmas Island

exhibit large L/h ratios which suggests strong anisotropy. This anisotropy is also found to be

strongly diurnal in March, when the values of Llh, at night are about, double those measured

during the day (1.5-3.5 in the spectral-width data and 2.5-4.5 in the spatial-correlation data).

At other tirnes of the year the diurnal variation is not as evident, although the maximurn L/h

ratios are still found within this height range (about 2.5 in the spectral-width case and 3.5 in

the spatial-correlation case).

Below 80 km, the L/h ratios decrease again, but not as rnuch as t,lrose above 90 knl . Some

diurnal variation is hinted at but rvith no night-time data no conclusion can be drawn. In

general the t/h ratios are around 2.5-3.5 in the spatial-correlation case and 1.5-2.0 in the

spectral-width case.

During the time of the ALOHA-9O campaign, the L/h ratios show a rapid increase around B0

km during the night. For example, on the 23'd f 24tn the spatial-correlation L/h ratios increase

from less than 2.0 to over 4.5 within a space of just 2 km. On the night of the 241h f 25th

March, when strong wave-activity was reported, the L/h ratio is less than 2.0 below B0 km,

and between 4.0-4.5 from 80-88 km. In addition, although the ratio decreases above 90 km,

the minimum is not as severe as that found during the other days in March.
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Figure 10.28: Four-'hourly mean L/h ratios calculated at Christmas Island by the spectral-
width method over one week in March and June, 1990.
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10.8 Two-dirnensional nature of the scatterers

The above results (which exanined the lergth-to-dep[h ra[io oI the scatterers) clearly showed

that the scatterers are anisotropic in their horizontal to vertical extent, varying from nearly

circular to at times be greater than 4.5. However, the use of the ground diffraction pattern

also allows us to examine the horizonta.l anisotropy of the diffraction pattern. The orientation

of the ground difraction pattern, its stability in direction and temporal variability both alone

and with respect to the magnetic North and mean wind are investigated in this section.

Two-dimensional circular statistics are used in this analysis, and follow that of MarcJia

[1972]. The details are discussed in appendix C, and are the same as those used in the previous

chapter. A vector whose mean unit length approaches 1.0 indicates that all the neasurements

are oriented in the same direction. Similarly, the standard deviation gives a feel to the spread of

the measurements in actual degrees. The data were grouped into four-hourly periods for which

a' mean was consttucted. The data point which deviated most from this mean rvas then rejected

form the data sample, and a new mean re-computed. This was performed a tota,l of four times.

'Ihis resulted in spurious points being removed, and although some good data would have been

rejected as well, the total percentage was quite small.

In this section, as mentioned earlier, we examine various angular cha,racteristics of the

pattern orientations like the mean pattern stability, mean orientation rvith respect to maguetic

North, and its relationsltip with the mean wind direction. We start ofl, however, examining the

stability of the pattern orientation.

Stability of the mean pattern orientation

The normalized mean length of the correlation ellipses for all axial ra,tios, as a function of

height and time, and the corresponding circular standard deviations (in degrees), are shown

as image-contour four-hourly mean plots in figure 10.32 (top and bottom) for March, while

flgures 10.33, 10.34, and 10.35 are for data in June, Septernber, and December respectively.

All the data share a common colour table, with the mean-lengths spanning 0.0-1.0, while tlLe
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Figure L0.32: Four-hourly mean normalized lengths of the ground diffraction pattern for all
axial ratios (top) and their circular standard deviation (bottom) for an eight-day period in
Marct¡, 1990. The contours are the normalized length taking direction into account, while the
standard deviation is in degrees.
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Figure 10.36: Four-hourly mean lengths of the ground diffraction pattern as for figure 10.32

but flltered for axial ratios of 1.4-9.0 for March 1990.

circular standard devjations span 0o-66o. For brevity the normalized mean axis length shall be

denoted as L,, while thc standard deviation will be denoted as o. A Ln o10.2 is equivalent to

ao of about 60o, a L, of 0.4 r'eflects ao of about 50o, a L,, of 0.6 is a ø of about 40o, while a

L, greater than 0.8 transla,tes into a ø of less than 20o.

On first iuspcctiorr, l-rotìr L,, and o shorv large variability where, at times, L,, is greater than

0.8 and approaches 1.0. Similarly ø shows reciprocal behaviour, with low values occurring in

step with large L,. There is not a lot of dilference in the range of values encompassed by L,"

within the four diflerent tirne periods, which vary between 0.2-0.8, However, during December,

the total time when low L,r's were observed is greater than for the other three periods.

The data show that there are roughly two different height regimes, 70-85 km and 85-98 km,

where different behaviour in L' and o is observed. However, the height separation is not rigid,

and is used only as a rough guide. It is not clear why the difference occrlrs at approximately

85 km. One might initially attribute this to the mesopause which is normally thought to

occur around this height. However, as discussed earlier, during ALOHA-9O the mesopause was
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Figurc 10.37: Four hourly mean lengths of the ground diffraction pa,ttern as for figure 10.33
but filtered for axial ratios of 1.4-9.0 for June 1990.

observed to be higher than 90 km, and in the data presented here no consistent dillerence is

found within the four time periods. The conclusion that therefore must be drawr js that the

height of the mesopause does not affect these results.

In the 70-85 km region, L,, generally varies between 0.2-0.6 during all mor¡ths except De-

cember when L, rarely exceeds 0.4. That mealìs that during Decenber the orient,ations of the

pattern va,ry by around 50o around some mean value, rvhile during the other three months it

varies by around 40o. In this height region, there is no clear temporal rariation exhibited by

the data, although at times L' is larger for several days at a time, maybe hinting at some

longer-term variability. This is cleariy seen from the 22d-26tä March, and during the 3'd and

5rh of September.

Unlike the 70-85 km range, a clear temporal variation exists within the 85-98 km range. In

addition, the L,, values are, on average, larger, varying from 0.5-0.9. This translates into a o

at most about 30o, and at times less than 10o. The temporal variation is diurnal in character,

with the maximum values of L,' occurring a few hours after local noon. This diurnal variation
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Figure 10.38: Four-hourly mean lengths of the ground diffraction pattern as for' figure 10.34

but fiItered for axial ratios of 1.4-9.0 for Septernber 1990.

persists well into the late afternoon-evening time. The L,, contours are not height dependent,

and occur sirnultaneously throughout this height range.

December seems to be the unusual month, for, in the 70-85 km height ralìge, the daily

maxima persist for a much shorter time than during the othcr tltree months. Furthermoie, the

height at rvhich the maxima occur seem to propagate dorvnrvards froln da,.y to day. For example,

on the 2'd December, the maximum occurs above 93 krn. This height decreases to about 90km

on the 3'd , 82 km on tlte 4th , and starts increasing from the 5r 
å to the BtÀ .

Up till now, all of the data used in the analysis were unfiltered for axial ratios. I{owever,

patterns whose axial ratios are less than or around 1.3 can be classified, according to a study

hy Wright €l Pitteway [1978], to be essentially isotropic. In that case, their orientation should

in principle be random. For this reason, the mean axis-lengths were re-analyzed, in such a way

that all the patterns whose axiaf ratios were less than 1.4 and greater than 9.0 were rejected.

As before, four data points which deviated the most from the data mean were rejected. The

filter¿d data are presented in figure 10.36 for March, 10.37 for June, 10.38 for September, and
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10.39 for December

Overall, tlie general temporal and spatial behaviour of the mean axis lengths has not

changed. Below about 85 km, no temporal variation is observed, although some long-term

variability is hinted at during March and June. What has clearly changed is the mean val'e of

L,. which, after filtering for axis ratios, has increased b-y between 0.05 and 0.1. This occurred

for all values of Ln, except those that were already large (more than 0.g). The overall increase

translates into an improvement of ø of about 5o, statistically not signiflcant.

Therefore, the conclusion reached is that below about 85 km, the patterns seern to be fairly

randomly oriented within some mean value. Above 85 km however, this changes markedly,

with the day-time patterns all possessing nearly the same orientation, while the stability of

the night-time patterns is not much different from that below 8b km. In addition, although

filtering for small axial ratios improved the overall stability, the general characteristics have not

changed much. This strongly suggests that even patterns whose axial ratios are less than 1.4

are truly anisotropic, and not just a statistical by-product of the full correlation analysis.
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Mean pattern orientation with respect to North

In the last section, the stability of the pattern orientations was investigated. It was found that

there is both a temporal and spatial variation ìn the stability of the pattern orientations. For this

reason, histograms of the data were constructed but according to the following rules. Firstly, all

the data were separated into two heigirt regions of 70-84 km, and 86-98 km. Secondly, the data

were grouped according to the local time of day into four time zones of 0:00-6:00, 6:00-12:00,

12:00-18:00, and 18:00-24:00. Thirdly, the data were binned into 5o intervals. Finally, all the

data were filtered according to their axial ratios of either 1.0-1.4, or 1.4-9.0.

Figure 10.40 are histograms of the orientation of the pattern2 for the eight days in March.

The left-hand side are histograms for data in the 70-84 km range, rvhile the right-hand side

are for those in the 86-98 km height range. In addition, starting from the top downwards, the

data are separated into the four time periods described before. Similarly, f,gures 10.41, 10.42,

and 10.43 are histograms for the June, September, and December clata. It is important to note

that the total number of counts is diflerent between the different histograms.

In the 70-84 krn range, the data clearly show that the pattern angle is dependent on the

time of day. From midnight to 6:00 LT, the patterns tend to oriental,e themselves so that the

centre of the distribution is approxirnately 80o with respect to North, although the distribution

is not by any means narrow. This is observed in all the four nronths except during December,

when the distribution is not clear. I{olvever, during December, the total number of counts in

this height and time frame is less than at other months. In the 6:00-12:00 time frame, the

orientation changes quite dramatically so that most of the pattern orientations are within 40o

of North, a significant change in orientation. However, the distribution is slightly wider in June

and December. In the afternoon, from 12:00-18:00, there is not much change from the preceding

6 houis, although the June and December distribution are slightly narrower. An interesting

event is the development of a secondary maximum at approximately 45o during June. Finally,

the 18:00-24:00 time period shows that the pattern orientations change in their preferential

2the orientation of the pattern is defined as the orientation of the semi-major axis. mesured clockwise from
north
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Figure 10.40: Histograms of the orientations of the ground diffraction patterns whose axial ratio
is between 1.4-9.0. The histograms are based on two height ranges of 70-84 kn (left hand side)
and 86-98 km (right hand side). The data is further binned according to time. Starting from
the top, each histogram looks at a six-hourly interval beginning at midnight local time. The
data are separated into bins of 5" width, and are those collected at Christmas Island for an
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Figure 10.41: As for figure 10.40, but for data collected in June 1990

orientations back to about 80o from North, although a large number are still odented north-

south.

In the height range of 86-98 km the orientation of the pattern is much more anisotropic.

All four time peiiods show that the patterns are generally oriented north-south. I{owever,

the distributions in the 0:00-6:00 and 18:00-24:00 time frames are slightly broader than those

obtained in the day-time, when there is a slight hint of an east-west distribution. During the
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day-time, however, the distribution are very narrow, contained within 20'. The anisotropv

becomes even clearer if one looks at the total number of data points in the histograms. For

example, during December, the 12:00-18:00 time period has several thousand individual data

points which are within 20" of North, while only about several hundred points are contained in

the rest of the bins.

The data, presented in these histograms are those which have been filtered for axial ratios

20 10 60 60 t00 120 f40 t60 180

Figure 10.42: As for frgure 10.40, but for data collected in September 1gg0.
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Figure 10.43: As for figure 10.40, but for data collected in December 1990.

of between t.4-9.0. Earlier it was.found that even those patterns whose axial ratios were less

than 1.4 showed similar spatial and temporal characteristics, and at times strong stability in

the mean pattern orientations. For this reason, it is interesting to examine the raw distritiutions

of the pattern <¡rientations whose axial ratios are less than 1.4. Figure 10.44 shows the March

distributions of the pattern orièntations for various times of day and height regions, but whose

axial ratios fall between 1.0-1.4. The other three months are not shown since they are all very
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Figure 70.44: As for figure 10.40, but for patterns whose axial ratio is less than 1.4
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similar in character and it would serve nó purpose to present them here. The surprising thing

is that the gross features of the angular distribution of patterns whose axial ratios are less

than 1.4 is not very different from those whose axial ratios are greater than 1.4. Although the

distributions are more spread, the night-time 70-84 km height range still show patterns aligned

more often along the east-west axis, while day-time orientations tend towards a north-south

distribution. Similarly, in the 86--98 krn height range the angular distributions of the pattern
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orientations favour a north-south orientation. This is again good evidence that even those

patterns whose axial ratios approach l.0 are genuinely anisotropic and the anisotropy is not art

artifact of the analysìs.

It is worth noting that out of all of the four different time distributions, MarcJr seerns to be

the time when the distributions are relatively narrower than the other three months examined.

This is interesting since we may recall that during March, extremely strong westward wirds

which at times approach 100 ms-1 are found. Both this fact and the fact that the patterns are

so clearly anisotropic leads to tlie question of the cause of this anisotropy. The logical initial

choice must be the direction of the wind. This factor shall now be investigated.

Mean pattern orientation with respect to the wind direction

The difference in direction between the mean rvind and mean pattern orientation is shown in

figures 10.45, 10.46, I0.47, and 10.48 for March, June, September, and Decr:rnber respectively.

Within each figure, the histograms are constructed according to the same criteria, as those rvhich

were used rvhen investigating the pattern orientation only. Horvever, since the absolute direction

of the wind is irrelevant, i.e. there is no distinction made between a wind bìorvìng to'rvar<ls or

away from an observer, the difference betrveen the pa,ttcrn orientation and thc nr<ran wind is a,t

most 90". \Ve shall refer to the difference in angles as ódijJ.

All of the four individual time periods shorv very similar behaviour, rvitlr t,he cxcc¡rl.iorr, :rt

times, of March. The following discussion therefole will pertain to all the da,t.a, and spccific clif-

ferences found in March will be commented upon where appropriate. We sta,r't olf iuvestigating

the 70-84 km range. In the early morning, 0:00-6:00, the pattern orientation tends to be more

orthogonal than parallel to the mean wind direction. In March, however, the reverse seems to

be,true, although this is not very convincing. During the norning, 6:00-12:00,ó¿¿¡J tends to

change and is centred around 30o-40o, although during March, the distribution is somewhat

skewed towards 90o. In the afternoon, 12:00-18:00, all of the months show that óa;¡¡ is centred

around 40o. This is especiaJly apparent in September. f;uring the evening, 18:00 24:00,5¿¿¡¡

once again tends towards larger angles.
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Figure 10.45: Histograms of the angular difference between the orientation of the ground diffrac-
tion pattern whose axial ratio is between 1.4-9.0 and the wind direction. The histogranr.s are
based on two height ranges of 70-84 km (left hand side) and 86-98 km (right hand side). The
data is further binned according to time. Starting from the top, each histogram looks at a
six-hourly interval beginning at midnight local time. The data are separated into bins of 5o

width, and are those collected at Christmas Island for an eight-day perìod in Ma,rch 1990.
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Figure 10.46: As for flgure 10.45, but for data collecteci in June 1990

In the upper height range,86-98 km, l\4arch is clearly the odd month out with óa;¡¡ ^p-

proaching 90' in all of the four times of day. !\ihile the other three months also exhibit a bias

with þ¿¿¡¡ tending tolarger angles, the 16:00-18:00time period shows that the da;¡¡ values are

centred around 50o-60o.

Although a systematic difference in þ¿¡¡¡ is clearly observed in the data it is difñcult to

ascertain whether this <lifference is due to a real physical relationship or is jrrst due to the
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Figure 10.47: As for figure 10.45, but for data, collected in September 1gg0

change in the wind direction with tirne and height. In addition, the wind magnitude might also

have an effect, To investigate this, it is necessary to visually compare the wind strengths and

directions with the pattern orientations.

Figures 10.49, 10.50, 10.51, and 10.52 show the four-hourly mean wind directions and

the mean pattern orientations as individual vector plots, as a function of time and heiglit.

The length of the wind vectors are proportional to the wind magnitude, where the maximum
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Figure 10.48: As for figure 10.45, but for data collected in December 1990

Iength of the vector corresponds to a velocity of 80 ms-l during March, and 50 ms-1 for June,

September and December.

The mean pattern orientations (denoted as 0p) in all four months show very similar general

characteristics, although differences based upon time of day and height are found. During the

day-time, 0, above 85 km are oriented almost exclusively in the north-south plane. Below 85

km, they are more random but in general are aligned approximately 10o-20o eastward from the
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Christmas Island during À4arch 1990.

north-south plane (although there are afeu' exceptions to this)" Night-tirne pattern orientations

belorv 85 km are clearly different from the day-time ones, and are principally oriented in the

east-west plane. Above 85 km they change their alignment to be more oriented in the north-

south p1ane, although above 95 km they are occasionally more random. There can be no doubt

that the pattern orientations exhibit a clear structure, for there is an inherent smoothness in

the data. d, varies relatively smoothly between each data point with respect to both height and

time. It is also worth remembering that the stability of the pattern orientatiorLs, investigated

eatlier, showed l,hat at times all the patterrrs in a four-hourly period were virtually identical in
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Figure 10.51: Four-hourly nrcan direction of wind (top) and pattern orientation (bottom) at
Christmas Island <luring Seplcrnbcr. 1gg0.

goo<1 opportunity to exarn.ine aly correiation between 0- and 0r.

\4¡e start with the March data. Above 85 km, while values of 0, are generally it the north-

south plane, d- changes markedly. For example, between the 21"ú and. 24th, á,, changes by

over 90o on several occasions, while at these times values of 0, are fairly stable. This does

not seem to be dependent on the wind magnitude although around noon on the 20th values

of 0, are relatively disturbed, at a tim,e when the wind magnitude was quite small. Below 85

km the day-time values of do between the 22nd'-26th' are almost identical, while á- and the

wind magnitude are again quite different for the individual days. The resu-lts for night-time
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Figure 10.52: Four-hourly mean direction o{ rvirrd (to¡r) and pattern orientation (bottom) at
Christmas Island during December 1990.

for heights of below 85 km are quite intercsting in their consistent differences. Although d-

at 85 and 90 km are virtually identical, values of do change within several km by 90o to be

in tlie east-west orientation (e.g. the night of the Z\th f 21"t). A lìnal interesting event during

March is the behaviour of do around 95 km during the nights of the 2I"t f 22"d and 23'df 24th.

At these heights values of d- were strongly southwardwhile values of 0, swung around towards

the east-west plane.

During June, values of 0o are remarkably similar in their spatial and temporal behaviour to

those in March. The values of d- and the wind magnitude, on the other hand, are generally
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eastward, and more variable. Just to cite one example, above 85 km on the 2nd, 0- changes

from being northward to south-eastward, while values of 0, remains in the north-south plane.

Below 85 km, d- is southward while 0, are generally oriented east west. The same scenario is

observed during September, with a good example of the typical relationship between 0- anð, 0,

observed on the 1"r.

Perhaps the best example of the lack of correlation between 0- and. do is seen on the 5th f 6th

December. On the early morning of the 5'h, 0- is northward and swings arould over the course

of the day to be south-eastward on the night on the 6ÚÀ. During tlie day-time on the 6th , 0, is

north-south through all the heights, while during the night of the 5th¡6th it is east-west belorv

about 86 km.

The conclusion that must be reached is that the wind does not affect the orientation of the

pattern. Therefore, the day-time stability and north-south orientation of the patterns must be

due to some other dynamical process. What makes this more interesting is that at lower heights

at night-time, the pattern orientations are consistently in the cast-west orientation. An initial

explanation may be that this is in some way due to sea-wave scatter which may dominate the

signal when the night-time atmospheric returns at lower heights are weak. However, if that

was the case, then this should also affect the lower day-time height pattern orientations, which

is clearly not the case. The reasons as to why the pattern orientations are dependent on height

and time of day only are therefore as yet unknorvn.



Chapter 11

Short-term results from Mawson

11.1 Introduction

The Mawson radar system, and its history, has already been discussed in chapter 8. It rvas

noted, arnongst other titings, that the system underwent several major upgrades. The last

of ttrese was perfc.'rmed during 1991 when the radar transmitter was upgraded to a completely

solid--state system. This means that three virtually identical systerns al, three distilrct sites were

operating within a sirnilar time period, and enables comparisons to be made between results

from the sites at Blanchetown, Christmas Island and Mawson without the fear of instrumenta,l

bias. However, due to the restrictions of the computing system, the data sampling time at

N4awson was .1 minutes as compared to Christmas Island and Blanchetown where it was 2

minutes.

This chapter examines the short-term behaviour of the polar upper atmosphere (20-t08

km) dunng mid- winter (24rä June to 1"t July) and early summer (I3tn.-2ffn December). These

two periods were chosen since long-term studies of the polar rnesosphere had shown that an

annual oscillati.on existed in all the various full correlation analysis parameters [see chapter 8].

The rnid-winter data suffers from some data gaps, due to both environmental conditions and

the fact that the rada,r was undergoing an update.

383
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Figure 11.1: Four-hourly mean data rates at Mawson during one week in June (top) and a week
in December (bottom). The contours are in percentage of useful echoes obtained as a function
of the total sampling
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LI.2 Experimental technique

As with the short-term data from Blanchetown and Christmas Island, four-hourly means were

constructed for the various full correlation analysis parameters. Again, the data were f.ltered so

that four of the most outlying points were rejected from the sample mean. Although the data

only covers two eight-day periods of 24th June to 1"ú July, and LSth_20rä December hereafter,

the two periods shall be referred to the month in rvhich they occur. The times at which no or

very few data were collected are completely black in all of the following image-contour diagrams.

LL.2.L Data rates

Figure 11.1 is an image-contour four hourly rnean plot of the percentage of data accepted as

suitable by the full correlation analysis for June (top) and December (bottom). Since the radar

sampled each height range every 4 rnin, a maximum number of 60 points could be collected in

any four--hour period.

Both June and December exhibited a diurnal va,riation in the data rates with the maximum

rates occurring at night at all the heights. I{orvever, the height of the night-time maxima for

June occurred between 75 and 85 km, rvhile those of December occurred somewhat higher,

between 85 arrd g5 km. While the rnaximun clata rates in both months exceeded, at times,

80%, the overall data rates above 90 km for June (15-20%) were signifrcantly lower than those

during December (-30%). Finally, while during December no rlata were collected below 80

km at night, in June this only occurred beloç' 75 km and even then some data were coliected

around noon (although for a few hours only).

The night-time data rates are larger than the day-time ones. It must be remembered that

in mid-winter the upper atmosphere is still illuminated by sunlight. This is because, at a height

of 100 km, the sun will still rise approximately 10o above the horizon, unlike in mid--summer,

when the daylight is continuous. To investigate this further it is necessary to find which of

the rejection criteria rejected data during what period. Tables 1l .1 and I 1.2 list the various

rejection criteria and the percentage of data rejected by them based upon four height regions;
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Error
Code

Meaning June-July data
70-78 km 80-88 km 90-98 km 100 108 km

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
10

11

72
13

14

15

16

29.8

<0.05
2.3

ti.6
3.9
26.8

<0.05
1.9

7.4
1.7

9.1

1.8

4.0
3.5

<0.05
0.2
0.7

42.3

<0.05
0.7

7.5
2.4

14.5

<0.05
0.5

10.3

1.0

15.7

1.1

3.4

0.1

<0.05
0.1

<0.05

Analysis OK data accept)
Signal level too low
Signal/Noise too 1ow

Fading too slow
Time delays too long
PTD > 50
V: <0 (dataaccept)
Pattern analysis fails
Vo > 250ms-\

10"-0,1>40o
v">4u
vt > 1.5V"
Bad flt to cross-corr. fn
p*o, less than 0.2
Hardware fp error
Maths error (Log, Log10)
Other maths errors

33.2
0.2
3.9

24.7
2.0
8.8
0.1

0.2
4.6

0.4
77.4

0.2
2.0
1.3

<0.05
0.1

0.9

10.8

1.9

27.8
23.2
7.r

74.4

0.1

0.2
0.1

<0.05
7.2

0.4
1.5

3.8

<0,05
<0.05

1.3

Table 11.1: Ihe full correlation analysis performs on line analysis of data whrch rnay be accepted
and rejected according to stringent parameters. The table above lists the different acceptance
and rejection codes, and the relative percentage of data that was deemed suitable or not by the
sper:ific error cocle for a period of eight days in June-July 1991 at Mawson. The data is binned
into four different height distributions; 70-78 km, 80-88 km, g0-98 km, and 100-108 km.

7A-78 kn, 80-88 km, 90-98 km, and 100-108 krn.

We first discuss the datafrom June. Between 70-78 krn, -3970 of data were a,ccepted. The

rejection due to low S/N ratios, slow fading times and iong tirne delays were relatively minor,

aitcgether accounting for only 12%. A large percentage of data rvere rejected due to large PTD's

(,-27Ta). Perliaps the most surprising rvas the percenta,ge of data rejected liy errors 8-11 (we

shall rcfer to these errors collectively as Eorr), which test for the magnitude and direction of

the apparerLt velocity and compare it to the true velocity (as defined by ihe frrll correlatiorr

analysis). Here .Eoro rejected about 20% of data, with the bulk of the ¡ejections clue to either

an apparent velocity greater than 250 ils-1, or one that was more than four tirnes larger than

the true velocity. This coulrl perhaps be clue to intense turbulence^

Bei;ween 80-88 km, the percentage of accepted dataincreased tcr about 42%. This was due

to a ciecrease in daba rejected by large PT'D's to less than 15%. However, the rejection due

t'o Enro and slow fading slightly increased, whiie the other parameters slightly decreasecl or
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Error
Code

Meaning December data
70-78 krn 80-BB km 90-98 km 100-108 km

0

1

2

,)

4

5

6

7

B

I
10

11

72

13

l4
15

16

Analysis OK (data accept)
Signal level too low
Signal/Noise too low
Fading too slow

Time delays too long
PTD > 50

V: <0 (dataaccept)
Pattern analysis fails
Vo > 250ms-r

10"-0"1 >40"
v"> 4u
vt > 1.5v"
Bad fit to cross-corr. fn
p^o, less than 0.2
Hardrvare fp error
Maths error (Log, tog10)
Other maths errors

18.0

0.0

4.0

3.5

5.0

30.3

0.5

1.0

76.7

t.4
8.0

1.2

1.3

8.0

0.0

<0.05
0.4

31.8
0.0
0.8
2.9

5.9

27.3
0.7
2.1

6.2
1.6

7.5

2.4

<0.05
10.0

<0.05
<0.05
<0.05

47.1,

0.0
0.5
4.7

7.3

25.0
0.9
11
0.5
1.0

6.3
2.7

<0.05
3.0
0.0
0.0

<0.05

2T.B

<0.05
23.6
20.3

6.3

15.1

4.0

0.6
0.3
1.0

5.2
0.5

<0.05
1.0

<0.05
<0.05

0.0

Table 11.2: As for table 11.1 but for an eight day period during December 1991

essentially remained constant. Between 90-98 km, total data accepted fell to about 33%. The

trends by all the other error criteria remained the same, with the exception of slow fading which

lrow àccounted for nearly a quarter of all data being rejected. Above 100 km, only 11% of data

werc accepted, with low S/N ratios, and slow fading times each rejecting around 25% of da,ta,

and long PTD's about 15%.

Iu l)ecernber, less data lvere accepted in the lower heights, and more iir the upper height

ra,rìges than during June. The percentage of data accepted, for the four height ranges, are

about 1870,32yo,47T0, and22To for the 70-78km, 80 88 km, 90-98 km and 100-108 km height

ranges respectively. The general trends of rejection in December are similar to those during

June, but somewhat displaced in height. For example, whereas slow fading is the cause of the

rejection of the da,ta in June collected above 80 km, during December this only applìes applies

to heights above 100 km. At low heights (70-78 km), however, more data are rejected during

December than June on the basis of the Eo* criteria. In addition , 870 of data during December

are rejected by the p*o" { 0.2 rejection criterion.

It must be noted that the error rejections based upon the apparent velocity test are the last
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checks that the full correlation analysis undertakes, i.e. the da,ta have passed through all of the

other rejection codes first. Therefore, all of the rnatliem.atical algorithms have beeti pa'ssed, and

only the physical interpretation of the results makes us reject the data. This large percentage

of data rejected at greater heights is sirnilar to tliat found a,t Christmas Island, where, at times,

rp to 20To of the data rvere rejected above 90 km.

As to the cause of the descent of rnaximum number of the data rates during winter, this is

probably due to the winter anomaly (discussed earlier), where, due to an increase in low level

ionization more reflections occur at lower heights fsee e.g. Scwentek,1963]. The ittcrease in the

I) -region ionization durìng winter is attributed to either a tenperature rise rvhich a,lters the

chemical production/loss mechanisms, or an increase in the coucentration of NO rvhich is easily

ionized by the Lyman-ct radiation.

LL.2.2 Signal-to-noise ratios
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Figure 11.2: Four-hourly mean signal-to-noise ratios per unit height at Ma;wson during June
1991.
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As in the previous chapters, an investigation into the S/N ratios hopefully provides some in-

formation on the echo fleld strengths. Although not an ideal parameter to use, the mean S/N

ratios (over several hours) do provide a rough indicator of the relative power being reflected

from the ionosphere. However, it must always be remernbered that the noise probably shows a

larger diurnal variation than the signal, with the night-time noise greatly exceeding the day

time noise due to extra absorption of noise in day-time. Four-hourly mean signal-to-noise

ratios are plotted in figures 11.2 and 11.3 for June (winter) and December (summer) 1991

respectively. There is one difference between the two diagrams. Whereas the June S/N ratios

are only those which have been accepted by the full correla,tion analysis progra,ms, this is not

so for December. T'he S/N ratios presented for December include all of the reflections obtained

by the radar, whether or not accepted by the full correlation analysis. The reason for doing

this is to investigate the S/N ratios below 80 km, sirtce the Decenber data rates below B0 km

are low compared with those in June. In addition, belorv 100 kn, only a few percent of the

data are rejected on the basis of the S/N ratios, rvhereas above 100 km, that criteria rejects
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Figure 11.3: Four-hourly mean signal-to-noise ratios per unit heìght at Mawson during De-

cember 1991.
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approximately a quarter of the tota,l data possible.

As can be seen from the two figures, the S/N ratios belorv 80 km are quite la,rge in June,

with a mean value around 10 dB. On the other hand, the December S/N ratios are quite low

and are on average 5 dB lower, with a mean value which varies around 5 dB. However, above

80 km, there is a reversal. Whereas the winter S/N ratios only slightly increase above B0 km,

reaching at times more than 15 dB, during summer the mean S/N ratios are greater than 15

dB, with peak values of more than 25 dB.

The two seasons do share a commolì trait, which is a clear diurnal variation, although

the June variation is clearly not as strong as the December one. The maximum S/N ratios are

observed in the early morning, In addition, closer examination of the December S/N ratios reveal

a semi-diurnal variation, especially evident at 95 km from the 1614 onwa,rds. Ihis semi-diurnal

'¿ariation has also been found by Phillips [1988], who investigated the relationship between the

reflected signal strengths and geomagnetic activity. This study found that during disturbed

conditions, there is large attenuation of the signal around midday. In anotirer rvords, during

r¡uiet conditions, the low level echo strengths increase around midday, whercas during disturbed

conditions they decrease. However, in the data presented here the semi-diumal variations are

not very clear. This is however nainly due to the fact that the data have been averaged into

four hour blocks.

11.3 Mean winds at Mawson

'Ihe zonal and meridional four-hourly mean winds are presented as image--contour plots in

flgure 11.4 (top and bottom) for June, and in figure 11.5 for December 1991. As before, the

data have not been filtered to remove wave motions, except for periods less than the four-hour

averaging time. The following discussion pertains to these data.

Both the winter and summer zonal and meridional flows show a complicated structure

dominated by long-term wave motions and tides. During winter, the flow is generally eastward

reaching velocities up to 40 os-1, although above 85 km it is around zero or slightly negative in
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the mid-afternoon) probably due to the diurnal tide. The zonal winds in summer are generally

westrvard below 85 krn, with speeds over 30 ms-I. Above 85 krn, the f.ow varies from being

slightly westwarrl to strongly eastward up to 25 ms-l . The eastwards winds generally dominate.

No obvious periodicity is seen although perhaps a wave motion of around 40-60 hr is hinted at.

Unlike the zonal flow, the winter meridional flow clearly shows a dominating quasi two-day

wave motion, especially below 95 km, oscillating between -25 to *25 ms-l. Above 95 km, the

quasi-two-day wave motion is still evident, but with an additional diurnal variation. During

sumrner, the meridional flow structure is complicated, although hints of both a quasi-two day

wave and diurnal variation are seen. The wind is large, varying at times between 30 to *30

ms-1. A study of the dominant wave motions has been carried out by Phillips [1988] who found

that the meridional component of the diurnal and semi-diurnal tides is significantly larger than

that of the zonal component for all heights (70 108 km) and during all seasons. This dominance

of the meridional component may be an artifact of the spaced-antenna technique, especially at

greater ireights (up to 100 km) and during high geomagnetic activity, since the radar may be

observing charged-particle drift which is not necessarily coupled with the neutral wind motions.

It has been estimated that drifts of at least 10 ms-l are induced down to altitudes of 90 knr

in the meridional direction and down to 100 km in the zonal direction, increasing rapidly rvith

increasing height for both components l&eid.1983]. Thus spaced antenna lneasurcments ma.y

be increased and shift away from the direction of the Hall drift (ExB) towards the directiorr

of the electric fietd (E) when the electric field strength increases. I{owever, until long-term

cornparisons between spaced-antenna winds and other instrument measurements are made, the

net effect may not be estimated. It has been found, though, that the amplitude of the meridional

diurnal wind component has a distinct connection with times of high geomagnetic disturbances,

increasing in step with. increasing geomagnetic conditions lPhillips,1988]. This was not true for

the zonal component or any component of the senú-diurnal tide. Another study also found a

significant correlation between the raw wind and geomagnetic activity as well as a polarization

of the high and medium frequency wind components in the geographic meridional direction
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Figure 11.4: Four-hourly mean zonal (top) and meridional (bottom) winds at Ulawson rluring
one week in June 1991. The contours are labelled in ms-1.
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greatest in the 80-88 km range fPrice,1988].

It is not the intention here to discuss these motions in any detail. That has been investigated

in other studies [see e.g. Phillips €l Vincent,1989] . The reason for their inclusion is to note the

complexity of tl-Le wind both spatially and temporally. In this way, the investigation into the

other parameters of full correlation analysis, and the structure of the scatterers can take into

account any influence of the prevailing dynamical conditions. For that reason, it is useful to

determine the mean wind magnitude, regardless of its direction. This is plotted in flgure 11.6

for both June (top) and Decernber (bottom). These diagrams show that during both summer

and winter the wind velocity is larger at upper heìghts. During winter, the wind below 95 km

va,ries between 20-30 ms-1 increasing to between 50-80 ms-l above 100 km. During surnmer

the increase in wind speed rvith altitude is also observed, but is not constant through the

day, showing a clear diulnal variation, which ¡reaks in ma,gnitude around noon. In addition,

large velocities are also observed at times around belol SS km, but with no obvious temporal

structure.

LL.4 Seasonal behaviour of spaced-antenna parameters

The follorving sections describe the va,rious pararneters of full correla,tion analysis and their

temporal and spa,tial behaviour. As bcfore. all tht'data are presented as image-contoul plots

and share a, coruron colour coding for the lt'o djfferenl, time periods. We start ofÏ with the

mean fading times and lifetimes of the grouncl diffraction pa,ttern.

Fading times and lifetimes of the ground diffraction pattern

The four-hourly mea,n fading times and lifetimes as a function of time and height a,re presented

in figures 11.7 and 11.8 for June and December respectively. In both f.gures, the top diagram

represents the fading times while the bottom represents the lifetime of the pattern.

The fading times vary from less than 1.5 sec to around 3 sec in June, and up to 4 sec during

December. However, during June, the fading times above 85 km, with the exception of the night
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of the 26th to 27th, is rarely more than 1.5 sec. In contrast, this height boundary is around

the 100 km mark for December. Below 85 km, the fading times in summer are generally high,

with a diurnal variation with maxima occulring in the afternoon. Fading times in June do

not exhibit such clear diurnal variations but do show broad maxima, with periods of perhaps

severa,l days. The fading times should vary in a similar way to the mean winds. When the wind

rnagnitude is large the fading times should be correspondingly small. Comparison of the wind

magnitude with the fading times shows that this is gelerally the case, for when the wind is

small the fading times increase. I{owever, at times this is not true and larger fading times occur

during large wind speeds. For example, on the 15rÀ of December, the mean wind speed around

95 km is large, up to 50 ms-l. At the same time the fading times, which should be small, are

relatively large. This and other exarnples rnay then be due to the shape of the scatterers or

their aspect sensitivity. As before, the scatterer shapes will be discussed shortly.

The lifetimes, which are fading times but with the effect of the wind removed, represent

the relative stability of the ground diffraction pattern. They exhibit similar behaviour to the

fading times, but are somewhat la,rger, varying between 2.0-4.5 sec in winter, and 3.0-5.5 sec

during summer. The lifetimes in rvinter show some long-term structure, while the lifetimes in

sunnìer follorv a strong diunral va,riation rvith maxima during the afternoon. It is somewhat

surprising that the character of bôth the fading times and lifetimes are in step with each

other. This strongly suggests that the mechanisms for the local dynamical conditions also

produce or interfere with the partial reflection radar scatterers. In the preceding sections it was

mentioned that some studies have found a correlation between geomagnetic activity and the

wind. Therefore, it might be expected that geomagnetic activity also affects the radar scatterers.

This rvill be discussed in a later section. For now we turn to the geometrical description of the

ground diffraction pattern.

Pattern scale and axial ratio

Figures 11.9 and 11.10 show the mean pattern scale (top) and axial ratio (bottom) for June

and December respectively. The pa,ttern scales in winter vary between 200-800 m. They are
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relatively stable around the 200 rn rnark between 80-100 km although some local increases do

occrlr. Both above 100 km and below 80 km, the pattern scales increase. In addition a diurnal

variation exists below 80 km with minima occurring at noon. During summer, the pattern

scales vary from 250 to 450 m. A clear diurnal variation is observed above 90 km with early

morning minima of less than 250 m, and late afternoon maxima of more than 400 m. Above

100 km the afternoon maxima seems to split up into a short minimum surrounded by two short

maxima, acting somewhat like a semi-diurnal variation.

The pattern axial ratios during winter range from 1.5-3.0. A clear diurnal variation is seen

with maxima centred around noon above 85 km, wlúch shift towards night-time below about

80 km. The surrrmer axial ratios are quite diflerent. No diurnal behaviour is seen at all below

95 km, and only some weak evidence of it occurs above that height. The axial ratios, which

vary from -1.25-2.5 are extremely stable in the 85-95 km region with values less than 1.5.

The correlation between the pattern scale as a function of height and geomagnetic activity

has been investigated by Price [1988]. That study found that below 80 km the pattern scale

increased with irrcreasing geomagnetic activity, was relatively constant between 80-85 km, and

decreased with increasing geomagnetic activity above 85 km. This effect was found to be

strongest during winter. Geoma,gnetic activity mea,sured during spring and summer was found

to be low between noon and evening, and high for several hours after midnight. Therefole, this

supports the results of this study where, during summer, large pattern scales are found after

noon local time and small pattern scales occur in the early morning.

11.5 Aspect sensitivity

Taking the aforementioned values of the fading times, mean wind speeds, and ground diffraction

pattern parameters, the aspect sensitivity of the Antarctic partial reflection scatterers was

ca^lculated by the two methods described earlier in this thesis, the spectral-width and the

spatial-correlation method. The results of these calculations of the aspect sensitivity (d") are

shown in flgures 11.11 and 11.12 for June and December respectively, with the spectral-width
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Figure 17.72: Four-hourly mean aspect sensitivity ca,lculated by the spectral width method
(top) and the spatial method (bottom) for one week during December 1991 at Mawson. The
çontciurs are labelled in degrees.
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data on the top and the spatial-correlation data on the bottom of the diagt'aurs.

Comparison of the aspect sensitivity calculations shows, as expected, tha,t the two techniques

shorv very similar characteristics although the absolute values of d" calculated by the spectral-

width method are much larger than those calculated by the spatial correlation method. Again,

this can be traced to the calculation of the fading time. The spectral-width calculations of d"

include a turbulence effect and are also affected by the orientation of the ground diffraction

pattern with respect to the wind direction. If the orientation of the correla,tion ellipse is not

randonr, then this makes the spectral-width rnethod biased. The lelationship of the geometry

of the ground diffraction pattern with respect to geographical north and the wind direction will

be investigated later on in this chapter. For now, we concentrate on the mean values of d".

During winter, values of d" range from around20o-45" in the spectra,l-rvidth case, and from

15o-30o in the spatial-correlation case. A clear diurnal variation exists in values of d" measured

by both methods. It extends through all the heights, although it is not as strong below 80

km. In addition, d" contours descend with increasing time, the rate of desceut averaging several

kilometres per hour. At greater heights the minima are centred in the late rnorning, shifting in

time with descending height to be centred in the afternoon at lower heìglrts. Strong maxima

are observed around noon loca,l time, and persist over several hours. Belorv 80 kru, va,lues of d"

are generally low, indicative of nrore specular structulcs. One could arguc that, this is duc irr

part to the lorv data rates; however, as seen earlier, the data, rates, (for examplc on the rnorning

of June 26'n), are quite large.

In summer, the mean values of d" are very much lower than those found during winter. The

spectral-width values of d" extend from less than 20o to about 35o, while the spatial-correlation

values arelowet, rangingfromless than 10o to morethan 15o (around 18"). A diurnal variation

is exhibited by values of d", although only in the range of 90-100 km. In this height range, low

minima are observed which persist for more than 12 hours and are centred in the early morning.

Above 100 km there is weak evidence of a semi-diurnal variation with narrower local maxima

occurring simultaneously witir the times of iocal minima in the 90-100 km height range.
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11.6 Horizontal correlation lengths

The length-to depth ratios of the partial rellection radar scatterers were calcuJa,ted from the

above values of d", and are shown as image-contour plots in figure 11.13 for June and frgure 11.14

for December. As before the spectral-width results ate on the top of the figures while the

spatial--corr"laîion results are on the bottom.

Olce again, the two methods show similar characteristics, although different absolute ranges

due to the contamination of a turbulence effect. The spectral-width L/h ratios range from less

tlran 1.0 to nearly 2.0 during summer, increasing to be within I.25-2.25 in summer. The spatial-

correlation L/h ratios range from 1.5-2.5 during winter, and 2.0-4.0 during summer. Since the

spatial-correlation method is more robust we will discuss those results on1y.

An initial inspection shows that the winter time L/h ratios are vely much lower than those

found during summer. This is in step with the much earlier result which investigated thc

seasonaL behaviour of Llh at Mawson [see lìgure 8.7], where it was found that during wintet',

the mean L/h ratios were much lower than those found calculated for the summer months.

Superimposed on both the summer and winter results is a diurnal variatiotl in L/h ratios,

rvhich, hotvever, shows different characteristics between the two data samples. The winter

diurnal variation in L/h ratios extends throughout all tlie heights although it is most evident in

the 80 100 kn height range. In general, at night, the L/h ¡atios increase to values between 2.0-

2.5, decreasing to less than 1.5 during the day-time. The minimum peak is quite broad a'bove 85

km, and ilcreases and decreases over the 80-90 km height range in a regular pattern (especially

on the 25rh,26th arrd27th June). During summer the situation is quite different. Although a

diurnal variation is clear, the maxima are contained in the height range of approximately 90-100

km. In this range, the L/h ratios vary from a minimum around 2.5 during the late afternoon,

and. a maxima at times exceeding 4.0 during the early morning. Below this height range, the

ratios are more constant, around 3.5-4.0. Above approximately 100 km, the diurnal variation

changes into a quasi-semi-diurnal variation. The maxima in the 90-100 km range occurs at

the same time as the minima below 90 km, albeit for a much shorter time. Maxima now tend
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to occur trvice a day, around noon and midnight local time. Finally, it appears that below B0

km, the L/h ratios tend to decrease in values, at times by one-half , to 2.0.

The L/h ratios give an approximation of the horizontal to the vertical extent, on average,

of the structures which are responsible for the partial reflection radar scatter. The above

investigation suggests that besides the increase in anisotropy during the summer rnonths, there

is a clear diurnal variation in anisotropy both during winter and summer. However, the increase

in summer is larger than that during winter, and its structure with respect to height is also

different. This result is somewhat unusual since it was found that the pattern axial ratios were

not only larger during winter than during summer, but they also exhibited a diurnal variation

which was not present during December.

It is also interesting to compare the lifetimes of the ground diffraction pattern to the L/h

ratios. During winter, the Lifetimes exhibited no evidence of a diurnal variation. In fact a strong

quasi-'trvo-day variation was observed with, for example, maxima found on the 24tl'f 25¿l' anrl

26thf27th, while a strong minimum occurred on the 25tnf26tn of June. This implies that the

scatterers were relatively short-lived on the ZSth f26¿å, and long-lived on the other two dates.

During the 25thf26¿À however, the values of the L/h ratios reached a local maxima. So jt,

appears that the stability of the scatterers orientations is unrelated to stability of their existence,

sornewhat of a paradox, for it is natural to assume that the mechanism which produces thesc

structures should also affect their geometry. This pluzzltng result is also true for Decernber rvhe¡r

the lifetimes appear unrelated to values of L/h as well.

LL.7 Two-dimensional nature of the scatterers

'Ihe L/h ratios of the scatterers presented above showed that, at times, the L/h ratios were

quite anisotropic, more so during the summer than winter. It was also found that the pattern

axial ratios during winter were not only larger than those during summer, but also exhibited a

strong diurnal variation. In this section we investigate this horizontal anisotropy of the ground

diflraction pattern using the circular statistics used and discussed in previous chapters and
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which is descrìbed in appendix C. We frrst investigate the stability of the pattern orientations,

using the mean normalized length, which would be equal to 1.0 fol patterns which are all

oriented in the same direction.

Stability of the mean pattern orientatio

The norma[zed mean lengths (denoted as L,") of the June pattern correlation ellipses for a]l

axial ratios less than 9.0 are shown in figure 11.15. The values of L,, generally vary between

about 0.2 up to more than 0.8. Two characteristics are evident from the image-contour. First,

values of L,, are generally larger belorv heights of 85 km, where they peak with maximum values

greater than 0.8. These maúma generally occur over night-times and persist for periods up to

12 hours. The minima corresporìdingly occur around noon, although they persist over a shorter

time.

As discussed in the previous cha,pter, anLn of about 0.8 corresponds to a circular standard

deviation of less than 20o, rvhjle an Lr. of around 0.2 corresponds to a deviation of about 60o .

Above about 85 km, the overall stability of the patteru orientation decreases. Howevet, a diurnal

variation stili exists, albeit shifted in time. If one were to draw a line of best lit through the

mean length maxima rvith respcct to height, the line would have a negative slope, so that the

maxima values (-0.6) at a height of 100 km occurred earlier, around noon. This data therefore

implies that the pattern stability is maximum around noon at greater heights, shifting in time

rvith descending height so that at around 80 km, all the pattern orientations are within 20o of

each other, a pretty stable result. Since the data rates around this height region are substantial,

these results are a real efect, and not an artifact of low data rates.

To remove those data points which could be considered to be horizontally isotropic, pattern

orientations whose axial ratios were less than 1.4 were removed from the data and the mean

lengths recalculated. These reca,lculated lengths are shown in figure 11.16 (top). The percentage

of data that fell within this category with respect to the total data (but only that accepted

by the full correlation analysis) is shown at the bottom of the same figure. The data rates

are generally high and of the order of 50To, although somewhat higher above 95 km reaching

'a
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Figure 11.15: Four-hourly mean normalized lengths of the ground diffraction pattern for all
axial ratios for an eight day period during June 1991. The contours are the normalized length
taking into account the direction of the semi-major axis.

80%. There is a diurnal variation for these data rates which can be clearly traced to the diurnal

variation in the pattcrn axial ratio [see flgure 11.9 (bottom)].

Examination of the stability of the axial-fìltered pattern orientations shows that it has

markedly improved. A broad night-time maxima now extends past 85 km and persists for more

than 12 hours. The stability at greater heights has also improved, although low L,, are still

observed at times. The big improver is the heiglit range of 75-80 km where the majority of Ln

va,lues are now greater than 0.8.

The above discussion related to the data collected during June, or winter time. We now

investigate the pattern directional stability during the southern hemisphere summer. The mean

lengths of the pattern orientations during December are shown in frgure 1I.I7, unfiltered for

any pattern axial ratios, and in figure 11.18 (top) for patterns whose axial ratios are between

1.4 and 9.0. The corresponding data rates for patterns whose axial ratios are in that 1.4-9.0

range is shown in flgure 11.18 (bottom).
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Figure II.1,7: As for figure 11.15 but for data collected during an eight-day period in December
1991.

The unfiltered values of L' are relatively small, varying from less than 0.2 to about 0.6 with

only a few localized values larger. A very weak hint of a diurna.l variation is observed above 85

km with values of L," slightly higher in the mornings. Belorv 85 km, the average values of L,,

increase but are still relativeiy small and range between 0.4-0.5. This translates into a circular

stanàard deviation of between 40o-60o. Above 85 km, the values of L, do not generally exceed

0.4 and the orientations can thus be treated as relatively random.

When the data were filtered, a general improvement in the values of Lr, implying a greater

stability in the pattern orientations was found to occur throughout all heights. The relative

data rates during this period were quite different than those during winter, with only 40% of

data accepted in the range of 80-90 km. The data rates improve with increasing height to be

more than 60% above about 95 km. Again, this is in step with the pattern axial ratios which

were previously found to be low (less than 1.5) in the mid-height range and increased with

increasing height. However, the values of L' above 85 km are still in the 0.2-0.4 range, and

about 0.6 below 85 km. A weak diurnal variation around 95 km (which is also the height at
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which tlre total data rates were high) is evident in the mornings of the 1.4th,Ilth and 16r/', but

only for a few hours.

Therefore, in conclusion, the patterns are much more stable in their four-hourly orientation

with respect to each other during winter than during summer. In addition, the winter values of

L, exhibit a clear diurnal variation, which is only very weakly, if at all, evident during surnner.

Mean pattern orientation with respect to geographic North

The last section investigated the pattern stability and showed that the patterns rvere stable at

some periods and completely random at others. Here we investigate the pattern orientations

with respect to geographic north, as opposed to magnetic north since at Mawson the magnetic

north is -65o west of geographic north. The individual pattern orientations are grouped ì;rto

5o bins according to the same criteria as those used for Christmas Island data. First they rvere

separated into two groups whose pattern axial ratios ranged from 1.0 1.4 and 1.4-9.0. Tlren

these data were sepalated into two height regions of 70-88 km and 90 108 km, and finall.y tìrey

were separated into four time intervals of 0:00 6:00,6:00-12:00, 12:00-18:00, and 18:00-24:00

local time.

Figure 11.19 shows histograms of the orientations of the Juue ground diffraction p:rttclns

(clockwise rvith respect to geographic north) whose axial ratios lie within the 1.4-9.0 r'arrge,

and separated according to the above criteria. Similarll', fìgure 11.20 shows histograrns fol tlre

December data. In botli diagrams, the left-hand side refers to the 70-88 km height range u hilt'

the right-hand side encompasses the g0-108 km height range.

Even an initial glance at the distributions clearly show that the pattern orientations are

preferentially distributed both with respect to time and height. In the 70--88 km height ra,rìge

the June patterns are oriented so that the bulk of the patterns are oriented *25o from north.

In addition, a hint of a secondary peak at around 100o-120" occurs but only between 18:00-

6:00. In the 90-108 km height range, the orientations change to be broader through ali the

angles. Howevet, a peak still occurs centred arountl 50o, and broader at night. In addition, the

secondary peak is just observable at around 100o-102o but, unlike during night-time, occurs
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Figure L7.20 As for figure 11.19 but for data collected during December 1991.

through all the height ranges.

The December distributions also show directional anisotropy but broader than those of

June. In the lower height range, the centre of the distributions lie between 20o-60o, and are

somewhat skewed towards larger angles, although few orientations are greater than 120". There

is no distinction in the distributions of the diferent time periods, with the exception of, perhaps,

the eariy morning' when the distribution is broadest. In the upper height range, all the different
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Figure IL.27: As for figure 11.19 but for patterns whose axial ratios lie between 1.0-1.4

time periods show the same characteristic broad distribution with two peaks centred around

40o-60o and 1000-1200.

. So far only patterns whose axial ratios were greater than 1.4 have been examined due to

the .fact, as discussed in the previous chapter, that patterns whose axial ratios are less than

this can essentially be considered isotropic and their orientation should therefore be random.

llowever, as seen in the last chapter for the Christmas Island data, even those patterns whose
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axial ratios are less than 1.4 showed the same characteristics as l;hose that are grea,ter than 1.4.

Figure 11.21 contains the June histograms of the pattern orientations binned in the same way

as the histograms discussed above, but only for those patterns whose axial ratios fall within

1.0-i.4. The pattern distributions are clearly anisotropic, with the distributions, in the lower

height lange, preferentially oriented in the north-south plane, although much broader than the

ones for patterns whose axial ratios are greater than 1.4. In the upper height lange this is

weakly true for the two periods from noon to midnight, and not really so for the midnight-

noon histograms. Similar behaviour was found in the December data (although not presented

here), rvhere the lower height range rnjmicked the 1.4-9.0 axial ratio distributions, albeit much

broader, rvhile the upper height range was very weakly anisotropic, if at all.

Perhaps narrowel' distributions could have been obtained if the data had been binned 1'or

smaller height ranges. However, this gain would have been offset b.y the lower tota,l number of

counts within each distribution. Bven with such large height ranges it is clear thal; thc pattern

orientations are preferential. Tlte distribution of the orientation of the pattern angles during

high and low geomagnetic ac.tive times has been previously investigated by Przr:c [1988] rvlro

found no obvious dilïerence between histograns corresponding to lorv and high geomagnetic

activity over any heighi range and for alty seasolt. That stndy coucluded that thc pattcrn

orientation is therefore not alTected by geomagnetic acl,ivity. flherefole, a,s beforc, the obvjous

parameter rvith which to compare the pa,ttern orientations is the rvind dirc'ction.

Mean pattern orientation with respect to the wind direction

The distributions of the difference in directions between the mean wind and the pattern orien-

tation are plotted as histograms in figures 71.22 and 11.23 for June and l)ecember respectivcly.

T'he histograms are only for data whose axial ratios lie in the 1.4-9.0 rarge, and are binned

according to the same height and time criteria as above.

During winter, it is very dilficult to say with any convictiou that any correlation exists in the

lower 70-88 krn height range. The instantaneous angles between the pattern orientation and the

wind,0¿¿¡¡, is on the whole distributed randomly, with perhaps a tendency to be slightly more
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Figure 71.22: Histograms of the angular difference between the orientation of the ground diffrac-
tion pattern whose axial ratio is between 1.4-9.0 and the wind direction. The histograms are
based on two height ranges of 70-84 km (left hand side) and 86-98 km (right hand side). The
data is furtlier binned according to time. Starting from the top, each histogram looks at a
six-hourly interval beginning at midnight local time. The data are separated into bins of 5o

width, and are those collected at Mawson for an eight-day period in June 1991.
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Figure 11.23: As for figure 71.22, but for da,ta collected in Decenrber 1ggl.

concentrated in the 30o-70o range in the early morning. In the higher height range of 90-108

km, 0¿;¡ ¡ tends towards larger angles, especially obvious in the 18:00-24:00 time period. The

distributions of 0¿¿¡¡ for patterns within the 1.0-1.4 axial range show similar characteristics

(and are thus not presented).

In December,0¿¿¡¡ does show a comrnon trend towards larger angles through both height

ranges and a.ll four time periods. This is most evident in the 18:00-24:00 hr time period when
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Pigure 17.24: Four-hourly mean direction of wind (top) and pattern orientation (bottom) at
Mawson during June 1991.

the number o10¿;¡ ¡ around 90o is up to four times larger than those around 0o, and only weakly

evident in the two time periods encompassing the 6:00-18:00 hours.

Therefore, a systematic difference exists in the upper height region during both the summer

and winter night, while only occurring at other times and heights during summer. To investigate

this further, we look at the relationship between the mean four-hourly wind direction (d-) and

wind magnitude with the pattern orientation, (0r), shown as vector plots in figure LI.24 for

June and 11.25 for December. The maximum length of the wind vector corresponds to a

velocity of 50 ms-1. At this time it is important to reca,ll that below 85 km, 0o are relatively
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Figure 17.25: Four-hourly mean direction of wind (top) and pattern orientation (bottom) at
À4awson during December 1gg1.

sta,ble during both June and December although more so during June.

In June, mean values of 0, are generally in the north-south plane below 8b km, and shift

torvards an easterly direction at greater heights. During this time, the wind vectors change

in directior by over 180o and by several factors in magnitude over all the heights. The best

example of this is seen below 85 km on the 24th, 25th, and, 26th , when the wind changed

directions several times from eastward to south-westward. An interesting behaviour in d, is

observed on the 29¿À when it changes in direction down from 90 km from a north-westeriy to a

south-easterly direction, although the wind is fairly constant in direction and magnitude over
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this time and height. Another interesting event occurs at night on the 3gthf yt when the wind

is strongly southward, while do is in an east-west plane.

During December, do values are more inclined to be oriented 45o eastward from the north-

south plane, although at times, are in clearly in the east-west direction. A unique example is

found on the 18¿à December, when, at a height of 94 km do is purely aligned east-west, while

d- varies by 90'. Although an exact behaviour is not predictable it does appear like at heights

below about 85 do is more likely to be in the east-west plane.

Therefore, it appears that the wind is not the cause of the angular distribution of the pattern

orientation, although, at times some correlation may exist. This is similar to the result found at

Christmas Island, where the pattern orientations were extrernely anisotropic in their horizontal

plane, and where the wind was not seen to be the cause.

423
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Chapter 12

Conclusron

This thesis focuses on the study of lower and middle atmosphere dynamics, with particular

emphasis being placed on the srnall dynarnical regime. The main focus of this work has been

to examine in <letail the spatial and temporal characteristics of the southern hemisphere meso-

sphere as observed by À{}' radals.

Chapter 1 started u'itìr a general description of both the structure and dynamics of the

atmosphere as currentl¡' understood. The second chapter discussed atmospheric turbulence

and concentrated in parl,iculat' on trvo a,reas of interest, namely mesospheric and anisotropic

turbulence. The description of the Doppler and the full correlation analysis techniques, the two

primary data acquisition techniques usecl in this thesis was tackled in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 presented cornputel sirnulations of a mesospheric MF partial-reflection radar

system which was used to shorv tha,t a spaced-antenna system using the full correlation analysis

does extract relatively accurate (less than +10%) velocities of the atmosphere under various

degrees of mean motion, turbulence, antenna spacing and different radar polar diagrams. In

addition, other parameters extracted by the full correlation analysis, for example the pattern

axial ratio, showed that the full correlation analysis does not suffer any bias in its calculations. In

fact, the accuracy of the various parameters improves if means are used rather than individual

measurements. This work therefore vaüdated the use of the spaced-antenna derived results

which are subsequently used in this thesis.
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The nature and current knowledge of atmospheric radar scatterers was discussed at length

in chapter 5. Various proposed models used to explain the cause of mesospheric partial rada,r

reflections were described. In particular, the aspect sensitivity observed in radar scatterers wa,s

elaborated upon, followed by an in-depth look at the various methods that have been used to

determine the aspect sensitivity. A brief discussion was also presented on radar measurerrents of

turbulent energy dissipation rates. Finally, it was shown how the aspect sensitivity calcula,tions

can be used to infer the horizontal correlation lengths of the scatterers.

Chapters 6, 7, and B, began the analysis of experimental data at Buckland Park, CÌrrist-

mas Island, and Mawson respectively. All of the chapters followed the same presentation and

discussion formats. The first data to be discussed were the mean winds, followed by the full

correlation analysis parameters and then calculations of the aspect sensitivities and holizon-

tal correlation lengths. The aspect sensitivities at all three sites were calculated by both the

spectral-width and the spatial-correlation methods.

In general the structure of the scatterers at all three sites was found to be aspect sensitive,

with the horizontal correlation lengths varying between 2.5-5.5. In addition, the scattclers al,

Mawson and Buckland Park showed a clear seasonal behavior, especially belorv the nrcso¡rauscr,

with maxima occurring during the local summer. The scattcrers horizontal to vertica,l stnrcture

was seen to vary by nearly a [actor oI 2. \A/ith a rvavelength of approximatel.y 150 rrr, tìrt'

structures selected bv the radars possess a vertical extent of around 60 rn. Therefore, sincc

the L/h ratios have been found to range from between 2.5 to 5.5 this irnplìes a horizonta,l

correlation length of 150 to 350 m, a clear case of quasi-specular scatter. Meanrvhile, although

the scatterers at the low-latitude site (Christmas Island) were found to exhibit no clear sea,sonal

behavior, they did show a remarkable increase in isotropiness with increasing height, such that

the horizontal correlation lengths decreased at a fairly uniform rate from 4.0 to 2.5, alJ. within

a height of 10 km.

At Adelaide some data were also available which were collected by using a vertical and

an off-vertical Doppler beams. This enabled the aspect sensitivities to be calculated using
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the velocity-ratio method. Scatterers which were probed by the off-vertical beam showed no

obvious seasonal behavior either below or above the mesopause. This evidence tends to support

the notion that the atmosphere contains at least two distinct types of scatterers as seen by a

MF radar. O,ne type seems to be quasi-specular while the other is more isotropic.

Short-term results of the mean winds, full correlation analysis parameters, aspect sensitiv-

ities and horizontal correlation lengths were studied in Chapters g, 10, and 11 for the radar

systems located at Blanchetown, Christmas Island, and Marvson respectively. All of the radars

employed the same type of radar and data analysis. Thus any variation between data collected

by the three radars is a geophysical and not an experimental effect. In addition, the Christmas

Island radar took part in the ALOHA-90 campaign which was designed to study the horizontal

density and temperature structure of the upper stratosphere and upper mesosphere. During one

particular night of the campaign the signal-to-noise ratio of the radar correlated strongly with

gravity wave activity as observed by an airborne lidar. At the same time, the spatial correlation

function was relatively large indicating specular scatter; aprzzltng result since one would expect

an increase in turbulence during high gravity-wave activity and thrrs more isotropic structures.

The study of the short-term results using data from the above three sites can be separa,ted

into two sections. In tire first section what was investigated and discussed were winrls, full cor-

relation analysis parameters, aspect sensitivities and horizontal correlation lengths. All of thesc

parameters exhibited a strong temporal daily variation which tended to be more complicated

at higher heights. For example, data from all three sites showed that the L/h ratios decreased

with increasing altitude. This can be interpreted to mean that the MF scatterers tend to be

more isotropic with increasing height, especially so above 90 km.

In the second section use was made of that fact that the spatial-correlation method is a two-

dimensional feature and information on the horizontal anisotropy of the scattering structures

is also available. At Blanchetown it was found that not only is the pattern elongated well

above what is expected from a random statistical distribution, but that it is preferentially

oriented during the day-time to be within 25o of the north-south axis, and yet no such preferred
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orientation was observed during night-times. This was also observed at Mawson where again

the pattern orientations were clearly anisotropic. The most remarkable results were observed at

Christrnas Island where the orientations were very anisotropic with, at times, all of the patterns

oriented within 10o of the north-south axis.

To ascertain whether or not the wind was a contributing factor in the horizontal anisotropy

of the scatterers, all the data were analyzed for different time periods and heights where the

difference between the wind direction and spatial correlation pattern orientation was examined.

This was done by examining both instantaneous values which were binned into histograms and

by comparing four-hourly averages. It was found that at none of the sites was the wind a

contributing factor to the orientation of the spatial-correlation pattern. lt wa,s also found that

the night-time patterns were preferentially oriented in the east-west plane at lower heights.

Ät this stage the cause of the preferential pattern orientations is unknown. The wind

dircction is clearly not a significant factor. While geomagnetic activity was not eliminated a,s

a factor and might be a substantial cause of anisotropy at N{awson, it can not explain the

higlilv anisott'opic results at Christmas Island. Perhaps the anisotropy is caused by preffered

g-.ravit'v \\'ave propaga,tion due to selective filtering at lower heights. As gravity-waves propagate

uJru-ards thev impart their anisotropy to the scatterers as they break and produce turbulence

rvhich is observed by the partial-reflection radars.

12.O.1 Suggestions for further work

A nun-Lber of factors raised in this thesis should be looked into further. Firstly the spaced-

antenna computer model should be used to determine the impact of other va,riables on the

accuracy of the full correlation analysis. This includes such things as introducing vertical

velocities and turbulences and including gravity-waves propagating through the scattering field.

In addition an important test would be to have at least two type of scatterers co-existing and

moving at different velocities to see what velocity is in fact extracted by the model.

In relation to the experimental data, the question as to why the scatterers are anisotropic,
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especia.lly so in their horizontal plane should be investigated further. Having eliminated the

mean wind as a cause of anisotropg a study on the correlation of the scatterers anisotropy and

preffered gravity-wave propagation is the next obvious step.

Although.the work presented herein has dealt exclusively with the mesosphere, some pre-

liminary work not presented in this thesis did look at tropospheric data where the scatterers

observed using VHF radars were also found to exhibit aspect sensitivity. It would be an interest-

ing avenue to examine the structure of VHF tropospheric scatterers in detail and relate them

to gravity-wave propagations, especially since in the troposphere the scales are significantly

smaller. Simultaneous comparisons with mesospheric scatterers should also be performed to see

what if any relatiol exists between tropospheric and mesospheric scatterers.
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Appendix A

Historical Revie!\¡

A..1 Introduction

This thesis concerns the study.of the structure of the atmosphere, utilizing the remote sensing

capa'nilities of radarsl. Whilst this is an explicit area of study, I feel that it is important to

be fa,miiiar with the history of atmospheric research and to recognize the place of any detailed

study in the gereral scheme of things. In this endeavor it is equally important to recognize the

various ingenious tools and apparatus used to facilitate the study of the atmosphere. For these

reasons this appendix will deal with the history of atmospheric research, and the development

of various atrnospheric instruments.

The study of the atmosphere is divided into at least two distinct areas, which although

distinct, are not separable. The first deals with the study of the behaviour of the ãtmosphere,

its response to forcing and weather forecasting. The second deals with the actual composition of

the air, its variability and stabiJity. Both of these are coupled together since different dynamic

conditions can alfect the composition of the atmosphere, which in turn affects the dynamics of

the atmosphere.

lRacti.o petection and langing

43I
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A.2 First observations

The stutly oI l,he aLrnosphere is one of the oldest physical sciences studied by man. Its behaviour

has been studied since ancient times by farmers and sailors whose everyday activities were

directly related to the weather, which was so important that it was deeply ingrained in the

cultures of most primitive societies fFrazer,1923]. The study of the first great civilizations,

which developed along the great rivers of Asia and Africa2 has failed to provide much information

about their culture and science. The current knowledge of the Pre-Hellenistic3 period is largely

limited to the Babylonian and Egyptian cultures. It is fortunate for us that the Babylo¡ians

wrote on clay tablets exclusively, because of the unavailability of suitable plants. These clay

tablets, of which thousands have been found and deciphered, have given an insight in to the

Babylonian culture. Amongst other things, Babylonians tried to correlate atmospheric and

astrological phenomena and produced forecasts such as, fFrisinger, rg11l:

When a d'ark halo surrounds the n'¿oon, the month wilt bring rain or will gather clouds.

The ancient Greeks were the flrst people to keep systematic weather records and used the

pa'st weather to predict the future climate. However, their primary concern was observations

of the wind for navigational purposes. Changing weather patterns and phenomena were still

attributed to ancient lore: lightning was due to the wrath of Zeus; the rainbow was the many-

coloured robe of Iris; heat or drought were attributed to the carelessness of phoebus, and

Typhoon, in his underground prison, produced earthquakes and volcanoes. Emped,ocles, a lifth

century Sicilian philosopher was the first to propose that air was one of four basic elements;

the other three being earth, fire and water. He was able to show that air is a substance which

occupies space and displaces water. This was the first time that an attempt was made to describe

the substance of air, but without any instruments, the experiments were rather limited, and

the scholars concerned themselves mainJy with philosophical debate.

2Nile, Tigris, Euphrates, Indus ,Ganges, Hwang-Ho, and yangtze
SH.liniti" - from the death of Alexanderthe Great, [323 B.õ.] to the defeat oÍ Anthony anil Cleopotra,fB|

B.C.]
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The earliest recorded treatise on the subject of meteorology was the Meteorologicaa of Aris-

totle1384-3228.C.], where meteorology was the term used to describe all phenomena occurring

in airs. Aristotle was the first to attempt to construct a coupled picture of the atmosphere,

expanding on Empedocles and drawing on other philosophers who concerned themselves with

particular isolated phenomena. He postulated that the terrestrial region consisted of four ele-

ments; earth, air, water and fire, which were stratifi.ed as in flgure ,4.1. But this stratiflcation

was not rigid, and all the elements were thought to be interchanging. Dry land rose above

water and the fire burned earth. The sun's heat reached the surface, and by mixing with cold

and moist water formed moist air. The sun also acted on the cold and dry earth and produced

another warm and dry substance, lime fire. Motion occurred when the different elements at-

tempted to move to their natural position. Thus the trvo sorts of evaporations were responsible

for the weather; a dry and hot exhalation and a warm moist vapour. The former was responsible

for thunder, lighting, winds, earthquakes, comets and other fiery phenomena, while the latter

was responsible for clouds, rain, snow, fog, dew, hail and mist. Rainbows, halos and multiple

suns were thought to be due to the reflection of celestial bodies by miscellaneous vapour for-

mations lHeningerr 1960]. Aristotle also carried out experiments to measure the weight of air,

using a leather bag which he weighed as the bag was filled u'ith air. Horvever, since the volurne

of the bag also changes, a fact which lie did not appreciate. Jre wrongly concluded that air did

not possess any weight.

Thus, this was the age where the disdain for observable evidence, lack of any experimental

instruments, and preference for symmetrical theories, resulted in the study of the atmosphere

not progressing for several thousand years. Aristotle's Meteorologi,ca was the undisputed au-

thority on the atmosphere and its processes, and any new ideas were just an extension of his

work. It was not until experimentation became an important facet of science that real gains in

atmospheric science were made. The beginnings of the scientific revolution can be traced back

to the thirteenth century.

aConsisting of four volumes
sThis included comets
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Figure 4.1: Aristotle's concept of the terrestrial a,tmosphere ffrom I{eninger,7960]

4.3 Meteorology as a Science

Roger Bacon,ll2l4 1294)fBinke,1928] rvas an English scholar rvhose greatest contribution to

science was the advocation of experimentatjon rathel tlran philosophical spcculation. Although

essentially follorving Aristotle's rvork on mcl corologr', his ideas on cxperirnentation rather than

philosophical descriptions marked the beginnings of scient,ific research. This process, holever,

did not clearly emerge until the seventc'enl,h cc'rrtur'.y.

Bv tlte middle of the sixteenth cerìtur\'. nrctcolologv hacl s¡rlit a,long trvo liues; one still fol-

lowed Aristotle'.s treatise, while the othcr believed in rvc¿rther ple<lictìou by natulal phenomena,

or Astrometeolology6. The first questioning of Aristo/lervas made bv Girolanta Card,ar¿o [1b01-

1576] , an algebraist who argued tha,t lhere were only three ba,sic elernents, not four, since flre

produced nothing, required nothing and needed food to sustain itself. I{owever, all of these rvere

still qualitative statements, and it was not until properties of the atmosphere could be measured

that further advances were made. It was the invention of the three rnost basic instruments that

marked the beginning of the real study of the physics of the atmosphere.

6Thi" ** favou¡ed by the church and royalty
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4.3.1 The Thermometer

The basic principle of the expansion of air by heat was known since the third century 8.C., when

Phito of Byzantium constructed an apparatus which illustrated the expansion and contraction

properties of air and later by Hero of Alerand,rio who constructed a primitive steam engine.

They, however, failed to see the potential of this property to measute temperature, and construct

a temperature measuring device. Although the exact date is uncertain, the thermometerT was

invented by Galileo Galilei around 1593. He used this to determine relative temperatures of

different places, and temperatures of places as a function of day and season, but because his

thermometers were not sealed they were influelced by atmospheric pressure. Other scientists

soon began constructing their own thermometers, and in the first half of the seventeenth century

a number of different thermometers were designed. The frrst to produce a thermometer sealed

at the end, and thus independent of atmospheric pressure was Ferdinand, II, Grand Duke of

Tuscany. The next step involved the standardization of the scale, a feat which began withRobcrt

Bogle and was completed by Robert Hoolce, who marked as zero the temperature of freezing

distilled water. That the second point should be that of boiling water was then suggested by

Christian Huygens.In 1714, Fahrenheit constructed the first mercury thermometers. His scale

had three divisions, the first being the temperature of a mixture of ice, water and sea-salt,

the second when water and ice are mixed without the sea,-salt (32 deg), and the third the

temperature when a man puts the thermometer in his mouth or the arm-pit (96 degrees). In

1742, Anders Celsius proposed a scale which had two fixed points; the temperature of boiling

water (which he defined as 0 degrees) and the temperature of melting ice (100 degrees). The

inversion of 0 as the freezing point was introduced by Jean Pierre Christinin 1743, thus deflning

a temperature scale which is in common use today.

TThermo, Greek for heat, and meter, for measure
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L.3.2 The Barometer

The barometers measures the pressure of air, or atmospheric weight (per unit area). In the

4th century B.C. Aristoúle demonstrated that air had body, by showing that a vessel had to

be emptied of air before it could be filled with water. Although he also suspected that air

had weight, his experiments on weighing a leather bag filled and ernpty with air showed no

difference, and he concluded that air was weightless.e The Grand Duke of Tuscany, having

fountains built upon his palace, found that his pumps could not make tlie water rise more than

32 feet, a fact which in 1640 he conveyed to Galileo. Galileo understood the fact of the existence

of a vacuum, which he thought exerted a pulling force on water and which was somehow limited

to 32 feet. This problem of the finite height he passed on to his assistant Euangelista Torricelli,

[1608-1647], who first simplifled the problem by using a heavier liquid, initially sea water, then

honey and finally settling on mercury. He found that a column of mercury reached a rnaximum

height of 30 inches and concluded that it was not the vacuum which sucked it up, but rather

the weight of the atmosphere that pushed it up. He had invented the barometer. For the

next hundred years, the barometer underwent'intensive development, including a two-liquid

barometer, the dial barometer. Finally in the nineteenth century corrections for temperaturc,

the standardization and the capillarity were incorporated into the barometer, wliich was now a

common meteorological instrument.

With the barometer, it was Pascal who finally proved conclusively that air had weight.

Familiar witll Torricellis'work, he put forward the idea that if the air did indeed have weight,

and that the upper air pressing on the lower increased its pressure, then pressure should decrease

with altitude. To this end, he engaged his brother-in-law to carry a barometer to the summit

of a local mountain, where a barometric pressure reading was taken. The result clearly showed

that pressure decreased with altitude, and that air is an elastic substance.

sPressrr.e measuring
eHe did noú understand that the volume of the bag changed
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4.3.3 The Hygrometer

Th.e water cycle of evaporation followed by precipitation was understood by the ancient Greeks.

They, however, could not explain why in this process the water became invisible, and assumed

that some of the water turned to air. Although a satisfactory explanation was not given until

Bernoulli in his Hydrodynamica,ll738l, attempts to measure the amount of water vapour in

the atmosphere were made centuries before. The first successful invention of the hygrometerlo

is credited to the German, Cardinal Nicholas d,e Cusa, [1401-1464], who by balancing wool

with stones, found that when the air is damp the weight of the wool increases and the reverse

when air is drier. This type of hygrometer was not improved for several hundred years. At

this stage the improvement came from the use of different materials which included catgut,

and wild oat beards. The greatest development is attributed to Johann Lambert [1728-1777],

who improved on the catgut, and made monthly and seasonal measurements of atmospheric

humidity. Simultaneously measuring the temperature Lambert appears to have been the flrst

persorì to present his data in a graphical format, an important contribution in itself. In the

next fifty years ûlany different hygrometers were proposed and built, including some utilizing

whale-bone and huma,n hair. Finallv, the wet and dry bulb thermometers were invented in the

eighteenth and improved in the nineteentlt century. These are still used to measure humidity

today.

A..3.4 Otherinstruments

The latter part of this millennium was the age of invention and other instruments or apparatus

were developed which proved invaluable in atmospheric research. In 1650, Otto de Guéri,cke,

burgomaster at Magdebury, invented the air pump. In that same year, using a glass globe, he

conclusively showed that air has weight. This frnally laid to rest Aristotle'sidea that air had

no weight. He also invented the Magdebury hemispheres, two holLow hemispheres made from

copper, with a diameter of 4 inches, and connected to an air pump. He performed a number of

lohumidity measuring device
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experiments testing the strength required to pull them apart as a function of varying degrees

of vacuum. In one of his famous experiments, using spheres of a diameter of 2 feet, two teams

of 15 horses each could not pry the hemispheres apart11.

Other instruments developed around this time included the rain gauge and the anemometerl2

The psychrometer which measures the rate of evaporation and humidity of the air also became

a much used instrument. Another important development was the automation of measurements

rvith the introduction of the weather clock, which was able to take readings of the tempera-

ture, pressure and humidity at lifteen minute intervals while at the same time employing a rain

bucket to measure the rainfall.

4.4 Chemistry of the atmosphere

The early Greeks thought that air was a homogeneous single substance, and that water turned

to air as it evaporated. This idea remained until Rene Descartes [1596-1650], in his Discourse on

Ì'Iethod proposed that all the earthly substances were in fact composed of a single fundamental

substance. IIe ascribed the different states of matter to the intertwining of these particles. In

solids these particles were hooked and intertwined together, while in air they just lay one on top

of the other without being intertwined. The change from liquid to vapour of water depended on

the strength of the iutertrviuiug, and evaporation rvas the result of the particles being strongly

agitated thus breaking the bonds. This new idea inspired the next area of research.rvhich turned

to the isolation and discovery of these individual constituents.

The French chemist Lauoisier was the first to study the properties of air. In 7777, after a

lengtliy experiment he found that air was composed of two elastic fluids of different and even

opposite natutesl3, one which is unable to support life and the other which is better adapted

to respiration than atmospheric air. Although this experiment was areplication of one done by

Priestley,it was Lauoisierwho correctly interpreted the results. He deduced that there were two

11This corresponds to about 3.75 tons of atmospheric weight
12m.*ures both the strength and direction of wind
13by heating mercury he absorbed all the oxygen in a chamber leaving behind nitrogen
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parts to air; a pure part which supports life and burning, and another which supports neither.

Assuming that the pure air was the basis of acids he named it oxygen, Greek for acid producer.

Air which was produced by the respiration of animals was soon known to be produced by the

combination of carbon and oxygen, and was eventually renamed carbon dioxide. Although

prevalent throughout the whole atmosphere, the quantities were too small to be measured.

Rutherford is credited with isolating nitrogen, long before Lauoisiers work, although he did not

seem to understand his own discovery. The composition of air was thus known to consist of

oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide, and this perception existed for well over a hundred years.

The discovery of the next component of the atmospheric air came in 1892. Rayleigh found

a discrepancy of 0.570 by comparing the weight of nitrogen manufactured from pure ammonia

with that obtained from the atmosphere. Two years later, Rayleigh and, independently, Ramsay,

managed to isolate this new gas, and by using spectroscopy la discovered argon. Using similar

techniques Ramsay discovered helium, krypton, neon and xenon.

4.5 Structure of the atmosphere

After the invention of the thermometer and the barometer, l8th century scientists conclusively

showed by taking measurements from sea level to the highest accessible mountains, that both

temperature and pressure steadily decreased with increasing height. They assumed that this

trend continued until the atmosphere merged with interplanetary space. The major problern

faced was the remoteness of the atmosphere and its inaccessibilìty to scientists. The invention

of the balloon and the use of kites in meteorological studies soon changed this.

,A'.5.1 The troposphere and stratosphere

The first manned balloon flight occurred over Paris in 1783. Within a short time scientists,

using both warm air and hydrogenls balloons began to carry instruments on the ascent. It was

in 1804 that Gay-Luss¿c retrieved an air sample at a height of 23,000 feet, and subsequently

14 Bunsen and lfirchoff were the first to realize that gases êould be identified by their discrete spectra
lshydrogen was discovered in 1?82 by Cauallo
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discovered that the proportion of oxygen to nitrogen was no different from that at sea Ìevel. In

1862, Glaucher and Corwell reached an altitude of 37,000 feet. These balloon ascents rvere not

witlrout tlreir dangers, and several aeronauts died in the ascentsl6. Then, in 1892, Ilertnitewas

the first person to launch a barometer on an unma.nned balloon flight. The fìrst pelson to make

routine measurements using bal.loons and kites was Teis.serenc do Bort a French meteorologist.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries he launched a number of payloads carrying

kites and balloons. He used two balloons made from varnished paper. One was a main balloon

which was fllled with just sufficient hydrogen to support the instruments, and the other was a

guide balloon which, by filling it with a specified pre-determined amount of hydrogen, burst at

a particular altitude. The instruments on boardlT were driven by clockwork, and he was able

to obtain measurements of pressure, temperature and huntidity as a function of both height

and time. He also tracked the balloons using two theodolites and was able to gather both wind

and altitude rneasurements every minute. Finally after 3 years of research and 236 balloon

soundings, on April 28th, 1902, he presented the results of his research for heights betrveen 6

and I miles, to the French Academy of Sciences. His results showed that, contrary to cornnìon

belief of the time, the atmospheric temperature does not decrease indefinitely with height, but

that it levels off at a height of about seven miles above the surface of the earth. Assurning that;

above this height the temperature remained constant, he proposed that the various gases, in the

absence of wind and convection currents, settled into distinct layers, the ordering of rvhich was

determined by their molecular weight. Thus there were two distinct zones of the atmospherc.

Tlre lirst zone where the temperature decreases with height he calied the tropospl¿erel8. The

second zone he called tlre stratospherere. The boundary between the two zones soon became

known as the tropopause, the so-called ceiìing on the world's weather. At this time there

was basic understanding of warm air rising, expanding and growing colder due to the lower

pressure. On reaching the tropopause, where the temperature is constant, the temperature

16Lack of oxygen accentuated by the cold
17all weighing less tha.n one pound, an achievement in itself
lsGreek translation of'1,o turn over"
lsconsisting of strata of different gases
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of the air parcel no longer differs from that of the surroundings, and the air rises no further.

Evidence for this can be seen by the formation of auvil clouds observed at the top of summer

thunderstorms.

A..6 The stratosphere

Although balloon soundings only extended to heights of 15 miles, in the early part of this cen-

tury, it was assumed that the stratosphere extended indefinitely until it reached into space. At

that stage direct measurements of different parameters at higher heights were not yet techno-

logically feasibie. Studying meteors and their trails, Lindemann anð. Dobson [1922), derived

mathematical relationships which calculated the density of air, and thus its temperature, by

knorving the altitude, length and brightness of a meteor trail. Gathering data from a num-

ber of amateur observers their initial calculation showed that the temperature at an altitude

of approximately 30 miles was approximately 70 degrees Fahrenheit. This seemed a complete

contradiction to the idea of an extensive stratosphere, which should have had a temperature

at that height of -60 dcgrees Fahrenheit, and suggested that the atmosphere at that height

was being heated. Although the result rvas treated with initial skepticism, it was used by a

Britislr scientist lVhipple, to explain an acoustical phenomena f.rst observed in World War I (see

figure ,4.2). The sound from the large guns could sometimes be heard hundreds of kilometers

from the front, and yet there existed an area, closer to the front where they were not heard

and which was called tlte zone of silence. Whiqrytle compiled observations and enlisted the help

of the arrny to conduct experiments using stations at varying distances from a gun to measure

the length of time taken to hear its blast. From his experiment he concluded that the sound

waves reached an a.ltitude of between 25 and 37 miles before bending back earthward. Several

explanations were proposed to explain this phenomena. One involved the presence of a velocity

gradient of wind at high altitudes. This, however, did not explain all of the observed properties;

the circularity of the audible and silent zones, and the lack of correlation with wind velocity.

Another explanation hypothesized the presence of lighter gases in the middle atmosphere. It
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was however soolt shown that the atmospheric gases are quite uniformly mixed, up to an alti-

tude of 100 km. The only other possible explanation was the presence of a warmer layer of air

wlrich at that height gradually refracted the sound back to earth. The zone of silence was the

region between the points where all the sound waves 'were refracted up anrl the region where

they flrst started returning back to earth.

A decade later it was final1y discovered that the heating can be related to ozone2o, which ab-

sorbs the sun's ultraviolet radiation very strongly. The u-v radiation splits a diatomic molecule

of oxygen which then attaches itself to an existing molecule of oxygen, to form ozone. On

further absorption of u v radiation, ozorre is split again. The creation and destruction of ozone

is in equilibrium at the top of the layer. At lower heights, less u-v radiation comes through and

thus less ozone is destroyed. That is why the stratosphere warms at higher altitudes.

A.7 The mesosphere

In the late 1940's and early 50's experirnents utilizing rockets were perforrned in order to

study the attnospltcre at evcn higher heights. There rvere two popular methods used to obtain

inlormatiott about the atmosphere at those heights. One used rocketborne grenades which were

released a,ttcl detonated at different altitudes. Measurements of the velocity of the sonnd waves

rvere used to ca,lcula,te the wind speed, air density and temperature. The other method involved

the relcase o[ spheres at particular heights. Tracking the spheres as they descended, the wind

velocity, the air density and hence the temperature could be calculated. These experiments

showed that at heights above the stratopause, the temperature steadily decreased for about 20

miles. It was also discovered that this region of the atmosphere, known as the mesosphere2r,

was at its coldest during the summer months, due to a process not then understood. The upper

boundary of the mesosphere is around 80 km altitude. Here there is very little absorption of

solar radiation. However, there is strong radiation by CO2 in the infra-red region"

20Greek {or odour
2lmiddle sphere
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Figure 4.2: The zones of audibility and of silence for an explosion at Oppau, Germany, on
September 2IrI92I. The open circles represent observers who did not hear any sound while the
solid circles represent those that did hear the explosion. Towards the east and south, there is
a zorle of audibility of approximately 100km, followed by a zone of silence between 100-200km.
Beyond 200km, there is again a zone of audibility lfrom Mitra [1952].
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4.8 The thermosphere and exosphere

The region of the a,tmosphere a,bove a,n a,ltitude of a,bout 50 miles was first investigatecl in the

late 1950's by measuring the drag and perturbations of orbiting satellites. The atmosphere at

this height was found to be quite rare, and very absorbant in the short ultra-violet range. Due to

this absorption, mainly by molecular and atomic oxygen, the temperature increases quite rapidly

up to 2000 degrees Kelvin, although this maximum varies dramatically between night and day.

It was also found that the neutral atmospheric dynamics are strongly influenced by plasma

motions at these upper heights. Unlike the lower atmosphere, molecular diffusion becomes

important in the high altitudes and plays the dominant role for both the transfer of molecules

themselves and in the transfer of heat. This results in the constituent gases each settling into

their own exponentially decreasing height profìle, the scale heights of which are determ.ined by

their molecular weight. Denoted as the thermosphere this region of the atmosphere was found

to extend to over a thousand kilometers above the Earth's surface.

The region of the atmosphere where the density is so rare that molecular escape from the

atmosphere becomes significant, is called the erosphere. Calculations of the height where this

occurs have been attempted since the early 1920's, but as it is dependent on the density, which

in itself varies, only an approximate height of upwards of one thousand km ca,n be given.

4.9 Beyond the exosphere

Even by the late 1950's the general perception amongst the scientilic co¡nmunity was that

beyond the exosphere was a region devoid of anything except an occasional meteorite, interstellar

cosmic ray or energetic bursts of particles from the sun. First evidence to the contrary was

obtained with the launching of scientific satellites. The satellite Explorer I, launched in 1958,

had a variety of instruments on board, one of which was a Geiger counter, rneasuring the

frequency of charged particle collisions. The group of scientists headed by Van Allen found

that a region of intense radiation existed above the equator, while radiation was essentially

non-existent over the poles. With the launching of other satellites and gathering of further
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data, two belts were eventually found to exist, the Van Allen radiation belts. The charged

particles contained within the belts mainly arise from the solar wind and from cosmic lays.

Moving at a high velocity, they follow a helical motion around the Darth's magnetic field, and

spiral towards the poles. Another natural phenomena that was explained was due to collisions

between solar particles and the atmosphere producing several glows, one of which is the famous

aurora, observed over both the poles.

4.10 The ionosphere

The major atmosphere classification through the ages was on the basis of temperature. There do

exist, however, several other structure classilications. These came about in the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centulies, with the advent of other major physical discoveries. First it

was Herschel who showed that there were rays beyond the red-end of the visible specttum,

which were called infra-recl rays. Then Maxwell made his great breakthrough when he finally

concluded that light is an electromagnetic wave, and he further postulated that visible light is

just a small part of the clectromagnetic spectrum. Other researchers soon expanded on this

theory, and in 7888 Hcrtz made radio waves in his laboratory.

Marconi was the fìrst pclson to study these radio waves and use them for long-distance radio

communicatiori. In 1901 hc succeeded in sending a ra,dio signal from England to Newfoundland.

Although he was unable to produce a satisfactory explanation of how the radio waves followed

the curvature of the earth, one was soon provided by Heauiside, who proposed that there may

exist a conducting layer in the upper air, and that the radio waves were guided by this layer

and the sea surface22. This was the discovery ofthe ionospherer later found to consist ofa

number of layers, a region consisting of free electrons and ions in sufficient quantities to affect

the þropagation of radio waves. It was this discovery whicli eventually led to remote-sensing

as we know it today.

22This conclusion was independently reached by Iknnelly
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,A..11 Development of radars

The major advances in the understanding of the atmosphere came about both rvith the increase

in the kno'wledge of other physical sciences and the availability of better and new remote sensing

instruments. Although all the atmosphere could be probed to an altitude of at least a hundred

kilometres, this was mainly by in situ methods which were very infrequent, labor intensive and

expensive. This soon changed with the advent of radars which were one of the f,rst remote-

sensing tools.

The use of scattering of electro-magnetic waves by atmospheric constituents for research

preceded the advent of radars by more than fifty years. Scattering of light from aerosols was

initially studied by Tyndall in 1869. Although rnany other workers studied light scattering by

various particles, the principal investigators wele Rayleigh (1871-1918), Mie (1906) and Debye

(1915) [see e.g. Berne and Pecora, 1976]. The relevance of the study of optical scattering to

the radar case is found in the terminology used. When the dimensions of the scattering objects

is smaller than the rvavelengtlt one refers to Rayleigh scattering. Scattering frorn targets whose

size is comparable to the rva,velength is referred to as Mie or resonance scatter. As the target

sizes increase to be nruch larger than the rvavelength, one refers to the optical region. Although

the detection of ob.iccts using electro-magnetic theory seems implicit in their theoretical under-

standing, the first forural iclea seems to have come from Tcsla, who in tlte CenturE lllustrated

MonthlE Magazine [1900], rvrote the follorving [after Papouió et al.,lg56]

When we raise tlrc uoice and hear an echo in reply, we know lltat tl¿e sound of the uoice must

haue reached' a distant wall, or boundary, and, must huue been refi,ected from the sanre. Eractly

as the sound, so an electrical waue is reflected, and the same euidence which is afford,ed by an

eclt'o is afforded by an electrical phenomenon l;nown as a 'slationary uaue' - that is, a waue with

fixed nod'al and central regions...Stationary uaues in the earth will nùean something more than

mere telegraphy wi'thout wires to any distance. They will enable us to attain rnany important

specif,c results, impossible otherwise. For instance, bg their use ue mag produce at will, from a

sending støtion, an electrical effect in ang particular region of the globe; ue nxay determine the
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relatiue position or cou,rse of a mouing object, such as a uessel at sea, the distance traueled bE

saTne, or its speed,.....

Although the idea of producing an electrical effect anywhere in the world is still an ambitious

one, one might wonder whether Tesla would have been surprised by the iatest mobile phones

and satellite positioning!

It is difficult to credit anyone or any group with the invention of the radar, and in fact it

seems that it was invented independently and simultaneously by groups working in the United

States, United Kingdom, and Germany [for a brief history see e.g. IIill,1990], although other

groups in France, Italy, and Japan also had an active research programme. Furthermore there

seems to be a major contention in the def.nition of radar. The flrst idea for using raclio waves

to measure distance was proposed in 1924 by Appleton, who togetlier with Barnett, determined

the height of the B-layer at around 100 km lAppleton and, Barnett,7926]. The following year'

ionospheric physicists were using pulse-modulated techniques to study the ionosphere lTuue and

Breit,1925l. However, according to Watson-Watt[1957), who claims to be the father of radar,

this did not constitute a radar for two reasons; lirstly the transmitter and teceiver were widely

separated, and secondly, there was no individual ionospheric fcature for which a real direction

and ra,nge were determined. According to Page ltSe2l, however, it was Breit and Tuue 17926)

who sampled direct and reflected pulses, and found, u'ithout resolving the reflected ft'om the

direct pulse, that the decaying side of a direct pulse was affected when an aircraft llew across

the radio beam. Page asserts that Watson-Watt dtd not detect aircraft until June, 1935.

Regardless of the exact origins and time of the first experiments utilizing scattering of

electro-magnetic radiation to detect objects, it was the threat and growing speed of military

aircraft which ensured a rapid growth in radar research. In fact the acronym radar, was only

coined in 1940 by the United States Navy, well after radars were first used in the Second World

War [.9toords, 1986], which saw the emergence of all manner of systems quite diverse in function

and frequency. It was also during this time that the use of secondary radar emerged. This

is a combined receiver and transmitter unit which, when prompted by a ground radar signal,
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transmits a weak encoded signal back and enables identification of friendly or enemy aircraft.

other developments included the use of several ground stations to create radio-navigational

position lines enabling aircraft or ships to determine their position.

After the war, although the radar continued to be usecl and widely applied both in rniLitary

and commercial applications, it was also being applied in scientific research, especially in radio

meteorology and radio astronomy. In fact it was right after the war, in 1g46, that the flrst

radar echoes were reflected from the moon, and the structure of hurricanes and thunderstorrns

first studied fMofensen, 7946; Broolcs, 7946; Werler, rg41]. The now common Doppler radar

did not however emerge until 1957, when simultaneous measurements of amplitude and phase

were recorded lBrantleg and Barczys,1957]. Besides measuring the Doppler velocity of the

atmosphere and other objects, the Doppler radar was also used by aircraft to compute true

velocity and track, unaided by ground based radars. Radio rneteorology has since become a tool

for studying all kinds of atmospheric phenomeua, including rain, hail and clear air turbulence.

In addition, radars have been employed on spacecraft; for example the Magellan spacecraft

uses a radar which has mapped most of the surface area of Venus. Radio astronomy has also

made use of radar to study many other areas, including auroral phenornena, rneteor trails, and

distant planets' Even though conventionalradio astronomy relies on passive rather than active

systems, many of the general principles used are thc same as those used in rada,rs. It was raclio

astronomy that eventually led to the discovery of radio star.s, quasars ¿n¿ pulsars.

In conclusion, the radar has opened up areas of research which until now were generally

unattainable' and has led to many new scientific discoveries. For example it was the need for
efficient crystal mixers that concentrated research on gcrmanium and siìicon, and led to better

understanding on the injection of impurities into semi-conductors. This research led to the

emergence in 1948 of the transistor. Furthermore, the need for radar controllers led to advances

in both control algorithms and electronics.
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About Christmas Island

Christmas Island, locally known as I{iritirnaúi, is located at 2"North, 157oWest, [see figure 2.1]

and is the world's largest coral atoll covering an area of some 250 square miles, interspersed

with numerous lagoons (about 140 square miles of land area) [see figure 7.2 and figure 8.1].

It rests just above the rvaves of an ancielt reef located at the summit of an undersea volcano

rising 3 miles from the ocean floor. The topography is fairly flat, with a mean height above

sea level of approxirnately fivc feet and the highest point on the island being approximately

12 feet. The island rvas first explored by Captain James Cook on Christmas Eve 1777, and

rvas found to be uninhabited although teerning with birdlife. During the next two centuries,

Arnericans, Australialts. altd lirrropearìs a,ll atternpted to devclop the island as a commercial

venture, including the plant,ing of half a million coconut palms.

In the 1950's the island was used a,s a staging area for British and American airborne nuclear

tests, and this was when most of the island's existing road network was constructed. ft was also

during this time that the current residents, Gilbertese Islanders of Micronesian descent, first

established permanent residency. Under colonial rule education became compulsory resulting

in a 100% literacy rate. Although Gilbertese is the local language, English is used within the

government structure and is taught in all schools. The current population numbers approxi-

mately 1600, most of whom are in their late twenties, being the first generation after permanent

settlement.
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Appendix C

Directional statistics

When dealing with directional data, it makes no sense to utilise linear statistics which can lead

to paradoxes; for example it is intuitive that the mean of two angles at 1o and 359o is 0o, and

not 1B0o as obtained by arithmetic means. Here we present some of the simple ideas that have

been used in directional analysis in this thesis; for a detailed description see Mardia [1972].

We assume that d1 ,.......,0nis a sample of size n, where each angle represents a vector of

unit length OP;, rvhere P¿ is the point d¿ on the unit circle. Then the centre of gravitv (C,S)

of these points is given in Cartesian co-ordinates as

1n
e : lf cosd;,n-¿=l

1T

3:1)-sind;n-L=l

such that if

then, rB : Rn is defined as the length of the resultant, and ds is the mean direction obtained

by solving the above equations. Then

C
COSTO: 

V ,
s

S2Tl,In = :"R.
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with the following conditions
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ifF>o,e>0,

ifc<0,

if.9<o,c>0,

r,o -

where

If we denote o as a fixed direction we can show that a measure of dispersion of P; is deflned

AS

Furtlrermore, this D is minimized at e:To, such that the dispersion, around a mean value us,

is now defined as

fro

e[ir

Tto + 2T

7f 7f-r<ro<tr,o = arcta" (å)

1n
D=!)_-l-cos(L¿-a) .n2_ \ '

7=I

1n
5o=1-=tcos(O;-ão),n-z=l

u'here ,50 is defined as the circular variance and is related to As by

So:1 - Ro,

This is intuitive because if all the angles are tightly clustered about the mean, then the

length -R will be large and .îs will approach 0, whereas if the angles are widely clispersed, 
^96

aproaches 1.

Since 5s lies in the range of (0, 1), we relate it to the linear standard deviation, assuming a

wrapped normal distribution, by

1 - 5o '= ¿lo2

o, or ss, is defined as the circular standard deviation where

0(.90)1

oo:-2ln(l-^90)ä, 0(o)oo
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For the case rvhere the range of angles is between (0,2trll), rve find that

so = -2ln(t - so¡i ¡t
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Appendix D

Relating spectral width to fading

tirne

The full correlation analysis applied to a triangle of three spaced antennae, primarily calculates

the horizontal velocity of the scatterers (as dicussed in chapter 3). However, it also calculates

a number of other parameters including the fading time of the signal, re.5, which is defined as

the time taken for an auto-correlation function to fall to 0.5.

If the spectrum is approximately Gaussian then the spectral width can be related to the

fading time. Firstly, denoting the auto-correlation function as p(t) and the spectrum as f'(z),

we know that a Gaussian function has the following form in the time domain

--!2p(r)="*p[ä] , (D.1)

whilst in the frequency domain -F(n) has the form

F(n): o"-t'o2nz ' (D'2)

Examining the case of half-time and half-spectrum we find that

ln2

ln2 = ro2n?os

46t

(D.3)
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Equating the two ø2 terms gives

o2

02

7la

¡rn2r6's '
In2

zrn\.s '

so we flnd that the fading time is related to the spectral width by the simple direct relationship

(D.4)

(D.5)fo.s
0.22

To.s



Appendix E

Studies of seasonal behaviour of the

shape of mesospheric scatterers

using a 1.98 MHz radar

This is a reprint of a paper by D. Lesicar and W.K. Hocking, published in J. Atmos. Terr

Physics, 54, 295-309, 1992.
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Appendix F

Dynamics of the equatorial

mesosphere: First results with a

net\¡ generation partial reflection

radar

This is areprint of a,paper by R.A. Vincent and D. Lesicar, published in Geophys. Res. [,ettcrs,

18,825-828, 1991.
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Appundix G

Mean winds, tides and gravity

waves in the upper rniddle

atmosphere during ATOHA-9O

This is a preprint of a paper by R.A. Vincent and D. Lesicar, published in Geoph,gs. Res

Letters, 1 8, 1321-1324, 199I.
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Appendix H

Spectra of gravity wave density and

wind perturbations observed during

ALOHA-9O on the 25 March flight

betweerr Maui and Christmas Island

This is a preprint of a paper by C.A. Hostetler, C.S. Gardner, R.A. Vincent, and I). Lesicar,

published in Geophgs. Res. Letters, 18,1325-7328, 1991.
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Appendix I

Comparative studies of scatterers

observed by MF radars in the

Southern l{ernisphere mesosphere

This is a paper by D. Lesicar, W.K. Hocking, and R.A. Vincent, accepted for publication by
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